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i

Abstract
‗Willingness to Communicate‘ (WTC) defined as the willingness to seek out
communication opportunities and to use the language for authentic communication has
attracted much research interest in the field of second language acquisition for its role in
promoting successful language learning (Cao, 2009a; Cao & Philp, 2006; Kang, 2005;
MacIntyre, Clément, Dörnyei, & Noels, 1998; MacIntyre & Doucette, 2009; Peng,
2007; Yu, 2009). Most of these studies see WTC as a psycholinquistic construct. Few
studies have examined the way in which WTC is manifested in classroom interaction.
This is an important issue because of the direct relationship between positive WTC and
successful language learning. This study extends the current understanding of WTC by
in-depth examination of EFL learners‘ participation during classroom interaction.

Both sociocultural theory and Systemic Functional Linguistics are employed as
frameworks for this study. Adopting a multidiscipline approach permits description not
only of the social context of the activity, but also of the language choices in the
discourse. This provides a clearer picture of the actual learners‘ interaction, their
contributions to the group work, and the situational factors that affect their Willingness
to Communicate.

This study contributed not only to the notion of Willingness to Communicate, but also
provided theoretical contributions to both sociocultural theory and Systemic Functional
Linguistics by bridging these two theories in the study on Second Language
Acquisition. This study has expanded the previous model of WTC by suggesting the
influences of semiotic mediations as a potential contributing factor to learners‘
willingness to communicate in the group task. In addition, it also suggested that the
learner‘s WTC can be realized through examination of their linguistic choices as a
result, this study also provided a new dimension of WTC from a linguistic point of view
as well as a reconceptualization of the WTC notion based on the results from sociallyoriented and linguistics theories.
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WTC = Willingness to Communicate
SFL
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= Communicative Language Teaching
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= English as a Second Language

EFL

= English as a Foreign Language (referred to the context of this present study)
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
This study examines how Thai learners employ semiotic resources (language and other
tools) to make meaning while interacting in classroom tasks. The major aim of the
investigation is to indicate their interactional behaviours relating to the expressions of
‗Willingness to Communicate‘. This chapter identifies the study‘s research questions
and begins by providing a brief outline of the context of the study. Following this is a
discussion of Willingness to Communicate as a key notion for investigation and why
there is a need for the Willingness to Communicate construct to be reconceptualized.
The chapter then concludes with an overview of the thesis structure.

1.2 Context of the study
At present, many authorities in Thailand are demanding a reform of Thai education
policies to ensure that the training of students is relevant to the contemporary world
context. Indeed, policy reform demands that language learning be focused on
communication. Wattanakul (2001) observes that of the four skills relevant to language
learning (listening, speaking, reading and writing), listening and speaking are important
skills required of people in order to communicate in daily life and in business. Thai
learners and graduates are generally considered to have inadequate oral English
proficiency, so the components of speaking and listening have been given particular
importance in the curriculum, with an emphasis on interactional skills (Simpson, 2011)

The requirements of the Thai National Education Plan (Office of the National Education
Commission, 2003) include that students be given the opportunity to develop skills at
their own pace. Teachers are directed to focus on varied and learner-centred teaching
methods to support students‘ language learning; to foster interpersonal relationships
among students; and to motivate learners to use more of the target language. Many Thai
teachers and researchers, however; have encountered problems with regard to
motivating students to learn English, particularly spoken English, and are continually
trying to find ways to enhance and encourage students to use second language (L2)
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within classroom interaction (Prapphal, 1984; Wattanakul, 2001; Wongsothorm,
2001b). As a consequence, in order to foster learners‘ in-class participation, it is vital to
investigate factors and constructs that can affect their Willingness to Communicate.
This study is an attempt to investigate the nature of Thai learners‘ conversational
interactions within the classroom with an emphasis on their engagement and subsequent
sustained participation in interaction. Its aims are to provide a better understanding of
the factors affecting language learning, to identify the means by which the learners‘
engagement and contributions to the group tasks can be fostered, and to expand the
understanding of Willingness to Communicate from a linguistic perspective. It is
anticipated that the result of this study will contribute to foreign language teaching in
Thailand in such a way as to meet the requirements of the Thai education reform
movement.

1.3 A brief theoretical orientation
Over recent years, the approach to English language teaching in Thailand has become a
highly controversial topic in academic research and discussions. Teachers and program
developers have made every effort to identify ways to promote learners‘ second
language development (Kongpetch, 2003; McDonough & Chaikitmongkol, 2007;
Wattanakul, 2001), and current trends highlight the advantages of Communicative
Language Teaching approach (CLT). Consequently, CLT has come to dominate the
approach to English language teaching in Thailand. As the premise of CLT is ‗the
engagement

of

language

learners

in

communication

to

enhance

learners‘

communication competence‘ (Savignon, 2005, p. 653), CLT is strongly associated with
oral interaction in the target language. Though CLT was postulated from several Second
Language Acquisition (SLA) theories highlighting the significance of interacting by
using L2 (e.g. the Interaction Hypothesis (Long, 1996); the Output Hypothesis (Swain,
1985), sociocultural theory is the most relevant theory informing the framework which
is used for data analysis in the present study. Within sociocultural theory, CLT is an
approach focusing on the communicative activities (as social activities) which involve
the use of language in daily life situations. Insight into, and deeper understanding of
how learners engage in such interaction, as well as their communication orientation and
needs, are believed to provide fundamental information for language instructors to
design curriculum, enabling them to choose language teaching strategies to maximize
their language teaching efficiency. In employing a communicative approach, teachers
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place more emphasis on meaningful communication during the process of language
learning and language acquisition, reflecting what Brown (2000) argues to be the
characteristic of communicative language use. As a result, teachers now commonly use
communicative tasks as a strategy to promote learners‘ interaction in the classroom
(Kim, 2009; McDonough & Chaikitmongkol, 2007; Tulung, 2008). Therefore, this
study also takes into account influences of tasks on learners‘ engagement in each task.
Although CLT makes explicit the advantages of learners‘ interaction in meaningful
communication, learners may still seem to be limited in their capacity to communicate
with each other. It is evident that Thai learners are not sufficiently motivated to be fully
engaged in the interaction, either due to personal reasons or situational influences
(Pattapong, 2008, October). Significant research into learners‘ Willingness to
Communicate and second language learning has suggested that the ultimate goal of
language learning should be to ‗engender in language students the willingness to seek
out communication opportunities and the willingness actually to communicate in them‘
(MacIntyre, Clément, Dörnyei et al., 1998, p. 547). Based on this argument, MacIntyre
et al. (1998) argue that a primary objective of language teaching should be to foster
Willingness to Communicate during language learning and teaching.
At present, studies of SLA propose that a learner‘s Willingness to Communicate is an
individual variable which can contribute to L2 acquisition (Kim, 2004; Kumiko, 2008;
MacIntyre, Clément, Dörnyei et al., 1998; Wen & Clément, 2003; Yu, 2009). In the
literature, while some of the previous studies of Willingness to Communicate have
focused more on psychological and situational factors affecting learners‘ Willingness to
Communicate by asking them to recall and rate the level of their Willingness to
Communicate during the classroom activities (Kim, 2004; Peng, 2007; Yashima,
Zenuk-Nishide, & Shimizu, 2004; Yu, 2009), a study of Willingness to Communicate
from a linguistic viewpoint has not yet been conducted. Hence, this study is intended to
contribute to the research in second language learning through a detailed linguistic
analysis of learners‘ Willingness to Communicate as manifested in their interaction
from a social-cultural and linguistic perspective. Towards this aim, Willingness to
Communicate is the key notion to be investigated in this study.
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1.3.1 Willingness to Communicate: a key notion for investigation
Willingness to Communicate is regarded as a key variable (Kim, 2004; Yu, 2009)
affecting second language learning in SLA. It is viewed as one of the elements of
intrinsic motivation that can interfere with a learner‘s spoken production (Kim, 2004;
Yu, 2009). Research has focused on a number of factors contributing to learners‘
Willingness to Communicate. These include social support (MacIntyre, Baker, Clément,
& Conrod, 2001); learners‘ attitude (Yashima, 2002a); cultural differences (Wen &
Clément, 2003); beliefs about second language group work and communication
confidence in L2 group work (Kumiko, 2008); shyness (Chu, 2008); and contexts of
interaction (Kang, 2005; Cao & Philp, 2006). Though the factors affecting Willingness
to Communicate have been widely examined, investigation of the notion from a
linguistic point of view has not been conducted. From a linguistic point of view, the
focus of Willingness to Communicate is anticipated to be able to be expanded from that
of the individual learner as an interactant to learners engaged in social interaction. In
addition, much of the previous research is quantitatively oriented and has not yet
provided systematic constructive descriptions of how the engagement manifests itself in
classroom interaction in a range of communicative tasks. Moreover, there are relatively
few studies which focus on the use of classroom tasks in a real EFL classroom setting
where learners find it unusual to use English with their interlocutors who share the same
first language.

This study aims to investigate the situational factors and linguistic influences relating to
the learner‘s participation. The results are expected to inform curriculum development
so as to promote learners‘ interaction during in-class activities, and thus bring benefits
to language teaching and learning. Importantly, the aim of this study is not to discredit
the current literature on Willingness to Communicate, but rather to contribute to a
broader understanding of the concept. This is to be achieved by providing a qualitative
examination of L2 learners‘ participation during classroom interaction in order to obtain
detailed descriptive explanations of what learners actually do during group work
interaction.

5

1.3.2 The Sociocultural Theory: Language as semiotic tool
In order to understand interaction in the language classroom, language learning theories
have been reviewed. In this study, sociocultural theory has been given particular focus
due to its considerable impact on some variables of CLT. The central premise relating to
sociocultural theory is that learning is a social activity, and that language is used during
social interaction as a mediating tool for learning (Wells, 1999). Vygotsky‘s (1978)
theory of learning, proposes that the role of language is essentially social, and that ‗the
primary function of speech, both for the adult and for the child, is the function of
communication, social contact, and influencing surrounding individuals‘ (1978, p.45).
Significantly, what is being recommended is that within the social environment,
language functions as a ‗tool‘ for learners to construct meaning while interacting with
others. Similarly, Swain (2005) points out that, from a sociocultural perspective,
producing language plays a crucial role in language learning.
Speaking (and/or writing) is conceived of as cognitive tools—tools that mediate
internalization; and that externalize internal psychological activity, resocializing,
and recognizing it for the individual; tools that construct and deconstruct
knowledge; and tools that regulate and are regulated by human agency (p. 480).
Therefore, it is crucial to examine the variables that constrain and foster language
learners‘ opportunities to produce language, to communicate, and to acquire a language
through communication. The significance that the previous studies give to language as a
‗tool‘ for learning is given further support in the research of Donato and Lantolf (1990),
Swain and Lapkin (1998), Nunan (1992) and Halliday and Hasan (1976). These
researchers explore the nature of the social processes that learners engage in during
interactions, joint activities and how language is used as a meaning making tool. In the
view of this study, language serves as a meaning-making resource which learners
employ to provide social support and to collaborate and negotiate for shared
understanding among the group members. Therefore, it is worth investigating the
language used while learners are interacting in small group tasks so that the nature of
how EFL learners‘ Willingness to Communicate can be understood through the
movement of their entering into and sustaining joint activities.
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1.3.3 Systemic Functional Linguistics: Language as a social semiotic
To date, conversational interactions among participants in SLA studies have been
analysed from various perspectives namely Ethnography of Communication,
Conversation Analysis, Critical Discourse Analysis and Systemic Functional Linguistics
(SFL) (see e.g. Eggins & Slade, 1997; Rampton, Roberts, Leung, & Harris, 2002, for an
overview). As mentioned above, studies employing a sociocultural perspective posit the
primary role of spoken discourse in language learning. As this study is concerned with
how meanings are made through language during social interaction, the descriptive
linguistics available as a guide for the study of classroom interaction was drawn from
SFL. The central premise of SFL relating to the present study is due to its ‗social and
context-embedded features‘ (Muller & Wilson, 2008, p. 767). The works of Halliday
and associates have offered linguistic frameworks for examining language used through
the approach to language as ‗social semiotic‘. Halliday (1978) writes:
A social reality (or a ‗culture) is itself an edifice of meaning – a semiotic
construct. In this perspective, language is one of the semiotic systems that
constitute a culture; one that is distinctive in that it also serves as an encoding
system for many (though not all) of the others.
This in summary terms is what is intended by the formulations ‗language as
social semiotic‘. It means interpreting language within a sociocultural context, in
which the culture itself is interpreted in semiotic terms – as an information
system, if that terminology is preferred.
At the most concrete level, this means that we take account of the elementary
facts that people talk to each other. Language does not consist of sentences; it
consists of text, or discourse – the exchange of meaning in interpersonal
contexts of one kind or another… (p. 2).
What this quotation clearly points to is that when investigating spoken discourse in
social interaction, it is significant to take into account both ‗role of language and social
context‘ (Wells, 1999, p. 9).

Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) has been adopted as a framework to guide this
study because the linguistic choices employed by the learners can be explored in terms
of the function of their talk as well as the interpersonal relationship enacted during the
talk. SFL provides a unique approach to the investigation of the language choices made
by learners as they engage in classroom tasks, particularly the choices related to
interpersonal meaning, and this may shed light on Willingness to Communicate as
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manifested in oral discourse. From a linguistic perspective, SFL theory points to a close
relationship between language and its context which means there is likely to be
evidence of the contextual factors contributing to Willingness to Communicate. In
addition, it has been argued that in order to examine how learners undertake roles and
position themselves within the classroom tasks, the interpersonal resources among the
group members are useful in providing insightful descriptions of the interactive
behaviour that can be realized through their meaning-making resources (Eggins &
Slade, 2004; Jones, 2001).
By drawing on both sociocultural theory and SFL – ‗two approaches to the study of
social activity and the role of language in mediating the activity that are compatible‘
(Wells, 1998, p. 343) – it is possible to research the language choices in the discourse as
well as the social context of the speaking activity. This study aims to reveal evidence of
contextual factors arising from classroom interaction as well as the enactment of
Willingness to Communicate in learners‘ talk. More discussion of the theories is
provided in Chapter Three (see section 3.3).

1.3.4 A need for the reconceptualization of Willingness to Communicate
This study attempts to reconceptualize Willingness to Communicate from a sociocultural perspective since Willingness to Communicate is viewed as a social cultural
construct affected by language and other tools. The previous focus of learners‘
Willingness to Communicate was placed on their acts as learners entering into the
conversation or initiating the talk, however; by viewing the Willingness to
Communicate from a linguistic view point, the understanding of the choices that
learners make as well as the talk of others is expected to bring to light a new dimension
of Willingness to Communicate. The construct and/or contributing factors of learners‘
Willingness to Communicate should not be limited to only the utterances of a particular
learner. It is also significant to incorporate the talk of others, as well as the broader
contextual factors which may influence one‘s eagerness to talk. Hence, the dialogue of
the learners which is the central focus of investigation of this study plays a vital role in
guiding the reconceptualization of the construct. The implications of the new
conceptualization of Willingness to Communicate are expected to contribute to the
understanding of how learners (as group members rather than as individual learners) can
encourage each other to engage more in language learning processes.
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1.4 Research questions
In relation to this study‘s interest in the examination of the nature of EFL learners‘
interactions and the manifestation of their contributions to group interaction, the
overarching research question and sub-research questions guiding this study are:
How is a learners‘ Willingness to Communicate revealed through EFL classroom
interaction from a social-semiotic point of view?
1. What contextual factors influence the learners‘ Willingness to Communicate?
2. How is Willingness to Communicate enacted in the language used by the
learners?
It is anticipated that the enactment of the learners‘ roles and contributions to the group
interaction will be evident from the linguistic resources they employ through the
linguistic realization. Information from transcripts of the comments and utterances made
by the participants, along with their responses to interview questions will be analysed to
ascertain the contributing factors to their engagement during in-class activities.

1.5 Significance of the study
The present study examines the spoken discourse of learners during their classroom
interaction during small group activities. The interactions between the learners in a
classroom setting will reveal factors which contribute to the sociocultural construct of
their Willingness to Communicate and highlight the dialogic components of learnerlearner interaction. Furthermore, group interviews will be conducted in order to provide
insights into the learners‘ perception of the tasks and the learning contexts, as well as
the relationship between interlocutors. This study will contribute to an understanding of
linguistic resources and factors which may contribute to the generation of L2
participation in EFL classroom interaction.

In addition to the provision of recommendations regarding instructional design, this
study will also reveal how learners sustain their ongoing engagement in classroom
tasks. Previously, the focus on Willingness to Communicate has been on the initiation
of the talk (MacIntyre et al., 2001; MacIntyre, Clément, Dörnyei et al., 1998), however;
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this study will focus on the interactive roles of learners as both speaker and listener,
and/or initiator and responder. The different roles mean that learners who are not the
initiator of the discourse are unwilling to engage in the interaction. Therefore, this
research highlights the communicative roles learners take during their classroom tasks
and will complement the existing focus in the literature on the learners‘ dialogic role in
EFL context.

Moreover, in terms of its contribution to teaching and learning theories, this study is an
attempt to combine learning theory (see section 3.2) with linguistics theory (see section
3.3) in order to provide an alternative description of factors relating to Willingness to
Communicate. As a result, it is the purpose of this study to contribute to studies in
Thailand. Researchers in the EFL context, especially in Thailand, may have a clearer
picture of how learning theory and linguistic theory can be applied in an investigation of
classroom interaction. In addition to providing an explanation of contextual factors and
EFL learners‘ linguistic enactment of their Willingness to Communicate, this study also
highlights the effects of communicative tasks as contextual factors which have been
designed to maximize learning potential in the communicative language classroom. In
terms of the contribution to the field of SLA, although some empirical studies describe
learner engagement in according to psychological factors, the present study contributes
to the understanding of learner engagement by investigating it from a sociocultural
perspective. In using this alternative approach this study aims to contribute to the theory
of EFL learning as well as to language teaching in the EFL context.

This study differs from previous studies in that it expands current understanding of
Willingness to Communicate by adding a socio-semiotic perspective to the current body
of literature. In addition, it examines contextual factors and reveals linguistic evidence
of learners‘ actual interaction as it takes place in the classrooms. Spoken texts produced
by learners are worth studying because the research on learners‘ engagement to provide
language instructors with detailed advice on how to stimulate learners‘ contribution to
the task is still needed (Kim, Busch, 2006; 2009; Tulung, 2008).

Most of the

recommendations to date have been general in nature and focus on creating classroom
environments that optimize the learners‘ levels of in-class participation, however; the
results of this study may inform instructors not only as to how to create such a
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classroom environment, but also as to

what tasks and learning mediations may be of

benefit to promote learners‘ contribution to the group tasks.

1.6 Overview of the thesis
This study is organized into seven chapters. Below is a summary of what is included in
each chapter.

Chapter Two discusses previous research and the empirical studies concerning social
interaction in language learning, communicative tasks, the role of group work in L2
learning, learning by speaking based on sociocultural theory, Willingness to
Communicate, and studies adopting SFL.
Chapter Three delineates the theoretical frameworks: Sociocultural theory – and its key
notions of social interaction, mediation, scaffolding, and semiotic tools – and Systemic
Functional Linguistics (SFL) – emphasizing the importance of functions of language,
and social context and how language is viewed as meaning making. SFL is also used to
inform the analytical framework and guide the interpretation of data.

Chapter Four presents the methodology and analytical procedures used in this study.
The analysing tools of analysis from SFL are presented in detail. The chapter provides
an overview of the research paradigm, research context, and the nature of the data.

Chapters Five and Six present the results of the study and reveal its major findings.
Chapter Five responds to research question one and provides a general description of
the tasks, the nature of each task, as well as the semiotic tools applied in the study.
Chapter Six presents the analysis of the linguistic resources which the learners
employed during small group interactions. Through the dialogic interactions learners‘
Willingness to Communicate enacted within their talks is brought to light.

Chapter Seven discusses the findings and the reconceptualization of Willingness to
Communicate from a linguistic perspective, as well as the practical applications for the
research. Recommendations for future research are also included in this chapter.
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Chapter Two
Literature review
2.1 Introduction
Chapter Two reviews the literature relating to second language learning and the notion
of learners‘ Willingness to Communicate. More specifically, the purpose of the
literature review is twofold: to synthesize the work done in previous studies on
Willingness to Communicate and identify the key issues relevant to the benefits of
social interactions, the application of classroom tasks and Willingness to Communicate;
and to demonstrate the need for the present study.

The chapter begins by reviewing the literature relating directly to social interaction and
the applications of tasks in the EFL classroom, and Willingness to Communicate.
Related to this are discussions of how the tasks were used in the EFL classroom and
how the social interaction setting (e.g. small group tasks) can affect the learners‘
Willingness to Communicate. As part of this discussion, the benefits of social
interaction (e.g. scaffolding and collaborative learning) to Willingness to Communicate
are reviewed. In addition, included in this chapter is a review of previous studies of
Willingness to Communicate and the identification of the gaps in the literature which
this study seeks to address. The chapter concludes by revealing how Systemic
Functional Linguistics has been demonstrated in recent studies to be a useful tool for
examining enactment of Willingness to Communicate.

2.2 The applications of classroom tasks in EFL context
As discussed in Chapter One (see section 1.3.2), the core sociocultural tenets
influencing the present study are dialogic classroom talk and the concept of semiotic
tools (language and other tools). In particular, from Vygotsky‘s sociocultural theory, the
importance of support as participants (group members in particular) establishing their
shared understanding is highlighted. When learners work together, perceptions of
events, objects, or goals in their task setting may differ (Wertsch, 1985). In order for the
process of learning to occur, they must ‗negotiate their understandings‘ (Kahn, 2008, p.
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79). The process of negotiation has the potential to impact on the learners‘ interactions
as they involve themselves in the process of clarifying their ideas, meaning or stances.
As a consequence, the focus of this study is on the social interactions of learners since
these may affect their ability to form collaborations.

Many recent studies employing sociocultural theory argue the significance and
advantages of learners working on tasks as a group (Gan, 2008; Ogden, 2000; Tulung,
2008). Below is a discussion of the studies which employ group work and
communicative tasks as settings to examine learners‘ participation in the classroom. The
applications of group tasks in previous studies are of relevance to this study due to the
underlying assumption of this study being that tasks are a vital contextual factor
affecting learners‘ interaction. Hence, the characteristics of tasks and their effects on
learners‘ participation and second language learning should be reviewed.

2.2.1 Group work interaction in L2 learning
This section discusses the use of group work and the advantages of group work
interactions found in previous studies. Research such as the study by Long and Porter
(1985) on the interactions between ESL students during group work argues that group
work increases language practice opportunities, improves the quality of student talk,
helps individualized instruction, promotes a positive affective climate and motivates
learners. Other studies find that group work increased the level of responsibility in
students for their own learning (Antón, 1999; Nunan, 1992) as the teacher becomes the
facilitator. Unlike traditional lecture formats where students work as passive learners
and receivers of knowledge, group work settings push students to use background
knowledge and other semiotic tools to work together in the construction of knowledge
as they search for meaning (Herazo, 2002; McDonough, 2004; Wells & Claxton, 2006).
This provides an optimal environment for more participation from learners.

Marr (1997) claimed that the effectiveness of group work activities in promoting
cooperative learning is crucial in promoting learner engagement in the tasks and in
creating a cooperative learning atmosphere or sociocultural obligation and
responsibility. The author further asserted:
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Cooperative learning encourages students to work together and support one
another so that the learning team may reach its goal. As a result of their
cooperative efforts, the students learn from one another, have an incentive to
work, and learn to be active members of the learning team. (p.15)
Of particular significance are the studies in the field of SLA aligned to sociocultural
theory which demonstrate that social interactions are significant to the language
learning process. In most of these studies, a group work setting is chosen since this
environment is believed to provide the particular social and cultural context required in
the framework. Moreover, a number of studies place emphasis on peer collaborative
group work in language learning because collaborative talk features are evident.
According to Ogden (2000), peer group tasks generally involve learners voluntarily
working together with shared responsibility for the task. In turn, this requires the peers
to achieve joint management of the task and to make reciprocal contributions towards
the completion of the task. Ogden argues that it is ‗the coordination of perspectives,
sharing ideas about what is relevant, and extending their joint conception of the task,
that shapes students‘ thinking and learning through peer collaborative reasoning‘
(Ogden, 2000, p. 3).

The claim that social interaction is the most basic aspect of the development of the
human mind is in keeping with Vygotsky‘s framework, and recent studies by De
Guerrero and Villamil (2000), Rojas-Drummond et al. (2008) and others who
demonstrate how language as a mediating tool can be applied to the present study. The
following empirical works confirm that language plays a powerful role in moving
interactions among learners towards the completion of a common goal. The studies
show how learners negotiate their roles, how they maintain the discussion and stimulate
involvement from other group members, as well as how they manage to work towards
the completion of the tasks.

De Guerrero and Villamil (2000) examine the dialogic interaction between two ESL
learners. Throughout the study, the theoretical framework is centred on the concept of
semiotic mediation and the use of language as a tool for the development of language
itself. The findings reveal that the learner who assumed the role of expert in the
interaction was not the only one who performed scaffolding (e.g. to the other learners).
In fact, both learners scaffolded for each other during their interaction. This study is of
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interest to the current study due to its view of language as semiotic mediation during
social interaction and the two-way dialogic interaction of the learners which emphasizes
the importance of both speakers in the interaction process.

In turn, the study by Rojas-Drummond et al. (2008) examines the use of exploratory
talk among primary students while working in a group. The study confirms the
sociocultural claims made by earlier researchers such as Mercer and Wegerif (2000) that
language can perform as a powerful mediator to facilitate reasoning in social contexts.
Rojas-Drummond et al. argue that ‗learners‘ discourse functions as a scaffold to support
their joint efforts at reasoning and problem solving, helping each other to reach higher
levels of understanding than what they might have achieved by themselves‘ (2008, p.
334).

Furthermore, studies on group work show that small-group language activities offer
students more opportunities to practise the target language naturally and realistically
compared to traditional classroom instruction (Busch, 2006; Chaudron, 2001; Espinosa,
2007; Lin, 2008). In an L2 teaching context, group work is a creative means of
enhancing language learning through positive collaboration and interaction between
language learners. Through peer interaction, language learners use L1 and L2 or the
combination of both, as the verbal mediation and thinking tools to negotiate and
communicate meaning, thereby enhancing the learning of L2 (Wells & Claxton, 1999;
Wells, 2006). Since group work provides learners with the opportunity to use language
meaningfully, learners may find it enjoyable and effective in language learning.
(Mappling, 2006; Moraes, 1996)
Cumming (1990) also highlighted the important role of the learner‘s first language in
mediating L2 interaction when they are searching for the suitable word to use to make a
comment in English:
[L]earners conducted many of their searches for appropriate wording using both
of their languages. If an appropriate item could not be recalled in the second
language, it was often sought in the mother language. If found in the mother
language, it was then evaluated and transposed to the second language (p.493)
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In addition to the setting of classroom interaction, the following studies highlight the
language use among peers in particular to indicate how learners provide assistance to
each other during group work interactions. Ohta (2000) stresses that learners working
together as a pair can assist each other‘s oral production in peer-peer interaction. She
finds that students collaborate with each other to complete the task by providing peer
assistance. She concludes that the peer-peer interaction is beneficial to language
learning and that the most effective assistance is the implicit feedback from peers. In
addition, the studies concerning ‗collaborative dialogue‘ and ‗peer-scaffolding‘ also
provide useful insights into the functions of language in language learning. According
to the sociocultural perspective, collaborative dialogue among peers facilitates L2
learning (Brooks & Donato, 1994; Swain & Lapkin, 2001). Moreover, Swain (2000)
regards collaborative dialogue as a social interaction activity which is crucial for
knowledge building. Indeed, Swain et al. (2001) state that when the learners in their
study faced linguistics problems and attempted to solve them collaboratively, language
was used as a tool for communication and mutual understanding, and, as a result, the
collaborative dialogue mediated and promoted L2 learning. Apart from the conclusion
that talking to one another can be a tool for knowledge building, the talk of learners as
assistance that learners provide to each other can also be viewed as a factor enhancing
learners‘ talk and Willingness to Communicate and to engage in conversation due to
collaborative working environment that may mitigate their feeling of being intimidated.

Gan (2008) conducted a discourse analysis of negotiation during peer group oral
interaction. The study illustrates that meaningful peer group discussion tasks generate
patterns of interaction similar to natural conversational situations. As significant peer
learning in a particular setting is a direct result of collaborative interaction, the task used
in the study was likely to offer opportunities for students to show their natural
conversational competence, as well as provide an opportunity for them to develop their
language, cognitive and social skills. Gan‘s study points out the importance of learners
helping each other by moving the discussion forward and solving problems
collaboratively. This resonates with suggestions from other studies (DeGuerrero &
Villamil, 2000; Rojas-Drummond et al., 2008) that a peer group discussion task has the
potential to generate interactional and collaborative discourse features (e.g. peerscaffolding) (Lightbown & Spada, 2006; Naughton, 2006; Ur, 1996).
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In addition to the notion of mediation, during classroom interactions, a number of
studies (e.g. Swain, 2006; Swain & Lapkin, 2002; Watanabe, 2004) provide task-based
interactions as interactive contexts for learners in order to ensure that learners have the
goal and objective to interact with each other and ensure that they are interacting in a
meaningful way. The ‗agent-operating with meditational means‘ as their underlying
framework was adopted from Wertsch (1998, p. 26). The studies of Swain (2006),
Swain and Lapkin (2002), and Watanebe (2004) explore how language becomes a
source of second language learning and reveal that while working on classroom tasks,
learners use language as a tool to mediate their thinking (cognition). Indeed, language
mediates the students‘ language learning by drawing their attention to the languagerelated problems they were experiencing, and by giving to them the tools with which to
reason out the solutions.

Although the above studies emphasize different aspects and use different types of data
gathering instruments and methods of analysis, they all demonstrate that the dialogic
interaction in small group interaction are of benefit to L2 learning. Thus, this study aims
to explore in depth the impact of group work interaction and the potential opportunities
it provides to encourage the type of social interaction among group members that may
reflect or affect learners‘ Willingness to Communicate. Moreover, findings from the
above studies show that group work interaction also provides clear evidence of
discourse features beneficial to language learning (e.g. scaffolding, collaborative
dialogue and explicit feedback). A review of the existing literature on the discourse
features reveals the general belief that they function as a tool to mediate L2 language
learning, and, as a result, they may contribute to language development. Talk types of
this nature can be regarded as the kind of help or support linked to the notion of
mediation available in social interaction. In turn, the discourse features inform the
researcher that the talk learners may use to motivate contributions from each other
influences their Willingness to Communicate during small group interactions.
Therefore, these talk features will be investigated in the current study as informed by
previous studies.

The studies profiled above have informed and influenced this study and its focus on
learner-learner interaction because the researcher also believes that the learners should
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play an active role during classroom interactions, both in the initiating and responding
roles, in order to practise their use of L2. The significance of reciprocal communication
has already been brought to light in the studies reviewed above. The interactions among
peers are integral to extend our understanding of how learners interact with each other
by adopting types of talk that can be realized linguistically that are believed to increase
L2 language learning such as collaborative dialogue, interactive roles (expert-novice),
negotiation of shared understanding, and peer-scaffolding (Barnes & Todd, 1977;
Chaudron, 1988; Donato, 1994; Storch, 2001; Swain, 1997a). These types of talk
provide a useful guideline for linguistic data analysis for this study because such
dialogic features may be indicative of learners‘ manifestation of their Willingness to
Communicate.

Similarly, in addition to the social interaction setting, the tasks employed in the EFL
classroom are also important for their impact on learner interactions (Ellis, 2003a;
Littlewood, 2004a; Tulung, 2008). As suggested in Lantolf (2000a), while working
together as a group on classroom tasks, learners may interact differently according to
the nature and design of the tasks. The review of the characteristics of the tasks may
assist the researcher to ‗unpack‘ the nature of the learners‘ interaction during their group
work collaboration. In so doing, the studies of learners‘ talk during the classroom tasks
are reviewed in the following section.

2.2.2 Types of tasks in EFL pedagogy
Several researchers have demonstrated the overall social and cultural structure of the
language found in the classroom in various classrooms settings (Brooks & Donato,
1994; Danli, 2008; DeGuerrero & Villamil, 2000). In relation to sociocultural theory,
the tasks set in a classroom are expected to stimulate or generate higher mental
processes including verbal thought, logical speech, problem solving, and planning and
evaluating (Vygotsky, 1978). In turn, individual learners who enter into the higher order
cognitive process may need different levels and forms of mediation in order to complete
the tasks (Wells, 2007). Consequently, an investigation of mediations (mediational
tools) available for the learners in each particular task will provide insights into how
learners make meaning through language as well as other tools.
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‗Socioculturalists have focused on the tools students used to control their interaction.
Tasks have been advanced that promote opportunities for learners, in collaboration with
others, to shape their own interactional trajectories and outcomes‘ (Kahn, 2008, p. 36).
As Lantolf (2000a) states, a task, however designed, may lead to observable learning
outcomes, or it may not. What is important ultimately is ‗how individual learners decide
to engage with the task as an activity‘ (p. 13). Lantolf suggests that individual learners
may react or interact with a given task differently. Hence, the significance of task design
can play a vital role in engaging or stimulating more participation from learners. After
careful consideration of the features of the open-ended task described in the previous
section, which provide the scope for learners to talk more freely in the classroom
described in the previous section, various types of task design have been selected for
this study and, as a result, different interaction approaches by the learners interactions
are expected to be revealed.
Definitions of ‗task‘ in relation to classroom interaction – from the narrow perspective
through to the broad perspective – are evident in previous studies. Researchers
employing a task-based approach in their studies have defined their ‗task‘ differently by
focusing on the particular dimensions of the task. Table 1 provides a summary of tasks
relevant to, and reflective of, the tasks in this study were previously defined. Moreover,
the definition‘s relation to the current study is explained as follows:
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Definitions of tasks
Willis (1996)
Activities where the target language is used by the learner for a communicative purpose
(goal) in order to achieve an outcome.
Lee (2000)
A task is (1) a classroom activity or exercise that has: (a) an objective obtainable only
by the interaction among participants, (b) a mechanism for structuring and sequencing
interaction, and (c) a focus on meaning exchange; (2) a language learning endeavour
that requires learners to comprehend, manipulate, and/or produce the target language as
they perform some set of work plans.
Bygate et al. (2001)
A task is an activity which requires learners to use language, with emphasis on
meaning, to attain an objective.
Ellis (2003b)
A work plan that require learners to process language pragmatically in order to achieve
an outcome that can be evaluated in terms of whether the correct or appropriate
positional content has been conveyed. To this end, it requires them to give primary
attention to meaning and to make use of their own linguistic resources, although the
design of the task is intended to result in language use that bears a resemblance, direct
or indirect, to the way language is used in the real world. Like other language activities,
a task can engage productive or receptive, and oral or written skills and also various
cognitive processes.
Nunan (2004)
A piece of classroom work which involves learners in comprehending, manipulating,
producing or interacting in the target language while their attention is focused on
mobilizing their grammatical knowledge in order to express meaning, and in which the
intention is to convey meaning rather than to manipulate form.
Van den Branden (2006)
A task is an activity in which a person engages in order to attain an objective, and which
necessitates the use of language.

Table 1: Definitions of task from previous studies
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In general, the above definitions shown in Table 1 demonstrate how the tasks within the
studies cited above can be categorized into two broad groups. One group emphasizes
cognitive and communicative processes such as the definition proposed by Ellis (2003);
whereas the second group emphasizes the requirements by the learner to communicate
in the target language with a focus on meaning to achieve an objective (Bygate et al.,
2001; Lee, 2000; Nunan, 2004; Van Den Branden, 2006; Willis & Willis, 1996). The
emphasis proposed in the second group is considered most relevant to the tasks
employed in the present study, and, as a result, the learners in this study are expected to
communicate in L2 during the communicative tasks (a strategy widely used in English
language pedagogical practice in Thailand as discussed in Chapter One). Moreover, the
learners are required to focus on meaning more than form so that their interaction can
reflect the nature of their communicative behaviour.

The task characteristics, especially those of the tasks which are communicatively
oriented in nature are reviewed in this section. The use of communicative tasks in EFL
classrooms is obviously supported by two major theoretical approaches to L2 learning
and teaching; the Interaction Hypothesis of L2 (Gass, 1997; M. Long, 1996; Pica, 1994)
and sociocultural theory (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Ohta, 1995; Wells, 1999).
Researchers who support sociocultural theory claim that social interaction is significant
to L2 development. As a result, the use of task employed in the classroom is considered
to be a factor that can influence learners‘ second language learning.In particular,
researchers who support Interaction Hypothesis theory claim that negotiation may
facilitate L2 learning by way of negative feedback that learners provide to each other.
Such feedback focuses on form such as explicit corrections or hint for more accurate
production.

2.2.3 Classroom tasks: open-ended tasks
Recent studies have paid attention to the influence of the classroom task on the
Willingness to Communicate construct in an ESL/EFL context (Cao, 2009a; Kang,
2005; Weaver, 2007). Although this study does not claim to position itself in
accordance with a task-based language teaching approach, it is worth discussing the
characteristics of this approach as they can be crucial to understanding the contextual
factors affecting group interaction. As discussed in Chapter One, communicative
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classroom tasks are used widely in EFL classrooms in Thailand due to claims of the
benefits of the CLT approach to learners (Breen & Vandian, 1980; Lightbown & Spada,
2006).

During the past decade, studies concerned with task-based learning and teaching have
sought to determine the effects of different communicative tasks as conversation and
negotiation generators (Pica, Kanagy, & Falodun, 1993, p. 15). These studies
characterized tasks according to the outcomes towards which the learners were working
towards, whereas Long (1989) characterized classroom tasks as ‗open‘ and ‗closed‘. In
keeping with the focus that socioculturalists have given to the tools used by learners
throughout the learning process, Lantolf (2000a) explains that task design may be
beneficial to an examination of ‗how individual learners decide to engage with the task
as an activity‘ (p. 13). In particular, this is being effectively done through a focus on L2
grammatical form via closed tasks, which are believed to produce optimal conditions for
the negotiation of meaning (Ellis, 2000; Pica et al., 1993). Nevertheless, more recent
research has tended to focus on the sociocultural theory of learning, thus demanding a
more in-depth examination of learner behaviours and interactions during the
accomplishment of classroom tasks. The studies found that participants working in
open-ended tasks are required to reach a convergent goal which is likely to generate
negotiation (Kahn, 2008; Tulung, 2008). Contributing to the application of tasks in the
EFL classroom, this study aims to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the
concept of task, one which demonstrates the relationship between task types and learner
interactions. In particular, the focus is on how this relationship affects the nature of
Willingness to Communicate. In turn, because an application of sociocultural theory
that places greater emphasis on meaning negotiation rather than L2 structure, the aim is
to emphasize the use of open-ended tasks in the process of data collection. In light of
this, a review of the following studies that have utilized open-ended tasks is presented
below.

Communicative tasks which generated oral discourse during peer interaction in an EFL
classroom were conducted by Tulung (2008). The study reports that learners helped
each other to complete the task with a convergent goal and an open outcome. In turn,
this study is helpful to an understanding of the situational factors impacting Willingness
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to Communicate because it demonstrates that particular task types – in this case, the
jigsaw and decision-making tasks – actively generate more interaction and cooperation
during the completion of the tasks. Sharing the common features of communicative
tasks, valuable insights into the open-ended task were brought to light by Kahn (2008)
through an examination of the language arising from open-ended tasks. The major aim
of Kahn‘s study was to discover what phenomena characterized the discourse arising
from open-ended tasks and their relation to L2 development when considered through
the lens of sociocultural theory. The study documented the participants‘ negotiation and
presented evidence of learners‘ development while working with the teacher and their
peers by building new knowledge and shared activity goals. This study is particularly
important in that it identified significant dialogic phenomena while learners were
working on the open-ended tasks that seem to motivate more participation.

The above studies have focused on learner-learner interaction during small group tasks.
The tasks were designed to be open-ended so as to allow the learner to freely control
their interactions and outcomes. Such classroom tasks are claimed to encourage learners
to collaboratively complete the task, as well as to provide opportunities for the
researcher to investigate social conditions within the learning context. Therefore, this
present study focuses mainly on the open-ended tasks used within the normal classroom
context during the data collection process. This is primarily because of the underlying
assumption that during the open-ended task, learners may interact more freely with each
other, and this, in turn, provides a greater opportunity to undertake linguistic analysis.
As a result, the demonstration of learners‘ Willingness to Communicate can be
examined through their interaction while they are working on open-ended tasks tasks.
To further clarify this point, the following section discusses the Willingness to
Communicate construct in greater detail. Information regarding the origin of the
construct is presented, along with a discussion of the significant studies of the construct
relevant to this study.

2.3 Willingness to Communicate
To date, Willingness to Communicate has attracted much research interest. However,
this section is limited to a review of previous studies on the construct which are relevant
to, and which have illuminated the present study. The discussion is divided into three
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major parts. The studies which explore the origins of Willingness to Communicate are
reviewed as they provide the foundation upon which more recent studies of the
construct are developed. This will be followed by the Willingness to Communicate
models, which are widely adopted in many of the recent studies. A review of the factors
affecting Willingness to Communicate in SLA context will also be provided.

2.3.1 The origin of Willingness to Communicate
The concept of Willingness to Communicate in the field of first language (L1)
communication was originally developed by McCroskey and Richmond (1987).
Originally, the researchers based the development of their ideas on the concept of
Unwillingness to Communicate (Burgoon, 1976). McCroskey et al. (1992; 1985; 1990)
applied their earlier framework of Communication Apprehension – defined as fear or
anxiety towards oral communication, and which is regarded as the main element
affecting Willingness to Communicate – to their study in the EFL context. The studies
by these researchers aimed to capture the trait-like personality that learners display in
using both their first and second language. The results show that a high degree of
communication apprehension in both languages affects learners‘ language production
behavior. Although situational factors may also affect one‘s willingness to speak,
McCrosky and Richmond (1990) asserted in their work that the antecedents of
Willingness to Communicate: introversion, self-esteem, communication competence,
communication apprehension, and cultural diversity are more critical.

McCroskey (1997) later refers to Willingness to Communicate as the probability of
engaging in communication when the opportunity is given. Indeed, Willingness to
Communicate is regarded as a stable variable that influences one‘s talk (e.g. degree of
introversion and extroversion and many other factors). Building on the work of
McCroskey and the notion of unwillingness to communicate, recent studies have shifted
to the study of Willingness to Communicate. Indeed, the past decade has seen a growing
research interest in L2 Willingness to Communicate (Chu, 2008; Clément, Baker, &
MacIntyre, 2003; Hashimoto, 2002; Yashima, 2002a), and an increasing number of
current studies have focused on Willingness to Communicate in the ESL and EFL
context. It is important to note that most of the recent studies on Willingness to
Communicate have applied or based their work on the work of MacIntyre, Clement,
Dörnyei and Noels (1998), who conceptualized bilingual L2 Willingness to
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Communicate as a pyramid-shaped model. This is because the work of these authors is
regarded as a comprehensive and strongly developed model that includes various
sources of contributing factors (Peng, 2007). Although the present study does not
directly employ the model as an analytical framework, the concepts underpinning the
model have provided great insights into the factors affecting Willingness to
Communicate in the literature. The model is reviewed in detail in the following section
to provide an overview of the factors which have been studied previously in the field.

2.3.2 Pyramid model of L2 WTC
In a bilingual context, MacIntyre et al. (1998) expanded the concept of L2 Willingness
to Communicate proposed by MacIntyre (1994) into a heuristic model of L2
Willingness to Communicate. The model is made up of twelve variables presented in
the shape of a pyramid. In an attempt to explain the interrelation between the affective
variables that influence the actual use of L2, MacIntyre et al. argue that the heuristic
model may provide an account of linguistic, communicative, and socio-psychological
variables that which might affect one‘s Willingness to Communicate (1998). According
to MacIntyre et al:

An explanation of WTC offers the opportunity to integrate psychological,
linguistic, and communicative approaches to L2 research that typically have
been independent of each other. We view the WTC model as having the
potential to provide a useful interface between three disparate lines of inquiry.
Our second goal is to suggest potential relations among these variables by
outlining a comprehensive conceptual model that may be useful in describing,
explaining, and predicting L2 communication (MacIntyre et al., 1998, p. 545).
The model consists of six layers, and within the layers are certain variables expected to
produce a ‗situational influence‘ on Willingness to Communicate, and certain other
variables expected to cause ‗enduring influence‘ on Willingness to Communicate. The
situational influence can be described as transient and dependent on the specific context
in which a person functions at a given time; whereas enduring influence can be defined
as ‗the long-term properties of the environment or a person that would apply to almost
any situation‘ (Macintyre et al., 1998, p.546).
Situational factors are immediate in their effect on the person‘s engagement in
communication, but may vary according to the context. The situational factors listed
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include L2 use, Willingness to Communicate, desire to communicate, self-confidence in
communicating, and anxiety in communicating and are positioned in the upper part of
the pyramid. As a result, the Willingness to Communicate factors that impel a person to
actually communicate can be measured via these situational variables. In contrast,
enduring influence variables include motivational propensities – including interpersonal
motivation, inter-group motivation, and L2 self-confidence; affective-cognitive context
– composed of inter-group attitudes, social situation and communicative competence;
and societal and individual contexts – composed of inter-group climate and personality.

Layer I

Communication Behavior

1
L2 Use

2

Layer II

Behavioral Intention

Willingness to
Communicate

Layer III

3

State
Communicative
Self-Confidence

5

Layer IV
Interpersonal
Motivation

6

Intergroup
Attitudes

Motivational Propensities

L2
Self-Confidence
10

9
Social
Situation
11

Situated Antecedents

7

Intergroup
Motivation

8
Layer V

4

Desire to
Communicate
With a specific
person

Communicative
Competence

Affective-Cognitive
Context

12

Social and Individual
Context

Layer VI
Intergroup Climate

Personality

Figure 1: Heuristic model of variables influencing Willingness to Communicate
reproduced from MacIntyre et al. (1998, p. 546)
As shown in Figure 1, the six layers consist of variables grouped according to different
numbers:
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Layer I (Communication Behavior) involves actual ‗L2 use‘ and can be regarded as ‗the
result of a complex system of interrelated variables‘ (MacIntyre et al., 1998, p. 547).
According to MacIntyre et al., the productive L2 learning program must create
communication opportunities for second language students who seek out L2
communication opportunities for the development of their L2. As a result, in the
learning context, this layer is closely related to the design of actual L2 learning and
teaching. Learners should be provided with learning opportunities (e.g. simulated
situations) that enable them to practise their second language.

Layer II (Behavioral Intention) includes the Willingness to Communicate variable,
defined by MacIntyre et al. (1998, p. 547) as ‗a readiness to enter into discourse at a
particular time with a specific person or persons, using an L2‘. Moreover, Willingness
to Communicate can be regarded as the individual‘s intention to produce L2 to
communicate if they are given an opportunity to do so. It is based on the conviction that
communicative action can be predicted by intention or willingness to act.

Layer III (Situated Antecedents) consists of two variables: desire to communicate with a
specific person and self-confidence. The desire to communicate is influenced by the
inter-individual and inter-group motivations that involve affiliation, and by the control
motives influencing the L2 student‘s desire to communicate in L2. The ‗State‘
communicative self-confidence represents a variable which, unlike the trait-like selfconfidence variable, refers to the temporary feeling of confidence that occurs within a
given situation. These factors include ‗state perceived competence‘ and a lack of ‗state
anxiety‘, as profiled in the framework developed by Clément (1980). Both ‗perceived
competence‘ and ‗state language anxiety‘ are hypothesized to vary depending on social
and individual factors. The underlying assumption is that an increase in ‗state language
anxiety‘ results in the reduction of self-confidence and vice versa (MacIntyre et al.,
1998, p. 549).

Layers IV-VI deal with the stable individual differences and perform as independent
factors in determining Willingness to Communicate in an L2. Layer IV (Motivational
Propensities) consists of three significant variables: interpersonal motivation, intergroup
motivation, and L2 confidence. Interpersonal motivation derives from either control or
affiliation, whereas the intergroup motivation is affected by the group to which the
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individual belongs. It is hypothesized that the intergroup motivation is influenced by
intergroup climate and intergroup attitudes. It seems that in relation to interpersonal
motivation, either control or affiliation can result in the same types of communicative
behaviours apparent in the interpersonal situation. Both control and affiliation are
regarded as important determinants in relation to the L2 student‘s choice of an
interlocutor (MacIntyre et al., 1998, pp. 550-551). L2 self-confidence in layer IV, in
contrast with the one situated in layer II, can be influenced by two factors: selfevaluation in L2 and language anxiety when using L2. Both factors are trait-like and
remain stable across various contexts (MacIntyre et al., 1998, p. 551).

Layer V (the Affective and Cognitive Context) involves the variables that operate
through the affective variables discussed above that indirectly impact upon Willingness
to Communicate, such as intergroup attitudes, social situation, and communicative
competence (MacIntyre et al., 1998, pp. 551-552). ‗Intergroup attitudes‘ include
integrativeness, fear of assimilation and motivation to learn L2, while ‗social situation‘
can be affected by the participants, the setting, the purpose, the topic and the channel of
communication. In relation to the participants, Willingness to Communicate can be
impacted by variables such as age, gender and social class. The setting is characterized
by the location of the interaction and the time that it occurs. Purpose refers to the aims
of the interaction, whether it is to persuade or to convey information, while the ‗channel
of communication‘ refers to the communication medium (e.g. spoken or written, face-to
face or distance communication).

Topic of discussion is an important factor in Willingness to Communicate. It is asserted
that the familiarity of the learners with the topic enhances their Willingness to
Communicate during verbal interaction even though they may have limited L2
competence (Zuengler, 1993). The last variable in this layer V, communication
competence, is known in the field of second language acquisition as communicative
competence (Hymes, 1972). Canale and Swain (1980) propose that there are four major
competencies that constitute communicative competence: grammatical competence,
sociolinguistics competence, discourse competence, and strategic competence.
Alternatively, Celce-Murcia et al. (1995) assign five dimensions to communicative
competence: the linguistic, the discourse, the actional, the sociocultural, and the
strategic.
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Layer VI (the Societal and Individual Context) includes intergroup climate and
personality. MacIntyre et al. (1998) stated that the social/intergroup climate and
personality that underpins the social distance or relationships between groups should be
located at the bottom of the pyramid as they determine L2 Willingness to Communicate
to a lesser degree than the other variables.
The work of MacIntyre et al. posits that factors affecting the learner‘s use of L2
subsume the dual characteristics of both the situational construct and trait-like construct,
and this provides a significant foundation on which to base my research on Willingness
to Communicate. Nearly a decade on, the pyramid model, as well as the definition of
Willingness to Communicate, continue to be applied in ongoing research into the
Willingness to Communicate construct in the ESL and EFL context. Notwithstanding
this, there have been several studies that have endeavoured to build upon MacIntyre et
al.‘s work by attempting to understand the full range and scope of Willingness to
Communicate, and these invariably add to the overall understanding of Willingness to
Communicate and recognition of its importance.

One study that obviously attempts to broaden the scope and understanding of
Willingness to Communicate is the one conducted by Wen and Clément (2003). These
authors argued that the MacIntyre et al. model is based on research relevant only in
Western contexts. As a result, they proposed modifications to the model that they argue
more suitably explain learners‘ Willingness to Communicate in the Chinese context,
and which can better reflect the EFL context. In modifying the conceptualization of
Willingness to Communicate to suit the Chinese context, they propose that a distinction
be made between Desire to Communicate (DC) and Willingness to Communicate
(WTC). This is an important distinction as the desire to communicate does not have to
be regarded as Willingness to Communicate when the cultural context hinders
communication pathways. The traditional social orientation of ‗saving face‘ in China
may cause learners to be unwilling to participate in the target language even though they
desire to do so.
Combining the work of MacIntyre et al. (1998) with that accomplished by Wen and
Clément (2003) has provided current researchers studying the Willingness to
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Communicate construct with a guide to understanding how the construct is derived from
two major sources: situational and trait-like constructs. The present study aims to
review the empirical studies which examine the factors contributing to Willingness to
Communicate in relation to these two major sources, however; as mentioned earlier,
because this study is underpinned by sociocultural theory, the major focus of the review
is placed on situational factors of Willingness to Communicate so as to find out what
social cultural theory would help the understanding of factors which have been
examined and/ or point out factors that are yet to be discovered.

2.3.3 Empirical studies of WTC
The following sections present the reviews of empirical studies which inform the
research approach and design of this study. The following sections have been divided
into two parts: works which regard Willingness to Communicate as a trait-like
construct; and works that examine Willingness to Communicate as a situational
construct.

2.3.3.1 Trait-like construct variables
A number of SLA studies on the factors influencing a learner‘s Willingness to
Communicate have been conducted over recent decades. In order to identify the
antecedents of Willingness to Communicate, MacIntyre et al. (1999) investigated the
correlation between Willingness to Communicate and several affective variables
(perceived competence, self-esteem, extraversion, emotion and anxiety). The data
analysis indicated that learners with high emotional stability appeared to have high selfesteem. Moreover, learners with high self-esteem presented a high level of perceived
competence, which led to a high level of Willingness to Communicate. These findings
suggest that ‗trait-level Willingness to Communicate prepares individuals to form
communicative experiences by creating a general tendency to place themselves in
situations where communication is expected‘ (MacIntyre et al., 1999, pp. 226-227).

The result informs later studies of situational factors which may influence an
individual‘s Willingness to Communicate at a later point when they are engaging in a
particular situation. Consequently, greater attention has increasingly been given to
situational factors.
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Among the few studies of Willingness to Communicate in the target language, Baker
and MacIntyre (2000) were able to offer invaluable insights into this field through their
investigation into the effects of gender and participation in an immersion program on
non-linguistic outcomes, such as satisfaction with the immersion experience, attitudes,
motivation, anxiety and Willingness to Communicate. Immersion students were
expected to use their L2 (French) inside and outside the classroom. The researchers
studied the quantitative correlations among the communication factors such as anxiety,
Willingness to Communicate and perceived competence, and found inter-correlations
among these factors, however; they pointed out that students with social support,
particularly from friends, tended to have higher Willingness to Communicate levels.
The results from this study marked a significant change in the field as they informed
later studies into the significance of social support when investigating Willingness to
Communicate.

More recent studies were designed to examine the reliability of the MacIntyre et al.
model (1998) in explaining learners‘ Willingness to Communicate (Cetinkaya, 2005;
Kim, 2004; MacIntyre & Doucette, 2009). The researchers concluded that the factors
impacting on Willingness to Communicate are more trait-like than situational,
however; the findings from previous studies also suggested that an understanding of
second language learners‘ Willingness to Communicate can be enhanced through
research which recognizes both sides of the stability/dynamics coin.

Although the above studies claim trait-like variables have a dominant role in
determining Willingness to Communicate, any thorough examination of the construct
has to explore the degree to which situational factors play a role. Indeed, many studies
have identified the dual characteristics of trait-like factors and situational factors in
Willingness to Communicate (Cetinkaya, 2005; Kang, 2005; MacIntyre et al., 2001;
MacIntyre & Doucette, 2009). In turn, they have led the present study to draw a
connection between Willingness to Communicate and the significance of social
interaction. In light of this, it is necessary to shift the focus to a review of the studies
which explore this combination or situational factors specifically.
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2.3.3.2 Situational variables
A number of recent studies have found that Willingness to Communicate can be
affected not only by trait variables, but also by social-context variables – such as social
support from friends who are associated with Willingness to Communicate outside of
the classroom, but who minimize their role inside the classroom (MacIntyre, Baker,
Clément, & Conrod, 2001); learning context (Kang, 2005); extrinsic motivation
(Hashimoto, 2002; MacIntyre et al., 2001); attitude (Saint Le´ger & Storch, 2009;
Yashima, 2002b) and cultural differences (Chu, 2008; Lu, 2007; Yashima et al., 2004).

Indeed, these empirical studies are widely referred to and are particularly relevant to this
study due to their area of focus and their research design. Among the areas of focus are
factors affecting Willingness to Communicate (Yashima, 2002; Peng, 2007; Kang,
2005), studies of the relationship between learners and tasks (Weaver, 2007), and
qualitatively oriented research design (Cao, 2009a; Cao & Philp, 2006). The following
studies reviewed mainly focus on situational factors, providing insights into the
importance of contextual factors to the study of Willingness to Communicate.

A quantitative study conducted in the United States by Yashima (2002) of Japanese
students‘ Willingness to Communicate may be regarded as the first comprehensive
research on L2-related Willingness to Communicate in a Japanese context. The study is
unique and insightful in its approach in that it examined the relationship between the
factors that are believed to affect Japanese learners‘ Willingness to Communicate in
English by using both the heuristic model proposed by MacIntyre et al. (1988) and
Gardner‘s (1985) socio-educational model as the framework. The study does not only
consider the factors proposed by MacIntyre et al. and Gardner, but it also considers
factors of particular relevance to Japanese culture. The study concluded that the amount
of time spent with native speakers of English in the United States also positively
affected both Willingness to Communicate and frequency of communication. This
suggests that Willingness to Communicate is not only affected by the traits of
individuals – personality, gender or age – but also by situational factors such as
conversation topics and the interlocutors‘ relationship. Thus, findings from Yashima‘s
study support the claim that situational factors also impact learners‘ Willingness to
Communicate in many ways.
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Taking into account the situational factors impacting Willingness to Communicate
within the classroom setting, Weaver (2007) examined the interaction between learners
and classroom tasks. He attempted to clarify the extent to which Willingness to
Communicate mediates the interaction between learners and the tasks. He found that
their willingness to perform the tasks varied considerably. In addition, the perceived
competence and level of anxiety also affected learners‘ Willingness to Communicate.
He further claimed that learners were more willing to engage in the tasks where they
had greater control over the conversation topic. This study informs the current study of
the role played by the task design in learners‘ interaction in L2.

While much of the research on Willingness to Communicate in L2 has employed
quantitative methodology, by definition, a range of research methodologies and tools
are needed to provide a comprehensive analysis. In turn, the studies by Kang (2005),
Cao and Philp (2006), and Cao (2009a) that employ qualitative methodology did not
only provide a greater understanding of the situational factors at play in Willingness to
Communicate, but such methodology also helped to strengthen the research
conclusions. Indeed, previous studies of the situational factors were conducted primarily
through quantitative methods such as questionnaires, and, as a result, they did not
provide the necessary insights into the situational characteristics of Willingness to
Communicate. Therefore, Kang‘s (2005) qualitative investigation into how situational
L2 Willingness to Communicate could dynamically emerge during a conversation is
significant. Kang‘s data collection method involved one semi-structured interview;
participant conversations and stimulated recalls from the learners. Kang‘s work
complemented the concept of Willingness to Communicate proposed by MacIntyre et
al. (1998) by bringing the other situational factors to light.
On the basis of MacIntyre et al.‘s (1998) assertion that readiness or volition to engage in
communication may vary according to the interlocutor(s), topic and conversational
context, among other potential situational variables, Kang (2005) further claimed that
security, excitement and responsibility were also antecedents to Willingness to
Communicate (see Figure 2). In Kang‘s study, situational Willingness to Communicate
was shown to be a multi-layered construct that may change from moment-to-moment in
a particular conversational context, under the joint effect of psychological conditions
and situational variables. Thus, when focusing on the situational construct, Kang
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proposed a new definition, asserting that ‗Willingness to communicate is an individual‘s
volitional inclination towards actively engaging in the act of communication in a
specific situation, which can vary according to the interlocutor(s) topic, and
conversational context, among other potential situational variables‘ (p. 291)
Kang‘s definition of Willingness to Communicate brought to light the fluctuating and
situational nature of the construct. This study is significant as it introduced a primary
approach to the investigation of Willingness to Communicate by employing qualitative
methodology. Furthermore, on the basis of the new definition and research design,
current researchers have adopted a more qualitative approach in their examination of
Willingness to Communicate and have also given greater emphasis to the examination
of the situational factors investigated earlier. Furthermore, the current study will not
only investigate the learners as individual, it will also explore the dynamic
roles(interchanging roles) of the learners as active participants in the interaction and
their mutual communication while interacting with each other.
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Figure 2: A preliminary construct of situational Willingness to Communicate
reproduced from Kang (2005, p. 288)
Building on the work of Kang (2005), Cao and Philp (2006) combined quantitative and
qualitative research methodology to examine the dual facets of Willingness to
Communicate in a university ESL program in New Zealand. In their study, the
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researchers examined the interrelationship between the learner‘s self-reported L2
Willingness to Communicate and L2 communicative behaviour in a range of classroom
contexts. The instruments used to investigate the trait-level Willingness to
Communicate

were

questionnaires,

whereas

the

state-level

Willingness

to

Communicate was measured by observation of classroom behaviour, interview and
stimulated recall. The study found that students‘ Willingness to Communicate
behaviour could be affected by both trait-level and state-level Willingness to
Communicate depending on the interaction context (whole class, small group and
dyadic interaction), interlocutor familiarity and participation, background knowledge of
the topics and personal interest. In this study, the interactional settings are major factors
of influence on the learners‘ engagement in classroom interaction. Cao and Philp
support the Kang (2005) findings that qualitative investigation can provide more
insightful information regarding the situational factors impacting upon the learner.
Thus, the works of Kang (2005) and Cao and Philp (2006) have started a new trend in
the way a learner‘s Willingness to Communicate is examined.

Cao (2009a) furthered her study by adopting an ecological view of situational
Willingness to Communicate as an initial starting point for her PhD thesis. This was
done to examine the relationships between other variables by incorporating
psychological, linguistic and social aspects of the construct into the study. She argued
that Willingness to Communicate can be fully explained by looking at both individual
and social factors. Moreover, from an ecological perspective, she proposed that a
learner‘s situational Willingness to Communicate in L2 can fluctuate during the class
because of the effects of other classroom elements such as teachers, peers, topics and
tasks. The study by Cao provides further insights into the relationship between the
variables that can affect learners‘ Willingness to Communicate. Although Cao‘s study
uses a different methodological approach to the present study, the emphasis in the
present study will not be put solely on either individual contextual factors or on the
linguistic resources‘ effect on Willingness to Communicate. Rather, this study will
regard them as one nuance, combining to have an impact.
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Later, Cao (2009b) proposed a new definition of Willingness to Communicate as
follows:
Willingness to communicate as situated in a second language classroom is a
student‘s observable intention to engage in class communication with other
interlocutors. This intention entails fluctuation and dynamism due to variations
in its individual, environmental and linguistic antecedents, which
interdependently exert facilitative and inhibitive effects on it
(2009b; Slide No. 18 ).
Although Cao‘s new definition above shares some common elements with the Kang
(2005, as mentioned earlier) definition, she added to our understanding of the concept
by suggesting that Willingness to Communicate can be regarded as an individual‘s
observable intention to participate in the interaction. In addition to traits and other
situational variables, linguistic antecedents can also be of significance to the observable
intention. Although she has not directly employed a linguistic theory to investigate her
data in detail, her study drew attention to the importance of investigating linguistic
resources, an aspect which will be addressed in this present study.

Thus, the present study views situational Willingness to Communicate as a multilayered
construct that is responsive to elements of the learning context (Cao, 2009a; Kang,
2005) and the classroom tasks (Weaver, 2007). Although the classroom tasks can be one
of the most significant situational factors affecting a learner‘s contribution, studies of
the relationship between classroom tasks and the learner‘s Willingness to Communicate
are still limited. Moreover, most of the existing studies are quantitatively oriented and,
as such, they do not provide a detailed explanation of the relationship. Therefore, this
study aims to contribute to this area of study and address the limitations in the existing
literature on Willingness to Communicate by seeking to determine what additional
classroom task features (e.g. mediational factors) influence the learner‘s Willingness to
Communicate in an EFL context.
Furthermore, it is important to note that one reason for this study‘s attempt to examine
peer group discourse during classroom interactions in accordance with sociocultural
theory is that previous studies have not yet provided a linguistic framework which
focuses on functions of learners‘ linguistic resources in understanding Willingness to
Communicate.
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2.4 Conclusion
The review of the relevant literature presented throughout this chapter informs the
present study of the area of focus in previous studies and the implications of their
findings. As such, the review demonstrates that further research is required which
examines the learners‘ Willingness to Communicate through a social-semiotic lens, as
well as the need to reconceptualize the notion of Willingness to Communicate. The
following chapter provides a discussion of sociocultural theory and SFL; the two key
theoretical frameworks which inform the research direction required to fulfil the aims of
this study.
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Chapter Three
Theoretical Framework
3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the theoretical foundations which have
informed this study. As mentioned in Chapter One, the two complementary theories:
sociocultural theory (Vygotsky, 1978; Wells, 1999; Wells & Claxton, 2006; Wertsch,
1979) and Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) (Eggins & Slade, 2004; Halliday,
1985; Halliday & Hasan, 1985a) were important for understanding social interactions
in this study. By drawing on multiple theories from different disciplines to elucidate a
deeper understanding of how learners manifest their willingness to contribute to group
tasks and how their Willingness to Communicate gets shaped by the complex of
variables, a new conceptualization of Willingness to Communicate becomes possible.

This chapter attempts to articulate notions from both of these learning and linguistic
theories. From socially-oriented learning theory, the notions of social interaction for
learning, scaffolding and other physical tools, and dialogic interaction are discussed
below as these interrelated notions shed light on how social interaction in the classroom
is supported. Another significant theoretical foundation of this study relates to language
as a social semiotic and the functions of language during social interaction. The
following sections discuss the ways in which the notions identified above are integral to
the theoretical framework of this study.

3.2 Socially-oriented learning theory
The influence of Vygotsky‘s works on current research in education is far reaching,
however; what is of relevance to this study is his conviction that there is potential for
the learner to benefit by ways of knowledge development or the development of higher
mental processes as a result of social interaction and social support from others (Brooks
& Donato, 1994; Vygotsky, 1978, 2004). In the field of language teaching over the last
few decades, many studies of SLA have regarded the use of social interaction as
supportive in L2 learning. Interaction among learners is also considered a vital learning
tool available within the classroom (Jenks, 2007; Sharpe, 2001). The present study has
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been greatly influenced by the key notions of Vygotsky‘s theory of learning,
particularly the idea that learning originates in social interactions. As stated in Chapter
One, the Vygotskian approaches to learning are socially oriented and emphasize the
significance of language and social interaction in children‘s intellectual development
(Wells, 2009). The centre of this enterprise is Vygotsky‘s (1978) argument that social
interaction constitutes the learning process; first socially (inter-mental), and then
individually (intra-mental). Wells (2009) further advocated the significance of
collaboration in social interaction, stating:
All human psychological processes develop out of collaborative social forms of
interaction, using cultural tools, most importantly language, to transform the
world rather than passively to adapt to it (Wells, 2009, p. 237).
Hence, studies of social interaction examine the learners‘ higher psychological
processes while they are interacting during joint problem-solving activities. Although
the learners‘ higher psychological processes are not investigated in this study, the
benefits of engaging in social interaction with the use of tools such as semiotic
mediations and the role of dialogue for meaning-making are nonetheless central to this
work.

3.2.1 Engaging in social interaction and language learning
While a good deal of research with a sociocultural orientation places emphasis on
examining cognitive development during the learning process (Cervania, 2003; Kahn,
2008; Wu, 2009), the present study places emphasis on examining how learners interact.
Specifically, the focus is on how the learners engage with each other to complete the
tasks by sharing responsibility for the task with a more competent expert or peer. It is
important to note at this stage that even though sociocultural theory is clearly associated
with knowledge development, what is of significance to this study are the advantages of
social interaction to language learning (such as group work interaction and learning
tools found in social interaction and which have been shown to be beneficial to
language learning).
John-Steiner and Mahn (1996) argue that ‗psychological tools are not invented by the
individual in isolation. They are products of sociocultural evolution to which
individuals have access by being actively engaged in practices of their communities‘ (p.
195 italic and bold added). Hence, the notion of active participation in social interaction
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is highlighted as integral to the individual learner‘s capacity to engage in the process of
higher mental development. Thus, of particular significance is the learner‘s willingness
to interact with others. This study, therefore, attempts to investigate the learner‘s
Willingness to Communicate as a representation of their active engagement in the social
interaction process. By providing and receiving support from each other, learners
maintain their roles as ‘active participants’ – ideal behaviour in the learning process –
in the interaction (John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996, p. 195) or are stimulated to make greater
contributions group interaction.

As previously stated, it is claimed that actively entering into social interactions
influences learners‘ higher mental processes (with assistance from others during
classroom tasks), and it is this process, as well as the notion of semiotic mediation, that
are the major points of focus in this study. Indeed, the reason for emphasizing the
process of learners entering the social interaction stems from Vygotsky‘s (1978) claim
that:

We need to concentrate not on the product of development but on the very
process by which higher forms are established. To encompass in research the
process of a given thing‘s development and all its phases and changes – from
birth to death – fundamentally means to discover its nature, its essence
(emphasis in original). Thus, we need to focus on processes and changes, other
origins and development transformations, not on the final product of
development (pp. 64-67).
Gerson (2006) supports the above claim by arguing that the focus of social interaction
studies should be placed on ‗processes and changes rather than focusing on language
development‘ (Gerson, 2006, p. 272). In relation to this study, the investigation of the
learners‘ Willingness to Communicate during the process of interaction is in line with
the above claim. As such, this study examines the varied processes or changes in the
way the learners interact during five different task types in order to identify the effects
of the manifestation of their engagement. Therefore, it affects the research methodology
of this study in Chapter Four.
Thus, sociocultural theory provides a strong theoretical direction for the current study‘s
goal of examining contextual factors that may affect the learners‘ Willingness to
Communicate while working with their peers. As such, given the theory‘s assertion that
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mental processes in the individual have their origin in social processes (Wertsch, 1985,
pp. 14-15), the social interaction involving classroom tasks and the task itself are both
integral elements in this study because the tasks can serve as a social setting with the
potential to influence and shape

the learners‘ interaction. During the tasks, it is

anticipated that the social interaction by the learners will demonstrate how verbal
assistance (e.g. scaffolding) from the group members and other physical tools assist
each learner to achieve their common goal. The following section extends the
framework by investigating the ‗tools‘ – both physical and psychological – that the
learners employed in the classroom.

3.2.2 Social mediation through scaffolding and the use of other tools
The fundamental premise of sociocultural theory is that the human mind is mediated by
‗tools and labor activity‘ (Lantolf, 2000b, p. 2). The theory asserts a relationship
between mental functions and discourse within the context of social activity and assigns
language to the central role among all the cultural artefacts that mediate human action in
the form of tools and signs (Mercer, 1995; Wertsch, 1979). Throughout cognitive
development, language functions as the primary mediator of a particular activity.
Therefore, during social interactions, individuals negotiate meaning

and construct

knowledge jointly, gradually increasing their mutual understanding (Vygotsky, 1978).
Importantly, the notion of mediation through scaffolding is central to this study as the
influence of mediation through dialogic talk and other meaning making tools that
learners may use to work on the assigned tasks are examined.

Language learners were found to construct collective scaffolding and mutually assist
each other during the negotiation of meaning, the co-construction of knowledge, and the
establishment of intersubjectivity – known as ‗group agreement‘ in the work of Donato
(1994). In the study, Wood, Bruner and Ross‘s (1976) metaphoric scaffolding
(scaffolding features: recruitment, reduction in degree of freedom, direction
maintenance, marking critical features, frustration control, and demonstration) was used
to illustrate the process of second language learning development with a focus on form.
Donato found that learners provide individual contributions during group collaboration
to correct form as in expert-novice relationships, where the expert assists the novice.
Findings from Donato‘s study, particularly in relation to scaffolding features, are of
relevance to the present study as they help to facilitate the ideal communal behaviours
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which are significant to collaborative learning. In turn, collaborative learning may then
assist learners to be more willing to work together and potentially reach a higher level
of participation in joint activities when learners share a common interest in completing
the task.
Another study on the role of learners‘ talk during group work interaction underpinned
by sociocultural theory was conducted by Cervania (2003). The results of her study
reveal that internalization of L2 vocabulary is facilitated by social and dialogic
interactions within a social and cultural context, with the collective use of semiotic
mediation to construct meaning leads to successful communication. In turn, the findings
from the Cervania (2003) study support the claims made by Ellis (2000) who states that
‗one of the central assertions in sociocultural theory is that participants always coconstruct the activity they engage in‘ (p. 209). Indeed, Ellis emphasizes the
collaborations and assistance through verbal interaction (e.g. scaffolding) which arise in
task performance and how they shape language use and learning. The present study
aims to identify the features of peer-scaffolding among the learners. Such findings
should shed light on how learners provide social support to each other and how this kind
of support affects their contribution to group work.

Through the supportive role of verbal interactions, learners are believed to be able to
maintain the conversation and contribute to the tasks when they are provided with
sufficient support from their interlocutors. In addition to verbal mediation, Gibbons
(2006) argues that surrounding artefacts can also be used as tools to benefit learners
during the meaning-making process. In relation to this notion, Hasan (2002) further
points out the significant role of semiotic mediation for understanding social interaction.
Hasan‘s work shows that ‗physical tools‘ can be used in conjunction with spoken
interaction. Affirming the importance of social interaction in sociocultural theory, she
writes:
The two major forms are: acting by doing and acting by saying. There are times
when the interactants‘ action is entirely material (mowing the lawn), and others
when it is entirely verbal (talking on the phone). But very often both material
and verbal actions co-occur. This co-occurrence can be of different kinds, of
which two are particularly relevant to the present discussion since they have
different significance from the point of view of cultural activity: one is where
language is used in aid of performing the material activity, and the other is
where verbal and material action run side by side without either being relevant
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to the other. In the first case a single cultural activity is at stake, while in the
second, strictly speaking, two activities are being performed in parallel, one
material, the other verbal (Hasan, 2002, p. 115).
Hasan (2002) suggests that both verbal and physical tools can play significant mediation
roles when doing a task. This brings to light the significance of verbal interaction as
well as the physical tools used by the interlocutors to make meaning. In relation to this
study, her work supports the assumption that in examining the learners‘ social talk,
physical tools and the particular context should also be taken into account.

A useful extension to our understanding of mediating tools is provided by Huang
(2004). Huang‘s study explores the effects of heightened awareness of strategy use on
learners‘ use of strategy and their oral production. The study suggests that creating
opportunities and mediating tools (like ‗treatment‘ for the experimental group) to
facilitate learners‘ awareness of speaking strategies may enhance language learning.
This study demonstrates that in addition to language, learners can benefit from other
mediating tools (e.g. experimental treatment) available to them. In addition, recent
studies on L2 learning involving computer-assisted language learning also highlight the
vital role of computers and language learning software as tools for mediating language
learning (Gutierrez, 2006; Sidman-Taveau, 2005).

Thus, the above studies, together with studies reviewed previously in this chapter,
illustrate that language and other tools play an important role in mediating social
interaction, and that this mediation may facilitate and eventually promote learner
participation. With an emphasis given to verbal mediation through dialogic talk, the role
of dialogue that learners employ while working as a group may potentially affect the
learners‘ engagement in conversation. The following section discusses how dialogue
can play a role in influencing the learners‘ dialogic interaction during the task and how
this may lead to the emergence of a new perspective on learner Willingness to
Communicate.

3.2.3 The role of dialogue in group interaction
As discussed in the previous section, it is through verbal interaction that learners
provide reciprocal support (e.g. scaffolding) to complete the tasks and to maintain their
conversation. The notion of Bakhtin‘s dialogue at an interpersonal level provides a
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framework for the current study from which to view the individual learners‘
Willingness to Communicate as an element of social interaction which can be
influenced by other interlocutors, and, in turn, influence others as well. The role of
dialogue among the group members, in this sense, can be another factor affecting a
learner‘s contribution to group tasks. To clearly mark a difference from previous studies
in relation to the way Willingness to Communicate is viewed in the classroom, this
section proposes an alternative conceptualization of the Willingness to Communicate
construct by focusing on the contributions of the group of learners rather than the
individual learner. Bakhtin (1981) presents ‗dialogism‘ as a framework from which to
examine the learners‘ dialogic interactions during social events.
The approach in this study rests on Bakhtin‘s two notions of ‗dialogism‘ (Bakhtin,
1981) and ‗chain of speech‘ (1986b), with a central focus on the socially interactive
construction of meaning. Because previous studies focus heavily on the individual
learner‘s interaction (see proposed definition of Willingness to Communicate from
Kang, 2005 and Cao, 2009), this current study regards dialogue between learners as a
social interactional process rather than as individual utterances. Therefore, the learners‘
dialogue is integral to gaining a better understanding of their dialogic interaction and
how it affects the learners‘ willingness to interact with each other.

Both Bakhtin and Vygotsky regard dialogue as significant to meaning-making and
agency formation, and together they give a broader and more comprehensive
explanation of human interaction in understanding language use. These theorists are
interested in the social context of speech and the language used. Bakhtin‘s (1975-1994)
focus is on dialogue, while Vygotsky‘s focus (1960-1986) is on the social context of
language and how it operates as a mediating process among group members during their
activity.
According to Bakhtin‘s (1986a) concept of dialogism, the listener is always an active
respondent.
When the listener perceives and understands the meaning of speech, he
simultaneously takes an active, responsive attitude toward it. He either agrees or
disagrees with it, augments it, applies it, prepares for its execution and so on (p.
68)
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Inherent in Bakhtin‘s (1986b) notion of dialogism is the idea that a speaker and a
listener can switch roles, whereby the speaker is also responding to others‘ words as a
result of being a listener. As such, the listener is the future link in a chain of speech
because, although an utterance may not evoke an immediate response from the listener,
the listener will respond eventually, either in words or in actions. For Bakhtin (1986a),
dialogue is a composition of utterances comprising statements and replies and the
relation between the two. In turn, dialogue is used to determine the meaning-making
process. ‗All utterances are inherently dialogic‘ (Bakhtin, 1990, p. 10) and so, rather
than being considered a purely individual act, they should be considered as a social
process that social members jointly construct. In addition, Wells and Arauz (2006)
argue:
In examining interaction learners may not understand what they are told, and so
need to engage in clarifying dialogue to reach the desired inter-subjectivity.
Also, they frequently have alternative perspectives on a topic that need to be
brought into the arena of communication. These alternative views are explored
through more symmetric dialogue in which there is reciprocity in the roles of
speaker and listener, and equally, an attempt by each to understand the
perspective of the other (p.387).
These claims inform the descriptive framework for the current study in its application of
dialogism to explain interaction as a dialogic phenomenon that was also employed in
previous studies on dialogic interactions (Hall, Vitanova, & Marchenkova, 2005;
Strauss, Feiz, Xiang, & Ivanova, 2006). Within interpersonal communication, all
utterances in this study are regarded as dialogic, jointly constructed, negotiated and
completed by the participants during the social interaction. As a consequence, the
preceding or following speech produced by other interlocutors may have profound
effects on the speakers‘ linguistic choices. All utterances by the interlocutors should be
viewed as a co-production of the group which may influence individual learners‘
willingness to participate in the group interaction either as speaker or listener, as
initiator of the talk, or as a responder to it.
Wells (2007) claims in his later work that ‗entering into dialogue‘ can be understood
from one perspective as identifying the start of a communicative encounter between two
or more individuals. However, to initiate and sustain an episode of linguistic interaction,
participants have to work at establishing and subsequently maintaining agreement about
the topic and purpose of their talk. That is to say, they continually have to aim for
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sufficient ‗intersubjectivity‘ to allow the conversation to proceed (Wells, 2007, p. 253).
Wells‘ work highlights the importance of dialogue and the crucial role it plays in the
process of establishing the inter-subjectivity of the interlocutors while they are
participating in the interaction. The dialogic interaction can also be a strong indication
of their engagement with each other. The linguistic data which emerge from the
participants‘ interactions can reveal how learners initiate and sustain their talk, which
can also explain how small group interaction can prolong or impede the interaction.
Therefore, from a linguistic perspective, the importance of the learners‘ reciprocal roles
in the dialogic interaction informs the researcher of this present study as to the potential
for a reconceptualization of Willingness to Communicate. In doing so, SFL plays a vital
role in guiding the linguistic data analysis by focusing on learners‘ linguistic resources,
their roles, positions and the nature of their interactions when the social interaction is
examined.

As mentioned in Chapter One (see section 1.3.3), the frameworks guiding this present
study are the notions employed from Halliday‘s SFL and Vygotsky‘s learning theory.
These theories offer a greater understanding of the interrelationship between language
and learning. Although the work of Vygotsky (1978) recognizes the significant role of
‗language‘ in social interaction, exploration of the linguistics of ‗language use‘ is still
needed. It is here that Halliday‘s SFL (or Systemic Functional Grammar) plays an
important role in describing the linguistic choices available in the learning context. In
relation to sociocultural theory, social context or social system plays a significant role in
examining the language used because, as Halliday claims:

Meanings are created by the social system and are exchanged by the members in
the form of text. The meanings so created are not, of course, isolates; they are
integrated systems of meaning potential. It is in this sense that we can say that
the meanings are the social system; the social system is itself interpretable as a
semiotic system (Halliday & Webster, 2009, p. 55).
In addition, although Vygotsky‘s psychological perspective focuses on the role of
language in the construction of ‗higher mental functions‘, and Halliday focuses on
language and its social uses, their ideas are nonetheless compatible and complementary
(Wells, 1999, p. xiii). While the significance of social interaction for learning, discussed
above, paved the way for the data analysis and interpretation of results in this study,
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SFL functions as a complementary theoretical framework guiding the examination of
the linguistic resources selected by the learners participating in the group work
interactions in this study.

3.3 A functional model of language
While second language learning studies have focused primarily on ‗cognitive and
information processing issues‘ (Ho, 2006, p. 33), several researchers claim that such
research fails to take the sociocultural dimensions of language into consideration
(Hasan, 1999; Schinke-Llano, 1995; Thorne, 2000).

While studies on second language learning have focused on cognitive and information
processing issues (Ho, 2006, p.33), several researchers also have considered the
sociocultural dimension of language (e.g., Hasan, 1999; Schinke-Llano, 1995; Thorne,
2000).

Unlike traditional formal grammar, Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), as its name
suggests, regards functions and semantics as the basis of human language and
communicative activity, and is primarily concerned with the contextual use of language.
According to Halliday (1994):
A functional grammar is essentially a ‗natural‘ grammar, in the sense that
everything in it can be explained, ultimately, by reference to how language is
used (xiii).
Thus, a functional approach to language can describe the way people actually use
language through an analysis of both the linguistic data and social context. In turn,
when deciding upon the theoretical frameworks for this study it was important to
consider the functional concept inherent in SFL because the theory offers a ‗systematic
method‘ which considers meaning and form together. Moreover, it provides a
framework for examining language data ‗in such a way that it is possible to interpret
texts as instantiations of a meaning-creating system and its sub-systems‘ (Halliday,
1998, p. 185).
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Language is conceptualized as a system of meaning constructed within, and by, cultural
and situational contexts (Halliday, 1994; Martin & Rose, 2003). As Jacob and Ward
(2000) asserted:
Systemic Functional Linguistics focuses on the way in which language serves
as a tool for communication and on how people choose which bits of language
to deploy. Thus, language is not studied as a decontextualized, ideal entity, but
rather as a product and a process affected by and affecting the social context in
which it occurs (p. 5).
One of the more important elements of SFL theory alluded to in the quotation above is
that it places emphasis on the way in which linguistic choices contribute to the
realization of social contexts (context of culture and context of situation) and vice versa.
The term ‗realization‘ designates the relationship between language and social context
and implies a process whereby humans use language to communicate with each other as
well as to create the social context. Conversely, ‗the cultural conventions also contribute
to the patterning of language and social interaction‘ (Yang, 2007, p. 24)

3.3.1 Text and Context
Integral to an understanding of SFL is the relationship between text and context.
Following the idea of Forman (2005), context, in this study, is the ‗material and
semiotic environment of a text‘ (Forman, 2005, p. 6) and refers to circumstances or
social situations that give rise to a specific utterance as a construct with a related
meaning (Martin & Rose, 2003). Malinowski (1923) first drew attention to the
importance of ‗context of culture‘ and ‗context of situation‘ when attempting to
understand text, thus emphasizing how the contexts affecting language choices cannot
be separated from the text. This notion was later adopted and developed by Halliday and
associates as an enterprise of SFL, emphasizing ‗language in context‘ (Halliday &
Hasan, 1985b). As Matthiessen and Halliday argue:
…language is embedded in a context of culture or social system and any
instantiation of language as text is embedded in its own context of situation.
Context is an ecological matrix for both the general system of language of and
for particular texts. It is realized through language; and being realized through
language means that it both creates and is created by language. This realizational
relationship is organized according to the principle of functional diversification.
Like language, context is functionally diversified into three general domains:
field, tenor and mode (1997, p. 39).
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Christie (1999) further argues that ‗text is known only because of the context that gives
it life; conversely, context is known only because of the text that realizes it‘ (p. 759).
Context, therefore, is not fixed, and can be reshaped by the new text co-created by
interactants (Gutierrez, 1993; Lim, 2007).

3.3.1.1 Context of culture (Genre)
The strata of context, semantics (lexico-grammar) and phonology are illustrated in
Figure 3 below. Both context of culture and context of situation are located in a higherorder semiotic system above the linguistic system. According to Halliday (1991),
context of situation can be regarded as the context of particular instances, whereas
context of culture can be regarded as the context for ‗meaning potential‘ (p. 7). The
context of culture is understood to be a broader dynamic than context of situation.
Genre theory is introduced from accounts of context of culture and context of situation.
‗A genre is construed, enacted, and presented as a dynamic configuration of field, tenor
and mode; which are, in turn, construed, enacted, and presented as unfolding discourse
semantic patterns‘ (Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 309).

Figure 3: Semiotic organization in the stratified system – the relationship of
realization (Taken from Matthiessen, 1993, p. 227)
The relationship between context of culture, context of situation and language is
modelled in Figure 4 below. It represents the means by which a text is shaped by genre
(context of culture) and register (context of situation). To date, most empirical studies
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have focused on educational contexts where various types of genre can be employed by
learners as they exchange their knowledge by either writing or speaking (Busch, 2006;
Chen, 2008; Christie, 1997, 2005; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; Gibbons, 1999; Hood,
2004; Martin, 1993; Martin & Rose, 2008), however; the type of genre most relevant to
this study and which is particularly useful for the analysis of classroom discourse in
Chapter Five is spoken genre or ‗oral genre‘ defined by Busch (2006) as ‗(a) routinized
discourse, (b) sequential structure, (c) institutional grounding and (d) social functions‘
(p. 20). This is because the study of Busch shared the common emphasis with the
present study on student-student group interactions in their language classroom. The
application and discussion of which as it applies to this study is provided in Chapter
Four.

Figure 4: A Hallidayan model of language adapted from Derewianka (2001, p. 257)

The following section discusses the context of situation (register) in relation to how text
is shaped by register and genre.

3.3.1.2 Context of Situation (Register)
‗Language is functional in the sense that it has evolved alongside its eco-social
environment‘ (Matthiessen, Teruya & Lam, 2010, p. 101). The function of language is
often defined as ‗the use of language‘ (Matthiessen, Teruya, & Lam, 2010, p. 101). In
general, Halliday (1967, 1968) identifies the generalized functions of language that have
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evolved to serve the meaning making process and which are evident in the language
organization reflecting the intrinsic use of language. Therefore, ‗the term
―metafunction‖ is adopted to suggest that function is an integral component within SFL
theory‘ Halliday refers to his functions of language as metafunctions. He proposes three
general functions: the ideational, the interpersonal and the textual. (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2004, p. 31). (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 31). The Hallidayan model
of language, shown above in Figure 4, seeks to show how contextual meaning is
expressed in language choices. Halliday and Hasan describe the three context of
situation register variables which affect linguistic choices –namely field, tenor and
mode – as follows:

The field of discourse refers to what is happening, to the nature of the
social action that is taking place ... The tenor of discourse refers to who is
taking part, to the nature of the participants, their statuses and roles: what
kinds of role relationships are obtained among the participants … The
mode of discourse refers to what part the language is playing, what it is
that the participants are expecting the language to do for them in that
situation: the symbolic organisation of the text, the status that it has, and
its function in the context, including the channel (is it spoken or written or
some combination of the two?) … (Halliday & Hasan, 1985b, p. 12).
Referring to Figure 3 above, at the lexico-grammatical strata, Halliday (1970) proposes
that functions of language serve as meaning-making resources and constitute the basic
foundation of systemic functional grammar. Moreover, the three meta-functions of
language referred to in the figure and which guide the interactions can themselves be
viewed in three different ways: ideational, interpersonal and textual (Halliday, 1994).
These metafunctions greatly influence the text, and within the clause each function
concerns a different kind of meaning as language is used to represent experience (field),
enact interpersonal relationships (tenor) and structure texts (mode) (Eggins & Slade,
2004; Gibbons, 2003; Sharpe, 2001). It is through language choices that different
meanings are construed and different contexts are realized. In this way, the SFL
description of discourse semantics and lexicogrammar is functional ‗in the sense that it
is designed to account for how the language is used‘ (Halliday, 1994, p. xii). Halliday
and Hasan (1985) used the following summary to identify the differences:
Field refers to what is happening, to the nature of the social action that is taking
place, mode concerns what it is that the participants are expecting language to do
for them in that situation, and tenor has to do with who are taking part in the
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transaction as well as the nature of the participants, their status and roles
(Halliday & Hasan, 1985b, p. 12)
To be specific, Zequan (2003) has provided more insights into the realization of the
register as follows;

The ideational metafunction, which is concerned with mapping the reality of the
world around us (i.e. who is doing what to whom, when, where, why, how),
reflects differences in field which are realised through both transitivity selection
and lexical choices. In the same way, differences in tenor are realised through
mood and subject, and modality plus appraisal choices which in turn construct
the social relationships played by interactants, i.e. the interpersonal
metafunction. And finally, the register variable of mode manifests the textual
metafunction which is realised through nominalisation and Theme choices.
Hence a picture can be drawn of the triadic relationships of the three register
variables, the lexicogrammar, and three meanings and metafunctions, of
language use (Zequan, 2003, p. 6)
Analysing the elements of different grammatical and lexical choices can therefore be
used to demonstrate how language realizes different contexts. This realization links
function and meaning with grammatical expression, and accounts for the way in which
whole texts (spoken texts in this study) are created (Schleppegrell, 2004). Details of
linguistic realization relating to contextual variables as an analytical framework for this
study are discussed in Chapter Four.

3.3.2 The application and scope of SFL in this study
Conducting the analysis from a functional perspective demonstrates how grammatical
structures realize social meanings. While lexical choices are examined in relation to the
attitudes of the participants towards things and their fellow interlocutors, clause-level
elements are examined in accordance to their function within the linguistic system, and
are linked with contextual variables to show how the situational context is realized
through linguistic choices. This makes functional grammar ‗a powerful tool for analysis
of texts‘ (Schleppegrell, 2004, p. 45). In relation to the present study, the functional
approach allows the configurations of linguistic structures in different kinds of social
tasks (classroom tasks) to be described. In turn, this is crucial, as linguistic choices are
inherently linked to the social purposes and situations driving the formation of the
spoken texts in this study, and can thus be used to identify the enactment of the learners‘
subsequent sustained participation in their social interaction.
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While the wide-ranging aspects of the ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings
have been examined in previous studies, interpersonal meaning is of particular
relevance to this study due to its focus on the interpersonal relations among learners
(Martin, 2000; Martin & White, 2005). Notwithstanding the importance of this element,
the explanations provided of the meaning assigned to the interpersonal relations will be
limited to the field most applicable to this small-scale study. In relation to the way in
which tenor operates as a language meta-function in the realization of interpersonal
relations in this study, the language used during the small group activities will be
examined. The meaning assigned to the interpersonal relations among the learners
pertain to three categories: the type of interaction taking place, the kind of commodity
being exchanged and the manner in which the speakers take a position in their message
(Butt, Fahey, Feez, Spinks, & Yallop, 2000). As such, the major tools for analysis are
drawn from linguistic resources which recognize the language users‘ choice of language
as a way to enact their roles and position in the interaction, to express their attitude, and
to achieve a particular purpose in a social context. Eggins and Slade (1997, 2004)
provide an analytical framework for investigating conversations during classroom
interactions, and this framework will underpin the investigation of linguistic
manifestations of Willingness to Communicate to be conducted in this study.

In addition to the framework from Eggins and Slade (1997, 2004), previous studies
employing SFL in spoken discourse analysis provide an insight into how other studies
have applied the theory to their research problems (e.g. Jones, 2005 ; Christie, 2005;
Gibbons, 2003, 2006; McAndrew, 2001). In addition, the results from the studies
indicate that aligning the social context with the details of the linguistic analysis will
result in an insightful understanding of social interaction. In turn, this broadens the
researcher‘s view of the application of the SFL framework, as well as of the classroom
learning contexts.

On the basis of this review of the framework, it is clearly evident that SFL is not merely
a linguistic theory focusing only on language itself. Rather, it offers the researcher a tool
with which to examine the factors such as culture and context which influence the text.
Therefore, SFL provides a very useful framework for examining language use or the
language choices made by learners in a particular context. In relation to the current
study, SFL is used as a framework to complement the application of sociocultural
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theory in an investigation of learners‘ linguistic choices so as to make visible their
Willingness to Communicate. The discussion of analytical procedures employed in this
study is provided in Chapter Four (see section 4.4).

3.4 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the theoretical foundations upon which this research is based
in order to address the research questions stated in Chapter One. It discussed
Willingness to Communicate and its contributing factors, social interaction in L2
learning, and the notion of semiotic space in SFL. By investigating learners‘
Willingness to Communicate, the researcher is able to apply SFL to explore the possible
meanings made by the social interactants within their socio-cultural context. Moreover,
the framework offers a comprehensive set of tools (see section 4.5 for analytical
framework) to account for language and this allows the researcher to map the EFL
learners‘ language choices together in order to shed light on their linguistic behaviour.
Drawing on the dialogic relationship between SFL and sociocultural theory, this study
endeavours to investigate the social nature of classroom group work and how learners
enact their contributions within their talk. As such, the current study is positioned within
a sociocultural context and focuses on how language is employed to make meaning, and
in order to reveal how Willingness to Communicate is enacted. Finally, the benefits of
drawing on theories adopted from different perspectives are that they offer an additional
perspective on Willingness to Communicate in the language learning context.
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Chapter Four
Methodology

4.1 Introduction
While Chapter Three explored socially-oriented approaches to language learning and
described how these informed the research design, this chapter elucidates the
methodology applied throughout this study in relation to the theoretical frameworks.
When viewing Willingness to Communicate from a sociocultural perspective, there are
two major areas of focus to consider when designing the research. To highlight the
contextual factors affecting Willingness to Communicate and to illuminate how
Willingness to Communicate is realised through a linguistic analysis, it is in relation to
these two points of focus that the research methodology was selected. The subsequent
discussions throughout this chapter focus on how these considerations have impacted
upon the methodology of the research, and, in doing so, draw on the theoretical and
analytical frameworks which have shaped the design of the study. The chapter includes
details pertaining to the research design, research context, data gathering techniques,
and unit of analysis. Concluding the chapter will be an outline of the relevant ethical
considerations.

4.2 Research design
The methodological approach in this study is based on the objectives and purpose of the
research and is a reflection of the researcher‘s assumptions or the theories taken to be
embedded in this study (Mertens, 2005). In regard to the research questions set out in
Chapter One (see section 1.4), the nature of the questions deal with the understanding of
how linguistic enactment and contextual factors affecting learners‘ Willingness to
Communicate while learners are engaged in social interactions. Therefore, the study
attempts to study social interactions in EFL contexts in relation to the underlying
ontological view of this study that group task interactions are socially constructed and
can be realized through linguistic data. As a corollary to this, the epistemological view
adopted in this study is that group interactions during the language class are ‗socio-
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culturally situated and are influenced by social, cultural, political, and historical factors‘
(Mertens, 2005, p. 14). To be able to understand and explain the nature of small group
interactions as a form of socially constructed activities, the research paradigm, strategy
and tools are discussed below.

4.2.1 A qualitative paradigm
When choosing a research paradigm, it is necessary to consider what kinds of
knowledge may be beneficial to the study as different research paradigms will lead to
different sources of data and ways to analyse them. According to Gibbons (1999),
‗research which seeks to address language in its situational and cultural context is best
served by a qualitative approach which allows language communication to be viewed
not only as a mental individualistic process, but also as something embedded in the
sociocultural context in which it occurs‘ (1999, p. 103). Thus, because an understanding
of learner Willingness to Communicate relies primarily on the discourse manifest within
an interactional dynamic, a qualitative research approach that combines language and
social context is needed to provide relevant and meaningful results.

Qualitative research approach is also appropriate for the present study because it allows
the researcher to interpret the phenomena being studied using multiple sources of
evidence obtained from the collected data (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). Social context is
an important contributing factor to Willingness to Communicate and qualitative
research seeks to provide a deeper understanding of particular social situations, events,
roles or interactions in a broader societal context (Creswell, 2003; Gay, Mills, &
Airasian, 2006; Kervin, Vialle, Herrington, & Okely, 2006). Moreover, a qualitative
research approach better enables the study to identify the issues contingent upon
context, an advantage unable to be derived from a quantitative approach (Creswell,
2003; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Gao, 2007)

4.2.2 Research strategy: Case study
In order to investigate and to describe in detail the Willingness to Communicate of EFL
learners, a case study approach has been adopted. A case study is considered a valuable
research approach because it suggests the means of answering the ‗how‘ and ‗why‘
questions (Merriam, 1998, p. 8). One reason for choosing a case study based on the
research questions was its emphasis on a special unit of analysis which is oral
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interaction. Oral interaction can be analysed through linguistic analysis. Because the
current study is an interpretive and inductive form of research, it is best conducted by
way of a case study. This approach will enable the researcher to conduct and in-depth
exploration of the learners‘ interaction, to identify important patterns in their behaviour,
and to document data over a designated period of time. In relation to this study, a case
study approach permits an in-depth linguistic analysis while simultaneously allowing
other units of analysis (Busch, 2006; Stake, 2000). Yin (1994) also points out that a case
study is ‗an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its
real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are
not clearly evident‘ (p.13). Hence, it can be considered to be a valuable approach that
enables the researcher to address the research aims and to organise interpretation in a
coherent way.

Unlike a quantitative study, data obtained by qualitative means through a case study
approach are expected to explore unidentified findings and generate a deep
understanding of the linguistic resources of each participant in the classroom (Merriam,
1988, p. 32). This is important as the language used is shaped by and in turn shapes
contextual variables. Such variables and their impacts are so embedded in the context of
this particular study that ‗it is impossible to predict the findings ahead of time‘
(Merriam, 1988, p. 32). However, the researcher of this study assumes that the data
obtained may bring to light new information about how learners express their
Willingness to Communicate in a particular situation.

4.3 The research context
The study was carried out at a university in a northern province of Thailand. This was
considered to be a place where the learners would have limited opportunity to be
exposed to the use of English in their daily lives. However, the university runs
compulsory English courses in every faculty. According to Cao (2006), the formation of
whole class, small group interaction and pair work affects the learners‘ willingness to
engage in in-class activities because it is considered to be one of the situational factors:
classroom context and interlocutor effects. As argued in Chapter Three (see section
3.2.1), this study only focused on small group interaction and, more precisely, on the
five participants as they completed their classroom activities. Due to the current trend in
applying the Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) method in the curriculum, the
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focus of the study was shifted to the students as there were numerous communicative
tasks implemented in the classroom. However, the application of whole class and small
group interactions was also widely employed.

Although whole class (Cao & Philp, 2006) and pair work (Storch, 2001) activities were
considered important factors in the promotion of communicative exchanges, the group
work setting was considered more problematic and so it was worth investigating
closely. Unlike a whole class activity setting, group work activities tend to provide more
democratic and more frequent opportunities to communicate. Also, unlike pair work,
group work activities could provide greater opportunities for the learner to avoid
participating in a discussion. According to Cao and Philp (2006), group work activities
could be a beneficial mechanism for students to practise important social and language
skills required in their future. However, group sizes, familiarity with peers and
interlocutors‘ participation are most commonly identified as factors contributing to or
minimizing learner engagement. Although these factors were not examined in detail in
this study, the group interaction formation was crucial for the present study as it can
affect learners‘ speech production. Importantly, the same group of learners was
analysed throughout the entire study.

4.4 Data gathering technique
For conducting the data collection in a classroom, the researcher sought and obtained
the teacher‘s permission to record the students‘ talk and observe their interaction while
carrying out the tasks. All of the selected learning activities were designed by the
teacher and incorporated into her classroom practice. The teacher had planned the tasks
and prepared the materials for learners to complete the tasks. The number and
scheduling of the observations were discussed with the teacher and it was agreed that
the students were to be observed at two intervals throughout the course. These times
were deemed to be most suitable because interactions over an extended period of time
will provide greater insight into learning outcomes, peer relationships, and familiarity
with the topics, as well as allow for the learners to adjust to the classroom learning
environment. In accordance with the topics stated in the course syllabus, five data
collection sessions were conducted. Activity one: week 2, Activity two: week 4,
Activity three: week 6, Activity four: week 8, and Activity five: week 10
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The five recorded group activities consisted of Activity one: asking and answering
questions; Activity two: creating a map; Activity three: creating a poster; Activity four:
creating a role-play relating to a place; and Activity five: creating a law case. The five
participants took part in all of these activities.

During the first semester of the 2008 academic year, a ten-week data collection phase
took place at the university while participants completed classroom tasks, which
included participation in group activities. Ary et al. (2006) and Creswell (2003) suggest
that if the researcher wants to be more confident about the findings and to obtain
evidence of credibility (validity), triangulation – which involves the use of two or more
sources of data, observers and/or methods – is required. This research utilized methods
triangulation which used more than one method to investigate the consistency of
findings. In relation to a qualitative approach to investigate the phenomena, the
selection of the tools for gathering sources the data in this study was based on the belief
that they offered information for answering the research questions. To gain insightful
information pertinent to the learners‘ interaction in the language classroom, the study
was designed to collect multiple data sources such as collaborative classroom
interactions, interviews and observations shown in Table 2, so that data obtained could
be cross-validated to ensure the reliability and validity of the study. The data resources
are discussed below:
Data Sources
Collaborative
interactions

Data collection tools

classroom Video and Audio recording
for transcription

Data gathered
Linguistic , non-linguistics
data and description of
learning environment

Interviews

Observations

Video and Audio recording

Personal information and

for transcription

Learners‘ perceptions

Field notes

Possible factors
contributing to learners‘
Willingness to
Communicate

Table 2: Overview of data sources
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4.4.1 Collaborative classroom interactions
The participants‘ interactions during the small group tasks were observed and recorded
on videotapes and audiotapes over a period of ten weeks. Five sessions were recorded
based on the topic of the lessons stated in the course syllabus. Each session lasted fortyfive minutes to one hour. Transcriptions were made for linguistic analysis. The patterns
in conversational structure allowed the researcher to analyse and reflect on the factors
influencing the learners‘ verbal interactions.

As mentioned earlier, the teachers designed the tasks herself. She attempted to apply the
CLT approach in her teaching, and, as a result, designed the tasks to be varied in terms
of their language focus, but with an emphasis on meaning. Consequently, the tasks were
communicative in nature. However, in order to identify the task and describe the task
features and demands, it was necessary to apply a framework and situate the tasks in the
communicative continuum proposed by Littlewood (2004). The continuum consists of
the form-focus column on the extreme left and the content-focus column on the extreme
right of the continuum (see Appendix D). The continuum enables the researcher to
indicate the various levels of focus on meaning that each task employed in the study, as
well as to locate all five activities within the continuum and highlight the characteristics
of each task. This helped to bring the different communicative focus of each task to
light. Moreover, it allowed the researcher to identify the social mediations available or
those which were needed by the learners to complete the tasks. Below are short
descriptions of the five tasks incorporated into this study. However, more detailed
descriptions along with the interactional steps taken by the learners in their approach to
each task are presented in Chapter Five.

Activity one: Questions and answers
Activity one was a twenty-five minute activity in which the learners were assigned to
design a set of questions to the answers that were provided. They were asked to attempt
to write a question for all of the answers within the allotted time and to ensure that the
questions were written down on a piece of paper, which was to be handed in to the
teacher at the end of the class. The teacher adapted this activity from the ‗Grammar
Games and Activities for Teachers‘ textbook (Jones, 2000).
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Activity two: Planning a map
Activity two was a twenty-five minute activity in which the learners were instructed to
create a map of a department store. Throughout the activity the learners were required to
negotiate among themselves to determine the number of stores to be included, the
names of the stores, the decoration of the mall, how to draw the map, and what colours
to use.

Activity three: Creating a poster
The objective of this activity was to teach the learners how to describe a person, a thing
or a place. To achieve this objective the participants were instructed to come to an
agreement about which celebrity to choose and then create a poster about this celebrity
that included images and a short written profile within twenty-five minutes.

Activity four: Creating a role play
The learners were required to collaborate on the creation of the characters and the script
for a ten-minute role play. Learners were given a set of words to be included in the
script as well as a picture of a tourist destination to be the location of their role play.
The task also required the learners to collaboratively decide upon the plot of the play, as
well as the English dialogue.

Activity five: Creating and solving a law case
The last activity was a problem-solving task. The learners were required to collaborate
on the creation of a law case from Thai Tort law. In addition, the learners were required
to design a poster representing their case by using all of the provided materials;
especially pictures from a magazine to create main characters in the case. The law code
was provided as well. At the end of the class, one student was required to represent their
group and present the law case in front of the class.

The above five activities varied in terms of their topics, characteristics and
requirements. They varied in terms of their register variables; that is, topics differed (the
fields), organisational patterns (the tenor patterns) and the kind of language (spoken or
written) required. Each task construed different aspects of students‘ experience which
were realized in a configuration of register variables. To be able to analyse data from
the classroom interactions, transcriptions were made.
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Transcriptions were made of the talk that occurred during the five activities;
approximately three hours of dialogue in total. This data was supplemented by the
students‘ finished products: a chart, a role-play script, and other supplementary
worksheets prepared by the teacher. This material helped to refine the interpretation and
provided a clearer picture of their interaction and the tangible outcomes of their
negotiation. Finally, the interview data helped the researcher confirm the linguistic
analysis and contributed to an understanding of the context of the research. The data
coding schemes in the current study have been adopted from previous studies in the
field for the reliability and validity. The coding system for transcription described in
Eggins and Slade (1997, 2004) (see Appendix A) was adapted for transcribing
SPEECH FUNCTIONS,
APPRAISAL

MOOD,

and APPRAISAL However, because of the comprehensive nature of the

analysis (especially Engagement), the present study has adopted the more in-

depth analytical framework for APPRAISAL analysis developed in the work of Martin and
White (2005, p. 117). Although there are differences between the casual conversations
in their study and the classroom conversations taking place in this study, they
nonetheless share some common features. Because the communicative exchange took
place during small group activities, the learners tended to use a lot of colloquial
expressions when negotiating how to complete the tasks. The information obtained
enabled the researcher to make a link between the students‘ language choices and their
functions as the conversations that unfolded helped to reveal the learners‘ culture
manifested in each situation in which they interact.

In addition, due to the unique context of EFL learners, some coding terms appeared to
vary from original version of Eggins and Slade (1997, 2004) In this study, the
grammatical choices that the learners employed may be different from the choices of
native English speakers. As a result, some coding features have been applied differently
to the original. Examples are provided when discussing

MOOD

choices (see section

4.5.3). Moreover, although the EFL learners‘ interactional production in L2 was not
always grammatically correct, the present study did not code all incorrect utterances
because they were deemed to be more representative of their actual interaction in an
EFL context. The focus of the current study was not on grammatical accuracy, but on
negotiated meaning. Moreover, such incorrect utterances were not coded in the study
because they outnumbered the grammatical utterances. What concerned the researcher
was that if the points of grammar in the sentence were taken into account, the analytical
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framework would be affected and the data analysis would be primarily about the
grammatical accuracy rather than the meaning being made by the learners.

4.4.2 Semi-structured interviews
The data collection and analysis process was recursive and dynamic as suggested in
Mertens (1997). The first stage of the interview process was to gather comments from
the participants on the factors they perceived as impacting on their contributions to the
group interactions. For each comment the researcher searched for the affective factors
relating to their Willingness to Communicate by focusing on contextual factors. A
group discussion (after each activity) was held in which the participants were asked
questions about their perceptions of the topics, the interlocutors, and the conversational
settings – including the whole class, small group work scenarios and the tasks. To
identify emerging themes about the affective factors, the researcher created tentative
categories and tried to note any relationship among them, as suggested by Miller and
Huberman (1994).
The learners‘ reflections obtained from the interview were transcribed in Thai and then
translated into English. Thai language was used in order to give the participants the
opportunity to provide an in-depth understanding of their experience, to increase their
willingness to express their perceptions, and, by definition, to avoid English speaking
competency constraints. An outline of the interview questions was provided in
Appendix E. It should be noted that some of the questions were adopted from Cao
(2009) for reliability and validity purposes.

4.4.3 Observation
Observation was used by the researcher to examine the five participants in
conversational settings: whole class and small group work. In addition, researcher
observation was used as a means of obtaining data on how Thai students interact in
English with their peers. This data-collection method was used to support the validity of
other instruments (interviews and transcript of learners‘ conversation ), as well as for
cross-validation with data from other sources, so as to obtain a deeper understanding of
what was being observed (Allwright, 1988). As part of the qualitative data gathering
process, the researcher‘s observations were written as field notes and divided in two
categories: descriptive and reflective. The descriptive category included date, time,
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setting, duration of observation, descriptive data of participants, situations, settings,
reactions between participants, or participants and the teacher and the researcher, and
their direct quotes. The reflective category included details of the observer‘s feelings,
any questions or comments, as well as experiences of key events (their gestures, facial
expressions, and incidents when they whispered or when they avoided speaking out
loud). The reflective data assisted the researcher to be aware of how students‘ feelings
might affect their engagement in the group task. In addition, learners‘ responses from
the observations can be used to validate their feelings realized through their linguistic
choices and answers from the interviews as well. After the initial observations, the
researcher adjusted the planned questions and became more familiar with the data by
reading and rereading the material to determine whether enough data had been
collected.

4.4 The research participants
Choosing the group of participants was critical because the level of interaction among
interactants can be influenced by the composition of the group. English proficiency was
significant to the study, however; the researcher did not intend to choose students
majoring in English or other foreign languages as these learners would have the chance
to practice their use of the language in other subjects. Furthermore, such students
already tend to be interested in foreign languages which meant the final results of the
study may not be able to be generalised to the majority of students. The study sample
comprised five third-year bachelor students majoring in a dual degree (Law and
Biomedicine) who enrolled in the Oral English Practice course in the first semester
(June–September). They were all between 20 and 22 years old and had studied English
language for at least eight years during primary and secondary school. In addition,
during their first two years of study at the university they had studied Fundamental
English I and Fundamental English II.

The total number of students enrolled in the Oral English Practice course was thirtyfive. Selection for participation in the study and the small group formation was to be
done on a purely voluntary basis. The students in the class were approached and
informed of the procedures and aim of the study, and then invited to become involved.
To encourage student participation, they were informed of the potential benefits they
may gain in relation to their language development and of the important role that they
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would be playing in the development of language teaching and learning in Thailand.
According to Kang (2005), learners tended to group themselves with those whom they
share similarities such as likes, dislikes, personality traits and level of competence.
Therefore, for this study, the participants were asked to self-select their group members.
It was expected that this grouping method would help to promote the communicative
exchange between the learners as they would be comfortable conversing during
classroom tasks.

Following the initial recruitment phase of the study in which the students were informed
of its nature and purpose, the majority of the students in the class agreed to participate.
However, because only one group comprising five learners was to be selected for
inclusion, to ensure that each student had an equal chance of being selected, the final
group was chosen on a first-come first-served basis. It should be noted at this stage that
although the emphasis of the interactions in this context of culture was mainly on
student-student interactions, the teacher also played an important role in the classroom.
Indeed, the main role of the teacher was to provide support, if needed, to the group, and,
as such, is to be considered as an inactive participant in the conversation.

4.5 Realizing learners’ Willingness to Communicate through
linguistic data
As mentioned in Chapter One (see section 1.3.3), Systemic Functional Linguistic theory
offers a model of language that enables the researcher to investigate spoken and written
language in its contexts of use. It provides a principled means of describing language at
the levels of genre, text and clause level (Martin & Rose, 2008). The rationale
underpinning its selection is that if consideration is given to utterances produced by the
learners, the researcher may then be able to point to the most salient contextual factors
and linguistic choices that reveal the learner‘s contributions during their classroom
interaction (Eggins & Slade, 2004). The previous definition of Willingness to
Communicate emphasized the initiation stage of the talk (see definition from MacIntyre
et al., 2001, p.369) and the subsequent talk by the individual (see definition from Kang,
2005, p. 291 on p. 33 of this study). In this study, reciprocal communication and the
group interaction behaviour are also considered as significant features of social
communication as discussed in Chapter One (see section 1.3). The theoretical and
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analytical frameworks proposed in this study drawn from the learning theory
(Sociocultural theory) and linguistic theories (Systemic Functional Linguistics) are
developed to capture the social and dynamic nature of WTC. The operationalised
definition of Willingness to Communicate of the current study is drawn from the
previous versions. Basing on the sociocultural theory and linguistic theory, Willingness
to Communicate defined in this study is a group behaviour which is responsive to the
nature of the interaction taking place between the interlocutors.

The following section provides a description of the stages in the data analysis as
illustrated in Table 3, the analysis contained eight stages. The eight stages are divided
according to the scope of analysis in relation to the broadest element (the context of
culture) to the smallest unit (lexical choices). Such division is regarded as appropriate to
the study because following the stages of analysis in this way not only allows the
information obtained to be related to the next stage, it also enables the researcher to
progressively work towards the smaller unit analysis. Stage one identified the oral
interaction as a oral genre. Stage two was to examine the register of the particular
interaction as the situational context for each task unfolded. During stage three a
summary of the steps showing how the learners approached each task was developed.
Stage four involved locating the focus of the interactions within the genre in order to
position the task on the communicative continuum. As a result, the description of each
task provides a preliminary overview of how the learners were required to accomplish
each task and the resources that were available to them. Following this, the linguistic
resources were examined. Stage five saw the lexico-grammatical choices investigated
through an examination of the

MOOD

choices. Stage six examined

SPEECH FUNCTION

identify interactional roles enacted in their talk. During stage seven,

APPRAISAL

to

choices

were used to examine the learners‘ attitudes towards the tasks, the other interlocutors
and the interactional context. Stage eight involved correlating the learners‘ interview
data and classroom observations with the findings obtained from the contexts and
linguistics data. Moreover, the Table 3 also demonstrates frameworks from SFL that
were used to analyse the data in each stage and also the presentation of the results of
each stage.
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Data analysis stages
Stages of analysis
1. Genre analysis

Frameworks for analysis

Data presentation

Context of Culture
(genre analysis)

2. Register analysis

Context of Situation
(field, tenor, mode)

3. Step summaries

A set of discourse (moves)
showing

how

the

Chapter Five

learners

approached the five tasks
4. Classroom task analysis

Communicative continuum
(Focus on forms or meaning)

5. MOOD analysis

Lexico-grammar (MOOD
choices)

6. SPEECH FUNCTION

Semantic patterning (SPEECH

analysis

FUNCTION choices)

7. APPRAISAL analysis

Lexical choices (APPRAISAL

Chapter Six

choices)
8. Reviewing interview and
observational data

Table 3: Summary of data analysis stages
Following this table are explanations of the Systemic Functional Linguistics
frameworks that guided the analysis of the study with particular attention to genre,
register, mood, speech function and appraisal.

4.5.1 The context of task-based conversational interaction
As a first step, in order to gain an overview of the EFL classroom tasks, it was
important to map the unfolding nature of social purposes within a particular task.
Within the SFL model (see Figure 4), genre is a level of abstraction which shapes how
the selections in the grammatical systems contribute towards achieving the particular
social purpose (Eggins & Martin, 1998). Martin and Rose (2008) interpreted that the
‗speakers‘ cultures are manifested in each situation in which they interact, and that each
interactional situation is manifested verbally as unfolding text, i.e. text in context‘ (p.9).
Therefore, the language choices in this study also realized context of culture (genre) and
context of situation (register) of the spoken texts since ‗language is a denotative
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semiotic realising social context, and social context is a connotative semiotic realised
through language‘ (Martin & Rose, 2008, p. 16).
Martin and Rose (2008) further explain the definition of genres as ‗staged, goal oriented
social processes‘: ‗Staged, because it usually takes us more than one step to reach our
goals; goal oriented because we feel frustrated if we don‘t accomplish the final steps…;
social because writers (speakers) shape their texts for readers (listeners) of a particular
kind‘ (p. 26, italic added). Therefore, the analysis of genre revealed the purposes and
stages of a particular text which is beneficial to the understanding of the spoken text in
the present study. The studies of spoken genre of casual conversations (Eggins & Slade,
2004) and ‗oral genre‘ within classroom (Busch, 2006) have greatly informed the
present study of the definitions and elements of genre and subgenres in the classroom.
The

task-based

conversational

interaction

of

each

task

was

analysed

as

‗subgenre‘(Chanock, 2005, p. 94) in this study which are smaller text types within the
classroom interaction genre.

For the purpose of conducting the genre analysis, Eggin and Slade (2004) suggested the
following steps to conduct the ‗generic structure analysis‘: (a) recognize a ‗chunk‘, (b)
define the social purpose of the chunk and label the genre, (c) identify and differentiate
formula, and (e) analyse semantic and lexico-grammartical features for each stage (p.
231). As genre analysis incorporates lexico-grammartical choices at the word and clause
level as well as social dimensions of interactional and social purpose in forms of
discourse semantics (e.g. move and speech function), the genre analysis began with a
linguistic analysis through

MOOD

and

SPEECH FUNCTION.

The focus of this study is on

Oral Genre and its subgenres which are coded according to the talk functions identified
in the long participant interactions during each activity. In order to provide the generic
structure of the tasks, some of the genre notations from the ‗schematic structure‘ of the
genre identified by Christie (1997, p. 139) were employed in this study. The circumflex
(^) was used to show serial order of elements, the parentheses (( )) were used to show
optional elements and the superscript ( [ ]n) was used to show the recursion of elements.

It is worth noting at this point that the genre analysis in this study is limited to the genre
of a particular classroom task. A more comprehensive study on oral genre may be
included in future studies as such an analysis can identify the canonical exchanges with
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the explanations of obligatory and optional stages in greater detail. However, such a
detailed analysis of oral genre is not the focus of this study.

4.5.2 Register analysis
The discussion will now move to the linguistic analysis methodology (stage two and
stages five to seven relating to linguistic resources). Importantly, SFL provided a
framework for the linguistic analysis that this study systematically followed to interpret
and analyse the interpersonal resources employed by the learners to make meaning
during their interactions.

According to Eggins and Slade (2004), register variables offer a descriptive framework
for characterizing context in spoken texts. In terms of learning and the context of
situation in this study, the register variables provided an important entry point for
exploring how the learners constructed and interpreted their learning context. In this
way, this study not only examined classroom interaction from the perspective of genre,
it was also able to consider language choices in terms of the discourse-semantic and
lexico-grammatical patterns shown below:
Context

Language

Register variable

Type of meaning

Discourse-semantic
patterns (cohesion)

Lexico-grammatical
patterns

Field

Ideational

Lexical cohesion
Conjunctive relations

Transitivity (case)
Lexico-semantic
relations (taxis)

Tenor

Interpersonal

Speech function
Exchange structure

Mood, modality,
vocation, attitude

Mode

Textual

Reference (participant
tracking)

Theme, information
structure,
nominalization

Figure 5: Text and context relations (from Eggins and Martin, 1998, p. 242)
In relation to the register variables, field provided a means of considering the relation
between the learners and specialist knowledge; tenor was a means of exploring how the
students construe social relations in their learning context; and mode was a means of
investigating the way in which the learners construe learning in the spoken medium.
However, as this study focused on the interpersonal meanings enacted in the social
setting, only the tenor of the discourse was investigated in depth. Notwithstanding this
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however, a brief examination of the field and mode variables has been included in the
section on register analysis.

It is the central tenet of this study that the interpersonal meaning within the register
variable plays a major role in responding to the research questions. This is primarily
because interpersonal meaning provides information pertaining to the interpersonal
relations enacted within the discourse. (Eggins & Slade, 2004). In this study, the
learners‘ language was taken to manifest interpersonal meanings with respect to two
dimensions: the types of interaction taking place and the kind of commodity being
exchanged; and the way speakers take a position in their message (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2004, p.107). It is an exchange, in which giving implies receiving and
demanding implies giving in response (Halliday, 1994, p.65). Such interpersonal
resources provide insights into learner‘s constructing collaborative environments
through dialogic reciprocity which related to the learners‘ Willingness to Communicate
in a group task as discussed in Chapter Three (see section 3.2.3). In addition,
information obtained from interpersonal resources can also show how learners‘
sustained their preparedness to interact with each other until the completion of the
group tasks.

As argued in Chapter Three (see section 3.3.2), this study focuses mostly on
interpersonal meanings (tenor) of language. The ways in which the learners interacted
were investigated through the analysis of language choices in terms of lexico-grammar
and discourse. SFL provides a distinct theoretical perspective on language as a medium
for learning through detailed analysis of the linguistic choices of
FUNCTION

MOOD, SPEECH

and APPRAISAL. Moreover, this analysis then helped to reveal the enactment of

the learners‘ ‗Willingness to Communicate‘ in their talk through their positions, roles
and attitudes while working on tasks. Details of the analytical framework shown in
Appendix C demonstrate the system networks of each linguistic tool used in this study.
With the emphasis on tenor, SFL in the following section is discussed as a framework
for analysing the linguistic choices of learners during group work interactions. The
analysis offered a way to interpret the dialogic expression of interpersonal relations
among the interlocutors. The analysis was conducted in three stages, with the first stage
focusing on interpersonal meaning at the clause level using

MOOD

analysis to discover

how the participants negotiated their social roles as the conversation unfolded. The next
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stage was to consider SPEECH FUNCTION as a way to discover the participants‘ willingness
to commit to, and engage in, the tasks. Finally, stage three utilised APPRAISAL analysis to
reveal how lexical selections represented the interlocutors‘ attitude towards each other,
the tasks, and the learning context.

4.5.3 MOOD analysis
To begin at the clause level, the major patterns which enact roles and role relations in
SFL theory relate to the grammatical system of MOOD. MOOD refers to patterns of clause
types such as interrogative, imperative and declarative. The choices of

MOOD

provide

insights into how speakers express degrees of authority, directness, closeness and
dependency (Eggins & Slade, 2004). Such choices indicate interpersonal relationships
between interlocutors, which, in turn, may affect Willingness to Communicate.
Eggins and Slade (2004) argue that it was important to prepare a detailed analysis of the
MOOD

structures present in order to discover the types of

MOOD

choices made by each

learner. It was anticipated in this study that the learners may enact their position in their
choice of MOOD. In turn, it was evident that the act of the learners asking for help was a
matter of choosing between an imperative (demand) or an interrogative (asking for help)
such choices can in turn affect the way the learners‘ sustained their participations in the
conversation.
The speakers‘ turns are assigned Arabic numerals while the move amounts were
assigned lower case Roman numerals. When identifying the

MOOD

type of each clause,

the grammatical structures of each utterance became significant to the analysis. Martin
and Rose (2003) suggest that basic MOOD clauses were exemplified by the following set
of clauses shown in Figure 6:
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Figure 6: Basic MOOD (Martin & Rose, 2003, p. 252)
The significant point in the MOOD analysis is the structure of each clause. Identifying the
position of the Subject (person or thing considered as a doer) and Finite (verbal group)
was crucial as this determined the different types of forms and functions.

After performing the MOOD analysis, the researcher further investigated the functions of
each

MOOD

by conducting the

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis; the aim being to identify the

discourse semantic patterns of the learners‘ discourse during their social interaction. By
further conducting the

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis, the information obtained from the

speech function not only added precision in delineating the stages of the interaction, but
also provide more detail of the interactional roles learners employed from the
information from Mood choices.
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4.5.4 SPEECH FUNCTION analysis

In relation to

analysis, Eggins and Slade (2004) assert that the

SPEECH FUNCTION

classroom was a site for active social interaction, and that reciprocal roles of
interlocutors as both speakers and listeners are enacted in their linguistic choice. As a
result, identifying a learner‘s choice of

SPEECH FUNCTION

allows the functional

interpretation of their conversation to be understood from their ‗moves‘. As such, the
speech role indicated reveals each learner‘s choice of interactional role (Eggins &
Slade, 2004; Martin, 2000). By identifying the learners‘ roles, an interpretation of the
result may highlight their contributions to the shared group task as well as shed light
upon the factors affecting their willingness to sustain their talk in the social interaction.

The basic English speech roles that may be used when initiating conversations are listed
below:
Speech role

Commodity exchanged
Goods and services

Information

Giving

Offer

Statement

Demanding

Command

Question

Table 4: Speech roles and commodities in interaction (Halliday & Matthiessen,
2004, p. 107)
The speech roles presented in Table 4 imply that the choice of initiating a conversation
affects the response choices as well. This provides the functional-semantic
reinterpretation of the move. ‗Every time speakers take on a role, they assign to the
listener(s) a role as well‘ (Eggins & Slade, 2004, p. 181). Therefore, it is necessary to
clarify the relationship between social context and language as each
associated with a particular

MOOD

SPEECH FUNCTION

is

structure (Eggins & Slade, 2004). The basic patterns

of speech roles above have been further developed by Eggins and Slade (2004).

In addition, SPEECH FUNCTION is considered to be a useful tool for identifying patterns of
conversation as the role of the speakers is evident in the four potential move choices:
opening, continuing, responding and rejoinder (see section Appendix C for

SPEECH
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FUNCTION

system network). As the focus of this study is on the learners as active

participants in the interactions, the

SPEECH FUNCTION

not only identified the learners‘

speech roles, it also acted as a predictor of ongoing interactions between the
interlocutors. Therefore, the

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis enabled the researcher to

investigate how learners sustained their participation in the subsequent moves.
By linking the participants‘ move choices to their speech roles, the researcher was able
to identify indicators of learners‘ participation. For instance, the role of ‗opener‘
represented Willingness to Communicate as an initiator, while the responding utterances
also represented their engagement in the form of a responsive role. Therefore, the
responsive roles demonstrated in this study could also be considered as important to the
maintenance

of

the

conversation

and

the

participants‘

contributions

while

accomplishing the tasks. To ensure analysis reliability and validity, the results were
cross-validated with results from other sources including interviews and observations.
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4.5.5 APPRAISAL analysis
APPRAISAL

theory plays an integral role in the analysis of interpersonal relationships

(Martin & White, 2005). The theory has gained increasing attention from researchers in
recent years as is clearly revealed in the contributions they have made towards its
reconceptualization around written and spoken texts (Hood, 2004; Martin & White,
2005; White, 2003). Notwithstanding these contributions, the APPRAISAL analysis in this
study aims to provide an insight into the learners‘ personal attitudes towards the
contextual factors apparent in linguistic analysis and observations. In order to validate
the results of learners‘ attitudes as well as to examine how learners negotiate their
meaning and how they allow others to negotiate their positions, the focus of the analysis
was limited to those linguistic resources most closely orientated to these intersubjective
moves. Although Appraisal theory can be applied to a much greater degree in linguistic
analyses than is presented in this study, the researcher has intentionally refrained from
an in-depth analysis of grading phenomena (Graduation) and aligning with the
interlocutors (Engagement). The primary purpose of the Appraisal analysis in this study
was to gather data relevant to learners‘ expressions of Attitude; that is, the feelings,
opinions and judgments of the interlocutors. In turn, to concentrate on the scope of
analysis within the study to this field, only the results from the analyses of the elements
of Appraisal (such as Attitude and Engagement) that are significant to the research
objectives are reported.

Throughout this study the

APPRAISAL

analysis examined the meanings of words used in

conversation regarding the interpersonal semantic domains consisting of Attitude,
Engagement and Graduation. According to Martin and White (2005) such domains are
described as follows:

Attitude is concerned with our feelings, including emotional reactions,
judgments of behaviour and evaluation of things. Engagement deals with
sourcing attitudes and the play of voices around opinions in discourse.
Graduation attends to grading phenomena whereby feelings are amplified and
categories blurred (p. 35)
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Developing on the analyses from Martin (2000), and Martin and White (2005), the three
main categories of APPRAISAL are Attitude, Graduation and Engagement as shown in the
system network below:

Focus on Attitude

raise
lower
sharpen
soften

Figure 7: APPRAISAL framework network adapted from (Martin, 2000; Martin &
White, 2005)

The attitudinal evaluations in the learners‘ conversations and interview scripts were
analysed by attending to these three interacting domains of interpersonal meaning. The
more delicate subsystem of each domain was employed in coding (see Appendix C for
more detail of the system network).

Discourse purposes and examples from the transcriptions are provided in the Table 5. In
addition, a colour-coding system adapted from the works of Coffin (2000, p. 288) and
Nakamura (2009, p. 225) was used so that the overall patterns of appraised values could
be made explicit. The system is summarized below:
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Pink = affect
Blue = judgement – social esteem
Purple = judgement – social sanction
Green = appreciation
Red = graduation
Brown = disclaim – deny; counter
Dark yellow = proclaim – concur; pronounce; endorse
Aqua (Light blue) = entertain
Lime (Light green) = attribute – acknowledge; distance
Underlined = appraised item carrying two meanings

To conclude this section, Table 5 below provides a summary of how the
resources will be applied in this study.

APPRAISAL
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APPRAISAL

Discourse purpose

Example

Attitude
Evaluating negative quality of things

-This one is difficult.
- Because it is silly.
- Him to be bad guy

Appreciation: reaction -

(negative reaction)

Appreciation: reaction +

Evaluating positive quality of things
(positive reaction)

- Friend is enough
- It's true
- It's funny

Appreciation: valuation +

Evaluating negative valuation of
things
(negative valuation)
Evaluating positive valuation of things
(positive valuation)

Affect: unhappy

Expressing negative feelings and
emotions (unhappiness)

- It is too long
- It is not necessary
- It is a short one
- It‘s ancient
- Good skin
- I make it modern.
- I am hungry
- I am lazy

Appreciation: valuation -

Affect: happy

Affect: dissatisfaction

Affect: satisfaction

Affect : insecurity

Affect : security

Affect: desire -

Affect: desire +

Expressing positive feelings and
emotions (happiness)

Expressing negative feelings and
emotions
(dissatisfaction)
Expressing positive feelings and
emotions
(satisfaction)
Expressing negative feelings and
emotions
(insecurity)
Expressing positive feelings and
emotions
(security)
Expressing negative feelings and
emotions
(negative desire)
Expressing positive feelings and
emotions
(desire)

- I love yogurt.
- I like this question
- I am free everyday every
night
- I can‘t translate all
- I can‘t swim
- I am busy
- I am sure
- She seems enjoy
swimming
- I am shy
- Embarrassed
- Be confident
- Trust him
- I trust you
- I don‘t wanna say.
- I don‘t want to be the first
- I would like to make it
round and round
((drawing)) like this
- I want to know you plan in
10 years...
- I would like to be a lawyer
- You're nuts
- You are hiso

Judgement: social sanction -

Judging people‘s behaviour (negative
social sanction)
Judging people‘s behaviour (positive
social sanction)

- You are good man

Judgement: social sanction +

Judgement: social esteem -

Judging people‘s behaviour (negative
social esteem)

- We are crazy
- She is not sexy.
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Judgement: social esteem +

Judging people‘s behaviour (positive
social esteem)

- He is very handsome
- You look so happy
- You are good drawer

- Making stronger meaning
- Intensifying tone
- Raising qualification

- We are beautiful too.
- More butterflies
- I watched already sofunny.
- Mr. HISOOOO
- Noooooo
- Only employment
- I just want to say.
- No one knows

Graduation

Force: raise

- Making weaker meaning
- Softening tone
- Lowering qualification

Force: lower

Engagement

Heterogloss: proclaim

Projecting voice as a rejection of the
previous talk or to show some contrary
positions
Representing propositions as highly
warrantable

Heterogloss: entertain

Representing propositions as grounded
in their own contingent and individual
subjective

Heterogloss: disclaim

Heterogloss: attribute

Representing propositions as grounded
in the subjectivity of an external voice

- No points.
- But the criminal
- Many awards….I know.
- I am sure
- I understand wrongful act
- The background will be
blue.
- I think it‘s too much
- Maybe we use the
midterm exam for this.
- Everybody knows Tom
Yum Khoong.
- The teacher said we
present today.

Table 5: Summary of APPRAISAL framework after Coffin (2000) and Nakamura
(2009)
The results from the linguistic investigations of the interpersonal resources:
SPEECH FUNCTION

MOOD,

and APPRAISAL, are reported in Chapter Six.

4.6 Ethical considerations
Even though this study did not rely on controlled experiments, or include students
under the age of eighteen, nor impact on the health of the participants, the ethical
considerations necessary to protect the participants from risk or harm were still
addressed in the appropriate manner. Consent from all five participants was obtained
after they were informed of the purpose and procedures of the study, the benefits of the
study, and their rights to participate voluntarily and to ask questions. In addition,
pseudonyms are used to ensure the participants remained anonymous during the data
analysis and the reporting of results. Finally, summaries of the class observations,
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interviews and focus groups were made available for viewing by the participants before
use.

4.7 Conclusion
This chapter has provided a detailed discussion of the research methodology. By
applying the aforementioned linguistic frameworks, an analysis of the contexts of the
texts and the learners‘ linguistic choices as texts was conducted. Particular focus in the
analysis was given to context of situation and the tenor variable as it is realised in
interpersonal meanings during talk among interlocutors. Importantly, the linguistic
analysis was analysed and triangulated with data gathered through participant interviews
and researcher observations. This detailed approach enabled the researcher to capture
the interactions of learners in order to find evidence of how they enact their
‗Willingness to Communicate‘ within their talk, and what situational factors contributed
to the construction of the learners‘ engagement in the group tasks.

The following chapters provide further insights into the results obtained from the data
analysis. In particular, Chapter Five outlines the results relating to the overall patterns of
the learners‘ interaction in small group classroom tasks, including an analysis of genre,
register and task design. Chapter Six discusses the results pertaining to the linguistic
resources of this study.
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Chapter Five
Learner interactions in small group classroom tasks
5.1 Introduction
Chapter Five presents the contextual factors affecting the learners‘ interactions as
guided by the sociocultural framework discussed in Chapter Three. Relevant to this
presentation is the overarching research question addressed in Chapter One that
endeavours to examine the sociocultural factors that influence a learner‘s contribution to
tasks. This chapter begins by presenting findings from research data collected during
classroom interactions. Observations and interviews are combined with the findings to
provide more in-depth answers to the first research question, which pertains to the
nature of the learning tasks and the contextual factors that may influence a learner‘s
engagement in a dialogical small group interaction context.

After gathering and examining the qualitative data, a discussion of the nature of
classroom open-ended tasks from a sociocultural theoretical perspective is provided in
the following sections. Subsequently, this chapter consists of five major focus areas: a
description of the classroom context construct; an outline of the register; summaries of
small group activities one to five; the communicative dimension of tasks; and a
discussion of the concept of tools from a sociocultural perspective which reveals the
classroom contextual factors which impact the learners‘ contributions to the tasks.

5.2 Context of task-based interactions
This section presents an overview of ‗oral genre‘ (Busch, 2006) in relation to the
‗subgenres‘ (Chanock, 2005, p. 94) of classroom conversational interactions in this
study. It is suggested that the descriptions of the study subgenres be seen as merely
suggestive of the text types, ‗as these are social constructs that are enacted in a diversity
of ways‘ (Schleppegrell, 2004, p. 82). As a result, the schematic structure of each
subgenre differs from one situation to another (Martin & Rose, 2008). Table 6
summarizes the generic structure of the subgenres in this study, as realized through the
social purposes and stages of an individual task.
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Task
Activity 1: Question and

Sub-genre
Question and answer

Generic structure
Task orientation ^ [(Asking and answering
questions)]n

answer
Activity 2: Planning a map

Opinion exchange

Task initiation ^ [(Brainstorming) ^(Decisionmaking)]n ^ Role distribution ^(Idea
expression)

Activity 3: Creating a

Opinion exchange

Task initiation ^ (Brainstorming) ^ Role
distribution ^[(Decoration)] n ^Reviewing the

poster

poster
Activity 4: Creating a role

Opinion exchange

play

Task orientation ^[(Brainstorming)] n ^ Role
distribution ^Script writing ^Rehearsal

Activity 5: Creating a law

Opinion exchange

Task initiation ^ [(Brainstorming)] n ^
[(Decision-making)] n ^ [(Decoration)] n ^

case

[(negotiation)] n ^ Rehearsal

Table 6: A summary of generic structure
Although the subgenres in this study can be grouped under the same text type due to
some common elements of generic structure, focusing on the student group interactions
revealed there are still differences due to the variation of the task requirements. A more
detailed investigation of the tasks based on its social purposes and stages highlighted the
way smaller units of interaction operate on a classroom task. To investigate how
learners worked collaboratively throughout the tasks and how they sustained their group
interaction towards the completion of the tasks, the ‗step summaries‘ applied in Jones
(2005) were used throughout the following section to describe the smaller units of
interaction which occurred during a particular task. Details of the step summaries
discussed later in this chapter show the smaller unit of social interactions.

This study defines task-based conversational interactions as the genre (cultural context)
of the spoken text as realized through the language register. In turn, the following
discussion of register provides an insight into the situational context of the spoken
interactions which are later investigated in detail in the section on
FUNCTIONS

and APPRAISAL in Chapter Six.

MOOD, SPEECH
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5.3 Register of classroom tasks
By way of a general focus on situational context, a register analysis looks at the nature
of the tasks, particularly the demands placed on learners from the three linguistic
choices that reflect interpersonal meta-functions of language:
and

APPRAISAL

MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTIONS

choices. In terms of the register variables that are typically involved

during such classroom tasks (within the classroom context), a short description of the
field, mode and tenor which can be applied in all five tasks is provided below.

5.3.1 Field
The fields in Activity one is questions and answers while the other four classroom tasks
are opinion-exchange events with divergent (many possible) outcomes. These events
concern the lesson topics which included casual conversations (Activities 1-3), tourist
destinations (Activity 4) and legal knowledge (Activity 5). The experiences and
information presented in the texts were generally familiar to the group members, given
their background knowledge. As the field shifted, however; different forms of
interaction became evident. As will be discussed in detail further on, the task design
was an important contextual factor impacting a learner‘s Willingness to Communicate.
Indeed, the characteristics of the task, the language demands and the discussion topics
within the tasks reveal that they generate different forms of interactions for the learners.
The tasks were not only what learners talk about, but they also shaped the learners‘
dialogic interaction.

5.3.2 Mode
Although the channel of communication was spoken text, the mode was construed not
only by spoken text, but also through the complementary use of visual text (e.g. written
text, pictures, and diagrams). The dialogic interactions revolved around tasks that
involved some artwork and this, as well as the co-construction of the written text, can be
seen as semiotic tools which enabled and facilitated ‗talk‘ to function as a
communication tool to drive the tasks. These tools were considered as artefacts which
provide a form of mediation to the learners as shown later on in this chapter. Therefore,
such tools can also be viewed as important elements of the task design that affect the
learners‘ Willingness to Communicate, especially to those learners who need social
mediation in order to more actively participate in small group activities. The aspect of
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semiotic tools as elements in the task design deserve to be further studied in the future
study since the preliminary results signal the significant influence of such tools on
language learning.

5.3.3 Tenor
During the classroom tasks the speakers typically select events and construct reactions
to each other as well as to the tasks. Even though the interactions took place in the
classroom context, the talks were socially related. Learners revealed how they provided
support to each other through the way that they collaborated during the tasks. Moreover,
the participants also expressed their feelings and attitudes, and revealed their
interpersonal relationships through their language choices. Current empirical research in
the field of Willingness to Communicate claims that interpersonal relationships among
group members can influence the level of participants‘ engagement in dialogue (Cao,
2009a; Cao & Philp, 2006; Kang, 2005; MacIntyre, 2007). By applying the linguistic
resources available in SFL, the study of the meaning of interpersonal relationships can
be carried out to reveal factors affecting the production of the dialogue between group
members.

In this study, when analysing learners linguistic choices, the transcription conventions
are adopted from Eggins and Slade (2004). This is because when analysing the
interaction taking place in the classroom setting, it is important to take into account not
only the verbal evidence concerning academic contexts, but also the verbal information
concerning casual interactions among participants. By considering both academic and
verbal interactions together, the present research identifies evidence of the factors
affecting the learners‘ participation during their interaction in a classroom setting.

5.4 Step summaries of small group activities
In order to understand the task and how learners approach a particular task, it is
necessary to discover the learners‘ steps in completing the tasks and their approach to
them. Steps were used to represent a set of discourse units which provided an overview
of how learners conduct each task. Step summaries showed what learners actually did
and how they completed the tasks. The step summaries enabled the data to be
manageable in such a way that they provided an overview of the processes going on in
each task. Moreover, the focus of the learners‘ talk can also be revealed through the
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number of moves in each step. The moves (in bold) in each table are unique moves
existing in each task The purpose of coding classroom interaction in this way is to
characterize the manner in which meaning is constructed through activities (Jones,
2005).

5.4.1 Activity 1: Question and answer
The first task was the question-making task, which required the learners to design the
‗right questions to ask‘. To begin, the teacher provided examples of how to construct
various types of questions, and then the learners were given a set of exercises to
accomplish within the class. Learners were given a set of answers (40 words), and were
given 25 minutes towards the end of the lesson to design questions to suit the given
answers. In addition, they had to use the same questions to ask their group members as
well. At the end of the activity, the learners had to hand in their questions in written
form. Activity 1 was designed by the teacher to be a Question and Answer activity.
However, from the analysis of the generic structure based on the sub-genre stages
(extended talk according to social purpose), the generic structure of Activity One
demonstrates that the obligatory stages were evident not only during the asking and
answering of the questions, but also during the off-topic talk. Therefore, this
demonstrates that there was a time when the learners talked off topic. Below are the
steps the learners employed in order to accomplish the task:

Moves
1-4

Functions
Step 1: Task orientation

Dialogue example
Ploy: Ok...Let's start
Ploy: Oh, I like this questions

5-16

17-31

32-41

Step 2: Asking questions and
answering (Sports)

Champ: What kind of sports do you like?

Step 3: Asking and answering questions
(Writer)

Ploy: What writer do you like?

Step 4: Asking and answering questions
(Composer)

Champ: Composer?

Pat: I like tennis

Ploy: I‘m like Shakespeare.

Champ: Do you know composer?
Champ: uhh..Like Beethoven.
Champ: I like Mozart uhhh Mozart

42-48

Step 5: Off-topic talk

Deaw: Um……are you thirsty?
All: (Laugh out round)

49-59

Step 6: Asking and answering questions
(Tourist places)

Yam: How…can we ask about place?
Yam: Where do you like to go on or in holiday?
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60-79

80-97

Step 7: Asking and answering questions
(Movie)

Ploy: uh….Yam do you like to got to the cinema?

Step 8: Asking and answering questions
(Future plan)

Ploy: And I want to know your plan in 10 years…

Ploy: What movie do you like?

Ploy: In the next 10 years.
Pat: In the future?

98-109

110-123

124-139

140-150

Step 9: Asking and answering questions
(Musician)

Deaw: Who is John Lennon?

Step 10: Asking and answering questions
(Fruit)

Deaw: What kind of fruit do you like?

Step 11: Asking and answering questions
(Sports)

Pat: Can you swim?

Step 12: Asking and answering questions
(Pets)

Champ: Do you have some pets?

Ploy: He is a musician.

Ploy: I like mango.

Deaw: Yes.

Deaw: Pets?
Ploy: I don‘t like.

151-156

Step 13: Asking and answering questions
(Margaret Thatcher)

Champ: Do you know Margaret Thatcher?
Ploy: No.
Champ: She is the first woman Prime Minister

157-164

Step 14: Asking and answering questions
(Color)

Deaw: What kind of color do you like?
Pat: What kind?
Pat: Color?
Pat: Water, pencil or red, purple?
Deaw: (pointing to the printed word in a book) color.

165-182

183-187

188-200

201-215

Step 15: Asking and answering questions
(Music band)

Ploy: What is the music band do you like?

Step 16: Asking and answering questions
(Singing)

Ploy: Sing please

Step 17: Asking and answering questions
(Drinks)

Yam: Do you like drink milk?

Step 18: Asking and answering questions
(Love)

Champ: What is your meaning of the word love?

Pat: I like Silly Fool.

Champ: (singing)

Ploy: What, what?

Deaw: Love?
Champ: In your opinion, what is the meaning of it?

216-221

Step 19: Asking and answering questions
(Vegetables)

Pat: What kind of vegetable do you like?
Ploy: I like tomato…
Ploy: It ‘s lots of vitamin C.

222-235

Step 20: Asking and answering questions
(Language)

Table 7: Step summary of Activity one

Ploy: What kind of language he use?
Pat: Spain and English
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As shown in Table 7, learners were asked to create questions and to provide answers to
each other. Therefore, there were only two major steps that the learners employed: task
initiation, and asking questions/providing answers (shifted across different topics). The
point worth noting is that the summary shows the shift of topics of discussion
throughout the task. As a result, various topics of discussion may lead to different forms
of learner participation.

The question and answer task is more form-focused than the other tasks. It provided a
chance for learners to talk about grammar points. Even though the types of questions
that learners had to design were not fixed, they had to follow the grammatical rules. As
a result, learners cooperated to create the correct questions and provided answers to the
questions. Learners (e.g. Ploy and Champ) who had higher levels of L2 proficiency
tended to engage more in this task, however ; they worked cooperatively in engaging
others to participate.

5.4.2 Activity 2: Planning a map
The class began with a focus on grammar and how to give and follow directions. Then,
during the middle phase of the class, the teacher assigned the students the task of
creating a map. It was a 25-minute activity. The activity provided a place for learners to
brainstorm and exchange ideas about the map. Learners brainstormed what they knew
about the map and then set out their ideas about how to get the task done in time.

Moves
1-2

Functions
Step 1: Task initiation

Dialogue example
Ploy: … what do we need to do?
Champ: Today, we have to plan a map of a mall.

3-24

25-39

40-50

Step 2: Brainstorming name of the
mall

Ploy: What will be the mall‘s name?

Step 3: Brainstorming the design of the
mall

Champ: What do you think about the mall?

Step 4: Agreement on name of the mall

Pat: I don‘t like TAR PHO name.

Champ: The mall TAR PHO

Yam: I think we can make it old style.

Pat: Uh … what about NU mall, NU City…or (ii) NU
Center?
51-60

Step: 5 Artwork

Champ: Deaw, why don‘t you use blue?
Pat: No, I think you use pink.

61-64

Step 6: Brainstorming shops

Ploy: How many shops you like?
Champ: Many…I need many restaurants.
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65-76

Step 7: Role distribution

Yam: Pat, you think 3 shops, Ploy, 3 shops and Champ 3
shops
Deaw: I will draw the box first and you tell me your shop
and color na.

77-82

Step 8: Proposing ideas from Yam

Yam: Thai Bank in blue, and my noodles shop in red.

73-88

Step 9: Proposing ideas from Pat

Pat: BBC Bookstore in green…

89-103

Step 10: Proposing ideas from Ploy

Ploy: My turn ….
Ploy: The first one is Home décor in blue and red.

104-120

Step 11: Proposing ideas from Champ

Champ: Toilet …2 toilets in each side.

Table 8: Step summary of Activity two
The summary presented in Table 8, shows how, while creating a map, the learners
provide support to each other by brainstorming, reaching agreement, decorating the
map, proposing ideas and distributing duties (only one learner was responsible for each
particular part of the map). Negotiation and discussion are rare to find since the learners
were given full power to decide on their own parts. The summary reveals that the
learners spent time on decorating the map. The contributions of each learner in
proposing ideas are evident in the summary. Because each student was assigned a
particular duty, such as decorating or designing the mall, learners made equal
contributions to the task.

Planning a map is categorized as a communicative language practice task (see section
5.5). The use of directional language was pre-taught and was expected to be applied in
the task. Learners collaboratively created a map of a mall. The topic of the task was a
shopping mall that allowed learners to be creative in terms of naming, planning, and
decorating the mall since there were no set rules to follow. It did not require a high level
of language use or creativity. Learners (e.g. Champ) who expressed more ideas and
learners (e.g. Deaw) who were responsible for decorating the map showed more
eagerness to engage in the interaction.

5.4.3 Activity 3: Creating a poster
The focus of this lesson was a descriptive activity whereby the teacher requested
students to create a poster describing a superstar that they like. It was a 25-minute
activity. Table 9 below demonstrates how the learners helped each other in terms of
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organizing content and decorating the poster, and that they approached the third activity
in a similar way to Activity 2.

Moves
1-6

Functions
Step 1: Task initiation

Dialogue example
Champ: Ok.
Ploy: Let‘s start.

7-25

Step 2: Brainstorming the topic

Ploy: Ok..what we choose?
Yam: Sea? Movie? Singer?

26-30

Step 3: Role distribution

Champ: Who is good at drawing?
Yam: I will do the decoration.

31-38

Step 4: Decorating

Yam: What do you want to decorate?
Ploy: Anything, but not too many.

39-48

Step 5: Reaching agreement on theme

Champ: Ah…lets‘ plan what to write about
Pat: Let‘s choose Ken.

49-63

64-75

Step 6: Decorating and writing and
negotiating the title

Deaw: Do you have a pen?

Step 7: Writing up the profile

Champ: Let‘s follow the steps from the book.

Deaw: What color?

Deaw: Begin with name, nickname, location, short
background. (ii) I will list the topic.
76-123

Step 8: Writing and decorating

Ploy: Today we will present
Champ: No not today…(ii)it‘s writing not speaking
Pat: Ok…you tell me.

124-186

Step 9: Reviewing the profile

Pat: Where he born?
Yam: Bangkok
Deaw: Change to Phitsanulok.

187-207

Step 10: Final decoration

Deaw: Put some glue
Yam: Ok

Table 9: Step summary of Activity three
In a process similar to Activity two, the learners created a poster by brainstorming,
reaching agreement, and decorating the poster, however; the difference was that the
learners were not responsible for, or assigned, a particular duty, meaning that they had
to help each other with all components of the poster. Moreover, the inclusion of
decoration, poster writing and reviewing steps revealed group involvement in some of
the written texts in this activity as well.
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In relation to the communicative continuum of the tasks, creating a superstar poster is
positioned in the structured communication task category. The task allowed learners to
create a poster freely, but guidelines were provided for organizing the details of the
poster. The learner (e.g. Yam) who participated in this task the most was the one who
was a major information provider.

5.4.4 Activity 4: Creating role play
This activity was a communicative task with minimal control of language use. Learners
were asked to create a 10-minute role play. A set of given words had to be included in
the dialogue. The task provided an opportunity for learners to independently interact.
Learners helped each other in planning the role play, creating the dialogue and deciding
how to present the role play.
Moves
1-15

Functions
Step 1: Task orientation

Dialogue example
Champ: This one is difficult.
Pat: I agree.

Step 2: Brainstorming theme of the
role play

Pat: Let‘s make it a fairy tale.

29-51

Step 3: Brainstorming settings and use
of given words

Champ: Yam and I are friends and travel to Rome together.

52-55

Step 4: Brainstorming roles

Champ: Ploy and Deaw can be friends and go to travel (ii)
but Yam and I will be lovers and go to travel

56-71

Step 5: Writing script

Pat: Let‘s help with the script

16-28

Champ: No, it‘s a short one…(ii)we may not make it in
time.

Ploy: Ok….I will tell you na.
72-91

Step 6: Off-topic talk

Ploy: I am hungry…(ii) I want to have lunch after this
class…(iii) I will have SOM TUM spicy one.

92-193

Step 7: Reviewing script

Champ: Let me see the script.
Champ: Finish introduction first…er

194-199

Step 8: Rehearsal

Deaw: Practice
Ploy: Who will be the first group?

Table 10: Step summary of Activity four
Table 10 shows that in addition to the brainstorming, reaching agreement, distributing
duties, and writing and reviewing from Activity 3, there was evidence in Activity 4 of
off-topic talk and rehearsal. The off-topic talk may have been because this activity was
longer than activities one to three, and the learners may have lost their concentration at
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times. Furthermore, the learners needed to perform their role play, so this also involved
rehearsal as part of their interaction.

Creating a role play is also a structured communication task (see section 5.5). The
location of the role play as well as a set of given words were provided for learners to
include in the dialogue. Learners were free to set their theme, created their dialogue and
design the overall presentation of the role play. Correct language use was expected in
the dialogue so the learners (e.g. Champ and Ploy) with higher levels of English
proficiency played a major role in creating the dialogue and initiating ideas about the
role play. They stood out as the most willing speakers in this activity.

5.4.5 Activity 5: Creating a law case
This activity is an authentic communication task (see section 5.5). It was a 45-minute
activity that provided a place for learners to use language to communicate in situations
where the meanings are unpredictable (Littlewood, 2004b). Learners were asked to
create a law case and a poster board representing the case. It related to the background
knowledge of the participants relating to the real world of their expertise in the legal
field. Learners showed their knowledge of the discipline as they negotiated, discussed,
and collaborated with each other while jointly constructing the text. They also assisted
each other with regard to the board decoration.

Moves

Functions

Dialogue example

1-5

Step 1: Task initiation

Ploy: Ok. I think we should think of the case first.

6-36

Step 2: Brainstorming the case

Ploy: What will we do?
Champ: I think we can do the easy one.

37-76

Step 3: Browsing the magazine to get
ideas from the pictures

Yam: I find a child
Ploy: This this one?
Yam: A child and a cat.

77-98

Step 4: Agreement on the case

Ploy: Who agrees with Champ?
Ploy: Please stand up, (ii) errrr please, hands up. (iii)
Please show me your hand.
Yam: Difficult

99-116

Step 5: Brainstorming the case

Ploy: Maybe we use the midterm exam for this.
Ploy: Okay?
Ploy: Since we remember and everybody understands it (ii)
Nai In made a contact with Nai Chan.
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117-143

Step 6: Decoration

Ploy: I will cut this picture.
Deaw: Oh.This picture (ii) His wife Nai In.

144-147

Step 7: Teacher involvement

T: What will be the case?
Deaw: It‘s tort law.

148-162

Step 8: Decoration

Pat: This one (ii) I want him to be the bad guy
Champ: What?

163-172

Step 9: Off-topic talk

Deaw: My mom is waiting for me. (ii) She is from
Phetchboon (iii) cause she wants to go to the concert
Yam: NUVO?

173-180

Step 10: Negotiating characters

Deaw: Champ…what his name?
Champ: Max

181-185

Step 11: Decoration

Ploy: Why you fold it?
Deaw: Because it is like this.

186-196

Step 12: Negotiating the case

Champ: Will you include these points or just only one
point?
Ploy: No, no, only one point. (ii) I think it‘s enough.

197-209

Step 14: Discussing the law code

Pat: Do you have the code?
Ploy: We can ask from the teacher (ii) she got the code.

210-220

Step 15: Decoration

Ploy: Is it glue or glaw?
Deaw: Glue, glue (ii) Glaw is Thai (laugh)

221-226

Step 16: Negotiating roles

Deaw: You present Champ.
Champ: No, no, I am busy.

227-231

Step 17: Decoration

Ploy: I think this is too long ……
Deaw: Use only one arrow.

232-238

Step 18: Negotiating characters’ names

Champ: Do we need the ‗S‘ for the Indiana Jone?
Deaw: Why don‘t use A B C?

239-250

Step 19: Off-topic talk

Champ: You know I wanna see the new movie Pid Term
Yai.
Yam: It is good.

251-257

Step 20: Decoration

Ploy: How is it?
Yam: It‘s beautiful. (ii) It‘s beautiful. It‘s nice.

258-266

Step 21: Rehearsal

Deaw: Champ helps me.
Champ: Help what?
Deaw: Help me explain [……]

Table 11: Step summary of Activity five
According to Table 11, the major steps in Activity 5 reveal that the learners spent a
great deal of time brainstorming and negotiating over the law case, characters and roles.
The decoration of the poster was also included in the task. Although learners
approached this task in a similar way to Activity 4, the main differences were that offtopic talk, teacher involvement and negotiation over discipline-specific knowledge were
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evident. As well as this, the task did not include a writing step as the task did not require
the learners to create a written text, but rather a decoration of the poster representing the
case and oral presentation.

By conducting a law case, learners simultaneously interacted with each other as they
could create the legal case freely. Background and discipline-specific knowledge,
however; were crucial to the task and so the learners (e.g. Ploy, Pat and Deaw) with this
discipline-specific knowledge participated more than the others. Moreover, the one who
was responsible for the artwork (e.g. Deaw) also participated more since the decoration
representing the case needed to be negotiated.

A consideration of the various interactions and reactions produced in each task reveals
that the learners approached each task differently. Due to the variation of task
requirements across the five tasks, the evidence from the step summaries presented
suggests that some tasks simply required the learners to converse with each other while
others required the learners to collaborate through brainstorming, artworks decoration,
negotiation, or reviewing.

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Questions and
answers

Planning a map

Creating a poster

Creating a role
play

Creating a law
case

Task initiation

Task initiation

Task initiation

Task initiation

Task initiation

Questions and
answers

Brainstorming

Brainstorming

Brainstorming

Brainstorming

Off-topic talk

Reaching
agreement

Reaching
agreement

Reaching
agreement

Reaching
agreement

Decoration

Decoration

Negotiation

Negotiation

Role distribution

Role distribution

Writing

Decoration

Proposing ideas

Negotiation

Off-topic talk

Teacher
involvement

Writing

Reviewing

Off-topic talk

Reviewing

Rehearsal

Rehearsal

Table 12: Various core elements employed in the five activities
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Table 12 provides an overview of the characteristic of each task showing the variation
in the task design of Activities 1 to 5. Information provided is a preliminary finding
showing how learners interact differently throughout the tasks.

To conclude, working through the differences in task design, the learners approached
and focused on particular steps in all five activities differently, as illustrated in Table 12
above. This shows that in conducting a task, the learners freely determined what to talk
about and what type of interaction to undertake. Consequently, the requirements of the
task initially act as the contextual factors of the interaction and, as this study shows, this
influences the learners‘ interaction in a numbers of ways. First, the complexity and
requirements of task may influence the learners‘ interaction. The step summaries reveal
the task interaction of the learners and signal that some learners may be willing to
participate in each task differently. While some learners may be more willing to work
on a task involving a focus on grammar, a task involving discipline-specific knowledge,
or game-like tasks, some learners may be more willing to participate with others when
they need to brainstorm, negotiate or reach agreement, as all of these processes
(theoretically) require participation from all group members. Consequently, it may be
harder for them to ignore the others and not participate in the group task. In addition,
expertise or personal interest in the topics of discussions may influence learners‘
willingness to engage in the tasks. Some learners may be more willing to engage in
tasks that require artworks while some learners may be more willing to talk about some
particular topics rather than others.

It is important to note at this point that the interpretations and conclusions presented are
based solely on the requirements set out in the tasks. Further on in the chapter, the
responses from learners‘ interviews reflecting students‘ attitude towards the tasks are
presented to validate these interpretations.

5.5 The communicative dimension of the tasks
Although the interactions concerning the open-ended tasks applied in this study were
optional – as participants were not required to interact – all five participants engaged in
the interaction throughout the tasks. The evidence of their interaction varied, however;
this section aims to examine the types of tasks which may impact on the interaction.
Previous studies have pointed out the important roles of communicative tasks in
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language learning, especially those tasks which served to stimulate collaborative
dialogue in a learner-centred context. It is suggested that when language learning was
assisted through the social interaction of learners, the learning of the second language is
enhanced (Swain, 1997a; Swain & Lapkin, 2001). In light of this, this section examines
the communicative features of the tasks using insight gained from the communicative
approach to language teaching.

With regard to the communicative dimension, consideration of language relating to
form or to meaning was given the primary focus of the tasks discussed in Chapter Two
(see section 2.2.3). Table 13 below illustrates the spectrum of focus from the languageoriented task (focus of form) to the content-oriented task (focus on meaning) (see
Appendix D). At the left side of the table, the non-communicative task involves a strong
focus on form, while at the right side there is the authentic communication, which
mainly focuses on meaning (Littlewood, 2004). It can be anticipated that if the task is
situated in a different position in the communicative continuum, different outcomes, in
terms of learner output, can shape the nature of learners‘ participation.

The data from the MOOD analysis reveals the number of utterances produced by each
participant (see section 6.2.1). At this stage, it can be tentatively concluded that the one
who produced the most utterances was the dominant participant during the talk. Table
13 demonstrates where all five activities can be situated on the continuum and illustrates
that Ploy dominated the talk in Activity 1 and Activity 5. This is due to the fact that she
perceived that these tasks were related to language learning where she can practice the
use of L2 both in grammatical form (Activity 1 and the application of language to the
matter of law (Activity 5) as evidenced in the interview data. Ploy‘s level of
participation can be said to be affected by her L2 proficiency and her preference for
particular tasks.
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Focus of forms

Focus of Meaning

(Language-oriented task)

(Content -oriented task)

Classroom
activity

Activity 1:
Questions and
answers

Activity 2:
Planning a map

Activity 3:
Creating a
superstar
poster

Activity 4:
Creating a role
play

Activity 5: Creating a
law case

Type of task

Communicative
language
practice

Communicative
language
practice

Structured
communication

Structured
communication

Authentic
communication

Summary

The task is
languagebased, focusing
on form
through the use
of
communicative
dialogue.
Learners
interact by
providing both
questions and
answers to the
guiding words.

The language
used in this
task is loosely
controlled.
Learners used
the pre-taught
language in the
context of a
shopping mall
to consult the
map among
their group
members.
Learners also
work on
artworks.

The task is
guided by the
guideline of
procedures for
learners to
follow while
they are
creating the
poster.
However, there
is still a gap for
free discussion
and
negotiation.
Learners also
work on
artwork.

The language
is used to
create role play
where learners
are free to
choose the
situation and
dialogue.
However, the
learners are
controlled by
given words
that have to be
included in the
dialogue.

The task requires
discipline knowledge
about the law.
Learners interact
spontaneously. They
negotiate issues
concerning the law
case and the
presentation of the
case.

Dominant
participant

Ploy

Champ and
Deaw

Yam

Champ

Ploy

Table 13: The focus on forms to focus on meaning continuum; based on
Littlewood, (2004, p.322).
Champ and Deaw can be said to dominate Activity 2, but for different reasons. Champ
took control of the map design activity because he acted as the mall‘s owner, while
Deaw was responsible for the artwork. She was the drawer and decorator of the map. As
a result, her talk was mostly related to the artwork. Their interactions may be affected
by their choices of role in this task.

In Activity 3, Yam dominated the talk and expressed her ideas freely as she had
personal interest in the topics of the task. She played an important role by providing
facts relating to the person being written about. It was evident that Yam preferred to talk
about this topic compared with the other task topics. Clearly, tasks acted as contextual
factors of learners‘ participation. The tasks revealed that while one learner may be
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unwilling to talk, he/she may be more willing to engage more when the topic of
discussion is shifted to suit his/her personal interests or background knowledge.

In Activity 4, the task required a higher level of language proficiency. Champ talked the
most as a result of his high language proficiency since the group needed his L2
proficiency to review all L2 use. In this activity, Champ‘s role was to initiate ideas for
the role play, to review the use of L2 and the application of the given words in the
dialogue, and to assign roles to other group members.

In Activity 5, Ploy produced the most utterances. She displayed her discipline-specific
knowledge about law. Ploy initiated, rejected and commented on the ideas from the
others, as well as assisting the other members to do the artwork. Her preference in doing
this task was evident from the number of utterances as well as her interview data.

The above summary identified the possible reasons why learners interact differently
across the tasks. The potentially influential factors include the requirements of the task
and its characteristics as these elements may affect the learners‘ preference and attitude.
These factors are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Despite the relatively controlled nature of the task, there can be a range in the level of
discourse as a result of each learner‘s interpretation of the task (Coughlan & Duff,
1994). Lantolf (2000) emphasizes that activities are different in terms of motives and
needs. Thus, we can expect that a learner who views a task as a ‗game‘ will engage in a
different kind of activity to a learner who views the same task as ‗work‘. Tasks with
playful and ‗fun-generated‘ features can serve to mediate the learning process (Cook,
1997; Sullivan, 2000; Liu, 1995) Thus, it can be anticipated that learners might view a
task as a game on one occasion and as work on another, depending on how they
approach the different tasks. Learners tended to participate more in tasks that they were
interested in. Previous studies show that tasks viewed as a game are generally regarded
in a positive way. In this study, learners like Yam and Deaw participated in the gamelike tasks more than the tasks they viewed as work, while a learner such as Ploy
participated more in the tasks she viewed as work. When viewing tasks as contextual
factors affecting the learners‘ willingness to contribute to the tasks and to interact with
each other, learners‘ perceptions of the task have crucial effects on learners‘
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contributions (see section 6.2.3). The aforementioned factors found in the learners‘
utterances can be linked back to the contributing factors found earlier in the studies of
Willingness to Communicate. This is particularly evident in the pyramid model where
both situational and enduring factors are identified as having an influence on a person‘s
eagerness to talk.

Aside from the influence of the task design elements, the semiotic tools available as
learning affordances in each task can also influence the learners‘ interaction while
working in a group. As small group tasks are considered useful for fostering learner learner interaction (Capalbo, 2002; Gan, 2008), they are an important means of
encouraging learners to work collaboratively, to provide support to each other, and to
negotiate shared understanding of the text. In turn, these concepts are prominent in
sociocultural theory as will be discussed in the following section.

5.6 A sociocultural view: The concept of mediational tools
When considering a learners‘ Willingness to Communicate from a sociocultural
perspective – as described in the theoretical framework chapter – Vygotsky‘s
sociocultural theory provides a number of important insights for classroom interaction
research. Of particular significance is that that theory‘s suggestion that the study of
dialogic interactions can provide a window through which to view the small group
interaction context.

As discussed earlier in Chapter Two, tasks are viewed as sites for social interactions in
this study. The open-ended tasks in this study are not viewed as a static construct, but
rather as a dynamic process, or as an activity in which participants enact turns within
their classroom context and employ semiotic tools available from the task or during the
task to negotiate their meaning and to complete the task (Breen & Vandian, 1980;
Gibbons, 2006). While working with their peers on the open-ended task, the learners
employed all types of tools available to them such as symbols, pictures, graphs, and
most importantly ‗language‘, in order to complete the group tasks. Such social
interaction is viewed as significant to cognitive growth and development (Donato &
McCormick, 1994). With regard to this study, the semiotic tools utilized are viewed as
an important factor in facilitating and encouraging the learners to speak. Vygotskian
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theory asserts that language is both a means of accomplishing social interaction and of
managing mental activity (Lantolf, 2000). Evidence from the findings suggests that
during the tasks, learners not only provide social support to each other but are also
mediated by language and other tools while interacting with each other.
Within a sociocultural framework, the learners‘ achievements are viewed as largely
determined by the strength of the cultural and linguistic choices which support their
learning (Mercer, 1994). It is the nature of social support from peer mediation that is the
focus of the following section.

5.6.1 Verbal communication as mediation (Psychological tools)
It is evident in this study that verbal mediation assists individuals to organize, plan, and
coordinate their actions, as well as the actions of others (Vygotsky, 1986; Wertsch
1985, 1991). Through dialogue, the learners communicate with others, mediate their
consciousness, and negotiate their ideas and stances (Appel & Lantolf, 1994). The
following excerpts from activities one to five show that social (peer-peer) interactions
enable learners to use language to help each other complete the tasks. In this way,
language can be seen as a mediating tool which learners employ to make their meaning
and assist others.

In this section, evidence of the talk which was beneficial to learning was coded using
SFL, particularly the

SPEECH FUNCTION

framework. The results show that the functions

of some learners‘ discourse are in accordance with the communication strategies which
learners employ to reach intersubjectivity, and as markers of collaboration (Gibbons,
2003, 2006). The works of Gibbons (2003, 2006) reviewed previously inform the
current study as to how semiotic mediation can be realized through the lens of SFL.
Although Gibbon‘s studies examine expert – novice (teacher-students and mother-son)
interactions, the findings highlight discourse markers which are beneficial to the current
study in pointing out supports which learners may provide to each other. In relation to
the studies concerning the notion of Willingness to Communicate‘, previous studies
highlighted the influence of social support affecting interlocutors‘ engagement in the
talk as well (Kumiko, 2008; MacIntyre et al., 2001).
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In this chapter, language as a semiotic tool plays a crucial role in learners‘ interaction in
many ways: co-constructing texts, repairing each others‘ speech, negotiating shared
understanding, and engaging group members in the tasks through talk. Examples of
such peer mediation are characterized and provided below.

5.6.1.1 Co-constructing texts
(Through developing moves: elaborating, extending, and enhancing moves)
The excerpt below is the learners‘ co-construction of the text by employing developing
moves which build on each other‘s utterances as they make their contributions to the
task. The dialogue appears to be dominated by Champ as he did most of the talking
when proposing an idea for the criminal case and by providing as much information as
he could so that the other interlocutors would understand what he was suggesting and
come to an agreement. Pat built on Champ‘s idea, however; by suggesting that it was
important for the criminal case to include a reference to time as the Thai tort law
indicated that this was significant (building on discipline knowledge).

Ploy
Champ
Champ
Champ
Champ
Champ
Champ
Pat
Pat

What will we do?
We can do the easy one...
Like CRIMINAL…
I felt down of the mountain and die.
And you have to find the killer like that.
You know?
Criminal law
We should include the time
Since it is significant to the case

(Source Appendix B: exchange 2 Turn 1 Move i)

The above dialogue shows that Pat provided additional significant information to
support Champ‘s idea for the case so that if the group chose to focus on criminal law,
important information would not be omitted. Elaborating, extending and enhancing
moves are claimed to be beneficial moves which can prolong learners‘ talk and learners
can show their contribution through these moves (Gibbons, 2006, 2009).

Moreover, while working as a group, there were many occasions when the learners used
the ‗we‘ pronoun to represent themselves as united members of the group, which is a
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language use also evident in the work of Gibbon (2006). Gibbon (2006) identified the
use of the ‗we‘ pronoun between the teacher and students as follows:
The use of ‗WE‘ serves to locate the interlocutors as part of their shared
understanding and represents what Edwards and Mercer (1987) describe as a joint
knowledge marker, marking the knowledge as significant throughout the
discussion. (Gibbons, 2006, p. 199)
The excerpt below is taken from Activity four. It was when the learners collaboratively
constructed the role play script through developing moves. They elaborated on,
extended and enhanced each other‘s talk.

Pat
I will write now.
Pat
This is the role play from our group.
Pat
Then what?
Ploy In summer, the sky….
Champ Summer?
Deaw Hot..
Deaw It's hot.
Ploy The sky is clear.
Champ The sky is so clear.
Pat
The sky is very clear.
Ploy The teenagers in Rome like to go to the coliseum
Ploy It is the entertainment centre now.
(Source Appendix B: exchange 23 Turn 1 Move i)

The above choices function as important and effective linguistic devices during small
group work as the learners built on and refined each other‘s utterances. By its
conclusion, they had developed a group product, representing collaborative learning
during this group work activity. In doing so, the learners not only built on each other‘s
ideas, but also made suggestions on language use.
Gibbons (2006) highlights the significance of elaborating, enhancing and extending
moves used during classroom mediations to make explicit particular beliefs about some
key characteristics of effective group work. She suggests that the discourse constructs a
particular kind of identity for each student; namely that of a collaborative and
constructive group member. In reference to the work of Gibbons, the learners in this
group also revealed through their discourse that they worked collaboratively and
positioned themselves as active group members playing an important role in driving the
group towards the completion of the task.
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5.6.1.2 Negotiating shared understanding and repairing each other’s
utterances
(Through the use of L1, developing, clarifying, confirming, checking and repairing
moves)
In an EFL context, the use of L1 can operate as a tool for learners to help each other
understand English conversational content. The following example taken from Activity
5 was when the learners discussed the meaning of the word syrup. Yam could not
understand the word in English so she asked Champ for its meaning in L1 in order to
understand it and apply it correctly in the task. However, when she understood its
meaning, instead of using syrup as suggested, she declined its use and proposed a new
word.
อะไรอ่ะ Syrup
(What is the syrup?)
Champ Nam cherm
Yam แต่ ไม่ ใช่ นา้ เชื่อมนะ ยาพิษอ่ะ
(But it is not the syrup, it‘s poison)
Champ ไม่ เอาดีกว่ า ปัญญาอ่อน
(I think we shouldn‘t include this one because it‘s silly)
Deaw ยาพิษภาษาอังกฤษว่ าอะไรอะ
(What does Ya-Pid mean in English?)
Pat
Toxic.
Champ Poison.
Yam

(Source Appendix B: exchange 11 Turn 1 Move i)

Apart from the use of L1 as shown above, below is further evidence of the learners‘ coconstruction of the text from their clarifying moves. During Activity 1, the learners
were required to collaboratively write the correct question in accordance with the given
answer. Pat requested clarification from Deaw about what she meant by ‗her favourite
colour‘, and Yam sought clarification from others about the correct sentence to be
written down. The excerpt shows that when Pat and Yam experienced difficulty in
understanding other people‘s messages, they requested clarification from the producers
of the previous utterances (which was Deaw) and agreement from the other group
members. Specifically, they asked Champ to confirm which sentence they should
choose. Although there is no explicit answer from Champ, the dialogue incorporating
nonverbal information implied that Champ did choose the question.
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Deaw What kind of colour do you like?
Pat

What kind? Colour? Water, pencil or red, purple?

Deaw (Pointing to the word) colour
Pat

I like purple.

Yam So what should I write?
Yam What colour do you like?
Yam Or what kind of colour?
Deaw Champ, Do you think?
Champ Yes
(Source Appendix B: exchange 32 Turn 1 Move i)

The examples below are the confirmation checks which were used extensively in all
activities. Indeed, during the process of decorating the celebrity poster in Activity 3, the
confirmation checks were of particular significance. In the excerpt taken, Deaw
explained to the group how she wanted to decorate the poster, but the other group
members did not understand, so Champ asked for confirmation from Deaw as to
whether she wanted to decorate the title of the poster by using one colour for each letter.
This type of confirmation enables the group to reach a shared understanding of how to
conduct the task and operates as a way for the group members to come to an agreement

Deaw I mean one word one colour.
Ploy

It‘s only one word.

Champ Do you mean one letter one colour?
Yam

Ok.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 26 Turn 4 Move i)

The second confirmation example employ was taken from Activity 4 while the learners
were discussing how to introduce their role play. The excerpt below occurred when
Champ asked the others to confirm whether they chose the word ‗beloved‘ or ‗lovely‘ to
describe their teacher. Ploy stated that she thought it should be ‗beloved‘ in order to
confirm what choice to make, thus revealing that the learners worked collaboratively to
choose the most appropriate words to use in the task.
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Pat

OK…….well…..how can we say "คุณครู ที่รักอ่ะ"
OK…….well…..how can we say "Beloved teacher"

Champ Beloved or lovely?
Ploy

Beloved teacher.

Champ OK.
(Source Appendix B: exchange 16 Turn 3 Move i)

Checking for information is another resource that learners employed in order to
collaboratively work to conduct the task. The example below from Activity 5 shows
that Deaw employed checking moves to check for the information given by Ploy about
the law case and the law code. Previously, the learners discussed the law section in the
Thai Civil and Commercial Law Code, Section 425, which is about employers and
employees. As shown in the excerpt however, Ploy talked about parents and children.
As a result, Deaw checked for the accuracy of the law section so that they applied the
law correctly to their case.

Ploy

The parents must be to responsibility to the minor uh uh his child.

Deaw What?
Deaw 425?
Pat

Is it right?

Pat

425 is about employer and employee

Ploy

No…

Ploy

I mean child and parents.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 5 Turn 3 Move i)

In addition, repair is an attempt made by a speaker to alter or rectify a previous
utterance, which was in some way lacking in clarity or correctness (either self- or otherdirected). The repair moves were evident in this study as a form of support learners
provided to each other during their interaction. Learners repaired each other‘s utterances
to provide correct information. The excerpt shown below was taken from Activity1
when Yam answered questions about her favourite singer. In Thailand, there is a band
named Clash, but Yam said ‗cash‘. When Pat heard the wrong meaning of the word, she
corrected the answer to ‗clash‘. The repair helped Yam realize the true meaning of the
band‘s name and to notice the difference in the pronunciations of the words.
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Champ What about you? (asking Yam)
Yam

I like cash.

Pat

Clash

(Source Appendix B: exchange 36 Turn 1 Move i)

The second excerpt was also taken from Activity 1. Yam asked the group a question .
While waiting for the answer, Deaw repaired Yam‘s question in order for the other
group members to understand the question more clearly.

Yam

Do you like drink milk?

Ploy

What what...

All

(Laugh)

Deaw Do you like to drink milk?
Ploy

Yeah. I like some.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 41 Turn 1 Move i)

The excerpt below was taken from Activity 5. When the learners where discussing
which law case to choose to have as their focus. The excerpt shows that Champ repaired
the others‘ talk twice to provide the legal technical terms, calling ‗children‘ ‗minors‘ in
the law code as well as giving the plural form of ‗child‘ as ‗children‘.

Ploy

I think in my opinion

Ploy

We should do the wrongful act and support the children children children…..

Ploy

You know as a wrongful act

Champ Minor
Champ Children is minor
Ploy

The parents must be to responsibility to the minor uh uh his child.

Deaw What?
Deaw 425?
Pat

Is it right?

Pat

425 is about employer and employee

Ploy

No…

Ploy

I mean child and parents.
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Ploy

We can make the case of many childs

Champ Children.
(Source Appendix B: exchange 5 Turn 1 Move i)

The use of repair and recast was also evident in Gibbons (2006, p. 199). In her study she
points to its use by the teacher in order to recast the learners‘ talk to the more registerappropriate language. In accordance with the Gibbons study, Champ in the above
excerpt also suggested the more appropriate legal language to the group members so
that the technical words could be used appropriately.
Another form of repair is a link of completion to another‘s utterance that a learner
provides to complete the talk. Below are the excerpts of the learners filling in missing
information and completing each other‘s statements. The first two excerpts were taken
from Activity one and the last one was taken from Activity five.
The first excerpt shows Pat completing Deaw‘s statement by providing the missing
information when she could not complete her own sentence:

Ploy

Why?

Deaw Because it‘s a … because you can play every, every, every…..
Pat

Every time

Deaw (Nodding) Every time.
(Source Appendix B: exchange 3 Turn 3 Move i)

The second excerpt shows that Pat and Yam completed Deaw‘s statement by providing
the missing information needed to define the word ‗Love‘.
Deaw Yeah. It‘s a understand and …
Pat

and care

Deaw and very kind …
Yam

and handsome is very important ... (ii) Love is giving.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 43 Turn 9 Move i)

The last excerpt shows that Pat provided the missing information for Ploy:
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Ploy

Why you fold it?

Deaw Because it is like this.
Ploy

No good. (ii) It’s too … It’s too

Pat

__big

Ploy

Yes (ii) and I want to put the garden here

(Source Appendix B: exchange 41 Turn 1 Move i)

The above three excerpts show that the learners‘ completion of each other‘s thoughts
can not only be beneficial to them to reach shared understanding, but also enable the
dialogue to be extended. In turn, the speakers will be encouraged to converse more in
English as they know that they will get support whenever they are stuck, which can lead
to greater contribution from learners.
To conclude, the use of L1, developing, clarifying, confirming, checking and repairing
moves also operate as linguistic resources used by learners to provide support to each
other in completing tasks in a second language.

5.6.1.3 Engaging contributions to the tasks
(Through nomination and disconfirmation)
Invitation for others to participate, or ‗direct nomination‘, is an act of asking for
responses or contributions from others. Participants choose to call out the name of the
particular interlocutors who they want to get the information or actions from. This
nomination directly affects their willingness to talk. All of the following nomination
excerpts were taken from Activity one.

The first example was when Ploy asked Deaw to answer a particular question. This
helps stimulate Deaw to talk:
Ploy

And you Deaw, do you like tennis?

Deaw I like badminton.
(Source Appendix B: exchange 3 Turn 1 Move ii)

In the second excerpt Deaw encourages Yam to talk and shows that Deaw needs Yam to
engage in the discussion:
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Deaw And you Yam?
Yam

(Smiling while writing the questions down).

(Source Appendix B: exchange 4 Turn 1 Move i)

The last nomination excerpt occurred when Ploy encouraged Yam to talk. This shows
that group involvement is significant to the discussion as the group members try to
encourage each other to talk. This shows that the encouragement from group members
is significant as a mental support to the learners.
Ploy

Yam…… um....uh....you speak something

Yam

I don‘t wanna say.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 14 Turn 1 Move i)

Another linguistic resource used by the learners to encourage others to talk is
disconfirmation. This is a partial or full negation of the previous utterance either with or
without additional information and is a technique used in order to generate more ideas.
In the example of disconfirmation below the learners negotiate the name of Khao Pra
Viharn National Park in L2, proposing terms and rejecting others‘ terms by direct
negations:

Champ Why Burma? Kao Pra Vi Harn?
Ploy

__No. Kao Pra Vi Harn is in Cambodia

Deaw __No No (Shaking head)
Champ No
All

(laugh)

Deaw It‘s called…..it‘s called peach temple Kao Pra Vi Harn
Champ No. it‘s ancient so it‘s called Kao Pra Vi Harn
(Source Appendix B: exchange 13 Turn 4 Move i)

The learners were also required to negotiate the style of the mall. In this excerpt, Champ
rejects Yam‘s idea directly.

Champ What do you think about the mall?
Yam

I think we can make it old style.

Pat

Like Thai market.

Champ No, no, I want to make it modern.
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(Source Appendix B: exchange 6 Turn 1 Move i)

In addition, when the learners were negotiating the decoration of the mall, Pat rejects
Champ‘s ideas indirectly by suggesting a new idea.

Pat

So you decide.

Champ I would like to make it round and round (drawing) like this and all the shop will
be ... at the wall.
Deaw People walk in the middle?
Pat

I think it's not good.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 7 Turn 1 Move i)

The above excerpts are examples of strategies learners employ to reach mutual
understanding and to mediate each other with verbal interactions. In addition to the
above-mentioned strategies, the use of both direct and indirect disconfirmations are
evident in the current study as another significant strategy applied by learners in order to
get an agreement, to modify, and to restructure the process of completing the tasks. The
use of disconfirmation and propositions of new facts or ideas are found to achieve the
needed comprehensibility and to form the shared understanding of how to complete the
tasks. (Mohan & Beckett, 2003)

Thus, the linguistic evidence found in activities one to five reveals that the learners use
language as a main resource to communicate with each other both in L1 and L2. In
order to complete the tasks, learners employed the above-mentioned communication
strategies to assist each other, to reach a shared understanding, and to negotiate the
meaning in order to complete their tasks.
In addition to mediation among group members, physical tools also facilitate learners‘
completion of the tasks. Without such tools, the learner would not be able to produce
the final product as they were required to create artworks. However, the physical tools
in the study are not only there for the learners to use in their work. They also function as
an important mechanism to stimulate learner discussion.
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5.6.2 Mediations through artefacts (Physical tools)
Artefacts facilitate the completion of tasks which the learners would not be able to
manage unaided. According to Sharpe (2006), language as well as other ‗semiotic
systems such as visuals, gestures and actions also act as agents of scaffolding as they
help to mediate learning‘ (p.231). Hence, other mediating tools are also crucial for
learning as they can aid learners to accomplish their target goals. With regard to the
tasks where learners are required to accomplish artwork, they have to create materials
by using colours, nominated words, boards, maps, and pictures. Such tools not only
mediate their work, but also their interactions. Learners speak, discuss and negotiate the
use of the artefacts in each activity. Learners who are responsible for the artwork seem
to produce utterances which are mostly concerned with colouring, drawing and
decorating, while others pay more attention to talk concerning the content of the tasks.
Lemke‘s (1998) argument for the importance of visual semiotic resources in the
construction and mediation of meaning is of particular significance in relation to the
notion of scaffolding.
Activity 1: Question and answer
In Activity one, given answers from the teacher were to be used as artefacts to enable
learners to complete the task. In addition, learners could also negotiate their meaning
through the surrounding material, as shown below. Deaw asked questions about the
colours her group members liked, but Pat had difficulty understanding Deaw‘s meaning
of colour. Deaw then used printed material in the textbook to indicate her meaning. In
this case, printed material acted as an important tool in helping Deaw to convey her
meaning to the interlocutor without further explanation. As shown below, colours are
now meaning-making tools for learners to employ during their interaction.

Deaw What kind of colour do you like?
Pat

What kind? Colour? Water, pencil or red, purple?

Deaw (Pointing to the word) colour
(Source Appendix B: exchange 32 Turn 1 Move i)
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Activity 2: Planning a map

In the following excerpt colours were seen as materials discussed by learners in relation
to the decoration of their map. Colours were tools for the learners to use when
decorating their map and without the use of colours they could not complete the task:

Ploy

Uh uh ... Deaw use dark colour please cause the paper is yellow ...We should use

dark.
Yam

This one … Purple.

Pat

Nice

Deaw Like this … What you think?
Pat

Beautiful ... I like this one ...You good drawing.

Ploy

Next, stores.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 16 Turn 1 Move i)

Activity 3: Creating a superstar poster

Designing the title stimulated the learners to propose and discuss their ideas. The name
and size of the title becomes a topic of conversation and a tool for conveying a message
to the interlocutors by providing a visual message which facilitates the learners‘
understanding without verbal explanation.

Deaw Ok, ok ... I will write.
Deaw Title?
Yam

My boyfriend.

Pat

My superstar.

Ploy

My superstar..(ii) Ok (iii) Good..good.

Deaw Write here?
Deaw How big?
Deaw This size? (Drawing)
(Source Appendix B: exchange 14 Turn 1 Move i)
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Activity 4: Creating role play

Although this activity requires a minimal use of physical materials, learners discussed
the picture of the tourist destination given as a location of their role play. In addition,
they also use a song in the role play as a connection to the story. A song for dancing
becomes an additional tool which the learners use in their performance.

Pat

Tell him เอาเพลงมันๆ หน่อยนะ ไม่ง้ นั เต้นไม่ได้อ่ะ
Tell him...use the dancing song otherwise I can't dance.

Champ ได้ๆๆ เดี๋ยวบอกก่อน
Ok … I will tell him now.
(Source Appendix B: exchange 30 Turn 1 Move i)

Activity 5: Creating a law case

Throughout the task the learners discussed with each other the selection of pictures from
a given magazine. In the following excerpt, the learners discuss

the pictures

representing the main characters in the legal case. Pictures from a particular magazine
play an important role in representing the case, conveying a visual message to the
listeners.

Champ A Snow White! (Pictures from magazine)
Ploy

Good idea! (ii) We can make a story from this one!

Ploy

You know...a Snow White and the step mother.

Pat

Poison.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 10 Turn 1 Move i)

Additional semiotic resources to create a multi-modal resource for meaning-making in
this study were evident. The use of a set of given words, a board, a song about dancing,
map drawing, and magazine pictures drawn up by the group members serve as a
semiotic system providing a visual reference for learners to negotiate their meaning.
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5.7 Conclusion
Analysis of sociocultural theory facilitates an understanding of the contextual factors
affecting the learners‘ participation. Below is a summary of the major contextual factors
which may influence the learners‘ Willingness to Communicate during their small
group interaction in the classroom.

First, different types of tasks provide different levels of mediation, which, in turn, may
impact on the level of learner participation. In the tasks where knowledge of grammar,
discipline knowledge, and specific information are required, learners tend to assist each
other more than in the tasks which demand only brainstorming or exchanging opinions
for their completion (Tulung, 2008).

Secondly, it may be suggested that the findings from this study confirm the findings
from Wu (2009) that mutual assistance occurs in various forms in social interactions
whereby more capable peers may assist less capable peers, and, on occasion, where less
capable peers assist their more capable counterparts. Learners who are more capable in
terms of language proficiency may assist others in terms of English use while other
learners play assisting roles in different situations, including times when information
concerning tourist destinations, celebrities, or law-related matters was needed.

Thirdly, learners may interact with the mediating tools differently. Some might engage
more when they are mediated by social mediations, while others might participate more
when they are instrumentally mediated. In the tasks where artwork is required or
semiotic tools are needed, some learners engaged with the discussion and the process of
completing the artwork more than others. This may be the result of role distribution,
personal interest or the ability to accomplish the artwork. For instance, in activities 2,
3and 5, Deaw and Yam engaged more when the talk was of colouring, drawing, writing
and decorating rather than of other topics. Future study may further examine whether
physical mediations directly affect learners‘ participation during tasks.

Lastly, learners may negotiate for shared understanding regarding the completion of the
tasks. They perform collaborative behaviours which might suggest the ability to engage
with one another throughout the process of the activity, to assist each other, and to be
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open to peers‘ ideas and contributions. It may be anticipated that the greater the shared
understanding of the learners, the more they tend to engage in the task, leading to a
higher level of Willingness to Communicate (Kahn, 2008; Pawa, 2007).

In conclusion, the central argument of this study is that mediation aspects available in
the tasks (both psychological and physical tools) and the task design (communicative
dimension) may be significant contextual factors of influence over the learner
participation. This is only a partial overview of participation, however; in terms of the
influence of the task design, the findings regarding the contextual factors influencing
the learners‘ contributions to the tasks may be complemented and validated by linguistic
evidence as shown in the next chapter.
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Chapter Six
Willingness to Communicate as manifested in language
6.1 Introduction
The focus of Chapter Six is on the tenor of the discourse and its expression as
interpersonal meaning choices. This focus allows the study to build upon the findings
presented in the previous chapter that learners employed collaborative talk features
during their interaction that provided them with a mechanism to support each other in
both first and second language. In turn, this enabled the learners to reach a shared
understanding and to encourage each other to contribute to the tasks. As a result, it may
be claimed that interpersonal relationships among group members (as social members)
may have a profound effect on learners‘ level of participation or willingness to engage
in the classroom tasks.

Therefore, this chapter examines the interpersonal resources including
FUNCTIONS

and

APPRAISAL

MOOD, SPEECH

employed by learners in an attempt to gain further insights

into the interpersonal relationships of group members that may contribute to learners‘
Willingness to Communicate during classroom activities and the correlation such
engagement is essential to the promotion of learner participation during group work
activities. The exploration of group work interaction through linguistic analysis is an
important aspect of the current research as discussed in Chapter Four (see section 4.4).
This is because the learner‘s level of involvement and participation during the task may
have a direct link to their Willingness to Communicate, which, in turn, may have
potential link to the development of their second language acquisition. As a result, the
analysis of MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTIONS and APPRAISAL are presented in this chapter, centred
on tabled data presenting counts of the different forms of participant contributions. This
enables the linguistic resources employed by the learners throughout the five activities
to be identified and linked as indicators of learners‘ Willingness to Communicate. Then,
the learners‘ perceptions and attitudes are examined through the analysis of interview,
and the data obtained from this process will be used to understand results obtained from
other resources.
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6.2 Learners’ interpersonal choices
As discussed throughout Chapter Three (see section 3.3) and Chapter Four (see section
4.4), the linguistic choices made by learners provided valuable insight into what
understanding they made of their role in conversation, how meanings were jointly
constructed in dialogue, and how learners managed solidarity difference. In this way, it
was possible to examine learners‘ Willingness to Communicate as it manifests itself in
those linguistics choices. Indeed, the counts of

MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTIONS

and

APPRAISAL

revealed the social interpersonal dynamic among the group members through the use of
their linguistic choices.

6.2.1 Grammatical choices of learners
The analysis of

MOOD

is integral to the process of identifying a learner‘s Willingness to

Communicate as it helps to conceptualize the learner‘s speaking production. Earlier
conceptualizations of Willingness to Communicate as discussed in the literature review
chapter (see section 2.3) are as ‗readiness to enter into discourse at a particular time
with a specific person or persons, using an L2‘ (MacIntyre, Clément, Dörnyei et al.,
1998, p. 457). As a generalization, readiness can be demonstrated as actual participation
by learners in a particular situation, and general findings from MOOD counts analysis can
reveal the level of a particular learner‘s participation in each activity. However,

MOOD

selections of learners in this study do not only provide evidence of learners‘ expression
of learners‘ contribution but also its in-depth explanation from a linguistic perspective.

The selection of

MOOD

choices reflects the conversational roles engaged in by the

speakers and the listeners. In relation to the interpretation of these choices, the analysis
first considers the grammatical strata of the choice, and then how the choices made
create meaning and allow the participants to position themselves and others during the
negotiation of roles and relationships. The conversation roles include commander and
complier, questioner and answerer, the person who offers and the person who
accepts/rejects; and inherent in each of these dichotomous role types is a reflection of
the degree to which a learner is Willingness to Communicate. In turn, a

MOOD

analysis

reveals who asks questions, who answers, who gives commands, who complies, who
gives information, and who receives or rejects the information or services. While
learners interacted within a small group setting throughout the various tasks (field), the
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MOOD

analysis of their talk provides preliminary evidence of the variation of the

speakers‘ roles (tenor). Furthermore, as the ‗commodity‘ is being exchanged, the
learners enact their roles through their talk. In addition, doing a
beginning stage of the study lays the foundation for later
APPRAISAL

MOOD

analysis at the

SPEECH FUNCTION

and

analysis in relation to the interpersonal relationships of the learners and their

perceptions to tasks and other interlocutors.

The MOOD analysis is also beneficial for this study in particular as it provides additional
information to the counts of learner utterances. This is useful when establishing a
preliminary description of the learner‘s participation in relation to their grammatical
choice as the analysis clearly demonstrates the learner‘s use of clause level language.
Thus, the findings from the

MOOD

analysis provide valuable insight into learners‘

engagement by exploring the factors that contribute to the group learning dynamic.

In turn, of primary interest here is the grammatical variation in the

MOOD

as meaning is

frequently negotiated and shaped through the process of interaction. The general static
accounts of grammatical choices employed by learners during activities one through
five provide general profiles of the counts of each grammatical item included in this
study. The following analysis of MOOD choices includes task types that involve dialogue
exchanges such as casual conversation topics (Activity 1, Activity 2 and Activity 3),
those relating to tourist attractions (Activity 4), and matters relating to law (Activity 5).
Major shifts of field are represented throughout the five tasks as discussed in Chapter
Five. The method of

MOOD

analysis is based on the work of Eggins and Slade (2004)

and was coded, counted and demonstrated. Evidence of each learner‘s contribution on
the basis of grammatical choices in activities one through five is shown in tables below,
while Table 14 below is a summary of the overall contributions from the learners during
each activity. The data provided make clear the dominant linguistic patterns employed
by each speaker, while a summary of the
provided in Appendix B

MOOD

choices highlighted in the table is
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MOOD
No. of turns
No. of clauses
(Incomplete clause)
Polar interrogative
full
elliptical
Sub-total
Wh-Interrogative
full
elliptical
Sub-total
Declarative
full
elliptical
Sub-total
Imperative
Minor
Grand total
MOOD (Voices)
Positive polarity
Negation
Grand total

Activity 1
200
299
8

Activity 2
95
158
1

Activity 3
186
269

Activity 4
152
266
2

Activity 5
238
343
3

17
14
31

2
8
10

14
11
25

7
3
10

15
5
20

30
15
44

5
11
16

8
21
29

8
15
23

9
16
25

130
18
148
14
59
299

61
28
89
15
28
159

106
25
129
31
53
269

138
15
153
45
35
266

159
44
203
23
72
343

21
24
45

12
8
20

34
13
47

29
13
42

18
14
32

Table 14: Summary of MOOD choices during activities one through five
A. Numbers of clauses
Through the numbers of clauses produced by the five learners in all five activities
varies, they are not dramatically different. Learners produced the most utterances in
Activity five (343 clauses in creating a law case) as they discussed and negotiated the
law related matter, and when they created the poster that represents the case. The
learners produced the least amount of talk during Activity two (158 clauses in creating a
shopping mall map) when they were required to brainstorm ideas for the shopping mall
and decorated the accompanying map. The main reason for the variation in utterances
was most likely the time allotted to each activity. Secondly, the learners were required
to focus on different types of tasks during each activity. While they tended to pay more
attention to the content of their discussions in activities one, three, four, and five, they
spent more time on decoration in Activity two. This reinforces a central claim of this
study that the nature of the collaborative activity can significantly impact the learner‘s
use of second language, which has clear implications for the Willingness to
Communicate dynamic, and this will be described in more detail later in this chapter.
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B. Polar interrogatives
In casual interactions polar interrogatives were normally used to initiate an exchange by
requesting information from others to check information, request clarification or ask for
feedback. Though polar interrogatives were used extensively in all activities as shown
in Table 14, learners employed this choice the most in Activity 1 as the teacher‘s
instructions made clear that the focus was to be on their use of interrogatives. What is of
most significance is the difference in learners‘ use of full and elliptical interrogatives.
The data suggests that full polar interrogatives were used in more cases than elliptical
interrogatives to initiate a communicative exchange by asking for information. In
contrast, elliptical polar interrogatives were used to engage the other interlocutors in
answers and clarifications. This demonstrates that although learners may be the major
initiator of information exchange, they can take on more of a responding role as
‗checker‘ of information or ‗seeker‘ for clarification.

C. Wh-interrogatives
Table 14 illustrates the high degree to which the learners employed the whinterrogatives. Again, Activity 1 shows that learners produced wh-interrogatives the
most, which may be as a result of the instructions from the teacher. This suggests that
all of the learners took on the role of goods and services or information seekers.
However, the difference is that the various types of grammatical choice provided room
for interlocutors to express their opinion differently. This is reflected in their use of
interrogative types. In all activities, the learners employed wh-interrogatives to a greater
degree than polar interrogatives, which suggests that they provided more opportunities
for the other interlocutors to answers their questions in an open-ended way. This, in
turn, encourages the interlocutors to talk more and provide more information than just
the yes-no answers which may simply indicate agreement or disagreement. In relation to
the implications that this has for learners‘ Willingness to Communicate, whinterrogatives provide more opportunities for interlocutors to take control of their own
talk (in terms of content and talk turns). Learners can employ the wh-interrogative to
elicit circumstantial information from their peers and this opens up the opportunity for
the interlocutors to control their circumstantial information. In turn, a sense of greater
control over ones talk would have a high correlation to the Willingness to
Communicate.
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D. Declarative
Though declaratives (both full and elliptical forms) were employed extensively in all
activities, their use was most prominent in Activity 5, followed by activities 4, 1, 3 and
2 respectively. Learners produced the declarative clauses to answer questions,
brainstorm ideas, and develop each other‘s ideas. The full declaratives were used to
initiate facts or opinions, continue the talk, or develop others‘ talk and, as such, their use
is a strong indicator of a learner‘s engagement. In relation to the use of elliptical
declaratives, this option was often taken up by learners who did not have the chance to
initiate their talk (or dare not), or who wish to participate in the interaction by simply
responding to the initiated talk. Thus, while all learners employed the use of both full
and elliptical declaratives features to varying degrees, their use illustrates the notion that
learner Willingness to Communicate manifests itself in different ways. Indeed, while
learners‘ contribution is far more explicit in the use of full declaratives, perhaps the use
of elliptical declaratives to respond to utterances is still evidence of Willingness to
Communicate, just in a less overt form.

E. Imperative
Imperative choice was used to a great extent in activities 4 and 3 respectively.
Throughout both activities the learners directed the actions of others and made requests
for information and contributions from others while creating the dialogue for the play
(Activity 4) or creating a poster profiling a celebrity of their choice (Activity 3). It is
evident that during the completion of the group tasks, the use of imperatives by some
learners did not provide much of an opportunity for the others to express their own
ideas. Nevertheless, imperatives may be seen as a grammatical strategy which still
allows for negotiation and group engagement, and may be used to encode advice.
Furthermore, the imperative functions to keep the group work on track as the learners
use imperatives to minimize the amount of each other‘s off-topic talk, to monitor time,
and to encourage each other to talk using L2. In light of this, although imperatives can
sometimes suppress conversation, they can still be beneficial in collaborative group
work, and are a useful gauge of learners‘ interaction.

F. Minor
The minor clause is another grammatical choice that the learners used to follow the
declaratives and interrogatives. The interactions during activities one through five
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shows that EFL learners employed minors to comply with demands and to provide
responses and feedback. In terms of the use of minors, learners reflected or rejected
others‘ proposed ideas directly by employing minor reflecting negations (e.g. ‗No‘ and
‗Not‘). While the use of such negations may inhibit some learner‘s Willingness to
Communicate as they are centred on concepts of rejection and reflection, the direct
negations did not affect the overall working environment of the group and the positive
group atmosphere was maintained. This may be because the negations were not directed
to persons, but rather they were directed to ideas. This, observation has interesting
implications for learners engagement and how a teacher may instruct the learner on the
use of negative clauses to minimize their impact on learners‘ participation. In contrast,
positive polarity was also used to provide positive feedback and agreement (e.g. ‗Good‘,
‗Nice‘, ‗Yeah‘, ‗Yes‘) to the previous utterances. In turn, their use was a mechanism for
the learners to not only provide a response to their friends, but also to enact a positive
feeling to the group. The high number of minor clauses shown in Table 14 suggests that
the learners tend to be quite dependent on each other and less able to elicit information,
either due to a lack of shared knowledge or to L2 limitations.

As shown in the Table 14, the various uses of MOOD were evident from Activity 1 to
Activity 5. As discused in Chapter 5, the task design may affect the learners‘ utterances
as they employed different grammatical choices to achieve different functions during
their talk. For example, the learners tended to use more interrogatives (complete
sentence) in Activity 1 to ask grammatically correct questions, whereas they used more
Minors when they asked questions to each other as they attempted to complete the task.
This may show that when learners are less conscious of trying to produce grammatically
correct sentences their MOOD choices may differ because, rather than focusing on the
forms of language, they are focusing on their language functions. The general summary
of grammatical choice employed by the learners provides a broad representation of the
communicative exchanges that took place across all of the five activities. While there
was some reference to the impact of these grammatical choices on learners‘
participation included in the summary, the remainder of this chapter

highlights the

grammatical choices in each of the activities that are of particular interest to this study,
and explores in greater depth their correlation to learners‘ Willingness to Communicate.
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6.2.1.1 Grammar choices by learners in Activity one
MOOD
No. of Start Turn
No. of Clause
(Incomplete clause)
Polar-Interrogative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Wh-Interrogative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Declarative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Imperative
Minor
Grand Total
Positive polarity
Negation
Grand Total

Ploy Champ Deaw Pat Yam Total
59
39
42
36
24
200
92
58
52
56
39
297
2
4
7
1
8

4
4
8

2
2
4

2
6
8

2
1
3

17
14
31

13
8
21

5
3
8

3
3
6

2
1
3

6
0
6

29
15
44

40
6
46
4
13
92

29
5
34
1
7
58

19
1
20
3
19
52

24
4
28
2
15
56

18
2
20
4
6
39

130
18
148
14
60
297

6
9
15

3
3
6

6
3
9

2
5
7

4
4
8

21
24
45

Table 15: Summary of MOOD choices in Activity one
Both polar and wh-interrogatives were used to a significant degree by the learners
during Activity one. This was especially the case when they were required to converse
and exchange information in L2. Though declaratives were used primarily to provide
answers to questions, their use is of particular interest to a discussion on learners‘
Willingness to Communicate. While learners were conducting the first activity, they
were asked to form questions and to provide answers to the questions raised by other
participants. Major counts from this activity show that learners produced interrogatives
(both wh-interrogatives and polar-interrogatives) and full declaratives in a great amount
in relation to the task instruction from the teacher. There is clear evidence of the
learners attempting to construct grammatically correct questions and this most likely
because the learners were given instruction on how to construct questions in L2 at the
beginning of the class. As a result, this activity can be regarded as a grammar drill. Yet,
the learners‘ preparedness to engage in this task on the basis of the teacher‘s instruction
reveals their desire to learn and their willingness to attempt the communication drill,
even if it is under very controlled circumstances.
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Evidence from the learner contribution counts for Activity one in Table 15 indicate that
Ploy contributed the most to the activity (92 out of 297) that involved asking and
answering questions. The frequency of her utterances and the fact that she asked
questions and answered questions the most shows that she was willing to communicate
and to take a leadership role in the task. Other dominant contributors include Champ,
Pat, and Deaw, while Yam talked the least. Thus, while Ploy can be regarded as the
most willing communicator throughout the task (evidenced by the frequency of her
utterances), other learners also demonstrated their engagement. At times, this was done
by selecting less dominant grammatical choices to those employed by Ploy.
Consequently, the role of the other learners in this activity should not be ignored or
downplayed, but should be understood from the perspective that there is a subjective or
personal element to Willingness to Communicate.

Table 15 shows that the three most often used grammatical choices were full declarative
clauses, minors, and full wh-interrogatives. The full declaratives were used to provide
answers to the questions. In addition, learners also employed wh-interrogative to ask for
information from others in order to complete the task. Again, Ploy employed this type
of interrogative the most (21 out of 44 wh-interrogative clauses), followed by Champ.
The learners used full wh-interrogatives to initiate their talk by asking open-ended
questions which provided greater opportunities for the interlocutors to engage in a
dialogue. Learners also employed elliptical wh-interrogative to check, seek clarification,
and obtain confirmation from others, which can also motivate the interlocutors to
demonstrate a willingness to talk. The following example shows how learners employed
both full and elliptical wh-interrogatives to ask for information and clarification from
their peers.

Ploy

What do you want to be?

Wh-Interrogative: full

Pat

__Lawyer something like that

Declarative: elliptical

Deaw

__A police

Declarative: elliptical

Yam

__Lawyer just a lawyer

Declarative: elliptical

Ploy

Why?

Wh-Interrogative: elliptical

Deaw

A Forensic police

Declarative: elliptical

Ploy

I wanna be a lawyer too

Declarative: full

Ploy

It‘s a great job

Declarative: full
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Ploy

It‘s a lot of money

Declarative: full

Deaw

I agree with you

Declarative: full

(Source Appendix B: exchange 20 Turn 1 Move i)

The above example shows that Ploy asks her friends a question by using full whinterrogative. This provides her peers with the freedom to choose their future careers.
As a result, Pat, Deaw and Yam provide their answer at the same time. Instead of
moving to the next question, Ploy asked for further clarification by using elliptical whinterrogatives to motivate the others to clarify their answer. In addition, the example
below demonstrates that although Pat had already provided Ploy with an answer to her
question about music bands, Ploy still endeavoured to get answers from the other
members of the group. As a result, she asked Deaw about his favourite music band.

Ploy

What the music band do you like?

Wh-Interrogative: full

Pat

I like Silly Fool.

Declarative: full

Ploy

What about you Deaw?

Wh-Interrogative: elliptical

Deaw

Maybe it‘s not band.

Declarative: full

Deaw

It‘s a singer.

Declarative: full

Ploy

Who?

Wh-Interrogative: elliptical

Deaw

Jennifer Kim

Declarative: elliptical

(Source Appendix B: exchange 34 Turn 1 Move i)

This example shows that the learners did not only use elliptical wh-interrogatives to ask
for a speaker to clarification their comment, they also used them to engage the other
learners in the dialogue (e.g. What about you?) by having them answer questions or
express an opinion. Thus, this is an important grammatical function that learners can use
to engage other peers in conversation.

The minor clause is another grammatical choice that the learners used to follow the
declaratives and interrogatives. The learner producing the most minor clauses was
Deaw. The interactions from Activity one show that, as EFL learners, learners
employed minors to comply with the demand and to provide responses and feedback.
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Pat

So move to next question…..

Imperative

Deaw

Ok

Minor

Deaw

Who is John Lennon?

Wh-Interrogative: full

Ploy

He is a musician.

Declarative: full

Pat

Yeah

Minor

(Source Appendix B: exchange 22 Turn 1 Move i)

The above example shows that Deaw uses the first minor to comply with Pat‘s
imperative that seeks to move on to the next question. Pat used the second minor to
provide positive feedback to Ploy‘s answer to the question. It can be seen that although
Pat does not a have a major role in the interaction, she can nevertheless be a part of the
conversation by employing minors to enact her attitude to the talk. This use of minor
can be regarded as significant and as evidence showing that the learner used the minors
as conversational glue to express their willingness to engage in the interaction.
Furthermore, the following group of minors was employed to fill in the missing words
in the previous utterance, as well as to enact their attitude to the previous statements
already stated in the below examples.

Yam

Deaw, next question please

Imperative

Deaw

What kind of fruit do you like?

Wh-Interrogative: full

Ploy

I like mango.

Declarative: full

Deaw

I like mango, watermelon and…

Declarative: full

Pat

Everything

Minor

Deaw

Yeah ... (laugh out loud)

Minor

Pat

I know…..

Declarative: full

Champ

Apricot

Declarative: elliptical

Pat

Hiso

Minor

(Source Appendix B: exchange 25 Turn 1 Move i)

The above example shows that Pat fills in the missing information from Deaw‘s
utterance in order to complete the utterance. Deaw then used a minor (‗yeah‘) to
indicate her agreement with Pat‘s idea. Later, Pat employed a minor (‗Hiso‘) to enact
her teasing towards Champ‘s answer to the question. The use of teasing is widely used
in the Thai speaking context among peers. It is a tool used to represent a negative
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attitude – in this case, Pat‘s attitude towards Champ‘s answer. This is because, in
Thailand, apricots are imported fruits and are expensive. As a result, Champ‘s
declaration of his favourite fruit causes negative feelings in Pat. However, this is not a
crucial element as there is other evidence confirming their close relationship as friends.
In turn, the friendly teasing does not affect their level of their participation in the rest of
the activity.

Over all, the grammatical choices used by the learners in Activity 1 represented their
level of participation across a range of different roles, and gave us an insight into how
their contribution to the talk is related to these roles. While it is true that the
grammatical choices made by the learners were, to some degree, in compliance with the
task objective set by the teacher – to have the learners produce a range of questions and
answers – the learners also utilized a variety of grammatical choice types to perform
the same, or different, functions in communicative exchange. Thus, evidence of each
learner‘s Willingness to Communicate is apparent, but the manifestation of this
willingness during the question and answer exchange was impacted by the personality
of the learner and how they defined their role.
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6.2.1.2 Grammar choices by learners in Activity two
MOOD
No. of Start Turn
No. of Clause
(Incomplete clause)
Polar-Interrogative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Wh-Interrogative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Declarative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Imperative
Minor
Grand Total
Positive polarity
Negation
Grand Total

Ploy
14
26

Champ Deaw
25
19
36
27

Pat
21
36

Yam Total
16
95
33
158

0
0
0

0
0
0

2
2
4

0
2
2

0
3
3

2
7
9

2
3
5

2
0
2

0
4
4

0
2
2

1
2
3

5
11
16

11
3
14
3
4
26

14
9
23
4
7
36

8
5
13
3
3
27

16
5
21
3
8
36

11
7
18
4
5
33

60
29
89
17
27
158

2
0
2

5
1
6

2
1
3

1
6
7

2
0
2

12
8
20

Table 16: Summary of MOOD choices in Activity two
Throughout Activity 2 the learners‘ use of imperatives is interesting. In their efforts to
not only demand services and information, but also to demand action from others by
way of duty allocation, the learners employed both incongruent declaratives and
congruent imperatives. While the learners were participating in the second activity, they
were asked to carry out a discussion and collaboratively create a map representing their
own mall. The task was designed to motivate learners to use directional language
choices. The summary of the learner interaction counts reveal that while they were
discussing, negotiating, and collaborating with each other, they explicitly enacted their
assigned roles in this activity through their talk. Unlike the previous activity, according
to Table 14, the learners did not employ the declaratives and interrogatives the most.
Rather, the dominant grammatical choices were full and elliptical declaratives,
interrogatives and imperatives.

In general, the learners used declaratives to answers questions and provide additional
information to each other, as they did in Activity 1. However, the point that is worth
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noting in relation to this task is that the learners used full declarative and elliptical
declaratives differently, as presented in the following examples.

Yam

Ok….

Minor

Yam

Use blue colour

Imperative

Yam

Pat thinks 3 shops

Declarative: full

Yam

Ploy 3 shops

Declarative: elliptical

Yam

Champ 3 shops.

Declarative: elliptical

Deaw

Ok

Minor

(Source Appendix B: exchange 18 Turn 1 Move i)

This example shows that Yam employed the full declarative first, followed by two
consecutive elliptical declaratives, when asking Pat, Ploy and Champ to think of the
shops and their decorations. What is evident is that the use of the directional utterances
by Yam can be regarded as duty allocation to the other learners, and this represents the
leader‘s role that Yam was assigned for this task. Yam can be seen to enact the role of
authority over other peers when she advised the other to do some kind of work.

The below example is when Pat put forward her ideas regarding the three shops and
their decoration (as requested by Yam in the previous example).

Pat

BBC book store in green….

Declarative: elliptical

Deaw

Green?

Polar-Interrogative: elliptical

Pat

Master photo shop in black …..

Declarative: elliptical

Pat

IT corner in brown.

Declarative: elliptical

Deaw

Uhh.. photo shop and IT corner?

Polar-Interrogative: elliptical

(Source Appendix B: exchange 21 Turn 1 Move i)

Elliptical declaratives were used by Pat throughout the exchange to initiate her ideas so
that Deaw could locate, name and decorate them according to Pat‘s ideas. This kind of
directive voice has the potential to cause negativity within a group, yet, in this particular
group, the learners continued to work in harmony. What it does suggest is that while
talking in L2 learners may not be aware of the types of utterance they produce and their
potential for negative feelings to be aroused in others. Rather, they simply use the
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utterance to replace their L1, and instead of viewing this type of grammatical choice as
a symbol of authority and power in this particular context, it can be seen to be a
collaborative feature of talk that motivates learners to help each other complete the task.
However, the implications that the use of such elliptical declaratives have for learners‘
Willingness to Communicate cannot be discounted. While it may not be the intention of
the speaker to create negativity within the group, such negativity can discourage a
fellow learner from seeking clarification or presenting their own opinion. This then puts
further pressure on any L2 communicative exchange.

The next linguistic choice to be focused upon is the imperative. Learners employed
imperatives in a similar way to their use of some elliptical declaratives (discussed
above) while they made their demands for goods and services from others. In addition,
imperatives can act as a direct demand produced by the learners. As the example below
demonstrates, this type of direct demand represents the ‗controller‘ or ‗superior‘ role
that the learner undertook to order the other peers.
Yam So make it easy! …

Imperative

Yam Make it like Topland (Local department store) please

Imperative

Yam

Declarative: full

We have 20 minutes

Deaw Right

Minor

(Source Appendix B: exchange 8 Turn 1 Move i)

The above example shows that Yam employed two imperative clauses consecutively
suggesting that she implicitly took on her role as task controller by enacting her role
through her talk. While the example provided does not indicate whether Yam was
rejected or denied by the other group members, it is evident that she was asking the
other group members to make the creation of the map easy by making it like the local
department store. This can make the concept, design and decoration of the mall easier,
and can save a lot of time. All of this shows that rather than just demanding, Yam also
suggested an alternative to the group members, and provided convincing reasons for the
alternative (the time limit, mentioned in her continuing talk). Thus, the use of
imperative did not limit the talk or possible feedback from the group back to the
demander. Rather, other group members can still put forward opinions, comments, or
choose whether or not to comply with such demands. This demonstrates that even
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though the learners employed direct imperatives while working as a group, no one took
on the role of dictator, demanding that the group work in a certain way. Rather, they
helped each other in the way that they controlled and distributed duties, while
motivating each other to continue to contribute, which was beneficial to the
collaborative task. Thus, the use of imperatives draws attention to the important
correlation between the willingness of a learner to communicate in L2 and the nature of
the communication device used. Not only is the continued Willingness to Communicate
by the speaker dependent on an appropriate response to the utterance from the others in
the group, but the other‘s contribution is dependent on their perception or understanding
of the utterance.
A second example of Pat‘s imperative use in this activity – when she asks the other
members to participate in making a decision about the name for the shopping centre – is
presented below.

Pat

Vote!

Imperative

Pat

Hmm

Minor

Yam

I like NU center

Declarative: full

Deaw I like NU center too

Declarative: full

Ploy

Minor

Ok.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 13 Turn 1 Move i)

The above imperative used by Pat is further evidence of the learners participating in the
task. Although the talk in this task was dominated by Champ, who claimed that the
shopping mall was his responsibility and that he would suggest the design, decoration
and the name of the mall, the others did not allow him to do all of the work. Rather,
they participated in all the processes of the map creation. The use of this type of
imperative can also be regarded as a demonstration of participation through group
collaboration. Indeed, the participants did not conduct the task carelessly by letting one
member do all of the duties, but rather they participated in all processes throughout the
task.

Thus, to broadly reflect upon the interaction in this activity and its relation to
Willingness to Communicate, though the interaction here is the shortest among the five
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activities in this study, the learners demonstrated their collaborative interaction through
their grammatical choices. However, it is worth noting that across the five activities, the
learners showed a willingness to use, and to respond to, imperatives the most in this
activity. This may be as a result of constraints surrounding the allocated time for
brainstorming and negotiation, and the subsequent choice by the learners to choose
directive talk to direct each other, save time, and to keep the task on track.

6.2.1.3 Grammar choices by learners in Activity three
MOOD
No. of Start Turn
No. of Clause
(Incomplete clause)
Polar-Interrogative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Wh-Interrogative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Declarative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Imperative
Minor
Grand Total
Positive polarity
Negation
Grand Total

Ploy Champ Deaw Pat Yam Total
28
42
36
36
44
186
41
57
56
49
66
269
1
1
2
3

3
2
5

4
3
7

1
2
3

5
2
7

14
11
25

2
4
6

1
1
2

1
6
7

2
5
7

2
5
7

8
21
29

20
0
20

27
6
33

21
4
25

14
4
18

24
9
33

106
23
129

3
9
41

6
11
57

7
10
56

10
11
49

5
14
66

31
55
269

4
2
6

7
5
12

8
2
10

6
2
8

9
2
11

34
13
47

Table 17: Summary of MOOD choices in Activity three
As shown in Table 17, during this activity the learners were required to create a poster
profiling a celebrity of their choice. As a result, while working as a group the learners
were required to collaborate (like in Activity 2) in order to negotiate the choice of
celebrity, the decoration of the poster, and the profile details. By engaging in the tasks
in their own particular way and by agreeing to be responsible for a particular job, the
learners not only demonstrated their willingness to accomplish the set task, they also
indirectly (unknowingly) demonstrated Willingness to Communicate in a manner that
was required of their role. The summary of the learners‘ grammatical choices in Table
14 indicates that declaratives, interrogatives and imperatives were their dominant
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choices. Moreover, it is evident that although the linguistic choices in Activity 3 are
similar to those presented in the Activity 2, the learners undertook their roles
differently.

The grammatical choice most employed in this activity is the declarative. The argument
developed in relation to the previous activity was that ESL learners tend to employ
more elliptical declaratives than full declaratives, yet this is in contrast to this particular
activity. The elliptical declaratives and minors greatly outnumbered the full
declaratives, and this may be the result of a variety of factors. Though the learners were
allotted more time in this activity, they have more time to think, and can therefore be
more careful when talking to their peers, they have shared some information and ideas
of what they were talking about. As a result, there were a lot of omissions in their
conversation.

In addition to the general use of the declarative (as can be seen in the other activities),
the learners chose declaratives when volunteering to do certain tasks such as drawing
and making decorations. In turn, the learners enacted their roles and responsibilities
through their talk.

Deaw

Ok…

Minor

Deaw

I will write.

Declarative: full

Deaw

Title?

Polar-Interrogative: elliptical

Yam

My boyfriend

Declarative: elliptical

Pat

My superstar

Declarative: elliptical

Ploy

My superstar?

Polar-Interrogative: elliptical

Ploy

Good, good.

Minor

Deaw

I will write here

Declarative: full

(Source Appendix B: exchange 14 Turn 1 Move i)

The above example shows that Deaw employed two of the full declaratives when she
volunteered to write the celebrity profile on the poster, based on the proposed or
suggested ideas from the group. The volunteering action of Deaw not only suggests her
willingness to do the task, it also implies a Willingness to Communicate to the others in
L2 to accomplish the task.
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Next, imperatives are a significant choice that the learners employed in order to ask for
goods and services. Moreover, their use is also significant in terms of the learners
motivating each other to complete the task.

Pat

Next topic please

Imperative

Deaw Award

Minor

Pat

Wh-Interrogative: elliptical

What award?

Champ Any award?

Polar-Interrogative: elliptical

Yam

I know….

Declarative: full

Yam

It is TV Pool award

Declarative: full

(Source Appendix B: exchange 42 Turn 1 Move i)

As is evident in the example above, Pat directed the other group members to move on to
the next topic to be included in the poster. This type of imperative does not direct
other‘s action only, but also motivates peers to think and suggest the next topic. This
helps to establish a context that is conducive to learners‘ participation by shifting the
focus away from correct expression to collaboration and involvement.

In addition to the imperatives used to direct other actions (mainly in relation to writing
and decorating), the learners also employed them to perform different functions, as the
following example illustrates.

Ploy

Use Ken Kung

Imperative

Yam

Ken Kung is good

Declarative: full

(Source Appendix B: exchange 39 Turn 1 Move i)

This example shows that instead of asking for an opinion or to initiate her idea, Ploy
chose to use the imperative to suggest the name of the celebrity to the group.

Lastly, in contrast with some other activities, the learners chose to use minors many
times. Most of the minors in this activity were used to provide both positive and
negative feedback to the previous comments, such as ‗Yes‘, ‗No‘, ‗Ok‘, and ‗Good‘. In
addition, the minors were used to ask questions. Below is an example of Yam proposing
her ideas through the use of the interrogative.
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Ploy

What is the next topic?

Wh-Interrogative: full

Yam

Birthday?

Minors

Yam

Favorite food?

Minors

Champ

No no…

Minor

(Source Appendix B: exchange 19 Turn 1 Move i)

In the example above Yam employed two minors consecutively, and it should be noted
that an intonation rise used by a speaker to end a word can also be coded as an elliptical
declarative. However, as the full form of these clauses cannot be predicted and they can
be either a wh-interrogative (what about…?) or a polar interrogative, they were coded as
minors. Rather than just provide an answer to Ploy‘s question about the next celebrityrelated topic that the group should select, Yam suggested her ideas through minors,
while at the same time assigning responding roles to other group members to respond or
give feedback to her proposed ideas. The two examples above show that Yam used
minors, either due to an effort to save time or her L2 proficiency limitation. Evidence of
Yam‘s attempt to use them is when she is providing information about the celebrity.
Due to her personal interest in the topic (her admiration of the celebrity), she provides
most of the detailed information to the group. Consequently, other group members can
adapt or make changes to the information to complete the assigned task.

In contrast to the other activities, Yam dominated the talk and produced the most
utterances. She performed the role of fact provider with regard to the chosen celebrity
and it is evident from this that her background knowledge and her personal interest in
celebrities was an important factor in encouraging her to contribute to the group
activity. Champ produced the second highest numbers of utterances, followed by Deaw
and Pat respectively. Ploy talked the least in this activity, which is in contrast to her talk
confidence levels described in the earlier tasks. It should be noted that an explanation
for the various levels of learner participation in each activity will be presented later in
the chapter.

Looking back over the interaction in this activity, one of the clear implications for the
Willingness to Communicate construct is the importance of the learner having an
interest in the assigned task. While it is evident that the learners‘ use of their
grammatical choices was not dramatically different from those in the other activities, it
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is worth noting that the time allotted, as well as the nature of the task, clearly affected
the learners‘ level of participation and their grammatical choice selections. In addition,
in this particular activity there is clear evidence that the learners employed several
grammatical choices such as elliptical interrogatives, full declaratives, or imperatives to
perform various functions. Thus, this demonstrates that the level of an L2 learner‘s
Willingness to Communicate is linked to their interest in the learning task, or their
confidence in their own knowledge of the subject matter relevant to the task.
Furthermore, when participating in the communicative exchange, the learners may use
different strategies to exchange meaning or commodity with each other.

6.2.1.4 Grammar choices by learners in Activity four
MOOD
No. of Start Turn
No. of Clause
(Incomplete clause)
Polar-Interrogative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Wh-Interrogative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Declarative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Imperative
Minor
Grand Total
Positive polarity
Negation
Grand Total

Ploy Champ Deaw Pat Yam Total
28
43
21
35
25
152
45
75
40
65
41
266
2
0
1
1

4
1
5

1
1
2

0
0
0

2
0
2

7
3
10

1
1
2

1
7
8

1
1
2

4
3
7

1
3
4

8
15
23

25
3
28
8
6
45

39
2
41
12
9
75

20
2
22
6
8
40

35
4
39
11
8
65

19
4
23
8
4
41

138
15
153
45
35
266

5
5
10

5
2
7

7
0
7

8
2
10

4
4
8

29
13
42

Table 18: Summary of MOOD choices in Activity four
The gathered data shows that many of the grammatical choices made by the learners
throughout this task are similar to those choices made during Activity three. However, a
number of the Activity 4 choices explicitly reveal evidence and how the learners
worked together on the construction of the task, and this, in turn, provides valuable
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insights into the Willingness to Communicate construct. In particular, the links between
creativity-based learning tasks, collaboration, and Willingness to Communicate.

Specifically, the learners were asked to perform a role play in front of the class, and
were required to create the role play dialogue by incorporating given words from the
teacher into the script. Moreover, the location of the role play was assigned by the
teacher as well. With regard to the correlations between the grammatical choices made
by the learners and the accomplishment of the task, those that have been highlighted for
analysis illustrate the negotiation process that took place between the learners as they
worked together to determine the theme of the play, its dialogue, and the characters to
be included.

Because of the importance of creativity to this activity, the learners tended to work
together to develop previous utterance rather than constantly initiate new ideas. The
summary provided in Table 14 shows the number of clauses spoken by each learner and
a breakdown of the clause type. During the activity the learners mainly produced full
declaratives to elaborate on their own and others‘ utterances while creating the role play
script, followed by imperatives and minors.

The example below is one of the instances when the learners worked collaboratively to
create the dialogue.

Deaw

I'll write it.

Declarative: full

Champ Ploy and Deaw can be friends and go travel

Declarative: full

Champ Yam and I will be lovers and go to travel

Declarative: full

Champ Well, we need the story teller.

Declarative: full

(Source Appendix B: exchange 13 Turn 1 Move i)

This example shows that Deaw employed a full declarative to volunteer to perform a job
for the group, while Champ also employed several full declaratives to assign each group
member to a character role in the play. With this, Champ enacted his role as the task
controller.
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Yam And then we walk in

Declarative: full

Pat

What will you say?

Wh-Interrogative: elliptical

Pat

I am hungry

Declarative: full

Pat

So we can use the word "café".

Declarative: full

Yam

Ok…..

Minor

Yam

I will tell you to sit down and
find some food at cafe.

Declarative: full

Pat

Patty say…. I am hungry now and….

Declarative: full

Pat

Yammy say let’s have a seat.

Declarative: full

Champ I and Dew walk in and talk about the show.

Declarative: full

Deaw

For Champ, honey we have a ticket to the show Declarative: full

Deaw

And Dew say I am waiting for it.

Declarative: full

(Source Appendix B: exchange 24 Turn 1 Move i)

The above example shows that the learners used full declaratives to express their
opinions about the task in relation to the characters, theme or the dialogue. These
clauses provide evidence of how the learners developed the previous utterances by
elaborating and providing choices to each other as they jointly constructed the content
of the role play.

Both Activity 4 and Activity 3 are creativity-based tasks and it is interesting to note that
the learners employed similar types of grammatical choices in order to complete both
tasks. The implications this has for our understanding of the Willingness to
Communicate construct centre on the way that participating in a creative-based learning
experience can lead all of the learners to use the same types of grammatical choices
during the negotiation process, and whether this then leads to Willingness to
Communicate.
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6.2.1.5 Grammar choices by learners in Activity five
MOOD
No. of Start Turn
No. of Clause
(Incomplete clause)
Polar-Interrogative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Wh-Interrogative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Declarative
Full
Elliptical
Sub-total
Imperative
Minor
Grand Total
Positive polarity
Negation
Grand Total

Ploy Champ Deaw Pat Yam Total
68
43
56
39
32
238
115
66
75
48
39
343
3
2
3
0
3

4
1
5

2
2
4

5
1
6

1
1
2

15
5
20

4
2
6

1
5
6

3
6
9

0
2
2

1
1
2

9
16
25

63
15
78
10
18
115

31
7
38
2
15
66

29
8
37
4
21
75

21
8
29
3
8
48

15
6
21
4
10
39

159
44
203
23
72
343

6
5
11

2
4
6

7
4
11

1
1
2

2
0
2

18
14
32

Table 19: Summary of MOOD choices in Activity five
The pattern of grammatical choices relevant to this activity enabled the learners to
negotiate for shared understanding of a particular law case, as well as to create a poster
that represented the law case. Table 14 shows that during Activity 5 the grammatical
choices used the most by the learners were declaratives, minors and wh-interrogatives.
In addition, Table 17 presents evidence that Ploy clearly dominates the talk in this
activity. Moreover, the number of complete and incomplete clauses that she produced is
indicative of her willingness to express herself. Deaw also participated in this
conversation as a frequent utterance producer, followed by Champ and Pat. Yam spoke
the least throughout this activity.

The data also shows that all of the speakers produced a high number of declaratives.
Ploy, Deaw, Champ and Pat produced more completed declarative clauses than
elliptical ones. This indicates that they prefer to finish their thoughts and seem to plan
their comments carefully to avoid any ambiguity. However, Ploy‘s use of declaratives is
dramatically higher than the other speakers. This suggests that Ploy initiated exchanges
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by providing information and suggestions more frequently than the other speakers. In
contrast to the others, Yam spoke the least and produced elliptical clauses more than
completed ones. One can infer from this that she prefers to speak in a shortened form
rather than with complete sentences, and that she limits her use of words to convey the
main ideas in her utterances. Moreover, considering the use of elliptical declaratives,
Ploy and Deaw seem to take on a more responsive and supportive role in this
interaction.
The small number of imperatives used indicates that the participants‘ interaction was
very friendly. Moreover, the ones that were used were very polite and friendly.
However, it is important that Champ produced only two imperative clauses, the least out
of all of the participants. Ploy, Deaw, Pat and Yam all produced a greater number of
imperatives respectively, and one can infer from this that during this interaction either
the roles of each participant, or relationships between them, affected their use of
imperatives. Also of significance is that this particular group of learners showed that
gender did not affect the choice of language used during the interaction. This can be
contrasted to Thai cultural practices, where the role of interlocutors is impacted by
gender as men assert an authority over women. Although the consideration of gender
would add to our understanding of WTC, it is beyond the scope of this study and will
not be addressed.

With regard to the use of minors, Deaw dominates with her use of minor clauses in
order to provide feedback to the others. Rather than initiate a new turn, Deaw tended to
be a major responder and feedback provider and the use of minors enacted both positive
and negative feedback. However, in this activity there was little evidence of negotiation
between participant choices as the use of negation was small. The denial of initiated
ideas was rare and the new ideas were often selected over the previous ones. Aside from
negation, minors reflecting positive feeling were also employed. While the participants‘
use of positive polarity was limited, Ploy and Deaw produced the most respectively.
However, when giving consideration to the use of both negation and positive polarity,
Deaw produced feedback of this kind the most. This suggests that she is willing to talk
and be a part of the interaction when she can provide both negative and positive
feedback to other participants.
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The grammatical choices made by the learners during this task draw attention to the
possible correlations between issues of learner self-confidence and Willingness to
Communicate. Ploy‘s contributions can be directly linked to her knowledge of law. In
turn, as Activity 5 was designed to be a free discussion about law related matters, it is
perhaps not surprising to see Ploy embrace her leadership role in this activity and be
willing to contribute the most. Notwithstanding this, all of the learners not only
demonstrated their ability in conversing or negotiating in L2, they also incorporated
their background knowledge into the talk as well.

6.2.1.6 Summary of the MOOD analyses of activities one through five
The learners‘ selection of

MOOD

choices during activities one through five provides

valuable insights into their interaction patterns as a group.. In turn, the connection
between these grammatical choices and the Willingness to Communicate concept can
best be explored by focusing on each learner‘s frequency of participation, EFL
grammatical choices, and jointly constructed actions. Because the primary purpose of
this study is to contribute to the understanding of how WTC is manifested linguistically,
it is argued that it is appropriate to examine their linguistic behaviour as a measure of
WTC.

- Frequency of participation

Whether the learner is giving information, demanding goods and services, responding or
affirming, their frequency of participation does not necessarily equate to democracy of
participation. Indeed, even though the participants are selecting the same grammatical
choices, or producing a similar number of clauses, it does not mean that they are
participating equally, or that there is equality in terms of the power relations within the
group. This is because some participants are taking up the more dominant options and
others are being relegated to relatively minor roles. As a result, the ones taking on the
more dominant options (mainly to initiate the exchange) appear more explicit in their
Willingness to Communicate. Moreover, they are revealing how they are willing to
engage in the task and motivate others to engage in the interaction. In turn, the
discussion throughout the chapter explored the implications of the role assigned to the
learner during the task, the learner‘s interest in the task, and their background
knowledge and expertise as factors that impact frequency of participation, and apparent
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participation. However, while this study (and previous studies such as (Cao & Philp,
2006; Kang, 2005; Weaver, 2007) recognize that the initiating role and frequency of
participation is significant to the group interaction dynamic as well as to the Willingness
to Communicate concept, other interactive roles, especially responding roles should not
be ignored.

- Grammatical choices in EFL classroom

It has already been established that learners within an EFL context must work hard in
order to interact in L2, revealing how eager they are to talk and to be a part of the group
by employing various types of grammatical choices. Whether the choices are expressed
in full or in elliptical form, or even whether they are grammatically correct or incorrect,
such choices provide valuable insight into a learner‘s Willingness to Communicate.
While the discussion presented on the data has explored the impact of such factors as
the nature of the learning activity (how creative or teacher directed it may be) on
grammatical choices and Willingness to Communicate, it is ultimately the choices
themselves that lead learners to the L2 internalization process.

-

Jointly constructed action

The patterns of learners‘ selection of MOOD choices in all five activities suggested that in
conducting a group work activity, learners interacted as core members of the group as
all of them were participated in brainstorming, discussing and negotiating over some
elements of a particular task. Learners did not work independently, but worked together
on a common goal. In doing so they established positive interpersonal relationships
which had clear implications for their level of Willingness to Communicate. Learners
asked each other questions, demanded actions, or stimulated feedback, and this affected
their contribution and their level of social interaction. As a result, a clearer picture of
how learners work together as a group in their social reality has been achieved. During
each activity the learners revealed their approach to the task, elements of negotiation
and role distribution, and how they collaboratively constructed ideas. In turn, it is
through a learning activity focus on shared understanding or on group agreement that
the Willingness to Communicate is demonstrated and the construct is further explored.
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However, this study aims to not only examine the learners‘ discourse at clause level it
also aims to examine it at a semantic level so that the functions of their talk can be
better understood. Although the grammatical choices of the individual learners were
examined in the above section, the interaction between the participants should also be
included in the investigation of their linguistic behaviour and the factors that may affect
their Willingness to Communicate. As a result, the current study examines the
and

SPEECH FUNCTION

MOOD

of the learners‘ utterances as the results from both of these

elements complement each other to provide an in-depth explanation of the learners‘
interaction during the study. A more thorough discussion of this complementary is
provided in the SPEECH FUNCTION analysis.

6.2.2 Illuminating learners’ roles in semantic pattering
In the previous section, the MOOD choices were examined while SPEECH FUNCTION which
is another element of interpersonal language metafunctions (Eggins & Slade, 2004) are
major focus in this section. The stratified model discussed in Chapter Three enables the
study to distinguish between learners choices of grammar form (MOOD) and functions
(SPEECH

FUNCTION)

SPEECH FUNCTION

(Eggins & Slade, 2004). The semantic interpretation gained from

in this section aims to show that the social roles of the speakers

constrain the interpersonal choices available to them. The interactive events can then be
functionally labelled from the point of view of the semantics and we can demonstrate
how learners are continually negotiating throughout the interaction in order to help each
other complete the tasks (see Appendix B).

Focus will then be given to the

SPEECH FUNCTION

categories in order to develop a

detailed interpretation of the exchange within all five activities (detailed of each activity
discussed in Chapter Five). The aim of this is to present an overall picture of the SPEECH
FUNCTION

employed in each broad category and to draw out the effects of learner

participation based on their linguistic behaviour.

6.2.2.1 Influence of task type on learner contributions
The design of the task can affect the learner‘s selection of semantic options. As
discussed in Chapter Five, the type of task can greatly influence the learner‘s
contribution to the group activity. In turn, an examination of the learners‘ semantic
choices during activities one to five also confirms that learners enact their roles
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differently across different tasks. The semantic choices made by each learner further
reveal that their dominant options fluctuate across tasks. To illustrate this point, the
following table provides a summary of each learner‘s total production in each task. The
opening moves throughout the exchanges clearly demonstrate their versatile use of the
semantic resources during each activity.

Opening moves are either attending moves designed to attract the attention of the
listener, or initiating moves which allow a speaker to be assertive by presenting
information for discussion (see Chapter Four). As far as initiating moves are concerned,
it is as may be expected that the dominant members are able to claim interactional
control through use of this strategy. Earlier conceptualizations of Willingness to
Communicate asserted that the use of an initiating move was the major indicator of a
particular learners‘ willingness to talk in a particular situation. It is an obvious linguistic
behaviour that reveals a learners‘ eagerness to initiate the talk (MacIntyre, Baker,
Clément, & Donovan, 2003; MacIntyre, Clément, Dörnyei et al., 1998).

Act 1

Act 2

Act 3

Act 4

Act 5

Total

Open: Attend

4

4

6

5

4

23

Open: Initiate: demand: g&s

13

31

31

44

19

138

Open: Initiate: demand: info: open: fact

7

1

0

1

2

11

Open: Initiate: demand: info: open: opinion

25

9

31

17

13

95

Open: Initiate: demand: info: closed: fact

5

0

0

0

3

8

Open: Initiate: demand: info: closed: opinion

13

11

19

8

13

64

Open: Initiate: offer: g&s

1

1

9

7

9

27

Open: Initiate: give: info: fact

0

0

0

0

2

2

Open: Initiate: give: info: opinion

3

8

8

7

22

48

Total

71

65

104

89

87

416

SPEECH FUNCTION:
Opening moves

Table 20: Summary of opening move options from activity one to five
Table 20 shows that learners engage each other in each activity, signalling the others of
their initiation. In addition to the attend move, learners initiated talk in several ways.
They gave information, offered goods and services, and demanded for information and
goods and services. In Activity 1, the learners enacted their role as information seeker
primarily by demanding information from each other. Throughout activities 2, 3 and 4,
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their dominant opening move was to demand for goods and services, which implied
their directive roles to each other in order to complete the tasks. In contrast, throughout
Activity 5, the learners expressed their opinion the most. In light of the division
between factual information and opinion presented during the learners‘ talk, the
evidence shown in Table 20 reveals that the learners engaged in talk that allowed them
to express their opinion rather than present factual information. This was particularly
evident during Activity 5. Although there was some factual information required (legal
issues), the learners demanded opinions (in both closed and opened forms) and
expressed their opinions much more than they dealt with factual information. It can be
assumed that at this stage the learners felt more comfortable offering an opinion than
having to present factual information. As a result, their initiative roles vary throughout
the five tasks.

6.2.2.2 Social support through continuing move
In addition to initiating the talk, the learners can work together and provide social
support to sustain their own talks. Indeed, continuing moves are a type of support
mechanism that learners provide to each other in order to reach a shared understanding
of the content. As a result, they are an integral factor of the Willingness to
Communicate construct as they influence each learner‘s willingness to engage in the
interaction. As outlined in Chapter Four, sustaining moves consist of two options:
continuing moves and reacting moves. The focus here is on the use of the continuing
move by the person who produced the talk in the prior moves. The continuing move is
seen as evidence of a learner‘s eagerness to contribute to the task by providing more
information or suggesting more choices to the group members.

Continuing moves are significant to these activities. Like opening moves, continuing
moves are assertive in nature. Table 20 reveals how the learners mostly sustain their
own talk by adopting prolonging options in every activity. These include elaborating,
extending and enhancing their previous moves.
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Act 1

Act 2

Act 3

Act 4

Act 5

Total

Sus: Con: Monitor

0

0

0

0

6

6

Sus: Con: Prolong: elaborate

39

27

48

69

47

230

Sus: Con: Prolong: extend

1

2

2

1

7

13

Sus: Con: Prolong: enhance

8

0

2

5

10

25

Sus: Con: Append: elaborate

6

1

0

0

11

18

Sus: Con: Append: extend

1

0

0

0

1

2

Sus: Con: Append: enhance

1

0

0

0

1

2

Total

56

30

52

75

83

296

SPEECH FUNCTION:
Continuing moves

Table 21: Summary of continuing move options from activity one to five
Table 21 illustrates that the learners frequently enacted their assertive roles through the
use of prolong – elaborate options. The prolonging moves provide opportunities for
learners to add more information to their previous utterances. This affirms their
eagerness to engage in the tasks as it is evidence of their attempt to prolong their own
moves. In turn, this talk option can also stimulate others to participate more in the
conversation. Then, as the learners reach a shared understanding of the content, they can
then start to share the same background knowledge or interest, which then means that
they can talk on the same topic. Therefore, the Willingness to Communicate construct
starts to become a more integral element of the activity being engaged in. In addition to
the prolonging move, the appending move is also important to the Willingness to
Communicate construct. Although Table 21 provides evidence that the use of the
appending move in all activities is limited, it can still be regarded as an expression of
willingness to engage in the task. Indeed, there were several times when the learners
attempted to finish their utterances by employing appending moves. This is an
indication of persistence on the learner‘s part and their participation, even when their
talk is interrupted by other speakers.

Below is an example of talk from Activity 1 which show how Champ tried to get the
others to participate in a discussion on a topic that he raised.
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Champ Do you know composer?

Open: Initiate: demand: info: closed: opinion

Champ Like Beethoven.

Sus: Con: Prolong: elaborate

Champ I like Mozart…Mozart

Sus: Con: Prolong :elaborate

Ploy

(i) Sorry

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: reply: withhold

Ploy

(ii) I don't know any composer.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 8 Turn 1 Move i)

This conversation shows that Champ made every attempt to provide more information
in order to elicit participation by way of a response from his peers (the name of a
composer). Although Champ did not get the answer, he was hoping for as the others did
not have the background knowledge about the composer. It demonstrates that the
elaborating moves (questions or answers) are prolonging moves. This then provides the
interlocutors with the opportunity to gain a better understanding of what the speaker is
referring to. In turn, when the learners share an understanding of the subject matter their
engagement in the interaction may increase.

In Activity 2, the prolonging move was employed by the learners to express their area
of responsibility in relation to designing and decorating the map. The excerpt presented
below is taken from their discussion about the differences between photo shop and
camera shop.
Champ I think that ...
Champ Photo shop and camera shop
are the same
Pat
No.

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Pat
It‘s different business.
Pat
Camera you sell camera.
Pat
Photo shop you develop photos.
Champ I see

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

(Source Appendix B: exchange 23 Turn 1 Move i)

The example shows that while Pat contradicts Champ‘s idea, she provides further
information about the difference between the two shop types, resulting in Champ
accepting her information and finally agreeing with her. This reveals that her prolonging
moves can be an important resource for sustained participation in an interaction.
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The third example is from Activity 3. It took place when the learners were
brainstorming and negotiating on the theme of the poster that they were about to
decorate and describe.

Deaw Food?
Ploy Food is nice.
Ploy I like food
Ploy We can draw picture.
Deaw Tom Yam Khoong
Champ Everybody knows
Tom Yum Khoong.
Champ It is difficult to change
Champ It should be new.

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

(Source Appendix B: exchange 2 Turn 4 Move i)

It can be seen that Deaw proposed a food theme and that Ploy agreed with this
suggestion. Moreover, Ploy provided further reasons to support the food theme in order
to convince the others to agree with the proposal and to develop on Deaw‘s idea. The
prolonging moves were used to provide more information as well as to foster interaction
between the group members by agreeing or disagreeing with the proposal. In turn, the
proposal prompted Deaw‘s suggestion (as developing from Ploy‘s idea) by suggesting
the food theme be narrowed to ‗Tom Yum Khoong – Authentic Thai spicy soup‘. While
Champ rejected Ploy and Deaw‘s proposition, he elaborated on the reasons for his
rejection.

The fourth example is also taken from Activity 3 and took place while the learners were
talking about the celebrity profile details. Yam – the person who knew the most about
the celebrity – attempted to provide detailed information to the group in order to
complete the task.

Yam

Ask me ask me..……

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Yam

I know everything about him

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Yam

Theradetch Wongphupan.

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

(Source Appendix B: exchange 18 Turn 1 Move i)
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Throughout many of the other activities it was Yam who was the least inclined to talk.
However, the extract above provides an example demonstrating how an interest or
knowledge of the subject matter, combined with the use of prolonging moves, reveals a
Willingness to Communicate by the learner in relation to the accomplishment of a task.

The fifth example was taken from Activity 4. The learners were given a picture of a
place and were required to create a role play to be set in that place location. The excerpt
outlines the learners‘ discussion in negotiating the place, the location and its
importance.

Champ Role play and everybody
has to play
Yam Our team get ―Colosseum‖ …
Yam Where wa??
Pat
I like social subject.
Pat
I know
Pat
It's in Rome in Italy.
Pat
It's a place for sports
Pat
It's also one of the seven
wonders of the world
Pat
I wanna go there
Pat
Because it's beautiful
Ploy No…
Ploy It's not Italy.
Pat
Yes….
Pat
It is in Italy.
Pat
You can check with the Google
Yam This one is difficult.

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

(Source Appendix B: exchange 2 Turn 1 Move i)

The example reveals that there were several times when prolonging moves were used.
The majority of them were employed by Pat after she answered question about the place
raised by Yam. Pat revealed that she likes social subject, implying that she knows the
place very well. After that, she provided more information about the Colosseum. Due to
Pat‘s belief in the accuracy of her information, she was explicitly willing to provide
information. Though Pat‘s information was later rejected by Ploy, she still maintained
that her information was correct. This implies that Pat was confident about her
knowledge and further demonstrates its relation to learners‘ contributions. In turn, it can
be asserted that if the topic of discussion relates to the learner‘s interest or expertise,
they may be more willing to talk about it and to sustain the interaction.
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The last example in the continuing move category is taken from Activity 5. While the
learners brainstormed and negotiated about the type of law case that they would choose
to create, it is evident that they supported their suggestions in order to be persuasive.

Ploy
Ploy
Ploy
Pat
Deaw
Deaw
Ploy
Ploy

Deaw
Deaw
Pat
Ploy
Deaw
Ploy
Deaw

I think wrongful act is
easier than the criminal
because it‘s not much the point
but the criminal have many points
I agree
Ok …
wrongful act
If we choose the criminal law,
we think of who, strict ability
and relationship between act
and the prevent and protect…and..
No no
It is enough
Ok..wrongful
I think it‘s too much to think.
I understand wrongful act
It is enough and easy.
wrongful

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:extend
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Con:Append:enhance

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

(Source Appendix B: exchange 18 Turn 1 Move i)

From the above example, it is clear that Ploy both initiated ideas based on the
negotiated topics and provided detailed reasons for convincing Pat and Deaw to agree
with her. While Pat and Deaw interrupted and expressed their agreement, there were
several times when Ploy persisted in providing more information, showing her attempt
to finish her point through the use of appending moves. This shows that when learners
have strong reasons to support their ideas, they explicitly express an eagerness to finish
their thought even though they were interrupted.
As a result, the use of continuing moves is further evidence of a learner‘s Willingness to
Communicate across a range of different situations. This semantic choice allows
learners to continue their initiated talk, prolong their answers or provide greater support
information or reasons for their proposed ideas. Importantly, all of these usages
demonstrate that learners are more willing to communicate during a task when they
persist in their belief to their ideas or knowledge a degree of confidence in what they are
required to talk about. In turns, the options can be seen as a mechanism fostering their
interlocutors to engage more as well.
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6.2.2.3 Social joint construction of text through reacting moves
Reacting moves are another category within the

network. In the

SPEECH FUNCTION

context of this study, reactions can be seen as co-meaning making options put forward
by previous speakers (Eggins & Slade, 2004). In relation to Willingness to
Communicate studies, traditionally the reacting moves are considered as indicators of
learners‘ contribution during their interaction. However, in this study, reacting moves
from

SPEECH FUNCTION

network provide greater insight information than just indicating

learners‘ Willingness to Communicate. In addition, the study of

SPEECH FUNCTION

provides the researcher with the opportunity to investigate the way in which the learner
takes on the responder role of developer, feedback provider, or co-constructor, and to
ascertain how this influences or impacts their participation.

Through the reacting moves, learners who did not want to initiate the talk can be a part
of the interaction by responding and through the use of rejoining moves. This section
will first focus on the responding options available to the speaker to provide support or
opposition to the other interlocutors. Table 22 shows that some learners primarily
respond to the contribution of others rather than assert their own opinion or present their
own information for negotiation. While continuing moves provide the speaker with the
opportunity to elaborate on their own contribution, reacting moves are available on turntransfer and can be realized as either response or rejoinder moves. The option can be
divided into two major categories: supporting and confronting moves as shown in
Chapter Four.

Act 1

Act 2

Act 3

Act 4

Act 5

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: develop:elaborate:

17

14

37

27

23

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: develop: extend:

2

0

0

3

1

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: develop: enhance:

1

0

1

0

2

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: engage

2

0

0

0

2

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: register

4

0

1

2

7

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: accept

1

1

3

0

2

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: comply

3

3

7

7

3

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: agree

15

10

21

17

24

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: answer

38

9

18

8

16

SPEECH FUNCTION:

Total

Responding moves
118
6
4
4
14
7
23
87
89
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Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: acknowledge

0

2

1

1

5

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: affirm

9

2

1

3

0

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: disengage

0

1

0

0

0

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: reply: disagree

0

1

0

2

6

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: reply: non-comply

1

0

0

2

2

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: reply: withhold

5

1

1

0

2

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: reply: contradict

8

3

14

12

23

106

47

105

84

118

Total

9
15
1
9
5
9
60
460

Table 22: Summary of responding move options from activity one to five
The results highlighted in Table 22 were categorized as a responding supporting moves
(developing move), responding supporting replies (agreeing and answering moves), and
responding confronting moves (contradicting move). The highlighted moves were
chosen as the topic focus of a detailed discussion because evidence from the transcript
reveals there is a significant relationship between these moves and the learners‘
expression of their engagement during the task.

Responding support moves

A developing move is a linguistic device that is interpersonally co-operative and which
sets up a jointly constructed outcome. From the result found, learners demonstrated
their active participation through developing on others‘ points. Among all of the
responding moves used in all five activities, the learners employed developing moves to
elaborate on their points the most. The learners developed each other‘s utterances the
most in Activity three, followed by activities 4 and 5. In turn, this shows the learners
collaborating to construct meaning by building on each other‘s contributions through
their linguistic choices.

The first example from Activity 3 below took place when the learners were helping each
other create a profile description of the celebrity they had chosen for their poster.

Champ We would like to present
our movie star.
Pat
From Japan.
Ploy His name is

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
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Theradetch Wongphupan..
Ploy Nickname is. ―Ken khung‖
Pat
No….Just Ken
Champ Other people call him ―Ken‖
Champ It is better to change to everyone.
Pat
Good idea

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

(Source Appendix B: exchange 31 Turn 1 Move i)

It is evident in this excerpt that the learners helped each other to generate information
about the celebrity through the use of developing moves. Pat developed Champ‘s initial
utterance by adding the name of the country where the celebrity was from. Then, Ploy
added more information in regard to the celebrity‘s name and nickname. While Pat
suggested the final choice of nickname, Champ developed Pat‘s suggestion. As we can
see from this example, in determining how to present the celebrity profile, learners
worked to build upon each other‘s ideas and to foster cooperation among the learners
through developing moves.

The second example taken from Activity 3 below took place when the learners
discussed the information to be included in the poster.

Ploy
Champ
Yam
Champ

Anything else?
Many awards….I know.
This year he got 4 awards.
Ok.

Open:Initiate:demand:info:close:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

(Source Appendix B: exchange 43 Turn 1 Move i)

The example shows that when Champ answered Ploy‘s questions about the additional
information, he provided a broad answer to the question. As a result, Yam, showing her
strong background knowledge of the topic, developed Champ‘s answer by providing
more specific information. The analysis provided a nuanced understanding of learners‘
contribution and the degree to which they will contribute to the task. An attempt by the
learner to directly initiate a discussion is evidence of a strong Willingness to
Communicate. However, the degree to which the learner uses developing moves to
provide more information on the topic to develop the idea or to be a part of the
conversation is also significant to their Willingness to Communicate.
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Responding support replies

Support replies are non assertive moves that provide support to another speaker. The
speaker may be seen to be taking on a submissive role by providing information or by
requesting goods and services. However, the support and information provided by
repliers are a significant aspect of a cooperative group dynamic (Cao, 2009a; Weaver,
2007). They enable the learners to collaboratively complete the task through the
provision of information (from a learner‘s background knowledge or area of personal
interest) or through a particular action (a learner‘s area of expertise such as decoration)
(Weaver, 2007). Support replies are an interesting option available to learners from the
perspective of Willingness to Communicate since results from this study reveals that
responding support replies can signify a learner‘s willingness to engage in group
interaction. They allow the learner to contribute to the group task in an indirect, noncontrolling way through the provision of answers or feedback. Interestingly, Table 22
shows that the two most employed support reply options were agreeing moves and
answering moves. An analysis of these options is provided in the examples below.

The selected agreeing move was taken from Activity 5 as it was during the law case
activity that they were employed the most.

Champ A Snow White!
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Ploy Good idea!
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Ploy We can make a story
from this one!
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Ploy A Snow White and the step mother
(Source Appendix B: exchange 10 Turn 1 Move i)

The example shows Ploy‘s acceptance of the proposed idea. As a result of this agreeing
move she provides further detail and suggestions to the other group members. Agreeing
moves are an option used by learners who shared common interests to explicitly show
their support to each other. It also reveals their positive attitude both to the speaker as
well as to the suggested ideas. In turn, they are evidence of a learner‘s engagement and
their willingness to contribute to the completion of the tasks by supporting their group
learners driving the task forward.
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The answering move example below was taken from Activity one as the learners
employed answering moves the most during this activity.
ตอนนี้ พวกเราใช้ไปกี่ขอ้ แล้ว
How many answers did we use?
Yam I think three.
Yam Right, Ploy?
Deaw We use Bethophen just now….
Yam

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

(Source Appendix B: exchange 12 Turn 1 Move i)

During Activity 1, there were several times when the learners voluntarily provided
answers to the questions that were not identified with, or assigned to, a particular
learner. Such responses are an explicit demonstration of a learner‘s participation as well
as their willingness to contribute to the task. In addition to providing answers to the
questions in relation to the nature of the task (asking and answering question), the
example above reveals that answering moves can signify a learner‘s willingness to
engage in group interaction. This was exemplified when Yam was seeking an answer
from Ploy. Deaw, who was not assigned the answering role interrupted and provided the
answer herself. This unsolicited response and participation shows that the learners, as
group members, did not remain silent or ignore questions that were not specifically
directed to them. Rather, they engaged in the group interaction. In turn, a willingness to
engage in the task and to support the other group members to complete the task has a
direct relationship to Willingness to Communicate.

Responding confronting moves

These are linguistic devices that allow learners to express their resistance to what is
being introduced for negotiation, creating evidence of a dependency relationship among
interlocutors. However, Table 22 shows that there was not so much use of confronting
moves by the learners during their interaction. The contradicting moves outnumber the
other options due to the learners‘ use of contradiction to reject ideas or information
given in prior moves.
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In the following example from Activity 5 the learners were discussing the names of the
characters that they would use in their case and they employed contradicting moves to
the proposed ideas on several occasions.
I think it‘s better if we use
the name of the football
player such as Michael Owen or …
Yam Yeah I agree.
(ii) I will help with the name.
Pat
Harry Potter
Champ David Beckham
Yam Maybe movie star…Thai star
Deaw Michel Phile
Ploy Or we use the name
Pat
The name..?
Ploy

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

(Source Appendix B: exchange 25 Turn 1 Move i)

The brainstorming process represented in the extract was designed to demonstrate
collaborative thinking. Pat proposed Harry Potter first, but later the idea was rejected
indirectly by Champ who suggested using a football player‘s name. Later, Yam rejected
Champ‘s idea by suggesting they use the name of a Thai celebrity, but, again, the idea
was contradicted by Deaw who suggested the name of a famous swimmer. As we can
see, the learners helped each other create the names of the characters in the law case by
providing new ideas in the form of indirect contradiction. This type of move can enable
learners to jointly construct content and engage in the activity. Moreover, contradictions
can also help to maintain a positive working atmosphere if the learners employ them
indirectly.

The social joint construction of text through reacting moves is an integral element of the
Willingness to Communicate construct. The examples discussed and analysed
throughout this section reveal that there are a range of speech options available to the
learner to engage in the task in a communicative and collaborative manner.

6.2.2.4 Reaching shared understanding
The rejoinder moves summary in Table 23 shows that the learners mainly employed the
supporting rejoinder by tracking and responding. Rejoinder moves are an option for
learners to employ when seeking correct information, confirmation or clarification from
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each other. Their use demonstrates that the learners were not ignoring the ideas or
information initiated, but that they were seeking more information or clarification from
others. This not only indicates a learner‘s willingness to participate in the talk, but it is
also an option that learners can use to motivate others to engage in the activity. In turn,
rejoinder moves are both directly and indirectly related to Willingness to Communicate.

Act 1

Act 2

Act 3

Act 4

Act 5

Total

Sus: Rea: Rej: Support: track: check

10

5

4

5

17

41

Sus: Rea: Rej: Support: track: confirm

3

2

0

0

0

5

Sus: Rea: Rej: Support: track: clarify

7

3

1

2

4

17

Sus: Rea: Rej: Respond: resolve

9

2

2

5

6

24

Sus: Rea: Rej: Respond: repair

9

0

1

0

3

13

Total

38

12

8

12

30

100

SPEECH FUNCTION:

Rejoinder Moves

Table 23: Summary of rejoinder move options from activity one to five
Table 23 shows that the learners did not only track information, they also provided
repairs to the previous moves. This is an option that learners use to help each other to
fill in missing information, recommend L2 choices, and extend talk with each other.
This SPEECH FUNCTION further confirm the results from Chapter Five that while working
together, learners employed linguistic resources that support, as well as correct and
repair each other‘s utterances.

The three examples below are from Activity 1 and Activity 5. The first two examples
were taken from Activity 1 as the learners explicitly used clarifying moves when asking
for clarification on the point that they have difficulty understanding. The last example
was taken from Activity 5 and demonstrates the use of repairing, clarifying and
checking move options.
The first example is an extract from the learners‘ discussion of a movie that they saw.

Ploy
Ploy
Yam
Yam

How was it?
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Do you like it?
Open:Initiate:demand:info:close:opinion
It‘s sad.
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
The story is strange between friends. Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
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Pat
Yam
Yam

What do you mean?
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Friends and friends love each other. Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
I don‘t like.
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

(Source Appendix B: exchange 17 Turn 1 Move i)

Ploy asked Yam in particular how she felt about the movie as Yam was very quiet
during the activity. Ploy was trying to get Yam to talk more and express her feelings.
However, when Pat, another listener, had difficulty understanding Yam, she asked Yam
to clarify what she had said. This type of move do not only help the listener get
clarification and better understanding, it also encourages the speaker to talk more in
order to provide greater explanation to the group.

The second example was from Activity 1 when the learners were taking about the
characters in a movie.

Champ I like the Mummy.
Ploy Who is the main actor?
Champ What do you mean?
Ploy Like Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie or…
Champ It‘s Jet Lee and….

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

(Source Appendix B: exchange 18 Turn 1 Move i)

Ploy asked about the main characters in a movie called ‗The Mummy‘ Champ could not
understand Ploy‘s question so he asked her to clarify the question for him. Ploy then
provided some examples of main actors and actresses so that Champ could understand
the meaning of ‗main actor.‘ When learners do not understand a question, word or
phrase, they can ask the other person to clarify it for them. This option is beneficial to
learners as it promotes shared understanding, especially when they are talking in L2.
The learners can signal to their interlocutors to simplify or exemplify the unfamiliar
vocabulary or point of uncertainty so that they can continue their talk on the basis of a
common understanding.

The last example is taken from Activity 5 when the learners were discussing the law
case and the law section.
Ploy
Ploy

I think in my opinion
We should do the ‗wrongful
act‘ and support the
children, children, children …

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
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Ploy You know as a wrongful act
Champ minor
Champ Children is minor
Ploy The parents must be to
responsibility to the minor
uh, uh, his child.
Deaw What?
Deaw 425?
Pat
Is it right?
Pat
425 is about employer
and employee
Ploy No…
Ploy I mean child and parents.
Ploy We can make the case
of many childs
Champ Children.

Sus:Con:Monitor
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair

(Source Appendix B: exchange 5 Turn 1 Move i)

The above example shows how the learners employed repairing moves to correct or
suggest the use of words to each other, as well as to check information and to ask for
clarification. The first repairing move was while Ploy was talking about the children in
a wrongful act, Champ interrupted and repaired by suggesting the use of ‗minors‘
instead of ‗children‘ in this context. Then, Ploy continued her own talk by using the
suggested words. Further in the conversation Deaw and Pat had difficulty understanding
the law matter that was being discussed. In turn, they checked and asked for
clarification as to whether or not the other learners were talking about Section 425 of
the Civil and Commercial law code. Ploy rejected that they were talking about Section
425, but rather were talking about another section number not yet mentioned in the
conversation. However, as the conversation was getting more technical, it is evident that
the learners made every attempt to understand each other as well as understand the
subject matter. They not only checked each other for information, they also checked for
the correct information from the law code. During the completion of this task it was
important for the group members to reach a shared understanding so that they could
engage in the task and work towards its completion.

The tabled data shows that each learner employed rejoining moves to not only gain
shared understanding with the other group members, but also to take the opportunity to
explain their meaning and to clarify the content of their own talk. Shared understanding
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is an integral element of the Willingness to Communicate construct as the learner is
more likely to participate in a communicative exchange if they feel that they understand
the topic and that they can make a positive contribution. In turn, the use of rejoinder
moves is an explicit expression of their engagement in the collaborative context.

While the learners used many initiating, continuing, and responding moves, they did not
produce challenging moves in this study. This suggests that during the interaction, the
learners attempted to maintain a positive working atmosphere by avoiding the use of
challenging moves. The results reveal that the learner tended not to challenge each
other. This is further evidence confirming that throughout all five tasks, the learners
attempted to maintain a positive working atmosphere which is common in EFL
interaction, especially with regard to Thai learners. Besides, the positive polarity from
MOOD

resources and interview data can confirm the claim that learners attempt to

maintain positive working atmosphere throughout the tasks. The supporting information
of the claim can be complemented by results from learners‘ use of lexical choices
(APPRAISAL) which are presented later in this chapter.

6.2.2.5 Manifestation of learner agency
It is the view of this study that a single learning activity does not provide an adequate
insight into a learner‘s contribution specifically, and the Willingness to Communicate
construct in general. Therefore, five group learning activities implemented over the
course of one semester have been examined in relation to the nature of learner
interactions during the completion of the learning activities. In turn, the linguistic
evidence produced through this examination, when combined with other tools such as
observation and interviews, helps to answer the research questions that are central to
this study.

The

SPEECH FUNCTION

counts provide great insight into the nature of communicative

exchanges. Although learners initiate their talk, they also position themselves as
demanders, information or opinion seekers, or information or opinion givers.
Furthermore, when they provide responses to previous moves, they might not locate
themselves simply as a responder, but might locate themselves to a more delicate level
in the

SPEECH FUNCTION

network such as developer, feedback provider, or fact or
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information checker. Thus, the semantic options that individual learners employ reveal
how they label themselves as members of their social group. As previously reported,
learners locate themselves in a variety of

SPEECH FUNCTION

positions within an activity

and across activity types (see Appendix A for a comprehensive representation of the
learners‘ SPEECH FUNCTION selections throughout the five activities).
Learners’ roles

Learners
Activity 2:
Creating a map

Activity 3:
Creating a poster

Ploy

Activity 1:
Questions and
answers
Opinion seeker

Activity 4:
Creating role
play
Self elaborator

Activity 5:
Creating a law
case
Self elaborator

Demander
for g&s

Self elaborator

Champ

Answerer

Self elaborator

Self elaborator

Self elaborator

Opinion seeker/

Demander
for g&s
Self elaborator

Deaw

Answerer

Pat
Yam

Answerer
Self elaborator/
Answerer

Demander
for g&s/
Self elaborator/
Information Checker
Self elaborator
Demander
for g&s

Self elaborator
Self elaborator

Self elaborator
Self elaborator

Developer
Developer

Self elaborator

Table 24: The summary of learners’ dominant use of roles from activity one to five
The information provided in Table 24 represents the
most by the learners. However, when all

SPEECH FUNCTION

SPEECH FUNCTION

choices used the

choices are considered, the

number of learner choices for each option is not dramatically different from their other
choices. This implies that the learners enacted various roles during an activity, revealing
that they located themselves in various positions within the

SPEECH FUNCTION

network.

The overall number of semantic choices made by the learners during their interaction
were counted and located in the SPEECH FUNCTION network as shown in Figure 8 below.

Though empirical studies that focus on Willingness to Communicate often give
emphasis to the role of the learners as initiator in the interaction (opening options in
Figure 8) (Cao, 2009a; Kang, 2005; MacIntyre et al., 1999), this study helps to provide
complementary information to the existing literature regarding the learners‘ Willingness
to Communicate while working in a small group work. In particular, evidence is
presented that affirms learners do not only play an initiating role, they also perform
others roles as shown in Figure 8, including the strong use sustaining options.
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Attend ( 23 )
Demand g&s ( 138 )
Offer g&s ( 27 )
Fact ( 2 )
Give
Open

Opinion ( 48 )

Initiate

Close-ended ( 8 )
Fact

Open-ended ( 11 )

Demand

Close-ended ( 64 )
Opinion

Open-ended ( 95 )

Monitor ( 6 )
Elaborate ( 230 )
Prolong

Extend ( 13 )
Enhance ( 25 )

Continue

Elaborate ( 18 )
Append

Extend ( 2 )
Enhance ( 2 )
Elaborate ( 118 )
Develop

Extend ( 6 )
Enhance ( 4 )

Concern
Engage ( 4 )
Register ( 14 )
Support

Accept ( 7 )
Comply ( 23 )

Move

Move
Reply

Agree ( 87 )
Answer ( 89 )

Respond

Acknowledge ( 9 )
Affirm ( 15 )
Disengage ( 1 )
Sustain

Disagree ( 9 )
Non-comply ( 5 )
Withhold ( 9 )
Confront
Reply

React

Deny
Disavow
Disagree ( 9 )
Contradict ( 60 )
Check ( 41)
Confirm ( 5 )

Track
Clarify ( 17 )
Probe

Support

Resolve ( 24 )
Respond
Rejoinder

Repair ( 13 )
Acquiese
Detach

Challenge

Rebound
Counter

Confront

Unsolve
Respond to challenge

Reflute
Re-challenge

Figure 8: Overall speech function network of learners from activity one to five
adopted from (Eggins & Slade, 2004)
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Overall, the

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis highlights the significant roles enacted each

speaker and reveals that the number of different SPEECH FUNCTION choices is only slight.
It is clearly evident that the learners enacted different roles while they were conducting
the classroom tasks. This reveals that the

SPEECH FUNCTION

locate the learner‘s roles at a more delicate level in the

data enabled the study to

SPEECH FUNCTION

network,

providing the researchers with another linguistic tool with which to identify a learner‘s
Willingness to Communicate. In turn, this will complement the previous studies in the
field. As a result, the Willingness to Communicate construct and the learner‘s
expression of it can be explored in relation to other roles located in the SPEECH FUNCTION
network (opening, continuing, responding and rejoining roles). Therefore, the idea that
the role of the learner during communicative exchanges may elicit a different
representation of their contribution during group interaction should not be overlooked or
downplayed. This shows that while conducting the tasks, learners enacted their roles as
well as their willingness to engage in the tasks in form of various types of roles which
can be affected by other situational factors. The various roles of the learners during the
interaction identified by linguistic resources do not only enable the researcher to
understand the particular phenomena, they also reveal how learners enacted their
participation during their interaction

To conclude, this chapter included an examination of the summary of

APPRAISAL

used

during the learners‘ interaction. The primary goal in gathering this data was to examine
the situational factors that may influence the learners‘ engagement from the learners‘
perspective. The results then may be used by the researcher to answer the third research
question of this study relating to the learners‘ perception of their Willingness to
Communicate.
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6.2.3 Learners’ lexical options enacting their attitude and emotion:
APPRAISAL
The aim of this section is to give an account of how the

APPRAISAL

framework

systematizes the resources available in the language for construing social evaluation and
attitude. Although

APPRAISAL

theory is just one of a range of frameworks that can be

used by the researcher to examine social relations and how learners interact, including
the feelings they try to share (Martin & White, 2005, p. 7), this study aims to limit the
scope to their interaction. Moreover, in order to manage the results within the scope of
lexical options relevant to the Willingness to Communicate construct, the focus is on
investigating the learners‘ Attitude (appreciation, affect and judgment), Graduation
(amplification) and Engagement (heterogloss) as discussed in Chapter Four.

APPRAISAL
Attitude
Appreciation: reaction Appreciation: reaction +
Appreciation: valuation Appreciation: valuation +
Affect: unhappy
Affect: happy
Affect: desire Affect: desire
Affect: insecurity
Affect: security
Affect: dissatisfaction
Affect: satisfaction
Judgement: social esteem
Grand total
Graduation
Amplification: enrich
Amplification: augment
Amplification: mitigate
Grand total
Engagement
Engagement: Monogloss
Engagement: Heterogloss
Grand total

Act 1

Act 2

Act 3

Act 4

Act 5

7
8
1
8
9
50
1
3
1
0
0
1
5
90

2
12
0
6
2
5
0
3
0
0
0
5
6
38

3
34
0
5
0
4
0
2
0
0
0
14
7
67

16
18
0
11
5
5
2
4
0
0
4
0
7
66

11
32
1
5
5
2
0
11
1
0
0
7
4
68

2
6
1
9

0
7
2
9

5
8
0
13

1
13
0
14

1
11
9
21

185
112
297

112
46
158

182
87
269

192
74
266

219
124
343

Table 25: Summary of learners’ lexical options in activities one to five
Findings reported in the relevant literature specify that a learner‘s engagement can be
directly affected by the classroom context, tasks, interlocutors and the topics of
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discussion (Cao, 2009a; Cao & Philp, 2006; Kang, 2005). As a result, this study
examined the learners‘ attitude and its impact on their feelings, construed to be directed
at, or reacting to, some emotional trigger. The resource for this analysis is evaluative
lexical items that reveal the participants‘ attitude towards tasks, topics of discussion and
other group members.

While the learners were interacting during the activities they expressed their emotions
(affect) and evaluated the quality of things (appreciation) or other people‘s behaviour
(judgment). Across all five activities, although the learners employed the lexical
resources in a variety of ways, Table 25 reveals a significantly greater use of positive
lexical options over the negative lexical options. This indicates that the learners
expressed their positive feeling or positive judgment both towards other people‘s
behaviour or things throughout the five tasks. With regard to the learner‘s emotional
expressions, evidence shows that the learners expressed their emotion the most in
Activity 1, revealing the engagement of personal feeling while conducting the task.
Throughout activities 2, 3, 4 and 5, the learners expressed their reaction by evaluating
more on things rather than revealing their emotion, as evidenced from their heavy use of
appreciation. Also directly relevant to the Willingness to Communicate construct is
engagement, another element revealing the degree to which the speaker engages in
alternative voices and positions. When focusing on the use of Heterogloss throughout
activities it is evident that each learner engaged his/her peers in the interaction primarily
through the use of interrogatives during Activity one, whereas the learners rarely
allowed their peers to engage in the talk in Activity 2.

In addition to the above summary, the following tables provide a summary of the lexical
options selected by each learner during activities one to five. The related discussion will
focus on the learner‘s attitude towards the tasks and topics of discussion, and on their
interpersonal relations.
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6.2.3.1 Activity 1: Questions and answers
ATTITUDE

Ploy

Champ

Deaw

Pat

Yam

Total

Appreciation: reaction -

3

0

0

1

3

7

Appreciation: reaction +

4

1

0

2

1

8

Appreciation: valuation -

0

0

0

0

0

0

Appreciation: valuation +

0

2

3

3

2

10

Affect: unhappy

5

0

0

3

1

9

Affect: happy

10

7

5

5

4

31

Affect: desire

2

0

0

1

0

3

Affect: desire -

0

0

0

0

1

1

Affect: insecurity

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: security

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: dissatisfaction

0

1

0

0

0

1

Affect: satisfaction

1

0

0

0

0

1

Judgement: social sanction-

0

0

0

2

0

2

Judgement: social sanction+

0

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social esteem-

0

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social esteem+

0

0

0

0

0

0

Grand total

25

11

8

17

12

73

Table 26: The summary of APPRAISAL in Activity one

Table 26 results show that the learners‘ personal feelings or attitudes were expressed in
Activity 1 to a great extent. This may be due to the nature of the task as this activity
does not involve any brainstorming or negotiation. Such tasks generally require the
learners to show consideration for each other‘s feelings while conducting the tasks. By
contrast, the learners need only express their preference and their ideas towards the
topics of discussion, and, as such, this will not negatively impact the personal feelings
of others.

Attitude towards tasks and topics of discussion
The learners‘ personal feelings showed only minimal interference to their participation
in the task. For example, Pat produced ‗Affect: unhappy‘ twice to reveal her personal
feelings in this activity, as shown in the excerpt below.
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Deaw

Are you thirsty?

All

(laugh out round)

Pat

Yes.

Pat

I am thirsty.

Affect:unhappy

Pat

I am tired.

Affect:unhappy

Pat

Because study everyday every time

Affect:unhappy

Force: raise

(Source Appendix B: exchange 11 Turn 1 Move i)

Pat mentioned that she was thirsty and tired of the study, demonstrating that she was not
reserved. However, she still participated in the task. From the

APPRAISAL

resources

employed the learners seem to have a positive attitude towards the task. They all
participated in the group activity and even though Yam mentioned that she does not
want to talk, later, when the topic was aligned with her personal interests, she engaged
more as shown in the following excerpt.

Yam

Don‘t ask me na …

Yam

I am not that old

Appreciation:
reaction -

Yam

I am too young.

Affect: happy

Ploy

It‘s sad

Appreciation:
reaction -

Ploy

Because he is murdered…..

Champ

He is killed when he walk down the
street.

Pat

That's sad…

Force: raise

Appreciation:
reaction -

(Source Appendix B: exchange 24 Turn 1 Move i)

The second example occurred when the learners were talking about the music band the
Beatles and the time when John Lennon was murdered.

It can be seen in this activity that the learners talked mostly about their preferred topics
as positive appreciation and affect were highly evident. However, negative appreciation
towards the discussion topic was expressed at times when it related to personal
preferences and the participant‘s likes and dislikes (e.g. music bands, movies, food, or
sports).
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Interpersonal relations

The semantic resources employed illustrate that the learners closely related to each
other. Evidence of valuations (even negative ones) each other is provided below.
Pat and Champ are closely related since they were teasing to each other. Although the
valuation may appear negative and can lead to negative relations among group
members, this can sometimes be misleading. For instance, although Pat used friendly,
but teasing words when speaking to Champ (e.g. ‘Hiso’), this is more a representation
of their close friendship. Friendly teasing is a casual element in the context of Thai
teenager talk, revealing that they are close to each other.
Ploy and Deaw are also close to each other (e.g. Ploy: ‗I love you, Deaw’). This reveals
that the learners have positive feelings towards each other. In turn, the learner‘s
Willingness to Communicate is potentially greater with interlocutors with whom they
are familiar.

The above information shows that intimacy among group members may impact their
level of participation, and that their interest or background knowledge of the discussion
topics can lead them to be more willing to engage in the task.
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6.2.3.2 Activity 2: Creating a map
ATTITUDE

Ploy

Champ

Deaw

Pat

Yam

Total

Appreciation: reaction -

3

3

2

3

3

14

Appreciation: reaction +

0

0

0

0

0

0

Appreciation: valuation -

0

0

0

0

0

0

Appreciation: valuation +

1

3

1

0

1

6

Affect: unhappy

0

0

1

1

0

2

Affect: happy

1

0

1

3

2

7

Affect: desire

0

1

1

0

1

3

Affect: desire -

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: insecurity

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: security

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: dissatisfaction

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: satisfaction

0

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social sanction-

0

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social sanction+

1

0

0

0

0

1

Judgement: social esteem-

0

0

0

0

1

1

Judgement: social esteem+

0

0

0

2

1

3

Grand total

6

7

6

9

9

37

Table 27: The summary of APPRAISAL in Activity two
This majority of the semantic options used in this activity are mostly to evaluate the
map and the decoration of the map.
Attitude towards tasks and topics of discussion

In regard to the discussion of the elements of the map such as name, style, design and
layout, the learners expressed mainly positive semantic resources to each other‘s
attitudes. However, there is still some evidence of direct negative feedback shown in
Table 27. The reason for the limited negative feedback is that during the discussion and
negotiation, learners provided responses involving their personal feelings towards what
they were doing. However, the negative responses were not expressed directly to the
person, and therefore, the feelings of the other participants were rarely hurt.
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Supporting information from interview data
Deaw: I enjoy doing today‘s activity. I like drawing and designing. It is fun to have
friends helping one another. My friends want me to do more difficult things but we do
not have enough time. So we can do only simple decoration.

Pat: I like this activity. We only think of our own theme, so we do not have to debate.
The problem is we do not have enough time. Anyway we can finish on time because we
help one another.

Interpersonal relations

While working together, the learners demonstrated the nature of their personal
relationships to each other when they provided comments and complements to each
other.
Evidence of Ploy‘s positive relationship with Champ is when she teased him about
claiming ownership of the mall. (Ploy: If you are rich now, return me the money). This
shows that they are close enough to each other to tease about such a sensitive issue as
money in front of the other group members. In addition, the closeness of Ploy and
Champ‘s relationship is evident in that Ploy lent Champ money.
In addition, Pat expressed positive feedback towards Deaw‘s regarding her drawing
ability through positive Affect (Pat: Beautiful…I like this one…you good drawing).
This shows Pat‘s positive attitude towards Deaw‘s ability, and may help to create a
positive working atmosphere for the rest of the group members.
Pat teased Champ in this activity, revealing their close relationship. (Pat: ei ei…you
always like eating. Ah…be careful you will get fatter). This is evident of their close
relationship since Pat teased Champ on a personal issue.
Yam provided positive appreciation of Ploy‘s utterance when she expressed a positive
reaction to Ploy‘s decorating idea.
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Example from Activity two

Ploy

Now is my turn

Ploy

Home décor is in blue and red.

Yam

Two colors?

Yam

You are creative.

Judgement: social
esteem+

Ploy

I am creative.

Affect: happy

(Source Appendix B: exchange 24 Turn 1 Move ii)

The above excerpt shows that Yam complimented Ploy‘s creativity. Ploy then accepted
and repeated that she was creative. This shows that the speakers are close to each other
since Ploy explicitly revealed her confidence in her creativity. This may not be done if
the learners do not have a close relationship.
6.2.3.3 Activity 3: Creating a poster
ATTITUDE

Ploy

Champ

Deaw

Pat

Yam

Total

Appreciation: reaction -

0

1

1

0

0

2

Appreciation: reaction +

6

11

5

11

11

44

Appreciation: valuation -

1

0

0

0

0

1

Appreciation: valuation +

0

1

0

2

1

4

Affect: unhappy

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: happy

1

2

1

0

1

5

Affect: desire

0

1

1

0

0

2

Affect: desire -

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: insecurity

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: security

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: dissatisfaction

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: satisfaction

0

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social sanction-

0

0

0

1

0

1

Judgement: social sanction+

0

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social esteem-

2

1

0

0

1

4

Judgement: social esteem+

2

2

1

2

7

Grand total

12

19

9

16

70

14

Table 28: The summary of APPRAISAL in Activity three

As illustrated in Table 28, the majority of the evaluation was directed towards the poster
and most of the evaluation enacts a positive reaction to the poster. However, though
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there were several times when the learners evaluate each other, most of them are
positive, revealing a happiness and sense of satisfaction among the interlocutors.

Attitude towards tasks and topics of discussion
The learners produced mainly positive reactions towards the topic of the poster – the
celebrity, Ken. This is especially true of Yam, who expressed her positive attitudes
towards the topics relating to her personal interests the most. The learners commented
on the title, decorations and personal profile of the celebrities. There was no significant
difference between the learners‘ use of evaluative lexical in Activity two and Activity
three. In fact, they were very much in common because most of the evaluative resources
were directed towards the topics of discussion. However, Activity two revealed more
evidence of interpersonal relations among the learners.
The interview data below revealed the learners‘ perception and attitude to the tasks that
resonate with the data from their linguistic resources.

Supporting from interview data
Deaw: Today is good. I get a chance to draw again but today all my friends are helping
me out. Not only just drawing, but my friends also help doing something else. I write
and Yam helps me design and decorate a poster.
Champ: It is good today. We think of many stories but end up with Ken. The girls are
having fun making up a funny story. It is not a serious one and I do not know whether
the teacher will like it, but I think it is good that we talk to each other more.

Interpersonal relations
Ploy provided a negative reaction to Champ‘s previous utterance. This indirectly reveals
that they are close friends as shown in the following excerpts below.
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Excerpt from Activity three

Pat

How to link ah?

Champ

He broke up with his girlfriend.

Champ

He becomes a porn movie star.

Deaw

Really?

Deaw

I want to see it.

Affect:desire

Ploy

You are crazy.

Judgement: social esteem-

Yam

I likes him

Affect: happy

Champ

Girls like him.

Affect: happy

(Source Appendix B: exchange 41 Turn 1 Move i)

Excerpt from Activity three

Champ

He is a secret lover of Sora Aoi

Pat

They will marry soon.

Champ

Ok.

Appreciation: reaction +

Ploy

You are crazy.

Judgement: social esteem-

Ploy

Ken will kill us about this secret.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 46 Turn 5 Move ii)

The above excerpts show that interpersonal relationships can be revealed through the
use of negative reactions towards each other. This is because the learners are close
enough to each other to employ negative reactions without creating negative feelings.
However, these types of reactions may create negative feelings if they are used in
conversations among unfamiliar interlocutors.
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6.2.3.4 Activity 4: Creating role play
ATTITUDE

Ploy

Champ

Deaw

Pat

Yam

Total

Appreciation: reaction -

0

3

2

0

3

8

Appreciation: reaction +

4

6

6

6

5

27

Appreciation: valuation -

1

0

0

2

0

3

Appreciation: valuation +

2

3

3

1

1

10

Affect: unhappy

1

1

1

1

0

4

Affect: happy

1

0

1

1

0

3

Affect: desire

1

0

1

2

0

4

Affect: desire -

1

0

0

1

0

2

Affect: insecurity

1

0

0

0

1

2

Affect: security

0

0

0

0

0

0

Affect: dissatisfaction

0

0

0

0

1

1

Affect: satisfaction

0

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social sanction-

0

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social sanction+

0

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social esteem-

1

1

0

0

2

4

Judgement: social esteem+

1

2

1

1

0

5

Grand total

14

16

15

15

13

73

Table 29: The summary of APPRAISAL in Activity four
During the interaction, learners talked mostly about the detail and content of the role
play. As a result, the interaction was hardly affected by their interpersonal interaction.
Appreciation: valuation + and Appreciation: reaction + shown in Table 29 to be
employed the most. This reveals positive attitude of the learners which will be described
below.

Attitude towards tasks and topics of discussion
Champ and Yam (they produced ‗Appreciation: reaction‘) mentioned that this task was
difficult. However, this does not mean that they disliked the task or were unwilling to
participate in the task.
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Excerpt from Activity four

Champ

This one is difficult.

Pat

I agree

Appreciation: reaction -

(Source Appendix B: exchange 1 Turn 1 Move i)

The above excerpt shows that the learners regarded the task as the difficult one.
However, they continued their talk and tried to discuss about the task. In contrast, they
tried to make the task more pleasant by making it funny. Evidence of this is when Yam
asked the group to create a funny role play as shown below.

Excerpt from Activity four

Yam

เอาเป็ นเรื่ องเราไปเที่ยวไม๊
(What about travel?)

Yam

เอาตลกๆ

Appreciation: valuation +

(Let's make a funny one)
Pat

กลุม่ อื่นตลกแน่เลยอ่ะ

Appreciation: reaction +

(Other groups will be funny)
(Source Appendix B: exchange 6 Turn 1 Move i)

Table 29 shows that Yam suggested that the group make the role play a funny one so
that they will be less anxious and enjoy doing the task more. As a result of Yam‘s
suggestion the group did create a funny role play.

Aside from the task itself, the learners expressed their feelings and reactions towards the
role play‘s theme, script and the way to present it. This was done during their discussion
and negotiation when providing feedback and responses to the previous utterance. In
addition to this point, the task‘s features did not appear to interfere with the learner‘s
willingness to do the group work together. However, when the time came to perform the
role play, they clearly did not want to perform. As can be seen in (Affect: insecurity)
shown below.
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Excerpt from Activity four

Yam

Hurry....

Yam

I am nervous..

Yam

I need time to read first.

Ploy

I don‘t know about the place.

Pat

It is not necessary

Pat

Just make a story.

Yam

I don't play….

Yam

I am shy.

Affect: insecurity

Champ

I am sorry

Affect: unhappy

Champ

Everybody has to be a part.

Deaw

Yes..

Deaw

I am sorry

Affect: unhappy

Ploy

I don‘t want too.

Affect: desire -

Appreciation: valuation -

(Source Appendix B: exchange 19 Turn 1 Move i)

The above excerpt shows that Yam and Ploy mentioned that they did not want to
perform the role play. Yam said that she was nervous and that she was shy. It can be
anticipated that learners tend to be more willing to talk in a small group interaction than
when they have to perform L2 speaking in front of the class where they may not be
familiar to all of the class members.

Interpersonal relations

There were several times when the learners used colloquial markers to respond to their
interlocutors. This can be seen as a way of showing how close they are to each other.
(Yam responded to Deaw: Crazy…no need…friend is enough; and Ploy responded to
Pat: Don‘t be crazy)
Due to Champ‘s role as script creator, he received compliments from other group
members, revealing their positive feelings towards each other (e.g. Deaw responded to
Champ: Oh, it‘s nice…you are so clever)
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While discussing how the role play was to be presented the learners assigned each other
a role and evaluated each other‘s abilities (e.g. Ploy commented that Deaw can perform
a particular action since she is good; and Deaw commented that Champ likes long
dialogue so his script should be a long one).
6.2.3.5 Activity 5: Creating a law case
ATTITUDE

Ploy

Champ

Deaw

Pat

Yam

Total

Appreciation: reaction -

4

3

3

2

1

13

Appreciation: reaction +

3
0

7
0

6
0

6
0

37

Appreciation: valuation -

15
0

Appreciation: valuation +

3

0

0

1

0

4

Affect: unhappy

0

0

1

2

0

3

Affect: happy

1

0

0

0

1

2

Affect: desire

6
0

2
0

2
0

1
0

0
0

11

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

1

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1

Affect: satisfaction

0
0

Judgement: social sanction-

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social sanction+

0

0

0

0

0

0

Judgement: social esteem-

0

1

0

0

0

1

Judgement: social esteem+

1

0

0

1

0

2

Grand total

30

10

14

13

8

75

Affect: desire Affect: insecurity
Affect: security
Affect: dissatisfaction

0

0
0
0

Table 30: The summary of APPRAISAL in Activity five

Attitude towards tasks and topics of discussion

During Activity 5, the learners employed both positive and negative evaluative feedback
towards each other. There were many stages when the learners were required to
negotiate the details in relation to the law case, as well as the decoration of the board.
During the brainstorming and negotiating process, the learners negate and agree with
each other by incorporating their feelings and attitudes into their comments. However,
the learners rarely rejected each other‘s ideas directly, choosing instead to employ
‗Appreciation: reaction +‘ to reject others‘ ideas by proposing a new one as shown in
Table 30 which will be described below.
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Supporting information from interview data
Pat: I think today‘s activity is very difficult because there are several terms I do not
know. Um, but it is good that we have Champ and Ploy because they know many things
and Yam and Deaw to help decorate the board so we can finish it. If I have to do it
alone, I may give up.

Yam: Today everyone pays attention to the work because it relates to our study. From
this activity, we know that we do not have much vocabulary about our field. It might be
a problem when we work in the future. But anyway, it is fun today. I hope that when we
present our story the audiences will understand. Students from other majors may not get
it.

Interview data shows that they enjoyed doing the tasks and learners collaboratively
conducted the tasks which imply their positive working atmosphere. There was no
report of conflicts among group members, but rather learners valued each other as active
members helping the group toward the completion of the tasks. By triangulating the
linguistic information, interview and group work observation, more insight into the
maintaining positive atmosphere among group members can be reported.

Excerpt from Activity five

Ploy

What is his name?

Champ

Charles Webber

Yam

Who?

Champ

Mr. Webber in Chalet‘s web

Pat

Oh..no.

Pat

I think make it easy one

Appreciation: valuation +

(Source Appendix B: exchange 32 Turn 1 Move i)

The above excerpt shows that Pat responded to Champ‘s idea regarding the name of the
character in the case by commenting that they should make the name an easy one. Later
on, Pat proposed new names, which she thought were easier to pronounce, in addition to
the character names proposed by Champ. Consequently, the negotiations in this task
were more formal than they were in the other tasks they performed. This is a direct
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result of fewer personal feelings being directed towards persons, and more towards the
topics of discussion. Evidence of ‗Affect: unhappy‘ is mainly linked to the learners‘
personal life when they talked off topic, thus it was not about the task or about their
attitude towards each other.

Interpersonal relations
Champ directly and provocatively rejected his own idea, ‗Appreciation: reaction.‘
However, although it was impolite, this did not affect or hurt the feelings of any other
group member as his comment was directed towards his own utterance.
Ploy, Deaw and Pat expressed their disagreement with Champ‘s idea by providing a
negative reaction. Although it was in the form of a paralinguistic expression and not in
the form of direct negation, Champ, as well as other members, realized that they implied
their disagreement.
Ploy, Yam, Deaw commented that Champ‘s idea was too difficult (‗Appreciation:
reaction –‗) for them to finish in time, and they proposed a new topic to work on.

Pat and Champ expressed their close relationship by employing sarcasm, evident in the
use of ‗Amplification: augment‘. Pat called Champ as a HISO – a common word
representing persons from high society in the Thai context).
Ploy expressed her positive feelings towards Pat‘s ability when Pat offered her help.
This lead to positive feelings towards each other while working together. (Ploy replied
to Pat‘s offer: Ok. I know you can do. You are better)

Pat complimented Champ when she asked him to do a particular job. He was required to
do this job because of his ability. Ploy asked Champ to translate Thai to English. Champ
seemed reluctant to do so, so Pat asked him nicely (Pat: Please, you are so smart.
Please, please).
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The use of Engagement (in this case Heterogloss) can encourage other peers to engage
more in the task. This can be an important element of group work talk, so employing
heterogloss more frequently can generate more talk amongst the peers.

To conclude, it is clearly evident from the above summary that the learners involved
their personal feeling when they talked. They produced both positive and negative
evaluative lexical items. However, there were more positive than negative expressions
evidenced across all five tasks. Moreover, most of the expressions of personal feeling
were directed towards the topics of discussion rather than directed towards a person.
Furthermore, the use of the resources by the participants reveals that they have a
positive attitude towards the tasks and the topics of discussions. In relation to the
learners‘ interpersonal relations, they displayed their positive relations towards each
other through their use of such signifiers as teasing, heavy sarcasm, and disagreement. It
can therefore be concluded that each learner mainly had a positive attitude towards the
tasks and towards the other interlocutors.
Engagement: a means to engage alternative interlocutor voices in the talk
Semantic resources enable the participants to engage in a multi-voiced interaction to
negotiate the mutual understanding. However, there have not been a lot of studies done
in relation to how speakers employ interpersonal engagement in order to take a stance
towards the various points of view and value positions in spoken discourse. This section
aims to highlight the Engagement resources employed by the learners to negotiate their
stances and positioning. By drawing on Martin and White‘s (2005) comprehensive work
on

APPRAISAL,

four heteroglossic engagement resources were employed by the learners

through their adaptation of projection, modality, negation and counterexpectancy.

The following section aims to highlight on the overall heteroglossic engagement across
activities one to five, as summarized in the Table 31. As a result, the detail of individual
learners‘ employment of the resources is not provided, but it can be found in the
attached Appendix B
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Heterogloss: disclaim

Activity
1
26

Activity
2
9

Activity
3
21

Activity
4
28

Activity
5
29

Heterogloss: proclaim

3

0

5

1

4

Heterogloss: entertain

16

17

25

43

61

Heterogloss: attribute

1

0

2

0

0

Monogloss

262

133

216

197

252

Total

308

159

269

269

346

ENGAGEMENT

Table 31: The summary of Heterogloss in activity one to five
Table 31 above provides an overall summary of the different types of heterogloss
employed by the learners in each activity. In all activities, disclaims and entertain
through the projection of ideas and negation were used the most. This reveals that
learners negated their ideas or information as well as produced some counterexpectancy
to other‘s utterances, leading their interlocutors to intervene and negate for their stances
and position regarding matters being discussing. However, in the Activity five the
learners employed various resources about the same amount. The results from the
heterogloss produced by individual learners also reveals that the learners who produced
utterances the most in each activity (results from

MOOD)

may or may not engage the

other interlocutors to participate in the talk. In Activity one, Ploy, Champ and Pat – the
major utterance producers – also allowed the others to engage in the talk through the
adoption of heterogloss. In Activity two, although Champ and Pat talked the most, only
Pat‘s heterogloss outnumbered the others. Champ‘s major utterances were bare
assertion, enacting only a few alternative voices from his peers. In Activity three,
although Yam was the major utterance producer, she used heterogloss to a similar
degree as Champ and Deaw. In Activity four, Champ talked the most, and engaged
others to the talk the most as well. Unlike Champ, Ploy did not talk a great deal, but she
produced quite a lot of heterogloss which allowed others to be part of the talk. In
Activity five, Ploy not only talked the most, she also allowed others to negotiate the
reciprocal agreement to complete the task.

The first heterogloss applied is Entertain (projection). The coding of the Heterogloss:
entertain, was adopted from the works of Coffin (2000), Nakamura (2009) and Martin
and White (2005, p. 117). As a result, ‗entertain‘ was coded as representing propositions
as grounded in their own contingent and individual subjective. When participating in the
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discussions, learners projected what they thought, felt or knew during their interactions
to their interlocutors using this technique. Most of the resources found are the clauses ‗I
know‘ and ‗I think‘. The following example shows how learners reported what they
knew or thought in order to allow the other interlocutors to get involved and express
their agreement or disagreement. Consequently, learners can negotiate to reach mutual
agreement or interpretation of the meaning, leading them to collaboratively complete
the task.
Examples from Activity one
Example 1

Ploy

I like this question.

Ploy

What or which sport do you like?

Pat

I think 'what'

Heterogloss: entertain

Pat

because you don‘t choose

Heterogloss: disclaim

(Source Appendix B: exchange 1 Turn 1 Move iii)

Example 2

Yam

ตอนนี ้พวกเราใช้ ไปกี่ข้อแล้ ว
How many answers did we use?

Yam

I think three.

Yam
Deaw

Right Ploy?
We use Bethophen just now….

Deaw

We should keep going ...keep going.

Heterogloss: entertain

Heterogloss: entertain

(Source Appendix B: exchange 12 Turn 1 Move i)

The above examples are from when the learners provided answers to the questions. Pat,
Yam and Deaw projected their thoughts, allowing room for others to negate or disagree
with their answers. The use of the ‗I think‘ clauses signalled that they were not
absolutely confident about their answers.

Example from activity 3
Pat
Deaw
Pat

Next?
Award.
What award?
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Champ

Any award?

Yam

I know..

Yam

It is TV Pool award

Ploy

Anything else?

Champ

Many awards….I know.

Yam

This year he got 4 awards.

Champ

Ok.

Heterogloss: proclaim

Heterogloss: proclaim

(Source Appendix B: exchange 42Turn 1 Move i)

As discussed earlier that in Activity 3, Yam is the major utterance producer as she
provided most of the information about the celebrity that they were working on. She
endorsed her position in the interaction by showing what she knows and allowed others
who did not agree to negate her information by signalling the information that she
obtained is from her knowledge. She did this using the clause ‗I know‘, which does not
have a source of reference.

Secondly, modal verbs were found to be another resource learners employed to
negotiate the meaning and reach agreement in order to complete the task. Learner
employed modality to show suitability (should), probability (will) and necessity (must,
have to, need) through their talk.

Example from Activity two

Champ

Deaw, you use blue.

Pat

No...

Heterogloss: disclaim

Pat

You should use pink.

Heterogloss: entertain

Champ

Hurry up

Ploy

Deaw use dark colour please

Ploy

The paper is yellow

Ploy

We should use dark.

Yam

This one is purple.

Pat

Nice

(Source Appendix B: exchange 15 Turn 1 Move ii)

Heterogloss: entertain
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The above example shows that learners use modality as a semantic resource to negotiate
the use of colour to decorate their poster. Ploys suggested her peers use dark colour by
suggesting the suitability of using dark colour. As a result, Yam and Pat come to
agreement to use dark colour as suggested.

Example from Activity four

Pat

Just make a story.

Yam

I don't play..

Yam

I am shy.

Champ

I am sorry

Champ

Everybody has to be a part.

Deaw

Yes..

Deaw

I am sorry

Ploy

I don‘t want too.

Heterogloss: disclaim

Heterogloss: entertain

Heterogloss: disclaim

(Source Appendix B: exchange 19 Turn 3 Move ii)

The above example shows that the learners discussed the role play. Yam did not want to
participate in the role play, so she told her peers that she does not want to be involved
because she is shy. Champ then interrupted her talk and asserted that everybody needed
to participate in the play as this was part of the teacher‘s instructions. Yam accepted this
and then agreed to participate in the play. This demonstrates how learners negotiate
their roles and participation in the activity by employing modality.
Besides projection and modality, learners provide negation or negate others proposed
information or ideas in order to show opposition or to provide a chance for the
interlocutors to oppose their rejections.

Example from Activity four
Pat

เอาเป็ น นิทานเลยนะ
(Let's make it a fairy tale)

Champ

ไม่เอา
No.

Champ

สันๆ
้ ดีกว่า

Heterogloss: disclaim
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(Short one is better.)
Champ

เดี๋ยวไม่ทนั เวลา

Heterogloss: disclaim

(because we may not make it in time)
(Source Appendix B: exchange 5 Turn 1 Move i)

Learners negotiate the detail of the role play through negation. Pat first suggested a fairy
tale, but Champ negated and proposed to make a shorter role play. Pat and Champ then
agreed to create a short role play.
Example from Activity five
Pat

425 is about employer and employee

Ploy

No…

Heterogloss: disclaim

Ploy

I mean child and parents.

Heterogloss: entertain

Ploy

We can make the case of many childs

Heterogloss: entertain

Champ

Children.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 5 Turn 6 Move ii)

In the above example from Activity 5, while the learners were talking about law codes,
they reached intersubjectivity in negotiating their understanding of the application of the
civil and commercial law code. Deaw understood that her peers were talking about
Section 425 (employer and employee). However, Ploy denied that the law section that
they were talking about was 429 (parents and children). After Ploy clarified the law
code, all participants reach a mutual understanding of the law code that was to be
applied in the activity. This reveals that learners can reach intersubjectivity through the
use of negation.
Apart from negation, learners used counter-expectancy to adjust the other interlocutors‘
expectations and provide alternative choices. All learners employed the counterexpectancy in similar ways. Learners employed counter-expectancy to a limited degree
except throughout Activity 5. In Activity 5, learners repositioned their peers, articulated
others‘ meaning, and negotiated their stances on how to conduct the task.
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Example from Activity five

Champ

...จะเอาประเด็นตามนี ้เลยหรื อว่ายังไงเนี่ย หรื อจะให้ เหลือ
ประเด็นเดียว
(Will you include these points or just
only one point?)

Ploy

no no

Ploy

Only one point is enough

Champ

แต่สองประเด็นนี ้แยกกันไม่ได้ เลยนะ

Heterogloss: entertain
Heterogloss: disclaim

Heterogloss: disclaim

(But these point can‘t be separated)
Deaw

ไม่ไม่

Heterogloss: disclaim

No no..
Deaw

เราแยกได้
We can separate it

Heterogloss: entertain

Ploy

It can

Heterogloss: entertain

Pat

เอาแต่จ้างงานไม่เอากู้ยืมมาไง
Include only employment excluding the
borrowing

(Source Appendix B: exchange 43 Turn 1 Move i)

The example above is taken from when the learners were discussing the number of
points that will be included in the activity. Champ asked whether the group included all
points, but Ploy denied this and asked to include only one point. Then Champ countered
Ploy‘s idea because he believed that the points cannot be separated. Deaw, Ploy and Pat
negated Camp and reconfirmed that the points can be separated. They help each other to
reposition Champ and reach the agreement to separate the point in the law code so that
they can save time and do not include too much legal detail in the task.

In addition to the above example, the second example is taken from Activity 5 also. It
was when the learners were discussing the characters‘ names in the law case.
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Champ
Deaw
Ploy

Do we need the "S" for the Indiana
Jone?
Why don‘t use A B C?
but I think the name is not
important and

Ploy

we will forget it

Ploy

so A B C is better

Champ

Kor kor ko (Thai alphabets)

Yam

Not international.

Heterogloss: entertain

Heterogloss: disclaim

Heterogloss: entertain

Heterogloss: disclaim

(Source Appendix B: exchange 54 Turn 1 Move i)

The learners employed several engagement resources: negation, modality and
counterexpectancy to negotiate their choices in the above example. Deaw suggested
using A B C as the names of the characters. Ploy provided suggestions to the group but
she did not mandate others to follow. Instead she projected her ideas, enacting her
hesitation. Champ then followed his first suggestion (Indiana Jones) by suggested Ko
Kor Kho, but Yam rejected this and pointed out that Thai alphabets are not
international. They repositioned each other and then convinced themselves that the easy
name is better. The group then agreed to select the easy name for the law case.

To sum up, the results of engagement resources show that learners employed several
semantic choices as interactional tools to reveal their positions and to encourage others
to negotiate for their stances. This is another linguistic feature demonstrating how
learners reveal their willingness to engage in the task. The choices enable learners to
negotiate for the intersubjectivity and reciprocal understanding.

6.3 Conclusion
The present study contributes to the understanding of the roles that dialogic talk plays in
learners‘ interaction unfolding how learners enact the roles and their contribution to the
group. From linguistic resources, the choices of

MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTION

and

APPRAISAL

that learners employed demonstrate how they negotiate their role in social interactions.
First, MOOD choices revealed the frequencies of participation of an individual learner,
their grammatical choices and their jointly constructed actions that play vital roles
affecting their Willingness to Communicate. Secondly, through semantic patterning, the
influences of task design, social support, social joint construction of texts, motivating
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shared understanding and the manifestation of learners‘ agency were evident. Lastly,
from learners‘ lexical choices, learners‘ positive attitude towards the task and their
interlocutors were revealed. Moreover, there were also evidence of how learners un
lexical items to indirectly motivate and engage others to involve in the interaction as
well.

The following chapter provides conclusions and applications of the findings in the
classroom for the benefits of learners‘ language learning.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusion and Discussion

7.1 Introduction
This final chapter summarizes and discusses the major findings resulting from the
investigations outlined in Chapter Five and Chapter Six. Drawn from the findings, the
reconceptualized view of EFL learners‘ Willingness to Communicate is proposed in the
first section followed by discussion of contextual factors which may affect learners‘
interaction and their enactment of their willingness to speak through linguistic choices.
The chapter concludes with a discussion of the implications of the findings for English
language learning and teaching and directions for future research in relation to the
exploration of learners‘ interactive behaviour.

7.2 Review of the study and the research questions
This study has identified some of the intricacies of task-driven learner social interaction
in an EFL classroom context over one semester. Through the theoretical frameworks of
sociocultural theory and SFL, the learners‘ interactions during their regular classroom
activities were studied. Results revealed that learners enacted their Willingness to
Communicate through their interaction while working towards the completion of the
assigned tasks. In addition to the individual‘s engagement with others, it was apparent
that other contextual factors affected a learner‘s willingness to engage in a
communicative exchange. As discussed in Chapter Four, this study was designed to
address one overarching research question as well as two sub-questions (outlined
below), and the following concluding argumentation attends to these questions.

How is learner Willingness to Communicate revealed through EFL classroom
interaction from a social-semiotic point of view?
1. What contextual factors influence the learners‘ Willingness to Communicate?
2. How is Willingness to Communicate enacted in the language used by the
learners?
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7.3 Dimensions of EFL learners’ Willingness to
Communicate
With reference to previous studies in the field of second language learning and teaching
reviewed in Chapter Two, the data analysis presented in Chapter Five (task design as a
contextual factor) and Chapter Six (linguistic analysis) of this dissertation reported the
results of the inquiry in connection to the research questions. Previous research findings
have underscored the need to expand the notion of Willingness to Communicate to
include a sociocultural perspective embedded within a linguistics framework, and when
this perspective is considered along with existing SLA theory, an insightful description
of communal behaviour – a set of behaviours that learners exhibit as part of the group
which reflects their Willingness to Communicate – is achieved.
This study emphasizes that in order to better understand a learner‘s contribution to the
tasks and their willingness to engage in the interaction, it is important to examine
language use as dialogic interaction. This claim is supported by the work of Bakhtin
(1986b), who provided an important additional perspective when noting that every
utterance is a link in an unending chain of communication. The dialogic phenomena
identified in the tasks were complex negotiations of shared understanding. In these
instances, the participants‘ interactions were dynamic and, at times, difficult to interpret
as they initiated, prolonged, responded to, and maintained the conversations. Reaching
shared understanding and agreement to complete the shared aims of the task was crucial
as the learners provided assistance to each other in the second language, while at the
same time requiring assistance from others. Hence, the voices of multiple classroom
participants during the complex negotiations testified to their collaboration and
interaction. Thus, in a study of Willingness to Communicate, the focus should not be
solely on individual learners‘ L2 production, but rather on the group of learners who are
engaged in the same learning process.

Having the view that dialogic interaction among learners is a significant contributing
factor to L2 language learning led the researcher of the present study to further
investigate the factors contributing to learner participation in such interactions. The
section below proposes an alternative approach to the way to conceptualise Willingness
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to Communicate. The approach rests dually on Bakhtin‘s notion of dialogue and a
concept of language with a central focus on the socially interactive construction of
meaning. While the traditional view of Willingness to Communicate focused primarily
on a sole learner‘s actions and contributions during a task (see Kang, 2005 and Cao,
2009), the current study views the social construction of meaning as an important aspect
of the social interaction process, one which can influence a learner‘s Willingness to
Communicate. From the point of view of participation-orientation, the attention in this
study shifts from the domain of the individual (sole learner), ‗to the socially interactive
and co-participatory learning interaction‘ (Strauss et al., 2006, p. 187) in which issues
and opinions are discussed, negotiated, analysed and re-analysed by all group members.
The present study‘s proposed reconceptualized view of learner Willingness to
Communicate in an EFL context is that: Viewing the learners‘ interaction in English as
a dialogic process enables this study to reconceptualize the Willingness to
Communicate construct within the EFL classroom context. In addition to the traditional
view that a learner‘s preparedness to talk is both dynamic and situational, it is also the
view of this study that it is a behaviour which is largely responsive to the nature of the
interaction taking place between the interlocutors. As a consequence, any understanding
of the construct and its manifestation must take into account contextual factors such as
the design and implementation of the learning activities, the topics of discussion, the
learner‘s interests and background knowledge, and the interpersonal relationships
between the interlocutors. Indeed, it is these contextual factors, along with the learners‘
dialogic interactions as manifested through their choice of linguistic resources that
enacts their roles and determines the manner in which each learner will enact their
Willingness to Communicate.

Discussion of contextual and linguistic factors informing the new conceptualisation of
Willingness to Communicate are provided below.
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7.3.1 Task design as a contextual factor of Willingness to
Communicate
The findings presented in Chapter Five of this study provided details of how the nature
of each learner‘s participation changed across the five tasks (see section 5.5).
Specifically, elements of the task design were demonstrated to be factors which affected
individual learners‘ contribution to the group interaction. The elements of the task
design were regarded as crucial elements in this study as they enabled the researcher to
understand the learners within a particular setting. As guided by the sociocultural
framework discussed in Chapter Three (Lantolf, 2000b; Wells, 1986; Wells & Claxton,
2006), this idea is also supported by Bakhtin‘s (1990) work on conceptualizing
language. Bakhtin asserted that ‗the study of dialogic is to capture the meaning-making
process and that in order to understand dialogic phenomena no linguistic resource can
be understood apart from its contexts of use, and no single utterance can be considered a
purely individual act‘ (cited in Hall et al., 2005, p. 3). In relation to the social context
analysis of this current study, results presented in Chapter Five revealed that the
elements of the task design can affect the learner‘s contribution to the group interaction.
The investigation of classroom tasks as a context of language use is also incorporated
into the study to provide greater insight into the analysis of linguistic choices.

The influence of the task and the relationship between the elements of the task design
and a learner‘s participation has increasingly become a point of interest in quantitative
and qualitative studies. As discussed in detail in Chapter Two, studies such as Cao
(2006, 2009a), Cao and Philp (2006), and Kang (2005) examine the influence of tasks,
topics of discussion, interlocutor familiarity, background knowledge of the topics and
personal interests, and highlight the effect of each factor on learner interaction. In
addition, as demonstrated in Weaver‘s (2007) study, speaking activities are regarded as
the most consistent mediating factors as they offer learners various levels of control
over what they need to say in a task, which, in turn, influences the degree to which they
are willing to participate in the task.

In relation to the first sub-question, results from the investigation in this study indicate
that elements of task design significantly influence a learner‘s willingness to contribute
to such social learning interactions. The variation in learner contributions across the five
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classroom tasks helped to demonstrate that the nature of the task affects the nature of
the learners‘ interactions. Task design elements including task types, topics of
discussion, interactional settings, and the semiotic mediations (language and other tools)
in the tasks all become potential factors affecting learner engagement, and evidence of
their impact on the group in the present study are evident in the different number of
clauses produced by each learner in each activity, and attitudes of learners towards each
of the elements.
Moreover, this study shows that the task design clearly affected the learners‘
participation. Some of these factors have been the focus of previous studies on
Willingness to Communicate (Cao, 2009a; Cao & Philp, 2006; Kang, 2005; Weaver,
2007), and the findings from the present study both affirm the effect of some situational
factors on learner interaction from previous studies as well as providing

insight into

other contextual factors brought to light in this particular context. Thus, , the application
of the designed task in the classroom and how it may influence learner interaction
should be carefully tested to determine whether the outcomes will serve the expectations
of both learners and teachers, as well as to ensure the optimal conditions for language
learning. This is an area for further investigation in future studies.

In sum, this study has complemented the literature on the study of classroom tasks and
classroom context in three distinct ways. First, unlike the other studies, it argues that all
of the task elements identified in Chapter Five – including task types, topics of
discussion, interactional settings, and meaning-making tools in the tasks – can be
categorized under task design. In turn, these elements comprise the nuance of the task,
combining as complementary factors to affect the learners‘ contribution to the tasks, and
should therefore not be separated. Secondly, as shown in previous chapters, earlier
studies demonstrated that classroom tasks have the potential to influence a learner‘s
interaction, and while this study reaffirms that the elements of the task can affect the
learners‘ interactive behaviours, it also addresses the semiotic factors of influence which
have not been sufficiently highlighted in the Willingness to Communicate literature.
Indeed, the evidence highlights the fact that these semiotic factors play a crucial role in
enhancing the learners‘ contribution to the tasks. Third, this study highlights the
importance of social support in enhancing learner participation. In response to Gibbons
(2006) who argued that designed environments provide a place for contingent
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interaction or contingent support for more capable peers or experts to scaffold learning,
this study argues that the designed environment (e.g. group interactions, task design,
and time allotted), specifically small group interaction, not only provides a context for
interaction, but also shapes the dialogic interaction which affects the learners'
engagement.
The following section discusses in detail each of the factors affecting the learners‘
dialogic interaction in this study.

7.3.1.1 Task types
Each of the five tasks designed by the teacher had its own particular requirement and
called upon the learners to perform particular roles. Moreover, the learners were
presented with a range of topics across the five tasks to examine their motivation and
engagement in different topics. Promoting and valuing learner contributions during
classroom interaction is crucial when examining ‗how meaning becomes socially
constructed and learned‘ (Kahn, 2008, p. 202), and the tasks in this study were integral
to this objective.

Open-ended tasks were selected as a way to examine learner interaction during the
different activities throughout the semester as they place fewer restrictions on the
learning process, and therefore provide more opportunities for the learners to freely
interact. The difficulty and the intricacy of each task was gradually increased from basic
question-and-answer format to the more complicated opinion exchange, which, at times,
also incorporated the application of discipline-specific knowledge. While one of the
tasks aimed to foster comments and discussion by focusing on the learners‘ personal
interests, other tasks demanded that the learners negotiate details and decide upon
decorative styles (for a poster design), collaborate in the construction of a role play, or
discuss knowledge from a particular discipline.

The tasks included in this study exposed the learners to various topics and provided
them with opportunities to engage in a variety of task types relevant to their background
knowledge, interests and future needs. The results reported reveal that each learner was
more engaged in the tasks that related to his/her interests or area of expertise, and, as
such, they provide valuable insight into the nature of task-based L2 learning activities in
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the classroom because they rely on learner Willingness to Communicate and interaction.
Moreover, the results affirms the assertion made by Long (2000) that the relation
between the task and the learners‘ background knowledge, interests and real-world
needs greatly influences their participation in dialogic interaction, and confirms how
important these elements are to effective task-based learning. As a result, when
choosing and assigning in-class tasks to second language learners, the teachers should
take into account these factors.

Although the tasks varied in the degree to which they stimulated particular learners to
engage in the activity, they all provided language exposure and opportunities for L2
production and learner involvement in meaningful ways. On the basis of the positive
attitudes displayed by the learners towards both the tasks and each other, the findings
affirmed results from previous studies concerning the use of classroom tasks (Brooks &
Donato, 1994; Busch, 2006; Ellis, 2003b; Kahn, 2008; Kim, 2009). During the small
group tasks, the learners actively participated by interacting and cooperating with each
other. They were very much engaged in the tasks and this reinforces Weaver‘s (2007)
claim that the task itself can be beneficial to second language learning by fostering
learner interaction.

In this study, an analysis of the language generated by the learners during the various
communicative tasks revealed evidence of interactive language use. Moreover, data
from the interviews supported the learners‘ claims (from interview data) that they
realized the importance of group work interactions and that their interactions assisted
them with vocabulary learning and negotiation for shared understanding, especially with
regard to the matters of discipline-specific knowledge. Furthermore, analysis of the
participants‘ interview responses in relation to their perceptions of, and attitudes to, the
use of communicative tasks revealed positive outcomes, which could further account for
their motivation and participation in the interactive activities.

The discussion topic is also a significant factor impacting learner engagement in
communication, especially in relation to the degree to which they are familiar with the
topic based on their background knowledge and personal interests. During the small
group activity interactions, it was demonstrated that the learners‘ willingness to speak or
engage with the tasks differed according to the topics of discussion. Moreover, the
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results revealed that when the discussion topic shifted within a task, so did the learners‘
engagement in the talk. The dialogue excerpts analysed throughout Chapter Five
revealed that conversation topics can be negotiated and that within one speaking activity
the topic of discussion can change and shift to suit the interlocutors‘ interests. As a
result, the learners‘ interaction patterns can shift within a single discussion. If a
learner‘s negotiation over the topics of talk is successful, the learners tend to participate
more as well.

Analysis of Activity 1, for instance, clearly demonstrates that a learner (in this case,
Yam) becomes more expressive when the discussion topic shifts to suit his or her
personal interest. The impact of the topic can be gauged by the amount of comments
produced by the learners, and the case study of Yam and Deaw explicitly revealed that
during a task, when the discussion shifted to the more causal conversational topics (e.g.
superstars, movies or singers) or were art related (e.g. drawing, colouring, or designing),
they became more engaged. This clearly demonstrates that the topic is one of the factors
affecting a learner‘s contribution during a task. This resonates with previous results
from studies of Willingness to Communicate that argue topic of discussion and learners‘
interests and background knowledge have a great influence on Willingness to
Communicate (Cao & Philp, 2006; Cao, 2009a; Kang, 2005; MacIntyre, 1994; Peng,
2007). When assigning a discussion topic, learners‘ interests, needs, and expertise
should be taken into consideration so that learners‘ interaction can be enhanced and
promoted through talk.

While engaged in social interaction the learners both provide and receive support from
each other, and employ language as a meaning-making tool and as a tool to mediate
their thinking. In light of this, the following sections will focus on how the support from
group members can be seen as a type of social support, and how language and other
artefacts such as physical tools assist learners to shape meaning and complete the tasks.
As a result, interactions of learners in small group works will be highlighted as another
aspect of the task to which careful consideration should be given.
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7.3.1.2 Group work as interactional setting
Actual second language use was enhanced through small group interaction (Lightbown
& Spada, 2006; Ur, 1996). According to MacIntyre et al. (1998), productive language
learning programs must create communication opportunities for students to develop
their bilingual skills. While this claim is based on the premise that there is learner
Willingness to Communicate, the authors believe that providing learners with
opportunities for L2 interaction increases their actual second language use as a result of
their willingness to engage in the interaction in a second language. In relation to this
claim, the present study also reported the significance of group work interaction to the
investigation of the learners‘ engagement. Indeed, group work as an interactional setting
is regarded as an important contextual factor. The results of the present study indicate
that through group work learners tend to be more willing to interact when they are
stimulated by other group members. Moreover, other empirical studies provide evidence
of the benefits of group work in enhancing learner participation (Cao & Philp, 2006;
McDonough, 2004). Furthermore, the use of small group interaction is supported by
studies in sociocultural theory. In an examination of group work, the study of Marr
(1997) reviewed in Chapter Two claims that the effectiveness of cooperative learning is
crucial in promoting learner engagement in the tasks and in creating a cooperative
learning atmosphere or sociocultural obligation and responsibility.
In relation to this study, working in a small group setting provided the necessary
environment to support learner collaboration. The learners discussed, brainstormed and
solved problems together in order to drive the task towards completion. This echoes the
significant point regarding the role of group work made in the work of Herazo (2002),
that ‗from the communicative stance, group work can be seen as the foremost
opportunity for the learner's engagement in the co-construction of talk, or participation
in collaborative discourse construction, where joint activity may result in the creation of
communicatively functional pieces of discourse‘ (p. 62). Lantolf (2000b) also supports
the view that small group work fosters collaborative knowledge building and greater
interaction among the group members because of the centrality of peer collaborative
dialogue in such work (p.80). He also asserts that the usual unfolding of collaboration
dialogue can provide a full understanding of cooperative group work and how
cooperative efforts generate a number of problem-solving strategies. This, in turn,
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reinforces the notion that the learners‘ participation in the task affects their willingness
to be a cooperative group member, and that the Willingness to Communicate of
individual learners can be fostered by cooperative group work activities.

In relation to the concept of Willingness to Communicate, group work interaction in
ESL or EFL classrooms can be a significant factor affecting the learners‘ engagement or
their contribution to the tasks. In addition, the use of small groups in the ESL or EFL
contexts creates a place for learners to interact dialogically and can be crucial to the
practice of learners motivating each other to talk. In turn, this creates opportunities for
the learners to interact in the second language, a point which will receive further
elaboration later in this chapter.

7.3.1.3 Semiotic mediations: language and other tools
As discussed in Chapter Three, studies of semiotic mediation claim language to be the
greatest mediational tool among all other artefacts (Lantolf, 2000b; Wells, 1992, 2007).
Although classroom talk is a major psychological tool which plays a significant role
during learner interactions in this study, the role of other meaning-making tools was
also evident as an important factor among the findings in this study. While the learners
were collaborating on the tasks, their talk revealed that they provided and received
support from each other, enabling them to complete all the tasks (see section 5.6). In
addition, other mediational tools available in each task showed their effects on the
learners‘ participation and were integral to the process of shared understanding and
meaning negotiation. Donato and Lantolf (1990) claim that by engaging in a joint
problem-solving activity, ‗cognitive processes are believed to be derived and constituted
dialogically while participants interact‘ (p.85). In such interaction, language becomes a
means of making meaning and a cognitive tool. When the learners experienced
difficulties in accomplishing the tasks, they provided assistance to each other by way of
co-constructing texts, repairing each other‘s utterances and negotiating shared
understanding, and by engaging others to contribute to the tasks (Swain & Lapkin,
1998). In addition, evidence in Chapter Five shows that learners provided various forms
of assistance to their interlocutors. For example, Champ, a more capable learner,
provided help to others when they experienced difficulties with a particular lexical item
in English or understanding legal terminology. As a result, the other interlocutors could
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initiate the talk, continue their talk, respond to others and remain part of the sustained
interaction with the help from each other.

While working in such joint activities, collaborative talk is regarded, in this study, as
social support that learners provide to each other to enhance and mediate their
interactions. Thus, the collaborative talk by the learners confirms the claims made in the
studies of Naughton (2006), Tulung (2008) and particularly, Jones (2001), who writes
that ‗talk plays a crucial role in mediating learning‘ (p. 81). The verbal interaction
which is claimed in various studies to be an essential element in learning (Danli, 2008;
Donato, 1994; Storch, 1999; Wells, 1999) was also evident in this study. In particular, it
becomes obvious that not only does dialogic interaction enable the group to progress
with the tasks, but the supportive interaction can also affect the learners‘ contribution to
the group interaction. In this particular study supportive interaction or peer assistance
through talk is considered a mediational tool with a range of functions: facilitating the
communicative exchange while negotiating for mutual understanding; providing
additional information; correcting each other‘s talk; and building on each other‘s
proposed ideas (as co-construction of ideas) as shown earlier in the learners‘ utterances.
The explicit link between the findings of the study and the theory of language
underpinning the study, as well as the link between these elements and the notion of
Willingness to Communicate, have been addressed in Chapters 5 and 6). These
collaborative talk features are an important form of social support which learners
provide to each other to stimulate or maintain their participation. Indeed, such talk
features are regarded as a crucial element to the group work dynamic and support the
claim made by Swain (2000) that collaborative dialogue – which she defines as
‗dialogue in which speakers are engaged in problem solving and knowledge building‘
(p.102) – plays a crucial role in language learning. As a result, when analysing the
learners‘ linguistic selections (see Chapter Six), evidence of their collaborative dialogue
use also demonstrates a form of social support which learners provide to each other,
both to continue towards the completion of the task, as well as to foster each other‘s
participation in the interaction.

In contrast to the use of collaborative talk in English, the use of first language can be a
potential interference to a learner‘s participation in the target language, as well as result
in L2 avoidance during the group interaction. This study found, however, that first
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language use during learner interaction can function as a springboard for the learners
and can assist them to continue to interact in English, as well as to mediate their
interaction when they find it difficult to maintain the dialogue (see section 5.6). As
asserted in many studies, the learners‘ first language – in this case Thai – can be used to
ensure communication between participants (Lantolf, 2000b; Long & Porter, 1985;
Swain & Lapkin, 1998; Wells, 1999)
Cumming (1990) also highlighted the important role of the learner‘s first language in
mediating L2 interaction when they are searching for the suitable word to use to make a
comment in English. In relation to Cumming‘s work in Chapter Two, learners in this
study also switched back to Thai when they experienced trouble finding a suitable word
that translated appropriately from their first language into English, or when they were
having difficulty understanding the English wording. The findings in Chapter also show
that learners use Thai as another language tool to ask for assistance and to provide help
to each other during group interactions.

In addition to verbal mediation, other forms of mediations (other meaning-making tools
apart from language) also play a crucial role in learner interaction. Hasan (2002)
suggests that there are events when both material and verbal actions co-occur, albeit
that this co-occurrence can take place in different ways. One form is when language is
used to aid in performing the material activity, while an alternative form takes place
when the verbal and material actions run side by side without either being relevant to
the other. In relation to this study, the verbal and material mediations were woven
together and supported each other throughout the interaction. Through speaking, the
learners worked collaboratively towards the completion of the task, while their
interaction with the task materials also mediated the meaning-making process.

As discussed earlier in Chapter Three, language is one of many meaning-making
resource (Halliday, 1978), incorporating the visual, acoustic and kinetic. Moreover, it is
evident that the participants in this study employed several communicative strategies:
meaning replacement and reference to physical tools. The use of these resources
suggests that other physical tools also play a crucial role in the meaning-making
process. The other physical tools were evident as significant mediations the learners
employed to make their meaning while they were interacting with each other. This was
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primarily due to the variations in the task requirements and the tools available in each
task.

Physical tools, for instance, enabled the learners to appropriately complete the map
drawing and poster decoration tasks. Incorporated with the verbal mediations were
visual aids which were used by the group members as a meaning-making resource
during their interaction. The aids enabled the learners to complete the artwork task in
particular, as well as operating as tools through which the learners could negotiate
meaning. Moreover, the physical mediational tools available in the tasks such as the
colour board, poster, pencil colours, song, pictures of tourist destinations, magazines,
and the Civil and Commercial Law Code were provided to the learners to stimulate
ideas or to generate interaction. The availability of physical tools in this study,
therefore, affirms the results from previous studies on classroom interactions (see
section 2.2) that they can be positively employed to mediate language learning in either
spoken or written tasks. Indeed, the tools can be used as language resources, and, as a
result, can shape the activity and learner interaction (Gutierrez, 2006; Hampel, 2003;
Nah, White, & Sussex, 2008; Teresacerratto & Olaknutsson, 2007). This study in
particular, however, contributes to the studies basing on a previous version of the
Willingness to Communicate model according to which contextual factors like task
design with the use of physical tools can affect learners‘ engagement in the tasks.
Therefore, the role of physical tools as semiotic mediation available in the tasks should
be further investigated since it is a new area of investigation in the field of Willingness
to Communicate that have not yet been investigated in-depth in previous studies.

In relation to the implications for language learning, the results suggest it is important
for teachers and curriculum developers to explore how language and other semiotic
systems can be used as tools to benefit learners. Moreover, the significance of
multimodal resources to language learning is also highlighted by Short (1992) who
suggests that multimodal resources facilitate participation in communicative interaction
as the meaning-making process can be drawn from more than one semiotic system. To
enable effective communication in the classroom, therefore, multiple types of tools
should be made available to learners as they interact with each other.
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This following section provides a detailed discussion of the results reported in Chapter
Six. The focus now shifts to the learners‘ linguistic choices which enacted their
Willingness to Communicate during small group interaction.

7.3.2 Linguistic dimensions of EFL learners’ Willingness to
Communicate
The following information summarizes the findings pertaining to the learners‘ linguistic
choices which help in understanding the nature of learner participation in dialogue,
learners‘ positions and roles in the tasks and their behaviours revealing their
Willingness to Communicate with others.
In relation to the second research question, it can be assumed that a learner‘s
Willingness to Communicate is enacted in the interpersonal metafunctions of their
linguistic resources. When using language during the tasks the learners enacted their
willingness to engage in the tasks through the various roles that were affected by other
contextual factors. This study argues that when engaging in social interaction, learners
(speakers and listeners) are active participants moving the conversation onwards as a
part of the ongoing dialogue at an interpersonal level. The role of interlocutors, both
speakers and listeners, is then considered as they are seen as active interactants who can
influence each other‘s talk in the ongoing dialogue. In light of this, ‗the meaning
making is intrinsically dialogic, constructed over time‘ (Wells, 2009, p. 269) as learners
negotiate their stances. The various learners‘ roles during the interaction were identified
through their linguistic expressions. The diversity of role selection in this present study
reveals that the role selection may be affected by other interlocutors when learners
engage in dialogic interaction. Moraes (1996) suggests that participating in dialogue
means engaging in a productive means of language use. She states

that when

participating in a dialogic interaction, ‗the process of thinking is never an isolated
process because the other is always existent and therefore, communication and thinking
are dialogue in essence‘ (p. 104). Hence, as the conversation progresses, learners may
employ various roles depending on the situation and the feedback they receive, and/or
what they want to reflect. With respect to diversity of roles within interpersonal
relations, one can see things differently from different angles (Holquist, 1990). As a
result, by engaging in dialogic interaction, learners can work together by accepting and
reflecting on each other‘s views.
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In relation to the notion of dialogism discussed in Chapter Three (see section 3.2.3), the
role of dialogic interaction has shed light on the importance of the individual learner‘s
engagement and its effects on L2 pedagogy. In dynamic group interaction, learners
establish intersubjectivity to set up interactive conditions which encourage each other to
make their thinking visible, and to provide or seek support from each other in response
to what they hear (Kahn, 2008). The analysis of the present study sought to identify
grammatical choices, semantic patterns and lexical choices to describe each
participant‘s reactions, social roles and their attitudes towards each other and the tasks
in order to describe the nature of their interactive and communal behaviour.

The analysis also suggests that the roles they enact are social in nature, creating
relations of learner agency, collaboration, or support throughout the tasks. Table 32
provides an overall summary of the communal behaviours found to affect the learners‘
contributions to the task during their interaction. The findings from the linguistic
analysis provide a different view of the Willingness to Communicate construct from
previous studies (Cao, 2009a; Chu, 2008; Espinosa, 2007; Kumiko, 2008; Lu & Hsu,
2008). None of these previous studies combines complementary social and linguistic
frameworks to view the learners‘ dialogic interactions.

Most of the reported findings focus only on individual learners as utterance producers.
This study views the Willingness to Communicate construct as dynamic and flexible,
influenced by linguistic choices and other physical tools during the process of
interaction. In relation to the L2 learning context, it is important to highlight the roles
which reflect the communal behaviours helping to maintain the conversation and
driving the group tasks towards completion. The linguistic analysis conducted in this
study and the new dimension to Willingness to Communicate emerging

from it

significantly contributes to the field as they enable the researcher to reveal the
communal behaviours engaged in by learners as a group during their interaction. Such
interacting behaviours can influence the speakers and/or their interlocutors‘ Willingness
to Communicate. To illustrate this view, the linguistic dimensions of Willingness to
Communicate identified from linguistic resources were seen to foster other‘s
interactions throughout the tasks. Table 32 below provides descriptions of communal
behaviours which learners employ throughout their interactions which may reflect their
Willingness to Communicate from a linguistic perspective
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Linguistic Dimension of Willingness to Communicate
Communal behaviours
Fostering a cooperative
atmosphere

Encouraging talk

Relation to WTC
Encouraging mutual
engagement or contribution
from others

Linguistic enactment
- MOOD (vocatives)

Examples
- Ploy: Yam (….) you speak something
- Ploy: Champ... think of other things please.

Maintaining a positive working - MOOD (positive polarity)
atmosphere
- SPEECH FUNCTION (positive
reacting move)
- APPRAISAL (affect+ and/ or
judgment+)

- Yam: Yes

Initiating ideas or demanding
feedback or elaboration from
other as stimulation of the talk

- Champ: What kind of sports do you like?

- MOOD (Wh/Polar interrogative,
imperative, declarative)
- SPEECH FUNCTION (opening and/or
rejoinder move)

- Ploy: I agree with you
- Ploy: I like this question

- Ploy: I think wrongful act is easier than the
criminal
- Yam: Why?

Providing support to other
group members

Prolonging one‘s own talk to
provide more information to
the interlocutors so that they
can more fully understanding
what is being said and to react
accordingly.

- MOOD (declaratives, minor)
- SPEECH FUNCTION (continuing
move)

Champ Do you know composer?
Champ Like Beethoven.
Champ I like Mozart…Mozart
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(Use of L1)
Yam: Ai-rai a Syrup?
Champ : Nam cherm (In L1)

Reacting to the previous
utterances to provide support
when they have difficulties
using L2, enabling
interlocutors to maintain the
dialogue

- MOOD (declarative, minor)
- SPEECH FUNCTION (reacting move
and /or rejoining move)

Engaging joint
construction of the text

Developing others‘ utterances
by on building on ideas and
information as a process of
collaboratively completing the
group tasks

- MOOD (declarative, imperative,
minor)
- SPEECH FUNCTION (reacting move)

(Learners helped each other developing the
talk about ะhe death of John Lennon)
Ploy: It‘s sad
Ploy: Because he is murdered.
Champ: He is killed when he walk down the
street.
Pat: That‘s sad

Negotiating mutual
understandings

Negotiating for the shared
meaning by negating and/ or
tracking for elaboration,
clarification, and confirmation

- MOOD (wh/polar interrogative,
declarative, negation)
- SPEECH FUNCTION (reacting and/or
tracking move)

Ploy
Ploy
Yam
Yam
Pat
Yam
Yam

Engaging others to
negotiate their positions

Enabling others to negotiate
their positions or stances.
These resources can stimulate
others to be a part in the talk
by providing feedback.

- APPRAISAL (heterogloss: disclaim,
proclaim, entertain, attribute)

- Ploy: I think we can change the topic.
- Yam: But I don’t want to say
- Deaw: The teacher said that we have to
present today.

(Repair)
Yam: I like cash
Pat: Clash

Table 32: Linguistic dimension of EFL learner’ Willingness to Communicate enactment

How was it?
Do you like it?
It‘s sad.
The story is strange between friends.
What do you mean?
Friends and friends love each other.
I don‘t like.
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7.3.2.1 Fostering a cooperative atmosphere
Results reported in Chapter Six (see section 6.2.2.1) indicate that throughout all five
tasks the learners attempted to foster a cooperative working atmosphere. This resulted in
the learners maintaining and stimulating each other‘s willingness to engage in the tasks.

The results show that a cooperative group work atmosphere can be fostered by simply
nominating others to talk. On a number of occasions, a particular participant was
directly nominated by one of the other interlocutors to answer a question, provide
feedback, or comply with a demand. This type of nomination during the group
interaction process fosters the peer cooperation dynamic and can therefore directly
affect the level of participation by learners.
Ploy: Yam … you speak something. (Source Appendix B: exchange 14 Turn 1 Move i)
Ploy: Champ ... think of other things please. (Source Appendix B: exchange 28 Turn 1 Move i)
Yam: Deaw Next question please. (Source Appendix B: exchange 25 Turn 1 Move i)
Deaw: Champ Is it criminal law? (Source Appendix B: exchange 3 Turn 1 Move i)

From the above examples it is evident that Ploy, Yam and Deaw not only participated in
the interaction, but they also imposed a requirement on a nominated interlocutor to
respond to their utterances, whether to comply with demands, answer questions or
provide feedback. The significance of such linguistic choices is that they not only
demonstrate Willingness to Communicate, but also a willingness to create a
communicative exchange. In turn, this can increase the other interlocutors‘ level of
participation as they are assigned a particular role. Although it is also the choice of the
interlocutor as to whether they comply with the previous utterances, such nominations
can be resources which learners directly employ to foster each other‘s production of
English as well as their own contribution to the tasks. In addition, this affirms that all
five learners are valuable members of the group and that their contributions are valued.

Moreover, during the tasks learners not only engaged other learners in the task, they
also assigned them roles and responsibilities through such processes as asking
questions, or asking for opinions, advice or help. These linguistic choices can be
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employed directly to allocate duties and to provide an opportunity for others to engage
and participate, as well as to foster a cooperative working atmosphere.

Moreover, to encourage others to engage and provide support to the group, maintaining
a positive working atmosphere is significant in fostering cooperative group work. The
responding moves that learners produced revealed their Willingness to Communicate
during the tasks. This is evident in the way that the responding moves were produced to
develop each other‘s talk (prolonging the conversation), or to reply to the opening
moves by showing their agreement or disagreement. As the evidence in Chapter 6 (see
section 6.2.2) demonstrates, some of the responding moves produced were quite
subjective as learners responded to the talk that they agreed or disagreed with. The
learners‘ positive reactions were evidence of their positive positions throughout the five
tasks. This revealed that learners did not attempt to negate each others‘ ideas directly,
but tended to employ other resources in order to negotiate their position. While this can
be regarded as a typical feature of talk in the EFL context due to the participant‘s
culturally-driven inclination to avoid embarrassing others, and to show consideration to
others‘ contribution to the task (Chu, 2008; Hashinmoto, 2002; Wattanakul, 2001), it
also can directly affect the EFL learners‘ willingness to remain in the interaction.

7.3.2.2 Encouraging talk
Encouraging talk from others is not only direct evidence of one‘s willingness to talk
during the task, it is also an action affecting other learners‘ preparedness to provide a
response or feedback to an utterance. Due to the nature of assertiveness, the other
interlocutors are assigned a role in response. As shown in the excerpt below, Ploy
initiated the interaction first by asking a question regarding her interlocutors‘ future
careers. By doing this, she received responses from the others in the group.

Ploy
Pat
Deaw
Ploy
Deaw
Yam
Ploy

What do you want to be?
__Lawer something like that
__A police
Why?
a Forestic police
__Lawyer just a lawyer
I wanna be a lawyer too..

(Source Appendix B: exchange 20 Turn 1 Move i)
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Consequently, Ploy‘s question not only reveals her willingness to interact, but it also
encourages the others to engage with her as well (see section 6.2.2.2 for more
examples).

According to the traditional perception of Willingness to Communicate, assertiveness is
the main indicator of a learners‘ engagement as it is an obvious demonstration of a
learner‘s willingness to interact (MacIntyre, 1998). Evidence of learners expressing
their assertiveness is also presented in this study. From the linguistic analysis, learners
who are willing to take the assertive roles employed grammatical choices to inform their
ideas or to provide information to the group. These choices are not only functioning as
the opening stage of the exchange (as in other studies), they are also tracking choices
which can be used to check for clarification and confirmation, as well as negotiate for
reciprocal understanding. The

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis provides further insights into

assertiveness as a participation indicator as it sheds light on how it is enacted beyond
the initiation of the dialogue exchanges into subsequent reactions. Thus, the interactive
moment is extended. In turn, this study proposes that the new conceptualization of
assertiveness in the notion of Willingness to Communicate should not be limited to the
initiating stage, but must also include the clarification and confirmation to reflect a
learners‘ assertiveness or eagerness to interact.

7.3.2.3 Providing social support to group members
Apart from encouraging others‘ talk, speakers can provide support to the interlocutors
by providing more information or elaborations of their own talk (see section 6.2.2.2).
The

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis revealed that the speakers employed continuing roles to

clarify what they had said, add information, or provide alternatives (Eggins & Slade,
2004). These are supports which the speakers provide to their interlocutors when the
listeners have difficulty understanding the content of the talk, or when they did not get a
response or feedback from the interlocutors. These choices directly affect both speakers‘
and listeners‘ willingness to engage in the interactions, because the speakers who speak
more tend to get feedback from the listeners.

In addition, support can come from other group members as well as they react to the
talk of the previous utterances in order to repair, clarify, add information, and suggest
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alternatives to the proposed ideas. Hence, reactions from the other interlocutors can
also facilitate the group members‘ incorporation into the group and maintain their active
participation during the completion of the tasks.

The excerpt below shows that Deaw reacts to the question initiated by Yam by repairing
the question so that the other interlocutors can understand the question and respond to it
correctly.

Yam Do you like drink milk?
Ploy

What what…?

Deaw Do you like to drink milk?
Ploy

Yeah.

Ploy

I like some.

Ploy

I like fresh milk.

(Source Appendix B: exchange 41 Turn 1 Move i)

For more examples of the forms of support the learners provided to each other in this
study see Chapter Five (see section 5.6).

Support from another interlocutor may create a positive and supportive working
atmosphere in the group. Results in Chapter Six (see section 6.2.2.3) reveal that the
more the learners expressed positive attitudes, the greater was their willingness to
interact. It is worth noting that although this study employed a different research
approach to the study of learner perceptions during interaction, it nonetheless reaffirms
findings from previous studies (Cao, 2006; Cao & Philp, 2006; Kang, 2005). In
addition, the lexical choices of the learners also identified their views towards the
interaction setting, the tasks, the topics of discussion, as well as their interpersonal
relationships. The findings suggest that the learners‘ attitudes also affected their degree
of participation (see section 6.2.2.3). The learners expressed their positive attitude to the
contextual setting and revealed their positive interpersonal relationships, demonstrating
that they tended to engage more in a positive working environment. The learners talked
more when they spoke about particular topics of interest, as well as when they teased
their peers or provided them with support. As a result, the individual learner‘s attitude
while working on the five tasks can directly affect his/her willingness to interact.
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The process of learners collaborating with each other to complete the task can directly
influence the level of learner participation during the task. Moreover, providing support
to other group members can be a mechanism to maintain a positive atmosphere so that
all learners can comfortably interact and continue to participate in the tasks. Claims that
social support plays an important role in driving the interaction among participants
during group tasks have also been made in other studies (Baker & MacIntyre, 2000;
Cao, 2009a). As a result, allowing for the provision of social support among the group
members while working on a task should be given serious consideration in order to
foster greater learner collaboration.

7.3.2.4 Engaging in joint construction of text
A significant linguistic function which may take place when the learners collaborate to
complete the designated task is joint construction of the talk or text (see section 6.2.2.3).
Moreover, joint construction can be a key indicator of Willingness to Communicate.
Although the findings demonstrate that reactions were used to a great extent by the
learners as a source of support for each other, the talk also functioned as a resource
employed by learners to engage in the co-construction of spoken text, written texts, role
play and poster design.
When reacting to previous utterances, the learners build on each other‘s ideas and coconstruct the dialogue process. Not only does this process generate new ideas and aid in
the completion of the tasks, the reactions of the learners reveal their willingness to
participate in the communicative process. In this way, learners who develop others‘ talk
make explicit their willingness to interrupt the talk or to build upon the ideas delivered
during the dialogue.
Furthermore, learners not only develop others‘ talk within the collaborative construct of
the task, they also provide other types of responses, either to support or to contradict the
previous ideas

through responses such as answering questions, acknowledging,

agreeing, disagreeing, denying and contradicting. Results of this study suggest that
reactions are an additional mechanism used by learners to enact their willingness to
cooperate with their peers through dialogic interaction, a claim supported in the work
conducted by Kahn (2008), and Wells and Arauz (2006). Although the learners may not
take an assertive role, they can actively participate in the tasks by undertaking a
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supporting role. On the basis of this, the supporting and reacting roles of the participants
provide a broader scope to the more traditional view of the Willingness to Communicate
construct.

7.3.2.5 Reaching mutual understanding
While participating in group work activities the learners collaborate with each other as
well as reach a consensus regarding what to do and what process to follow. As a result,
the learners negotiate their ideas and their positions in order to complete the tasks in a
way that is acceptable to all learners. In order for the group members to reach a mutual
understanding, they have to negotiate with each other by employing various linguistic
resources (see section 6.2.2.4). As a result, they undertake various approaches during
their interactions (see section 6.2.2.5).
First, in relation to the group interaction, learners negotiate for inter-subjectivity –
shared understanding between interlocutors – which is crucial for learners to maintain
the interaction as well as to continue to contribute to the tasks. McGroarty (1993)
suggests that intersubjectivity is crucial to the group work process:
When working with each other in trying to solve a problem, come to a
consensus, or complete a multi-step activity, learners must be sure they
understand their partners and make their own meaning clear. They can see the
result of misunderstanding at once, and so must correct themselves or their
partner immediately in order to carry on the activity (p. 31).
Results reported in Chapters Five and Six show that learners negotiated meaning and
position throughout all the activities. In turn, it is this process which is most likely to
lead to a satisfying outcome for all group members (Wells, 1986). Although the
linguistic resources indicate that inter-subjectivity is evident throughout the interactions
as they take turns to speak (see section 6.2.2.4), it is not only the process of negotiating
shared understanding which adds creativity to the tasks, but also the variations in the
learners‘ perspectives on the topics and the process of conducting the tasks. As a result,
the learners tend to continue their talk and encourage reactions from others as variations
in perspective require negotiation so that mutual understanding can be reached (Kahn,
2008; Wells & Arauz, 2006; Wells & Claxton, 2006).
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Throughout this study the learners employed various resources (e.g. linguistic and
physical tools) to reach inter-subjectivity, as well as to negotiate their positions in the
interactions. Learners asked questions, checked information and clarified remarks made
by each other during the interaction. They revealed that when they had difficulties
understanding the point being made or were uncertain about the given information, they
were prepared to seek answers. Consequently, the learners reached shared
understanding on most of the topics discussed.

When trying to reach mutual understanding, learners employ various roles during the
negotiating process (see section 6.2.2.5). To illustrate the point, in Activity two, while
the learners were negotiating the name of the shopping mall, a learner could be both an
initiator of an idea and later on within the same exchange he/she might undertake a
reacting role. In regard to all five activities in the present study, the results revealed that
the learners undertook different roles, demonstrating just how dynamic this element is
across a range of activities. The various roles undertaken by the learners in an activity
reveal their willingness or intention to participate in the tasks. As a result, a learner‘s
Willingness to Communicate should not be limited to an analysis of their role as the
main speaker, but should also take into account when they provide support and react to
others, as well as to how they switch roles throughout the interaction.
Wells and Arauz (2006) also found that learners take up roles as both speakers and
listeners in the interaction, which indicates their active engagement in the group work:
The interactants must be willing and able to switch roles in a reciprocal
manner, each proposing a topic that the other treats as the current focus of
joint attention and as the basis for a relevantly related contribution of his or
her own (p. 384).
The above claim suggests that an individual‘s interactive role can vary across different
situations. In relation to the reported results in Chapters Five and Six, details of both the
grammatical choices and the semantic patterns reveal that the majority of the learners‘
choices vary across all five activities as they enact different roles. Moreover, learners
who appear to be less willing to engage in one task can be the most willing to engage in
another task. Therefore, contextual factors can obviously have an impact on a learner‘s
engagement during a learning activity.
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The learners‘ lexical choices also reveal their roles in the interaction. Learners who
employed evaluative lexical choices tended to adopt the role of appraiser by expressing
their personal emotions, making evaluations or by judging peers‘ behaviour. In turn, the
choices show their contribution to the task as an evaluator of the task that they were
working on. The role of evaluator, however, is not always easy for learners in an EFL
context (McDonough, 2004; McDonough & Chaikitmongkol, 2007). It was previously
reported that learners tried their best to maintain a positive working atmosphere in the
group. Though providing a negative evaluation could affect the group dynamic and
collaborative processes, learners employed various resources to provide direct
evaluation with minimal impact on the group work, all of which could be very
challenging when interacting in a foreign language.

7.3.2.6 Engaging others to negotiate their positions
Learners in this study not only directly engaged their interlocutors to participate in the
interaction, but also to enact their views in linguistic resources which was able to
indirectly encourage the interlocutors to react to the talk (see section 6.2.3).
Another finding relevant to the notion of Willingness to Communicate is the
opportunity or room which learners provide for their interlocutors to engage in the talk
and to negotiate their utterances. Linguistic resources that engage multiple voices or
alternations from others can affect the interlocutors‘ willingness to talk due to their
engaging nature. Encouraging other interlocutors to participate in the process of
negotiating their own position or stimulating them to speak can affect the degree to
which they interact. As these linguistic resources are stimulatory in nature, the degree to
which they are used can directly affect the learners‘ participation without directly
engaging them, as through the use of nomination, or when asking questions.

Findings presented in Chapter Six reveal that during the group work interactions the
learners not only position themselves through their talk, they also motivate others to
negotiate their stance. The interlocutors may want to state their position, agree, or
disagree with the speaker‘s stance, and there was clear evidence of the learners
stimulating each other through their talk. As a result, these language choices can
directly affect how learners position their voice during the talk as well as how they
negotiate their positions in the task.
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In addition to Bakhtin, more recent researchers like Wells (2002) and Hasan (2002) also
propose that a classroom context which attempts to address ‗the challenge of drawing
all learners into the activity of learning is worth creating. The benefit of such a design is
that it can bring the voices of the learners into the classroom.‘ (p.125) In relation to
previous studies in English language teaching and learning in a Thai context, there is the
common claim that the challenge remains to create a setting which invites many learner
voices into the class (McDonough, 2004; Wattanakul, 2001; Wongsothorm, 2001a). In
turn, doing group work activities encourages the learners to engage in interaction or to
stimulate participation from others and, as the research findings reveal, they may take
up the challenge of incorporating multiple voices from the group members into the
production of the task through the use of their linguistic resources.

The aforementioned claims relating to the role of the linguistic choices made by the
learners in the study are given further weight by the results presented in the study
conducted by Mappling (2006). When examining the negotiation process of
understanding and being understood which takes place during social interactions,
Mappling reveals that the linguistic resources which engaged others in dialogue or
which stimulated the communicative exchange significantly affect the social interaction
process. Subsequently, although the linguistic data from Mappling‘s work are based
upon a different theoretical framework, they nonetheless reinforce the findings of this
study.

Moreover, when learners were attempting to engage others to enter into the talk, this
study found that a particular type of language choice could indirectly encourage
participation in the communicative exchange, or that implicitly stimulating an action or
response can impact on the interlocutor‘s level of interaction in the group activity. This
is because the responses or feedback provided by the interlocutor reflects the
collaborative role that they have taken in the process of brainstorming, negotiation and
discussion to promote the completion of the task.

In summary, presented above are the key findings taken up in this final chapter.
Included were reflections on the research process and outcomes, and concluding
remarks detailing how the findings may be significant to the notion of Willingness to
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Communicate in relation to second language learning. Because participating in
communal behaviour engages the learner as part of a group, the linguistic choices and
roles which the learner undertakes during interaction directly affects their participation.
Based on the findings reported in this study (together with those of previous studies), it
can be concluded that dialogic interaction occurring within a communicative task in a
classroom environment is a valuable and effective way to promote meaning negotiation
and language production as learners participation can be fostered and stimulated.

7.4 Implications of the study
There are two major implications for the field of language learning generated from the
current study, particularly in relation to theory and research and L2 pedagogy in the
EFL context.

First, in relation to the theoretical implications, this study is the first attempt to present a
perspective of Willingness to Communicate combining sociocultural theory with
linguistic theory (SFL). In doing so, it aims to provide a different perception of the
Willingness to Communicate construct and to respond to the increasing interest in the
phenomenon being shown in recent studies. This study aims to contribute to an
understanding of the field by examining the relevant contextual factors which have not
been explained in previous studies. In turn, by applying multi-faceted frameworks to the
Willingness to Communicate phenomenon, this study works towards the provision of
suitable answers to the research questions. Furthermore, while this study recognizes that
more detailed work needs to be done on this issue, the underlying dual theoretical
framework enables the researcher to successfully examine the learning context and the
learners‘ dialogic interaction well enough to provide answers to the research questions
at this preliminary research stage.
Secondly, the pedagogical implications concern the contributions to learners‘ oral
production enacted in their willingness to talk, and the on-going reflection about the
factors contributing to a learner‘s Willingness to Communicate. This study brings to
light the notion that Willingness to Communicate is highly integral to the language
learning development process. When interpreted from within the sociocultural
theoretical perspective, the findings reinforce the potential benefits of learners‘ semiotic
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mediations. This study is not designed to simply introduce a new concept to L2 learning
in the EFL context. Its intention is to promote the use of small group activities in order
to facilitate meaningful communication and to promote learners participation during the
task so as to benefit language learning. In this present study, the semiotic mediations
(both language and physical materials) enable learners to move towards the completion
of their task while their dialogic interactions reveal the contributing factors affecting
their willingness to participate in the task.
As Oxford (2001) contends, ‗each instance of L2 use is an opportunity for more L2
learning‘ (p.364). This researcher also considers enhanced verbalization for EFL
learners as a conduit that may increase opportunities for acquisition, and thus contribute
to further language learning. This interaction process can assist L2 learners to continue
moving forward and increase their verbal production with each other. The significant
role of dialogic interaction as a facilitator of learning is in line with sociocultural theory
(Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1985). In addition, the more verbal outputs from the learners
the more they can be encouraged to participate in higher levels of interaction.

Teachers and learners should therefore be aware of the importance of the individual
learner‘s Willingness to Communicate, as well as interlocutors‘ contribution during the
learning process. In relation to this study, the findings presented provide an informed
insight into the contextual factors, especially task design, affecting a learner‘s
engagement as well as their dialogic behaviour. As a result, when teachers assign a task
to learners, a task design promoting learner interaction and the production of the target
language should be taken into consideration. For learners, it is crucial that they
acknowledge the importance of their own, and their interlocutors‘ Willingness to
Communicate and how beneficial it can be to English language learning.
In addition to an awareness of a learner‘s Willingness to Communicate, other contextual
factors affecting the learner participation are crucial. Variation of tasks (Ellis, 2003b;
Nunan, 1992; Ogden, 2000), the design of the task sequence (Tulung, 2008), and the
learners‘ control of the task (Weaver, 2007) are important factors in promoting or
minimizing learners‘ preparedness to talk. As a result, when creating a small group
work activity for EFL learners which is intended to promote interaction, teachers, as
learning facilitators, must take into account the importance of task design. The type of
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task may appeal to the students‘ interests and their competence levels, and should aim to
promote the students‘ willingness to participate in the interaction. As the analysis of the
participants‘ attitudes and perceptions revealed, positive task outcomes based on
appropriate sequencing and variety indicate that the tasks employed in the study
complemented each other. This was revealed through the individual learners‘ linguistic
production, as well as the tasks‘ contributions to their Willingness to Communicate.
One study of open-ended tasks in the classroom revealed that:

Open tasks provided a classroom workspace where the adult learners did not
appear bounded by what the teacher or task demanded. They could be free to
generate new, creative language – language directed both outwardly and
inwardly – that served to develop their relationships with others and stretch
their maturing L2 capacities (Kahn, 2008, p. 200)
The findings of this current study therefore support Kahn‘s (2008) recommendation for
the use of open-ended tasks in L2 language learning. In relation to the benefits of using
open-ended tasks, several studies reveal that the more control learners have over the
task (found more in open-ended tasks), the more they are willing to engage in the tasks
(Weaver, 2007). Consequently, promoting the use of open-ended tasks can be beneficial
to EFL language learning. Moreover, some studies suggest that participation in socially
situated learning activities promotes learning opportunities, especially for learners who
require assistance from group members (Capalbo, 2002).

In addition, McGroaty (1993) also argues that challenges in the L2 classroom highlight
the pedagogical value of small group work. The challenges include how to provide
‗multiple contexts for language use … in ways that are consonant with the language
learning style students bring to school‘ (p.25). The author argues that a small groupbased L2 curriculum helps L2 stakeholders to effectively meet these challenges because
of the numerous benefits afforded by interaction. Moreover, Tulung (2008) also
supports the use of small-group interaction in the language classroom by asserting;
‗Small group sizes create a relaxing atmosphere for students, and trigger their
willingness to participate and build up their confidence‘ (p.238). Furthermore, social
mediation results found that during small-group interaction the learners help each other
as they interact and cooperate. Although they may not undertake active roles in all
activities to an equal degree, the learners switch their roles throughout the interaction.
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The benefits arising from small-group work are that there can be an increase in learner
production. Learners can be more motivated to interact, and they can foster a positive
learning atmosphere for each other. McGroarty (1993) highlights the benefits of group
work interaction by suggesting that it offers L2 learners ‗the chance to hear more
language and more complex language during interaction (p.27). Moreover, collaborative
work ensures interaction between peers. Interaction-centred L2 learning emphasizes
actual language use while collaborative work provides an environment for the
contextualization of linguistic and academic knowledge‘ (McGroarty, 1993 p. 31).
Therefore, promoting the use of meaningful small-group activities in the EFL context
can be another pathway to promote learner interaction in the classroom. In relation to
the elements of the task design, results presented in this study reconfirm the claims
made in previous studies that task design can directly shape the interaction of learners.

7.5 Directions for future research
The implications of this study detailed above lead to a number of possibilities for future
research. Even though this study has provided a description of the contextual factors
relevant to learners‘ interaction and their enactment of Willingness to Communicate
within their dialogic interactions, it remains limited and further study is needed. All
research has potential strengths and weaknesses (McAndrew, 2001), and the limitations
of this study are found in the learning context and research approach.

This study was based on the interaction of five EFL learners enrolled in the Oral
English Practice course at a university in Thailand. The findings described here
represent the interactions of these participants during the five small-group activities
over a semester. The research context was characterized by several unique features
specific to these participants and this learning context. All learners, as well as the
teacher, shared the same first-language background. As a result, to some extent the
study is relevant to the EFL context and may not be generalized in other L2 teaching
and learning contexts. In addition, due to the small number of participants, learners‘
patterns of dialogic interaction cannot be generalized. Nonetheless, sufficient detail has
been specified to enable readers to recognize aspects of these settings which they share,
or with which they are familiar, so that they may broaden their own understanding.
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Future studies may broaden this scope to include different sample types and a range of
learning contexts. In addition, in terms of genre analysis, due to the limitations of the
oral genre analysis in task-based conversation interaction, future study may conduct indepth analysis of the oral genre. This is beneficial to the language learning particularly
in oral interactions since the teachers and program developers can design tasks and
curriculum based on the detailed social purposes and stages in a particular oral genre so
that the learners can be aware of the stages in each genre which may lead to successful
communication with others.
Next, although some semiotic mediations were identified in this study, further research
is needed to examine the role of semiotic mediation in the learner‘s engagement and to
investigate whether there is any correlation between the nature and level of semiotic
mediation and the level of the learner‘s willingness to speak during social interaction.
In addition, this study examined the learners‘ interactions across five selected openended tasks. Future research might employ different types of tasks (closed tasks) or
investigate learner interactions over a longer period. Furthermore, issues which need to
be further researched include the dialogic interaction process and the negotiation of the
inter-subjectivity process. This study touched on how learners selected grammatical
choices, semantic patterning, and lexical choices. Future studies could employ different
tools or means to examine the interactional process and how the learners negotiate their
social roles. Alternatively, future researchers might examine learners‘ interactions while
accomplishing foreign language learning tasks in a variety of classrooms in order to
paint a richer picture of how learners actively construct the language in the learning
tasks they are asked to perform, and how they negotiate these activities with other
classroom participants.

7.6 Conclusion of the study
To conclude, this study contributes to our ongoing understanding of the Willingness to
Communicate construct from a linguistic perspective in relation to small-group
interactions, EFL small-group work application, task design, and the enactment of
learners‘ social roles. The study bridges different theoretical frameworks in order to
provide an integrated analysis of how contextual factors and learners‘ dialogic
behaviour can be studied. By adopting two different frameworks, it is hoped that the
significance of both will be highlighted and that the integration of SFL and the social
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context can be further developed in future research. It is through the study of social
context and the employment of the linguistic resources available to learners that this
thesis attempts to contribute to SLA inquiry by offering an enhanced description of the
learners‘ dialogic interaction within a social context. It is also hoped that this study
addresses the gap in research into the Willingness to Communicate construct, and, in
turn, provides some benefit to language teaching and learning in EFL contexts.
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Appendix A: Transcriptions

Symbol
.
?
!
WORDS IN CAPITALS
“…”
(…)
[…]
_
…

Meaning
Completion of a sentence
Uncertainty, Questions
Surprised intonation
Emphatic stress and/or increased volume
Technical terms or key words in the talk
Translation (from Thai to English)
Gesture and body movements
Overlap talk
Pause within a turn

Transcription key adapted from (Eggins and Slade, 1997, p. 5)

2

Activity 1: Questions and Answers
Ex

Spk

Text

Mood

Mood
(Voice)

Turn

M.

Speech Function

Attitude

Graduation

Engagement

1

i

Ploy

Ok…

Minor

Open: Attend

ii

Ploy

Let's start

Imperative

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

iii

Ploy

I like this question.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iv

Ploy

What or which sport do you like?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

i

Pat

I think 'what'

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Heterogloss:
entertain

ii

Pat

because you don’t choose

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Heterogloss:
disclaim

1

i

Deaw

Again please…..

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Champ

What kind of sports do you like?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

3

i

Pat

I like tennis.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Affect: happy

4

i

Ploy

I like tennis too

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Affect: happy

ii

Ploy

because it makes me stronger.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

i

Ploy

What about you, Deaw?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

ii

Ploy

Do you like tennis?

Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Affect: happy

2

i

Deaw

I like badminton

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Affect: happy

3

i

Ploy

Why?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:confirm

4

i

Deaw

because you can play every every every…..

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

1

2

Negation

Affect: happy

2

Force: raise

3
1

Heterogloss:
entertain

3

5

i

Pat

Everytime

Minor

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair

6

i

Deaw

(Nodding) every time.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

1

i

Deaw

What about you, Yam??

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold

4

2

i

Yam

Hei hei (smiling and writing the questions
down)

1

i

Ploy

What writer do you like? …..

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

ii

Ploy

Im like Shakespeare…

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Affect: happy

iii
i
ii
iii

Ploy
Deaw
Deaw
Deaw

Do you know Shakespeare?
Writer
I like JK rolling
I like harry potter.

Polar-Interrogative:full
Minor
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: happy
Affect: happy

3

i

Champ

I like Andrew Loy Weber who writes…

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Affect: happy

4

i

Pat

Fantom of the opera.

Minor

5

i

Champ

Yes

Minor

6

i

Pat

Oh my god

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register

1

i
ii

Champ
Champ

Yam…
Your writerYoko kujiko?

Minor
Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

2

i

Yam

Yes

Declarative:ellip

1
2
3

1
i
i
ii
iii
i
i
i
ii
ii

Yam
Ploy
Pat
Pat
Pat
Champ
Pat
Ploy
Ploy
Pat

So what is the question?
Who the writer you like?
Is it collect?
Uhhhh…
correct
Who is your favorite writer?
Is it correct now?
Yes
You are very good Champ.
Thank you

Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:full
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Minor
Minor
Wh-Interrogative:full
Polar-Interrogative:full
Declarative:ellip
Declarative: full
Minor

5

2

Incomplete
clause

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

6

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

7

4
5
6

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:confirm
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:confirm
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept

Affect: unhappy

Force: raise

4

8
1

i

Champ

Is it composer?

Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

1

ii
iii
iv

Champ
Champ
Champ

Do you know composer?
uhh..Like Bethoven.
I like Mozart uhhhh Mozart

Polar-Interrogative:full
Declarative:ellip
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: happy

2

i

Ploy

Sorry

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold

Affect: unhappy

3

ii

Ploy

I don't know any composer.

Declarative: full

Negation

1

i

Ploy

Do you like classical music?

Polar-Interrogative:full

Heterogloss:
disclaim

9
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

2

i

Champ

Yes.

Declarative:ellip

Positive
polarity

3

i

Pat

I don’t like classical music…

Declarative: full

Negation

ii

Pat

I like rock music

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

4

i

Ploy

Me too.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

1
2

i
i

Ploy
Champ

What instrument you can play?
Piano and violin

Wh-Interrogative:full
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

Pat

"WOW"…

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register

ii

Pat

You are hiso

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1
2

i
i

Deaw
All

Are you thirsty?
(laugh out round)

Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

3

i

Pat

Yes.

Declarative:ellip

ii
iii
iv

Pat
Pat
Pat

I am thirsty.
I am tired.
Because study everyday every time

Declarative: full
Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

i

Yam

ตอนนี พวกเราใช้ ไปกีข้อแล้ ว

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Affect: unhappy
Affect: happy
Force: raise

10

Judgement:
social sanction-

11

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

12
1

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Affect:unhappy
Affect:unhappy

5

How many answers did we use?
Heterogloss:
entertain

ii

Yam

I think three.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

iii
i

Yam
Deaw

Right Ploy?
We use Bethophen just now….

Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

ii

Deaw

We should keep going ...keep going.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

1

i
ii

Yam
Yam

How... can we ask about...place?
Where do you like to go on or in holiday?

Polar-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Champ

On…

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

ii

Champ

I think On

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i
i

Ploy
Champ

Burma
why Burma?

Minor
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

ii

Champ

Kao Pra Vi Harn?

Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

i

Ploy

__No.

Minor

ii

Ploy

Kao Pra Vi Harn is in Cambodia

Declarative: full

6

i

Deaw

__No No

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

7

i

Champ

No

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

8

i

All

((laugh))

9

i

Deaw

It’s called…..

Declarative: full

Incomplete
clause

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

ii

Deaw

it’s called peach temple Kao Pra Vi Harn

Declarative: full

i

Champ

No.

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

1
2

Heterogloss:
entertain

13

3
4

5

10

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Heterogloss:
disclaim

6

ii

Champ

it’s ancient

Declarative: full

iii

Champ

so its’ called Kao Pra Vi Harn

Declarative: full

11

i

Ploy

Ok…

Minor

1

i

Ploy

Yam (….) you speak something

Imperative

2

i

Yam

I don’t wanna say.

Declarative: full

1

i

Ploy

Uhhh...Yam do you like to go to the
Cinema?

2
2
3

ii
i
ii
i

Ploy
Deaw
Deaw
Yam

1

i

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Positive
polarity

Appreciation:
valuation +

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

14
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:non-comply

Affect: desire -

Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Affect: happy

What movie do you like?
Kind...
What kind of movie do you like?
Drama.

Wh-Interrogative:full
Minor
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Ploy

Last movie…

Minor

ii

Ploy

And what is the last movie you saw?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

i

Deaw

Laugh

ii

Deaw

the last moview I saw

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

iii
i

Deaw
Yam

It's Thai movie
My is RAK SAM SAW.

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

1

i
ii

Ploy
Ploy

How was it?
Do you like it?

Wh-Interrogative:full
Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

2

i

Yam

It’s sad

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Appreciation:
reaction -

ii

Yam

The story is strange between friends.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction -

3

i

Pat

What do you mean?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

4

i

Yam

Friends and friends love each other.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

15

16

2

3

Force:
lower

Force:
lower

17

7

5

ii

Yam

I don’t like.

Declarative: full

1
2
3
4

i
i
i
i

Champ
Ploy
Champ
Ploy

I like the Mummy.
Who is the main actor?
What?
Like Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie or…

Declarative: full
Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

5

i

Champ

It’s Jet Lee and….

Declarative: full

1

i
i
ii
i

Yam
Ploy
Ploy
Pat

Next question please
And I want to know you plan in 10 years...
In the next 10 years
In the future?

Imperative
Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip
Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: unhappy

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: happy

Heterogloss:
disclaim

18

Incomplete
clause

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

19

2

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Affect: desire

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Positive
polarity

3

i

Ploy

Yeah

Minor

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

4

i

Pat

I would like to …….

Declarative: full

5

ii

Pat

I don't know

Declarative: full

1
2
3
4
5

i
i
i
i
i

Ploy
Pat
Deaw
Ploy
Deaw

What do you want to be?
__Lawer something like that
__A police
Why?
a Forestic police

Wh-Interrogative:full
Declarative:ellip
Minor
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

6

i

Yam

__Lawyer just a lawyer

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

7

i

Ploy

I wanna be a lawyer too..

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Affect: desire

ii

Ploy

It’s a great job

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction +

8

iii
i

Ploy
Deaw

It’s a lot of money
I agree with you

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

1

i

Ploy

What about you, champ?…

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Champ

I wish is to walk down in a village
somewhere in a hill.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold

Affect: desire
Heterogloss:
disclaim

Negation

20

Force: raise

21

2

i

Force:
lower
Force: raise

Affect: happy

8

ii

Champ

I will bring them some good things

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii
iv

Champ
Champ

I am a Christian
So to show how great is my God.

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

1

i

Pat

So the next question…..

Imperative

2

i

Deaw

Ok

Minor

3

ii
i

Deaw
Ploy

Who is John Lennon?
He is a musician.

Wh-Interrogative:full
Declarative: full

4

i

Deaw

yeah

Minor

1

i

Ploy

Is the beatle?

Polar-Interrogative:ellip

2

i

Deaw

I don’t know

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold

3

i

Yam

Yeah…

Minor

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

ii

Yam

__He is in the beatle.

Declarative: full

Heterogloss:
entertain

Affect: happy

Affect: happy

22
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

23

4

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact
Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Positive
polarity

i

Champ

_Yes

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

ii

Champ

The betle has John lannon, Rigno star, Sir
paul.

Declarative: full

i

Yam

Don’t ask me na …

Imperative

Negation

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Yam

I am not that old

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction -

iii

Yam

I am too young.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: happy

2

i

Ploy

It’s sad

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:enhance:

Appreciation:
reaction -

3

ii
i

Ploy
Champ

Because he is murdered…..
He is killed when he walk down the street.

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend:

4

i

Pat

That's sad…

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend:

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

24
1

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Appreciation:
reaction -

Heterogloss:
disclaim
Force: raise

9

25
1
2
3

I
i
i

Yam
Deaw
Ploy

Deaw, next question please
What kind of fruit do you like?
I like mango.

Imperative
Wh-Interrogative:full
Declarative: full
Incomplete
clause

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Affect: happy

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Affect: happy

4

i

Deaw

I like mango, watermelon and…

Declarative: full

5

i

Pat

every thing

Minor

6

i

Deaw

Yeah..((laugh out loud))

Minor

7

i

Pat

I know…..

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

8

i

Champ

Apicot

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

9

i

Pat

Hiso

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

10

i

All

(Laugh)

1
2

i
i

Ploy
Champ

Where do you buy it?
In the supermarket

Wh-Interrogative:full
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

Ploy

Expensive

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

4

i

Champ

I seldom buy it.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Append:extend

1

i

Pat

Can you swim?

Polar-Interrogative:full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Heterogloss:
proclaim

Judgement:
social sanction-

26

Appreciation:
reaction Heterogloss:
entertain

27
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact
Positive
polarity

2

i

Ploy

Yes

Declarative:ellip

3

i

Ploy

It makes me freedom in the water.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction +

4

i

Pat

I agree

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Affect:
satisfaction

ii

Pat

It’s a good shap.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction +

i

Yam

Yeah yeah…...

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

ii

Yam

I swim for slim

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

5

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

Appreciation:
reaction +

Heterogloss:
proclaim

10

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect:
satisfaction

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect:
dissatisfaction

Negation

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

iii

Yam

She seems enjoy swimming

Declarative: full

6

i

Champ

I can't swim

Declarative: full

1

i

Ploy

Don't be worry....

Imperative

ii

Ploy

You are a good guy.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction +

iii

Ploy

You can find a good girl.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction +

2

i

Deaw

I swim pomm pomm pamm pamm

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

1
2

i
i

Ploy
Yam

And yesterday I saw Olimpic games
(hand up) I like Michael phelps

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Heterogloss:
disclaim

28

Heterogloss:
entertain
Force:
lower

29

3

Positive
polarity

i

Deaw

Yes

Minor

ii

Deaw

He is handsome….

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

4

i

Ploy

Yesterday he join the swim 4 swimmers in
one set

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

5

ii
i

Ploy
Pat

He made the winner to the team.
A team swim?

Declarative: full
Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

6

i

Ploy

Yes yes

Minor

1

i

Champ

Do you have some pets?

Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact

2

i

Deaw

pets?

Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

3

i

Ploy

I don’t like.

Declarative: full

4
5
6
7
8

i
i
i
i
i

Deaw
Yam
Deaw
Champ
Deaw

Oh
I like cat.
I like golden.
Golden fish or dog?
__Dog

Minor
Declarative: full
Declarative: full
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Minor

Positive
polarity

Affect: happy

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Appreciation:
valuation +

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

30

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:engage
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

Affect:unhappy

Affect: happy
Affect: happy

Heterogloss:
disclaim

11

9

i

Yam

__My cat’s name is Dummy.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

10

i

Ploy

I don’t like pet.

Declarative: full

ii

Ploy

because I don’t have money for the food.

Declarative: full

iii

Ploy

hmm..

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:engage

iv

Ploy

I think

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

v

Ploy

because the food is for my food.

Declarative: full

1

i

Champ

Do you know Margaret Tacher?

Polar-Interrogative:full

2

i

Ploy

No

Minor

3

i

Champ

She is the first female prim minister.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

4

i

Ploy

Is it about England?

Polar-Interrogative:full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

ii

Ploy

I don’t get it

Declarative: full

i

Champ

I said

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

ii

Champ

I know Magaret the the first female prime
minister.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

i
i
ii
iii
iv
i
i

Deaw
Pat
Pat
Pat
Pat
Deaw
Pat

What kind of color do you like?
What kind?
Color?
Water or pencil color?
Or red, purple?
(Pointing to the word) color
I like purple.

Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Minor
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Negation

Sus:Con:Append:enhance

Affect: unhappy

Heterogloss:
disclaim
Heterogloss:
disclaim

Heterogloss:
entertain

31

5

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact
Negation

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
proclaim

32
1
2

3
4

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Affect: happy

Champ and Yam wispered so they are
inaudible
33
1

i

Yam

So what should I write?

Heterogloss:
entertain

12

2
3

ii
iii
i
i

Yam
Yam
Deaw
Champ

What color do you like?
Or what kind of color. ?
Champ, Do you think?
What kind of color do you like?

Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

1
2

i
i

Ploy
Pat

What is the music band do you like?
I like Silly fool.

Wh-Interrogative:full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

1

i

Ploy

What about you deaw?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Deaw

May be it’s not band.

Declarative: full

3
4

ii
i
i

Deaw
Ploy
Deaw

It’s a singer.
Who?
Jennerfer Kim

Declarative: full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

1
2
3

i
i
i

Champ
Yam
Pat

What about you? (asking Yam)
I like cash.
Clash

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full
Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair

1
2
3
4
5

i
i
i
i
i

Ploy
Yam
Deaw
Ploy
Deaw

International band?
__Super junior
__Limking park
You can sing a song of a band you like?
Champ..please

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Minor
Minor
Declarative: full
Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

1

i

Champ

Do you know the band hill song?

Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact

2

i

Deaw

No

Minor

3

i

Champ

It’s a band from Australia.

Declarative: full

ii

Champ

Their songs is about Christian song

Declarative: full

iii

Champ

I always sing in the church.

Declarative: full

i

Ploy

I waana hear it....

Declarative: full

34
Affect: happy

35

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

36
Affect: happy

37

38

4
39

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Affect:
satisfaction

13

1

i

Ploy

Sing please

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Champ

It’s a song called how great is our god.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

3

ii
i

Champ
All

(Sing)
(Clap)

1

i

Yam

Next question?

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Ploy

I love you deaw.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

3

i

All

(Laugh)

4

i

Pat

It’s not a question.

Declarative: full

1
2
3

i
i
i

Yam
Ploy
All

Do you like drink milk?
What what…?
(Laugh)

Polar-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

1

i

Deaw

Do you like to drink milk?

Polar-Interrogative:full

2

i

Ploy

Yeah.

Minor

ii
ii

Ploy
Ploy

I like some.
I like fresh milk.

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

iii

Ploy

I do not like sweet milk

Declarative: full

iv

Ploy

because it’s too sweet.

Declarative: full

3
4
5

i
i
i

Pat
Champ
All

I drink every day.
I love yogurt.
(Laugh)

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

1

i

Champ

What is your meaning of the word LOVE?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Deaw

Love?

Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

3
4

i
i

Champ
Deaw

What is the meaning of it?
uh…

Wh-Interrogative:full
Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register

Appreciation:
reaction +

40

Negation

Affect:happy

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

41
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

42
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Affect: happy
Affect: happy

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Affect: unhappy
Appreciation:
reaction -

43

Force: raise

Force: raise
Force: raise

Affect: happy

14

5

i

Pat

Good feel of a person.

Declarative:ellip

6

ii

Pat

พูดยังไงวะ

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Negation

Appreciation:
valuation +
Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

I don't know how to say
Appreciation:
reaction +

6

iii

Pat

รู้สกึ ดีกะใครซักคน

Declarative: full

7

i

Ploy

when I feel good with someone
Help each other.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Ploy

I think love is to do thing for my lover

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Pat

I agree with you

Declarative: full

8

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

i

Deaw

Yeah…

Minor

Positive
polarity

ii

Deaw

It’s arr understand and…

Declarative: full

Incomplete
clause

10

i

Pat

and care

Minor

11

i

Deaw

and very kind……….

Minor

12

i

Yam

and handsome is very important... .

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair

Appreciation:
valuation +

ii

Yam

Love is giving

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

i

Champ

Love is mean you can give things to the one
you love....

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Champ

The greatest love is giving life

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

iii

Champ

Because we can give life to make them have
a life

Declarative: full

i

Pat

Ok…

Minor

ii
iii

Pat
Pat

Let’s move on…
What kind of vegetable do you like?

Imperative
Wh-Interrogative:full

9

13

Incomplete
clause

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair

Appreciation:
valuation +

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair

Appreciation:
valuation +

Force: raise
Force: raise

Appreciation:
valuation +

Force: raise
Heterogloss:
entertain

44
1

Heterogloss:
entertain

Positive
polarity

Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

15

2

i

Ploy

I like tomato….

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: happy

3

ii
i

Ploy
Pat

It’s lots of vitamin C.
I like too…

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Affect: happy

ii

Pat

Good skin

Minor

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

1

i

Ploy

Have you ever been to spain?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

2

i

Pat

No…

Minor

ii

Pat

but my friend stay in Salamanta.

Declarative: full

i

Ploy

Yes

Minor

ii

Ploy

I know your friend.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

1

i

Ploy

...and what kind of language he use?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact

2

i

Pat

Spain and English.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

Ploy

You mean Spanish.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

4
5

i
i

Champ
All

Spinach Spanish.
(laugh)

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

6

i

Champ

I mean spinach is ผักขม in English

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

ii
iii

Champ
Champ

Spinach is ผักขม in English
So be careful

Declarative: full
Imperative

7

i

Deaw

Ok…

Minor

1

i
ii

Ploy
Ploy

So do you know Stockholm?
It is a capital of where

Polar-Interrogative:full
Declarative: full

Force: raise
Force: raise

45

3

Negation

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Heterogloss:
proclaim

46

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

47
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact

Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
entertain

16

2

i

Champ

__I think Switzeland

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3
4

i
i

Deaw
Pat

__Netherlands or Holland
Holland or Netherlands are the same

Minor
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

1

i

Yam

Ok…

Minor

ii

Yam

Time is up.

Declarative: full

48

2

i

Deaw

Yeah

Minor

Positive
polarity

Open: Attend
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Heterogloss:
entertain

17

Activity 2: Planing a map
Ex

Spk

Text

Mood

Mood
(Voice)

Turn

M.

Speech Function

1

i

Ploy

Today(….)

Minor

Open: Attend

ii

Ploy

what do we need to do?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact

2

i

Champ

we have to plan a map of a mall.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

1

i

Ploy

What will be the mall’s name?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Champ

The mall TAR PHO.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

All

(Laugh)

4

i

Pat

Really?

Minor

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:confirm

5

i

Ploy

__Why?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

6

i

Yam

__Why?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

7

i

Champ

The location is here….our area

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

8

i

Ploy

I see

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge

1

i

Deaw

Is it the new mall?

Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

2

i

Champ

Hmm…

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

1

i

Yam

When you open the mall?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Champ

In uh... Uh...one year.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Attitude

Graduation

Engagement

1

2

3

4

5

Heterogloss:
entertain

18

1

Heterogloss:
entertain

i

Yam

So we need to plan.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Yam

I want to know that

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Yam

We will include something in the
mall.

Declarative: full

i

Pat

No no….

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold

Heterogloss:
disclaim

ii

Pat

I don’t know.

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
disclaim

3

i

Deaw

Why?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

1
2

i
i
ii

Champ
Ploy
Ploy

It’s my mall.
Your mall?
You are the owner?

Declarative: full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

iii

Ploy

If you are rich now

Declarative: full

iv

Ploy

Return my money

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

i

Yam

Hey

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:disengage

ii

Yam

นอกเรือง

Minor

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

2

Affect: desire
Heterogloss:
entertain

6

3

Judgement: social
sanction+

Heterogloss:
entertain

Judgement: social
esteem-

(Off topic)
6
1

i

Champ

What do you think about the mall?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Yam

We can make it old style.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

Pat

Like Thai market.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

4

i

Champ

No no.

Minor

ii

Champ

I make it modern.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Pat

You decide di

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Champ

I would like to make it round and
round (drawing)like this.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Negation

Appreciation:
valuation +

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Appreciation:
valuation +

7
1
2

i

Affect: desire

Force: raise

19

3

ii
i

Champ
Deaw

All the shop will be... at the wall.
People walk in the middle?

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

4

i

Pat

It's not good

Declarative: full

1

i

Yam

So make it easy!..….

ii
iii

Yam
Yam

2

i

1

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:confirm

Force: raise

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree

Appreciation:
reaction -

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Appreciation:
reaction +

Make it like Topland..Please
We have 20 minutes

Imperative
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Deaw

Right

Minor

i

Deaw

I want to draw the map.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

ii

Deaw

You all can help thinking.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Deaw

Ok?

Minor

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

2

i

Champ

Good idea

Declarative:ellip

1

i

Champ

First make the big big sign first.

Imperative

Negation

Heterogloss:
entertain

8

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

9

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept

Affect: desire
Force: raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

Appreciation:
valuation +

10
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Force: raise

2

i

Ploy

To make the mall name?

Minor

Non-finite
infinitive
clause

3

i

Champ

Yes.

Minor

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

1

i

Pat

I don’t like Tar Pho name

Declarative: full

Negation

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Affect: unhappy

2

i

Deaw

I don't like too.

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Affect: unhappy

1

i
ii
iii

Pat
Pat
Pat

Uh…
What about NU mall?
NU City?

Minor
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

iv

Pat

Nu center?

Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

11

12

Heterogloss:
disclaim
Force: raise

Heterogloss:
disclaim

20

2

i

Champ

Any name is fine.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1
2
3

i
ii
i
i

Pat
Pat
Yam
Deaw

Vote!
Hmm
I like NU center
I like NU center too

Imperative
Minor
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

4

i

Ploy

Ok.

Minor

1

i

Deaw

Use NU center!

Imperative

Appreciation:
valuation +

13

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Affect: happy
Affect: happy

Force: raise

Appreciation:
reaction +

14

2

i

Champ

Ok

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Minor

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Positive
polarity

Open: Attend

Appreciation:
reaction +

……Art work…….(3 minutes)
15
1

i

Champ

Yes

Minor

ii

Champ

Deaw, you use blue.

Imperative

i

Pat

No...

Minor

ii

Pat

You should use pink.

i

Champ

i

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Heterogloss:
entertain

Hurry up

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Ploy

Deaw use dark color please

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Ploy

The paper is yellow

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Ploy

We should use dark.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Yam

This one is purple.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

3

i

Pat

Nice

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1

i

Deaw

Like this…

Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

2

Negation

16
1

15

Appreciation:
valuation +

Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation:
reaction +

21

ii

Deaw

What you think?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

i

Pat

Beautiful....

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Appreciation:
reaction +

ii

Pat

I like this one

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: happy

iii

Pat

You good drawing.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Judgement: social
esteem+

1

i
ii

Ploy
Ploy

Next is store.
How many shops?

Declarative: full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Champ

Many…

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

ii

Champ

I need many restaurants.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Pat

You always like eating na

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

ii

Pat

but be careful you get fatter.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

i

Yam

Ok ….

Minor

Open: Attend

ii

Yam

Restaurant name please.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Deaw

ABC reataurant easy one.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

1

i

Yam

Ok….

Minor

ii
iii
iv
v

Yam
Yam
Yam
Yam

Use blue color
Pat think 3 shops
Ploy 3 shops
Champ 3 shops.

Imperative
Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

1

Deaw

Ok

Minor

2

16

3

Heterogloss:
entertain
Affect: happy

Heterogloss:
disclaim

17
1

Appreciation:
reaction +

18

2
19

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Force: raise

Appreciation:
reaction +

22

1

Heterogloss:
entertain

i

Deaw

I will draw the box first.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

ii

Deaw

You tell me your shop and color na.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

i

Yam

Good…

Minor

ii

Yam

I will tell you first

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

iii
iv
v

Yam
Yam
Yam

Yammy camera store in dark pink
Thai Bank in blue….
My noodles shop in red….

Declarative:ellip
Declarative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

1
2

i
i

Deaw
Champ

Slow down
We use the same color.

Imperative
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

3

i

Pat

Uh uh why?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

ii

Pat

You can use the same color.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

4

i

Yam

Same color is fine.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1
2
3
4

i
i
i
ii
i

Pat
Deaw
Pat
Pat
Deaw

BBC book store in green….
Green?
Master photo shop in black…..
IT corner in brown.
Uhh….. photo shop and IT cornor?

Declarative:ellip
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip
Declarative:ellip
Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

1

i

Deaw

Can we use orange?

Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

ii

Deaw

It should be more colorful.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

2

i

Pat

Orange is ok.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction +

1

i

Champ

I think...

Declarative: full

2

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation:
reaction +
Heterogloss:
entertain

20

Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation:
reaction +

21

22

Positive
polarity

Force: raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

23
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Heterogloss:
entertain

23

ii

Champ

Photo shop and camera shop are the
same

Declarative: full

2

i

Pat

No.

Minor

3

ii
iii
iv
i

Pat
Pat
Pat
Champ

It’s different business.
Camera you sell camera.
Photo shop you develop photos.
I see

Declarative: full
Declarative: full
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge

i
ii
iii
i

Ploy
Ploy
Ploy
Yam

Let's continue
Now is my turn
Home décor is in blue and red.
Two colors?

Imperative
Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip
Polar-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:offer: g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

ii

Yam

You are creative.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

3

i
ii

Ploy
Ploy

I am creative.
Next, Fashion mall

Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1

i

Deaw

One color please

Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Deaw

It is too difficult

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction -

i

Ploy

Ok.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation:
reaction +

ii
iii

Ploy
Ploy

Just green
Last one is Mom’s bakery in red.

Declarative:ellip
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i
ii
i

Pat
Pat
Champ

I really like this mall…
There are lots of food
I agree

Declarative: full
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

ii

Champ

I will go every day.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Force: raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

3

i

Pat

You will go and eat everything at the
mall

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Force: raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

1

i
ii

Yam
Yam

Enough?
How many shops?

Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

24
1

2

Judgement: social
esteem+
Affect: happy

25

2

Positive
polarity

Force: raise

Force: lower
Force: lower

26
1
2

27

Affect: happy

Force: raise
Force: raise

24

2

i

Deaw

Nine..

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

ii

Deaw

But no from champ.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

3

i

Ploy

Only one floor is enough

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1
2
3

i
i
i

Ploy
Pat
Yam

Champ... think of other things please.
Like telephone….or trees.
Decoration

Imperative
Declarative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

4

i

Champ

Ok.

Minor

ii

Champ

Easy..

i
ii

Champ
Champ

iii

Champ

iv

Champ

2
3

i
i
ii

1
2
1

Heterogloss:
disclaim
Appreciation:
reaction +

Force: lower

28

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation:
reaction +

Minor

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction +

Toilets in each side.
นํ าพุ อะไรวะ นํ าพุ

Declarative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

What is "Num Phu" in English?
Fountain in the middle

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

And small trees and flowers in the
corners

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Deaw
Champ
Champ

How many?
Just 3
Put them here

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip
Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

i
i

Deaw
Champ

What color??
Just black

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

i
ii

Yam
Yam

Finish?
Nice

Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Positive
polarity

29
1

Force: lower

30
Force: lower

31

2

i

Pat

Deaw you good drawer.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Affect: happy
Judgement: social
esteem+

25

Activity 3: Creating a poster
Ex

Spk

Text

Mood

Mood
(Voice)

Turn

M.

Speech Function

1

i

Champ

Ok

Minor

Open: Attend

2

i

Ploy

Let's start.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

3

i

Deaw

Let’s get the paper board.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

4

i

Yam

Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Yam

Yellow
__เอาสีอืนๆ มาด้ วยต้ องเอามาแต่งไง

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Pat

Bring other colors as well for
decoration
__Blue, orange

Attitude

Graduation

Engagement

1

5

i

Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Positive
polarity

6

i

Deaw

Ok.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

1

i

Ploy

Ok…

Minor

Open: Attend

ii

Ploy

What we choose?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

i

Yam

Sea?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Appreciation: reaction
+

2

2

ii

Yam

Movie?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

iii

Yam

Singer?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

3

i

Champ

NU?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

4

i

Deaw

Classmate?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

ii

Deaw

Food?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

i

Ploy

Food is nice.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Appreciation: reaction
+

ii

Ploy

I like food

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: happy

iii

Ploy

We can draw picture.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

6

i

Deaw

Tom Yam Khoong

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

7

i

Champ

Everybody knows Tom Yum Khoong.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

5

Heterogloss:
entertain
Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
attribute

26

ii

Champ

It is difficult to change

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
-

iii

Champ

It should be new.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

i

Yam

Music is good.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Appreciation:reaction
+

ii

Yam

You can sing.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

2

i

Deaw

I agree

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

3

i

Yam

No.

Minor

1

i

Pat

Movie is good.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

2

i

Ploy

I see The Pid term Yai…

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

ii

Ploy

I watched already so funny.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Champ

I didn’t watch it

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
disclaim

ii

Champ

So I don’t know.

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Heterogloss:
disclaim

i

Yam

Me too.

Declarative:ellip

ii

Yam

I don’t know.

Declarative: full

5

i

Deaw

We can change.

1

i

Deaw

เอาคนในเรืองมาแต่งใหม่ปะหล่ะ

Heterogloss:
entertain

3
1

Negation

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

4

3

4

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Appreciation:reaction
+

Appreciation: reaction
+

Force:
raise

Force:
raise

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Negation

5

Can we choose one of the charatcers
from the movie?
ii

Deaw

จะได้ แต่งชือใหม่แต่งประวัตใิ หม่อะ่
We can change the name and profile.

Heterogloss:
entertain

27

iii

Deaw

สนุกดีนะ

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

Force:
raise

Force:
raise

It should be fun
2

i

Yam

ดีๆ

Minor

Positive
polarity

Good Good
6
1

i

Yam

เอาเป็ นพีเคน ไม๊

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Judgement: social
esteem+

PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Appreciation:valuation
+

Judgement: social
sanction-

Let's choose Ken…
ii

Yam

เขาหล่อมาก
He is very handsome

iii

Yam

ให้ เป็ นแฟนฉันได้ เป่ าในประวัติใหม่อะ
Can he be my boyfriend in the new
profile?

2

i

Pat

บ้ าละ

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

ii

Pat

You're nuts
แฟนฉ๊ านหย่ะ

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

He is mine
3

i

Champ

It is too long

Declarative: full

ii

Champ

We won't make in on time

Declarative: full

1

i
i

Champ
Pat

Who is good at drawing?
Deaw

Wh-Interrogative:full
Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

2

i

Deaw

I will do the decoration

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

1

i

Yam

What do you want to decorate?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Ploy

Anything is fine.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

Deaw

Um…

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register

Negation

Appreciation:
valuation -

Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

7

Heterogloss:
entertain

8
Appreciation: reaction
+

28

ii

Deaw

I will make some of them first.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

Heterogloss:
entertain

iii

Deaw

so you can choose later

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:enhance

Heterogloss:
entertain

i
ii
i

Champ
Champ
Pat

Ah…
Let's plan what to write about
Let's choose Ken.

Minor
Imperative
Imperative

Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Pat

Make it strange one

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Appreciation:
valuation +

iii

Pat

Like new nationality

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

i

Yam

Good

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

ii

Yam

What about Japanese?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

iii

Yam

I can make Japanese cherry blossom
flowers

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1

i
ii
iii

Ploy
Ploy
Ploy

Ok
I saw Mark’s group…
He do David Beckham.

Minor
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Open: Attend
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

2

i

Pat

It's better to choose a new person.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1

i

Pat

Let's change Ken's profile

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Yam

Good

Minor

3

i

Champ

I agree.

Declarative: full

1

i

Deaw

Do you have pen?

2

ii
i

Deaw
Yam

What color?
Red….

PolarInterrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

ii

Yam

I think teacher have.

Declarative: full

9
1
2

3

Positive
polarity

Heterogloss:
entertain

10

Appreciation: reaction
+

11
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Appreciation: reaction
+

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

12
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

29

13
1
2
3

i
i
i

Pat
Ploy
Champ

Go ask the teacher.
Why quiet please?
Thinking

Imperative
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

1

i

Deaw

Ok…

Minor

Open: Attend

ii

Deaw

I will write.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

iii

Deaw

Title?

i
i
i

Yam
Pat
Ploy

My boyfriend
My super star
My super star?

PolarInterrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip
Declarative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

ii

Ploy

Good good.

Minor

5

i

Deaw

I will write here

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

1

i
ii

Deaw
Deaw

How big?
What size?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Champ

This size

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

Deaw

Ok.

Minor

1
2

i
ii
i

Yam
Yam
Champ

Write
Super star from Japan.
Let’s follow the steps from the book.

Imperative
Declarative:ellip
Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

3

i

Deaw

Begin with name, nickname, location,
short background.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

ii

Deaw

I will list the topic.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

4

i

Pat

Good

Minor

1

i

Pat

What is his name?

Wh-Interrogative:full

14

2
3
4

Heterogloss:
entertain

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

Appreciation: reaction
+

Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

15

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

16

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept

17
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation: reaction
+

30

2

i

Ploy

Ken.

Minor

3

i

Pat

No .

Minor

ii

Pat

I mean first name and last name.

i

Yam

ii

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

Ask me ask me..……

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Yam

I know everything about him

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii
i

Yam
Ploy

Theradetch Wongphupan.
Thanks

Minor
Minor

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept

ii

Ploy

You look so happy na.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1

i

Ploy

What is the next topic?

i

Yam

Birthday?

ii

Yam

Favorite food?

Wh-Interrogative:full
PolarInterrogative:ellip
PolarInterrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Champ

No no…

Minor

ii

Champ

Too many topics

Declarative:ellip

i

Yam

Of course….

Minor

ii

Yam

He is my boyfriend

Declarative: full

5

i

Deaw

Ok.

Minor

1

i
i

Pat
Pat

Uh…
Write the beginning first.

Minor
Imperative

2

i

Ploy

Today we will present…

Declarative: full

Incomplete
clause

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
entertain

3

i

Champ

No no .

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Negation

18
1

2

Force:
raise

Judgement: social
esteem+

Heterogloss:
proclaim

Force:
raise

19

3

4

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Force:
raise

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

20
Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

31

ii

Champ

It’s writing not speaking

Declarative: full

i

Pat

Ok.

Minor

ii

Pat

You tell me.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1

i

Yam

Use blue one.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Deaw

No no…

Minor

ii

Deaw

The background will be blue.

1

i

Yam

2

i

1

4

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

21

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

How about Red?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Champ

It's fine.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

i

Yam

Do you like this one?

ii

Yam

Is the butterfly beatiful?

i

Pat

What's that?

ii

Pat

Is this the sun?

iii

Pat

It's cute.

Declarative: full

3

i

Yam

Of course

Minor

4

i

Deaw

Here are some flowers

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1

i
ii

Deaw
Deaw

What about the board tiltle?
What will be the title?

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

iii

Deaw

Do you want it torn or cut?

2

i

Pat

Use our group's name

3

i

Champ

Or..do you want to use "ken"?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full
PolarInterrogative:full
Imperative
PolarInterrogative:full

Negation

22

Appreciation: reaction
+

23

2

PolarInterrogative:full
PolarInterrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:full
PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

24

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Appreciation: reaction
+

32

Heterogloss:
disclaim

4

i

Ploy

No.

Minor

1

i

Ploy

Or do you want to use "my super star"
as a title?

PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

2

i

Yam

Or do you want to use both of them?

PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

3

ii

Yam

We can use different size?

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

4

i

Ploy

Good idea

Minor

1

i

Ploy

What color?

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Deaw

Can we use many colors?

3

i

Pat

How?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
PolarInterrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

4

i

Deaw

I mean one word one color.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Force:
lower

5

i

Ploy

It’s only one word.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Force:
lower

6

i

Champ

Do you mean one letter one color?

PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

7

i

Deaw

Yes

Declarative:ellip

8

i

Yam

It should be beautiful.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1

i

Yam

What is "Cheak" in English?

i

Champ

Tear

3

i

Yam

Should we tear it?

Wh-Interrogative:full
PolarInterrogative:full
PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

1

i

Ploy

Yam, you are good

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

ii

Ploy

You make more butterflies please

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

i

Yam

Ok

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

25

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation: reaction
+

26
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Appreciation: reaction
+

Heterogloss:
entertain

27
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

28

2

Positive
polarity

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Judgement: social
esteem+
Force:
raise

Appreciation: reaction
+

33

29
1

i

Deaw

How many points for this activity?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Champ

No points.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

ii

Champ

But we have to be good

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

Appreciation: reaction
+

iii

Champ

Because other groups are good.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Judgement: social
esteem+

i

Pat

Look at that…

Imperative

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

ii

Pat

That beautiful

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

2

i

Yam

We are beautiful too.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

1

i

Champ

We would like to present our movie
star.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Affect:desire

2
3

i
i
ii

Pat
Ploy
Ploy

From Japan.
His name is Theradetch Wongphupan..
Nickname is. “Ken”

Declarative:ellip
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

4

i

Pat

No..

Minor

ii

Pat

Other people call him “Ken”

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

5

i

Champ

It is better to change to everyone.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

6

i

Pat

Good idea

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

1

i

Champ

Add –s too.

Imperative

2

i

Pat

Ok

Minor

ii

Pat

I forgot.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Pat

Where he born?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Heterogloss:
disclaim
Heterogloss:
disclaim

30
1

Force:
raise

31

Negation

Positive
polarity

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

32
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

33
1

Heterogloss:
entertain

Appreciation: reaction
+

Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

34

2

i

Yam

Bangkok.

Declarative:ellip

1

i

Deaw

Change to Phitsanulok

Imperative

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

34
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Positive
polarity

i

Pat

Good.

Minor

3

i

Champ

Our province.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

4

i

Deaw

Women are beautiful.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Judgement: social
esteem+

5

i

Champ

Ok…

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

1

i

Champ

Add it

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Champ

The province of beautiful woman.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Judgement: social
esteem+

2

i

Yam

We are crazy.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Judgement: social
esteem-

1
2

i
i

Pat
Ploy

He grew up in Japan.
And then moved back to Thailand?

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

3

i

Champ

Good

Minor

1

i

Champ

When what age?

2

i

Yam

About 21

PolarInterrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

3

i

Pat

Ok.

Minor

1

ii

Pat

Champ, how to say?

PolarInterrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Champ

At the age of 21, Ken moved back to
Thailand.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

3

i

Ploy

No.

Minor

1

ii

Ploy

Use Ken Kung

Imperative

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Appreciation: reaction
+

2

35

36

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

37
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

38

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

39
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Heterogloss:
disclaim

35

2

i

Yam

Ken Kung is good

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

1
2

i
i

Pat
Deaw

Next please
His work.

Imperative
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

ii

Deaw

He started his work

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

3

i

Champ

He becomes gay.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

4

i

Yam

No no...

Minor

ii

Yam

He is not gay.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii
i

Yam
Champ

He plays หนังโป๊

5

Porn movie

Declarative: full
Minor

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair

6

i

Ploy

It is funny.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

7

i

Deaw

Yes…

Minor

ii

Deaw

No one knows.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

8

i

Champ

They will surprise.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

9

i

Pat

I see.

Declarative: full

Appreciation: reaction
+

40

Negation

Positive
polarity

Judgement: social
esteemHeterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Judgement: social
esteem+

Appreciation: reaction
+

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Force:
lower

Appreciation: reaction
+

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

10

i

Yam

Ok.

Minor

1
2

i
i
ii

Pat
Champ
Champ

How to link ah?
He broke up with his girlfriend.
He becomes a porn movie star.

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

3

i

Deaw

Really?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full
Declarative: full
PolarInterrogative:ellip

ii

Deaw

I want to see it.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect:desire

i

Ploy

You are crazy.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Judgement: social
esteem-

41

4

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

Heterogloss:
attribute
Heterogloss:
entertain

36

5
6

i
i

Yam
Champ

I likes him
Girls like him.

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1
2
3

i
i
i

Pat
Deaw
Pat

Next?
Award.
What award?

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

4

i

Champ

Any award?

Imperative
Minor
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
PolarInterrogative:ellip

5

i

Yam

I know..

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

ii

Yam

It is TV Pool award

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1

i

Ploy

Anything else?

PolarInterrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

2

i

Champ

Many awards….I know.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

Yam

This year he got 4 awards.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

4

i

Champ

Ok.

Minor

1

i

Champ

Write down..

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Champ

He got 4 entertainment awards this
year.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

2

i

Deaw

Ok.

Minor

1
2
3

i
i
i

Pat
Deaw
Yam

Next
Secrets
What secrets?

Imperative
Declarative:ellip
Declarative: full

4

i

Deaw

I don’t know any secrets.

Declarative: full

1

i

Deaw

Let's make up one

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Champ

To make it funny.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

3

i

Ploy

Girlfriend.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Affect: happy
Affect: happy

42

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Heterogloss:
proclaim

43

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Heterogloss:
proclaim

Appreciation: reaction
+

44

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

45
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold

46
Appreciation: reaction
+

37

4

i

Yam

We can link to Sora Aoi (Japanese
movie star, very famous in Thailand)

Declarative: full

5

i

Champ

Yes

Minor

ii

Champ

He is a secret lover of Sora Aoi

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

6

i

Pat

They will marry soon.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

7

i

Champ

Ok.

Minor

8

i

Ploy

You are crazy.

ii

Ploy

i

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Judgement: social
esteem-

Ken will kill us about this secret.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

Yam

I am sure.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Heterogloss:
proclaim

ii

Yam

No one knows

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Deaw

Finish?

PolarInterrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

ii

Deaw

Put some glue!

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Yam

Ok

Minor

1
2

i
i

Pat
Yam

How many minutes left?
About 10.

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

1

i

Champ

I like the sun..

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Affect: happy

ii

Champ

It's cute.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

2

i

Yam

Thank you.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept

1

i

Ploy

Put some more butterflies here.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

9

Positive
polarity

Force:
lower

47
1

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Appreciation: reaction
+

48

49

50
Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
disclaim

38

ii

Ploy

Can you?

PolarInterrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

i

Yam

More butterflies

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

ii

Yam

Hear…

Minor

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1
2

i
i

Deaw
Ploy

Champ…..Please check.
Who will present this?

Imperative
Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

3

i

Yam

Not me.

Declarative:ellip

1

i

Pat

Deaw... You can?

PolarInterrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

ii

Pat

You can

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Pat

Your accent is good

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

2

i

Deaw

Fine.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Affect: happy

1

ii
ii
iii

Deaw
Deaw
Deaw

Let Champ check first
No mistake please …
Embarrassed

Imperative
Imperative
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: insecurity

2

i

Champ

There are some mistakes

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

ii

Champ

But it is ok.

Declarative: full

1

i

Champ

Be confident!

2

i

Yam

1

i

2

i

2

Force:
raise

51

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

52

Positive
polarity

Heterogloss:
entertain

53

Force:
lower

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

Appreciation: reaction
+

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Affect: security

That's right.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

Yam

Trust him

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Affect: security

Deaw

I trust you

Declarative: full

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: comply

Affect: security

Positive
polarity

54

55

Heterogloss:
disclaim

39

Activity 4: Creating a role play
Ex

Spk

Text

Mood

Mood
(Voice)

Turn

M.

Speech Function

Attitude

1

i

Champ

This one is difficult.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

2

i

Pat

I agree

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

1

i

Champ

Role play and everybody has to play

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

2

i

Yam

Our team get “Colosseum” …

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

ii

Yam

Where wa??

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

i

Pat

I like social.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

ii

Pat

I know

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Pat

It's in Rome in Italy.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iv

Pat

It's a place for sports

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

v

Pat

It's also one of the seven wonders of the
world

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

vi

Pat

I wanna go there

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: desire

vii

Pat

Because it's beautiful

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Appreciation:
reaction +

i

Ploy

No…

Minor

ii

Ploy

It's not Italy.

Declarative: full

i

Pat

Yes….

Minor

ii

Pat

It is in Italy.

Declarative: full

Graduiation

Engagement

1
Appreciation:
reaction -

2

3

4

5

Negation

Positive
polarity

Heterogloss:
entertain

Affect: happy
Heterogloss:
proclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

40

iii

Pat

You can check with the google

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

6

i

Yam

This one is difficult.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

1

i

Yam

แล้ วต้ องใช้ คําบังคับจากบนกระดานหมดเลยเหรอ

Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Yam

Do we need to use all the words on the
board?
เดียว...บอกหน่อยดิวา่ มีอะไรบ้ าง

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Sun flowers, snake, café, cool, and I will
love you forever.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation:
reaction -

3

ii

Deaw…please tell me the words
2

i

Deaw

1

i

Yam

อาจารย์ให้ ทําไรอ่ะ

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Ploy

What does the teacher assign us?
แสดงละครอะแก

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

4

2

i

Role play and
ii

Ploy

ทุกคนต้ องเล่น

Force: raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

Everybody has to play
5
1

i

Pat

เอาเป็ น นิทานเลยนะ
Let's make it a fairy tale

2

i

Champ

ไม่เอา

Minor

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:non-comply

No.
ii

Champ

สันๆ
 ดีกว่า

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Appreciation:
reaction +

Short one is better.
iii

Champ

เดี3ยวไม่ทนั เวลา
because we may not make it in time

6

Heterogloss:
disclaim

41

1

i

Yam

เอาเป็ นเรืองเราไปเทียวไม๊

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Imperative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Appreciation:
reaction +

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

What about travel?
ii

Yam

เอาตลกๆ
Let's make a funny one

2

i

Pat

กลุม่ อืนตลกแน่เลยอ่ะ

Heterogloss:
entertain

Other groups will be funny
7
1

i

Champ

เราเอาเป็ นอะไรอ่ะ
What will we be?

ii

Champ

เพือนไปเทียวแล้ วเจอกันโน่นไม๊
What about we are friends and travel
together?

2

i

Pat

ได้ ๆๆ

Minor

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation:
reaction +

Ok Ok.
8
1

i

Pat

เค้ าจะเป็ น guide ให้ นะ

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

Heterogloss:
entertain

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

I will be the guide
ii

Pat

คนอืนเป็ นนักท่องเทียวแล้ ว
Others can be travellers.

iii

Pat

เดี3ยวเค้ าจะพาเทียวอ่ะ
I will guide you around

2

i

Deaw

ดีๆ

Minor

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation:
reaction +

Force: raise

42

Good Good
ii

Deaw

แชมป์กะแยมเป็ นแฟนกัน

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

Imperative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Judgement:
social esteem-

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction +

Champ and Yam can be lovers.
iii

Deaw

เราจะได้ ใช้ ประโยค I will love you forever ได้ อะ่
we can use the sentence "I will love you
forever"

3

i

Yam

ไม่ต้องบ้ าเลย

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Don't be crazy…
ii

Yam

เป็ นเพือนกันพอ
Friend is enough

9
1
2

3

4

i

Ploy

Speak English please

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Positive
polarity

Deaw

Ok…

Minor

ii
iii
iv

Deaw
Deaw
Deaw

Create our new name
Use English name na
I am Dew like Nam Keang

Imperative: full
Imperative: full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Ploy

Don't be crazy…

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Judgement:
social esteem-

Heterogloss:
disclaim

ii

Ploy

We should make it short

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

Heterogloss:
entertain

i

Pat

To save time

Minor

5

i

Ploy

Yes

Minor

6

i

Champ

It's true

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Appreciation:
reaction +

i

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Appreciation:
reaction +

43

10
1
2

i
i

Yam
Champ

so what's next?
Let's start

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Champ

Yam and I are friends and travel to Rome
together

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Champ

After that we go to the restaurant?

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iv

Champ

At the restaurant, we can add some
dialogues

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i
ii
i

Ploy
Ploy
Deaw

Ok
What about the word "snake" ?
Do you want the funny one?

Minor
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Polar-Interrogative:full

Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

ii

Deaw

Let's use the snake dance

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

iii

Deaw

You do the dancing part

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

iv

Deaw

Guide must dance

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

i

Ploy

Really?

PolarInterrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

ii

Ploy

No.

Minor

iii

Ploy

I am shy

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

4

i

Pat

Ploy you can do it

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

1
2

ii
i

Pat
Yam

Believe me
Yeah

Imperative: full
Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

ii

Yam

It's funny

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Yam

Write the name now.

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Heterogloss:
entertain

11
1
2

3

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

12
1

Heterogloss:
entertain

Affect:
insecurity
Heterogloss:
entertain

Appreciation:
reaction +

44

Heterogloss:
disclaim

ii

Yam

We won't memorize it.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Yam

Write here..Dew, Yammy, Patty, Ploy
and Champ

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

i

Champ

It is not good.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Champ

We can't memorize both new names and
the dialogue

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
disclaim

1

i

Deaw

I'll write it.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

Heterogloss:
entertain

2

i

Champ

Ploy and Dew can be friends and go
travel

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend:

Heterogloss:
entertain

ii

Champ

Yam and I will be lovers and go to travel

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

iii

Champ

Well, we need the story teller.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend:

Heterogloss:
entertain

i

Champ

Pat…you can be the story teller

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Heterogloss:
entertain

ii

Champ

And dance the Snake show

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

i

Pat

So many duties

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Pat

I will try

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

i

Pat

Let's help with the script.

Imperative: full

2

Appreciation:
reaction -

Heterogloss:
disclaim

13

14
1

2

Force: raise
Heterogloss:
entertain

15
1
2

i

Ploy

ok…

Minor

ii

Ploy

I will tell you na

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

Appreciation:
reaction +
Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
entertain

45

ii

Ploy

Yam write down

Imperative: full

iii

Ploy

Hello, everyone today our group is….

Declarative: full

3

i

Champ

I will help

Declarative: full

1

i

Champ

In English, should we greet the teacher
too?

Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Incomplete
clause

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Heterogloss:
entertain

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

16
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Positive
polarity

2

i

Yam

Yes

Declarative:ellip

3

i

Pat

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

4

i

Champ

Well…..how can we say "คุณครูทีรักอ่ะ"
Well…..how can we say "Beloved
teacher"
Beloved or lovely ?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

5

i

Ploy

Beloved teacher.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

6

i

Champ

Ok.

Minor

7

i

Pat

Good afternoon our beloved teacher and
friends.

Declarative: full

ii

Pat

Ok?

Minor

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

8

i

Champ

Ok

Minor

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

9

i
ii

Yam
Yam

Include location.
Here coliseum, country and the activity.

Imperative: full
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

1

i

Ploy

Hurry up

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Ploy

I am hungry.....

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect:
unhappy

iii

Ploy

I want to have lunch after this class

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: desire

iv

Ploy

I will have SOM TOM spicyyyy one

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Judgement:
social
esteem+
Appreciation:
reaction +
Judgement:
social
esteem+

Appreciation:
reaction +

17

Heterogloss:
entertain

46

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register

Appreciation:
reaction +

2

i

Deaw

Ok

Minor

3

ii
iii
i

Deaw
Deaw
Yam

I want to have that too.
What about you Yam?
Finish this first !

Declarative: full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Imperative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

1

i

Champ

Why SOM TOM?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

ii

Champ

I need something sweet

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

2

i

Pat

You can eat rice.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

1

i
ii

Yam
Yam

Hurry....
I am nervous..

Imperative: full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Yam

I need time to read first.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

2

i

Ploy

I don’t know about the place.

Declarative: full

3

i

Pat

It is not necessary

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Pat

Just make a story.

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

i

Yam

I don't play..

Declarative: full

ii

Yam

I am shy.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect:
insecurity

i

Champ

I am sorry

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Affect:
unhappy

ii

Champ

Everybody has to be a part.

Declarative: full

Affect: desire

18
Appreciation:
valuation +

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
entertain

19

4

5

6

i

Deaw

Yes..

Minor

ii

Deaw

I am sorry

Declarative: full

7

i

Ploy

I don’t want too.

Declarative: full

1

i

Champ

…..Ah ah ah continue….. . . .

Imperative: full

Negation

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:
Appreciation:
valuation -

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:non-comply

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Positive
polarity

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect:
unhappy

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Affect: desire
-

20
Open: Attend

Force: raise

Heterogloss:
disclaim

47

ii
iii
iv

Champ
Champ
Champ

Let me see the script
Finish introduction first..er
Change from hello to good afternoon na

Imperative: full
Imperative: full
Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

v

Champ

It’s formal.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Deaw

It’s better…

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Deaw

You are so clever.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1
2

i
i

Deaw
Champ

Please continue.
Pat….. uh what do you think?

Imperative: full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

3

i

Pat

Uh um Yes…..

Minor

ii

Pat

I agree.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

i

Pat

I will write now.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

ii
iii

Pat
Pat

This is the role play from our group.
Then what?

Declarative: full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

2

i

Ploy

In summer, the sky….

Declarative:ellip

3

i

Champ

Summer?

Minor

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

4

i

Deaw

Hot..

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Appreciation:
reaction -

ii

Deaw

It's hot.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction -

5

i

Ploy

The sky is clear.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Appreciation:
valuation +

6

i

Champ

The sky is so clear.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

Force: raise

7

i

Pat

The sky is very clear.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

Force: raise

8

i

Ploy

The teenagers in Rome like to go to the
coliseum

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Affect: happy

ii

Ploy

It is the entertainment center now.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

2

Appreciation:
valuation +
Appreciation:
valuation +
Judgement:
social
esteem+

Force: raise

22

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

23
1

24

Incomplete
clause

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

48

Positive
polarity

1

i

Yam

Good good……

Minor

2

ii
i

Yam
Pat

And then we walk in
What will you say?

Declarative: full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

ii

Pat

I am hungry

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Pat

so we can use the word "café".

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

i

Yam

Ok…..

Minor

ii

Yam

I will tell you to sit down and find some
food at cafe.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Pat

Patty say…. I am hungry now and….

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Pat

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

5

i

Champ

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

6

i

Deaw

Yammy say let’s have a seat.
I and Dew walk in and talk about the
show.
For Champ, honey we have a ticket to the
show

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Deaw

And Dew say I am waiting for it.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

2
3
4
5
6

i
ii
iii
i
i
i
i
i

Pat
Pat
Pat
Ploy
Champ
Yam
Champ
Yam

Slow down…..
I am waiting for it.
Let’s go.
Don’t forget the words.
What words?
Teacher’s words.
What?
คําบังคับอ่ะ บนกระดานอ่ะ

Imperative: full
Declarative: full
Imperative: full
Imperative: full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

7

i

Champ

The required words on the board
I see.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge

1

i

Champ

well how about..."sun flower".

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

3

4

Positive
polarity

Open: Attend

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

25
1

26
2
27

i

Deaw

Yeah

Minor

ii

Deaw

You can give me later

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Appreciation:
reaction +

Force: raise

Affect:
unhappy
Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation:
reaction +
Heterogloss:
entertain

49

1

i

Ploy

Add before the show to link

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

2

i

Pat

Before going to the show, I have a special
gift for you.

3

i

Yam

You can put more feeling

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

4

i

Ploy

Deaw you can

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

5

i

Deaw

Then, Champ says..."what" …

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Deaw

เอาแบบขําๆ นะ

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Appreciation:
valuation +
Judgement:
social
esteem+

Force: raise

Force: raise

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
entertain

Let's make it funny one
4

i

Champ

You are so beautiful like flower.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Champ

Here are sun flowers for you

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Deaw

Good long long.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation:
reaction +

Force: raise

ii

Deaw

He like long speaking.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

Force: raise

1

i
ii

Champ
Champ

Go back to show…
Then, Pat start dancing

Imperative: full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

2

i

Pat

Ok…

Minor

3

ii
i

Pat
Ploy

Let’s go back to the show.
And we sat down.

Imperative: full
Declarative: full

4

i

Deaw

Yes…

Minor

ii

Deaw

Pat come.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1

i

Pat

Who will turn on the music?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Ploy

Go ask some friends

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

3

i

Champ

I will ask Kim.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

4

i

Deaw

Kim say ok

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

5

28

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation:
reaction +

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

29

Heterogloss:
entertain
Affect:happy

50

5

i

Champ

Kim is good

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

1

i

Pat

Tell him เอาเพลงมันๆ หน่อยนะ

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

Judgement:
social
esteem+

30

Tell him to use the dacing song.
ii

Pat

เค้ าจะได้เต้ นได้

Heterogloss:
entertain

So I can dance
2

i

Champ

ได้ ๆๆ

Minor

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Appreciation:
reaction +

Ok….
ii

Champ

เค้ าจะบอกให้ เดี3ยวนี เลย

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Heterogloss:
entertain

I will tell him now
31
1

i

Champ

แกมีเพลงอะไรมาด้ วยเป่ าหล่ะ
Do you have the song with you?

2

i

Pat

ไม่มีอะ่

Declarative:ellip

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

No….
ii

Pat

แต่ในเครืองหน้ าห้ องน่าจะมี

Declarative: full

But some songs are in the computer in
front of the room.
3

i

Ploy

ใช่

Minor

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Yes.
ii

Ploy

แค่สนๆ
ั

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Appreciation:
valuation -

It is a short one
32
1

i
ii

Pat
Pat

What will we call the show?
What about snake show?

Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

2

i

Champ

No…

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Heterogloss:
disclaim

51

Affect:
dissatisfaction

ii

Champ

Friends will not understand

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1

i
ii

Champ
Champ

Use this one
Meaw Ngu…

Imperative: full
Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

2

i

Ploy

But teacher say snake.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend:

3

i

Deaw

Meaw Bgu is ok

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

ii

Deaw

Teacher will understand

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

4

i

Yam

It is funny.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

1

i

Deaw

About one minute?

PolarInterrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

2

i

Pat

Ok….

Minor

ii

Pat

I will say

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Pat

Thank you for the show

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Ploy

I will say that

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Ploy

It’s a good show.

Declarative: full

i

Yam

No…

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

ii

Yam

It is not good.

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction -

iii

Yam

It is funny.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction -

i
ii

Champ
Champ

Well…er er
Ploy then says that

Minor
Declarative: full

Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

iii

Champ

It is a good show.

Declarative: full

Heterogloss:
disclaim

33

Heterogloss:
disclaim
Appreciation:
reaction +
Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation:
reaction +

34

3

4

5

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

Appreciation:
reaction +
Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation:
reaction +
Heterogloss:
disclaim

Appreciation:
reaction +

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Heterogloss:
entertain

52

i

Yam

I don’t think so.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Affect:
dissatisfaction

Heterogloss:
disclaim

ii

Yam

She is not sexy.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Judgement:
social esteem-

Heterogloss:
disclaim

i

Champ

Ok….

Minor

Open: Attend

ii

Champ

Add she is not sexy

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

Judgement:
social esteem-

Heterogloss:
disclaim

2

i

Pat

3

i

Ploy

1

i

6

35
1

What should we use like more or more
like?
I prefer

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Pat

แยมพูดนะ….

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Pat

Yam says that
ฉันชอบเมียงูทีประเทศไทยมากกว่า

Declarative: full

I prefer the Meaw Ngoo in Thailand
What are other words from the teacher?
We got sunflower, café, and snake

Wh-Interrogative:full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

36

ii

Affect: desire

2
3

i
i

Deaw
Pat

4

i

Champ

Next is the sentence "I will love you
forever".

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

ii

Champ

I will give you the flowers. …

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Champ

I will say that

Declarative: full

iv
v

Champ
Champ

It is a symbol of my love…and…
I will love you forever.

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

1

i

Champ

Is it too much?

Polar-Interrogative:full

2

i

Pat

No

Minor

ii

Pat

It's too shot.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Champ

Write down…"Can you please tell me
how much you love me?"

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
entertain

37
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Negation

38
1

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree
Appreciation:
valuation -

Force: raise

53

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

Appreciation:
reaction +

Imperative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Appreciation:
reaction +

Then, we finish.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Champ

Finish?

PolarInterrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

ii

Champ

We don’t have the word cool yet.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

2

i

Ploy

We should put it somewhere.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Heterogloss:
entertain

1

i

Champ

Can I see the script?

Polar-Interrogative:full

2

i

Deaw

Ok

Minor

3

i

Ploy

Say it sweet sweet na.

ii

Ploy

i

Positive
polarity

Force: raise

39
1

40
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Positive
polarity

2

i

Pat

Yes…

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

3

i

Champ

Easy…...

Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

4

ii
iii
i

Champ
Champ
Yam

Deaw say " cool..I am waiting for it"…..
Put the word cool here
Cool is เย็นไม่ใช่เหรอ

Imperative: full
Imperative: full
Polar-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

Appreciation:
reaction -

Does the cool mean cold?
5

i

Champ

ใช่ๆ

Declarative:ellip

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

Yes yes
ii

Champ

แต่พดู ว่ามันเยียมได้ ใช้ เหมือน good great

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
reaction +

Heterogloss:
disclaim

But it also used like good or great.
6

i

Yam

แต่ในนี อาจารย์ไม่ได้ แปลว่าดีนะ

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Declarative: full

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

but the teacher doesn't mean good or
great
7

i

Ploy

ใช้ ได้ แหละอะไรก็ได้
It's ok

Appreciation:
reaction +

54

ii

Ploy

ไม่ได้ ระบุความหายหนิ

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Heterogloss:
entertain

Because she doesn't specify
8

i

Pat

It is ok.

Declarative: full

1
2

i
i

Deaw
Ploy

Practice
ใครกลุม่ แรกเนีย

Imperative: full
Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

Appreciation:
reaction +

41

Who will be the first group?
3

i

Pat

ไม่ใช่เราแน่ บอกไม่เอากลุม่ แรก

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

4

i

Yam

I don’t want to be the first
กลุม่ เอก อ่ะ

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

Champ

Eak's group
กลุม่ เราหว่ะ อ. อุม๋ ขอให้ เรา present ก่อน

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:

5

i

Affect: desire
-

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Our group because ajarn Aum asked for
us to present first

Activity 5: Creating a law case
Ex
1

Turn

M.

Spk

Text

Mood

Mood
voice

Speech function

Appraisal

Graduation

Engagement

55

1

2

i

Ploy

ii

Ploy

i

Yam

Ok.
I think we should think of the case
first.
__um

Minor

Sus:Con:Monitor

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Minor

3

i

Pat

__yes

Minor

4

i

Deaw

__What?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

Positive
polarity

5

i

Champ

__Yeh

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

1

i

Ploy

What will we do?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Champ

We can do the easy one...

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

ii

Champ

Like CRIMINAL…

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Champ

I felt down of the mountain and die.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iv

Champ

And you have to find the killer like
that.

Imperative

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

v

Champ

You know?

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Monitor

vi

Champ

Criminal law

Minor

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Pat

We should include the time

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

ii

Pat

Since it is significant to the case

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

1

i

Deaw

Champ, is it criminal law?

2

i

Ploy

It’s criminal law about murder.

3

i

Pat

About murder?

2

3

3
PolarInterrogative:full
Declarative: full
PolarInterrogative:ellip

4

i

Champ

Yes

Declarative:ellip

1

i

Ploy

Please tell me again.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

4
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Appreciation: reaction
+

Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation: reaction
+

56

2

ii

Ploy

i

Champ

The detail again …please tell the detail
again
เอาจริงเหรอ

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Minor

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

Really?
Positive
polarity

3

i

Yam

Hmm

Minor

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

1

i

Ploy

I think in my opinion

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Heterogloss:
entertain

ii

Ploy

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

2

iii
i
ii

Ploy
Champ
Champ

Declarative:ellip
Minor
Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Monitor
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

3

i

Ploy

The parents must be to responsibility to
the minor uh uh his child.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

4

i

Deaw

What?

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

5

ii

Deaw

425?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
PolarInterrogative:ellip

6

i

Pat

Is it right?

PolarInterrogative:full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

ii

Pat

425 is about employer and employee

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Ploy

No…

Minor

ii

Ploy

I mean child and parents.

Declarative: full

iii

Ploy

We can make the case of many childs

Declarative: full

8

i

Champ

Children.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair

1

i

Champ

What will the child do?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

5

7

We should do the wrongful act and
support the children children
children…..
you know as a wrongful act
minor
Children is minor

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
entertain

6

57

2

i

Ploy

Maybe ride the bicycle

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

Champ

เรืองเค้ าเป่ าวะเนีย

PolarInterrogative:full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

Declarative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Con:Append:extend
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

4
5
6

1
i
i

ALL
Ploy
Pat

(Is this my story?)
Laugh
And clash a dog
What?

7

i

Ploy

And other children too

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

1
2

i
i

Yam
Ploy

I find a child.
เนียๆๆ

Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

1
2

i
i

Yam
ALL

(This one)
A child and a cat
laugh

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1

i

Yam

Have this one.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

ii

Yam

Use this one the child is so cute.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Deaw

uh…

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register

1

i

Champ

A snow white!

Minor

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

2

i

Ploy

Good idea!

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

ii

Ploy

We can make a story from this one!

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Ploy

A snowhite and the step mother

Minor

i

Pat

Poison

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

ii
iii

Ploy
Ploy

The step mother wants to kill her.
She gives her apple

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

4

i

Deaw

Apple?

5
6
7

i
i
i

Champ
Pat
Deaw

Apple syrup
__ Syrup?
__Syrup?

Declarative: full
Declarative: full
PolarInterrogative:ellip
Minor
Minor
Minor

Heterogloss:
entertain

Force:
raise

7

8

9
Appreciation: reaction
+

Force:
raise

10

3

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

Appreciation: reaction
+
Heterogloss:
entertain

Affect: desire

58

8

9
10

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation:reaction
+

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

i

Ploy

This is good idea.

Declarative: full

ii

Ploy

Ok..snowwhite

Minor

i
ii
i

Champ
Champ
Pat

She got the syrup
She die because of the syndrome.
ป่ วยอยู่แล้ ว แล้ วตาย

Declarative: full
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact

Positive
polarity

(She is sick and die later)
11
1

i

Yam

อะไรอ่ะ Syrup
(What is the Syrup?)

2

i

Champ

Nam cherm (in L1)

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

Yam

แต่ไม่ใช่นํ าเชือมนะ

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

3

ii

Yam

But it is not the syrup.
ยาพิษอ่ะ

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Appreciation:reaction
Appreciation: reaction
-

Heterogloss:
disclaim

It’s poison
4

i

Champ

ไม่เอาดีกว่า ปั ญญาอ่อน

Heterogloss:
entertain

I think we shouldn't include this one
Champ

Because it is silly

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Deaw

ยาพิษภาษาอังกฤษว่าอะไรอะ

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact

Declarative:ellip
Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

12
1

i

2
3

i
i

Pat
Champ

(What does Ya-Pid mean in English?)
Toxic
Poison

1

i

Pat

เล่นเกมส์ก่อนมะ

13

(Do you want to play games first?)

14

2

i

Yam

No.

Declarative:ellip

1

ii

Yam

Hurry up

Imperative

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Heterogloss:
disclaim

59

1

i

Champ

Pinoccio

Minor

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

2

i

Ploy

It can be a guy.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1

i

Champ

Snowwhite has D6PD syndrome.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

ii

Champ

When she got the (
got the apple

Declarative: full

2
3
4

iii
iv
i
i
i

Champ
Champ
Ploy
Deaw
Pat

Her blood cell explode
She die
== hoo
== hoo
== hoo

Declarative: full
Declarative: full
Minor
Minor
Minor

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register

5

i

Ploy

So medical science

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
-

6

i

Deaw

Oeiiiiii

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree

Appreciation: reaction
-

7

i

Champ

ดีออก

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Appreciation: reaction
+

Heterogloss:
entertain

15
) when she

Force:
raise

(It’s good)
16
1

i
ii
iii
iv

Ploy
Ploy
Ploy
Ploy

Who agree with Champ?
Please stand up errrr
Please hands up.
Please show me your hand.

Wh-Interrogative:full
Imperative
Imperative
Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Yam

Difficult

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:non-comply

Appreciation: reaction
-

3

i

Deaw

It’s so difficult.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
-

4

i

Ploy

But I think we should find out the story
very soon

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

ii

Ploy

because the time is limited…..

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

i

Deaw

What would you like to do?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

ii

Deaw

Criminal, Wrongful act, family…..or
any?

Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

17
1

Force:
raise
Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
disclaim

60

2
3
4

i
i
i

Ploy
Deaw
Pat

we want easy story…..
hmm
I agree.

Declarative: full
Minor
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Affect: desire

1

i

Ploy

I think wrongful act is easier than the
criminal

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

iii

Ploy

because it’s not much the point

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
disclaim

iv

Ploy

but the criminal have many points

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
disclaim

2

i

Pat

I agree

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

3

i

Deaw

Ok …

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

ii

Deaw

wrongful act

Minor

i

Ploy

If we choose the criminal law,

Declarative: full

ii

Ploy

we think of who, strict ability and
relationship between act and the
prevent and protect…and..

Declarative: full

Incomplete
clause

Sus:Con:Append:enhance

Heterogloss:
entertain

i

Deaw

No no

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

ii

Deaw

It is enough

Imperative

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

6

i

Pat

Ok..wrongful

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

7

i

Ploy

I think it’s too much to think.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

8

i

Deaw

I understand wrongful act

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: satisfaction

9

i

Ploy

It is enough and easy.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

Appreciation:reaction
+

10

i

Deaw

wrongful

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

11

i

Pat

Sorry

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

18

4

5

Appreciation:
valuation +

Heterogloss:
entertain

Appreciation: reaction
+

Heterogloss:
entertain

Force:
raise

Force:
raise

Affect: unhappy

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
proclaim

Force:
raise

61

ii

Pat

But I think Dom wants to kill Deang
and use the gun.

Declarative: full

iv

Pat

โห้ ..ไม่ร้ ูอะ

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

Heterogloss:
entertain

Affect: desire

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Oh….i don't know
19
i

Ploy

Maybe we use the midterm exam for
this.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

ii

Ploy

OK?

Minor

Sus:Con:Monitor

iii

Ploy

Sice we remember and everybody
understand it

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Affect: satisfaction

iv

Ploy

Nai In made a contact with Nai Chan.

Declarative: full

2

i

Deaw

ok..this one

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

1

i

Deaw

I will find the picture

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

2

i

Yam

Nai In, Nai Chan, and Nai Moo

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

3

i

Pat

This one I wrong answer.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

4

i

Yam

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

5

i

Deaw

I agree this one
Nai In employer, Nai Moo employee
and the corn garden or the flower
garden.

Minor

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

1

i

Deaw

I am not sure about the word.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

ii

Deaw

Is it right?

2

i
ii

Champ
Champ

Employer is the one who give money.
Employee is the one who works

PolarInterrogative:full
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

3

i

Ploy

It’s the ok

Declarative: full

1

Heterogloss:
entertain

Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
proclaim

20
Heterogloss:
entertain

Affect: unhappy

21
Affect: insecurity

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Heterogloss:
disclaim

62

Heterogloss:
disclaim

4

i

Pat

but in this magazine…no garden

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend

5

i

Deaw

No garden just forest.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

6

i

Pat

I think we can change.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

1

i

Ploy

Finally, we choose this story?

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

ii

Ploy

Do you agree?

Declarative: full
PolarInterrogative:full

2

i

Pat

Good idea.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

3

i

Ploy

Ok.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept

Appreciation: reaction
+

4

i

Ploy

so I will cut the picture.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

1
2
3

i
ii
i
i

Deaw
Deaw
Ploy
Deaw

Oh, this picture.
His wife Nai In.
This this this Nai Moo Nai Moo
Errr..I see

Declarative:ellip
Declarative:ellip
Declarative:ellip
Declarative: full

Open: Attend
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge

1

i

Champ

Change the name to Mr…. something

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Pat

_Mr. HISOOOO

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

3

i

Ploy

_Mr. Alex

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

4

i

Deaw

Ok

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:engage

ii

Deaw

Mr. In

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

i

Ploy

It’s better

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Force:
lower

Heterogloss:
disclaim
Heterogloss:
entertain

22
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Heterogloss:
entertain

23

24
Judgement: social
esteem-

Appreciation: reaction
+

25
1

Appreciation: reaction
+

Force:
raise

63

ii

Ploy

If we use the name of the football
player such as Michael Owen or …

Declarative: full

i

Yam

Yeah I agree.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

ii

Yam

I will help with the name.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

3
4

i
i

Pat
Champ

Harry Potter
Other

Minor
Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

5

i

Yam

Maybe movie star…Thai star

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

6

i

Deaw

Michel Phile

Minor

2

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Incomplete
clause

7

i

Ploy

Or we use the name…

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

8

i

Pat

The name..?

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

9

i

Ploy

Oh, you want me cut this (Point) or
this?

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

1

i

Deaw

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Ploy

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

1

i

Deaw

Spell please

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Ploy

I guess it is d-e-b-t-o-r

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

1

i

Deaw

What about Chaw nee and Look Nee?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Deaw

I don’t know errr...

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold

Heterogloss:
disclaim

ii

Deaw

I don’t have my talking Dic.

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
disclaim

i

Ploy

I think ownership of money

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Heterogloss:
entertain

ii

Ploy

because owner means Gum-ma-sid

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

i

Pat

Can I help?

PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

Affect: desire

26
Champ… what the word in English
Look nee?
Debtor...the word debt means หนี  in
Thai

27

Heterogloss:
entertain

28

3

29
1

64

2

Positive
polarity

i

Ploy

Ok.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept

ii

Ploy

You can do it.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Ploy

You are better.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip
Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Appreciation: reaction
+
Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation: reaction
+

……..Teacher came in…….
30
1
2
3
4

i
i
i
i

T
Deaw
Champ
Ploy

What will be the case?
__ It’s the tort
__ tort law
__ tort law

1

i

Pat

This one…I think him to be the bad
guy

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

2

i

Champ

What?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

1
2
3

i
i
i

Ploy
Champ
Yam

What is his name?
Charles Webber
Who?

Wh-Interrogative:full
Minor
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

4

i

Champ

Mr. Webber in Chalet’s web

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

5

i

Pat

Oh..no.

Minor

ii

Pat

I think make it easy one

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Deaw

Where is the land?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

i

Pat

No need to bring the borrowing just
employment.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree

ii

Pat

It's fine.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Deaw

I know it’s just the part of the contact

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

31
Appreciation: reaction
-

Heterogloss:
entertain

32

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Appreciation:
valuation +

Heterogloss:
entertain

33
1
2

3
34

Force:
lower

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Force:
lower

Heterogloss:
proclaim

Appreciation: reaction
+

65

1

i

Yam

This one, employer.

Declarative:ellip

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

ii

Yam

This handsome be the right man.

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

i

Ploy

I agree

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

ii

Ploy

so handsome man be the right man

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Appreciation: reaction
+

iii

Ploy

and wrong man to be not handsome
this one

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Appreciation: reaction
-

1

i
ii

Yam
Yam

Hey....
I wrote Thai version already.

Minor
Declarative: full

Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

2

i

Ploy

Cool

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge

Appreciation: reaction
+

ii

Ploy

You are so kind

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Judgement: social
esteem+

Force:
raise

1

i

Ploy

2

i

3

Judgement: social
esteem+

Force:
raise

2

Appreciation: reaction
+

Heterogloss:
disclaim

35

36
Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Champ

Champ…please translate Thai to
English.
What?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

i

Pat

Please you are so smart please please

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1

i

Deaw

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

2

i

Pat

37
We have Nai In and Nai Chan and
garden.....
Hurry up

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Positive
polarity

3

ii

Deaw

Ok

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

1

i

Deaw

My mom is waiting for me.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:fact

ii

Deaw

She is from Phetchboon

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Deaw

because she wants to go to the concert.

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

2

i

Yam

NUVO?

Declarative: full
PolarInterrogative:ellip

3

1

Deaw

Yes

38

Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

Affect: desire

66

4

i

Yam

The NUVO will come to Phitsanulok.

Declarative: full

5

i

Deaw

Yeah

Minor

6

i

Yam

I will go too

Declarative: full

1

i

Ploy

Ok..

Minor

ii

Ploy

so take that picture

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

2

i

Deaw

Ok..this one is nice

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply

3

i

Champ

4

i

1
2
3

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:engage
Force:
raise

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

39
Positive
polarity

Open: Attend
Appreciation: reaction
+

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Yam

This one is Jack sparo and Indiana
Jones
Here arrows.......

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

i
i

Deaw
Champ

Champ...what his name?
Max

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Minor

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

i

Pat

I think A B C…

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

ii

Pat

I think it's easier

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

4

i

Yam

Ok.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge

Appreciation: reaction
+

5

i

Deaw

I will do this one.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

1
2

i
i

Ploy
Deaw

Why you fold it?
because it is like this..

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

3

i

Ploy

No good.

Declarative:ellip

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

ii

Ploy

It’s too…it’s too…

Declarative:ellip

Incomplete
clause

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

4

i

Pat

__big

Minor

5

i

Ploy

Yes

Minor

ii

Ploy

and I want to put the garden here......

Declarative: full

40

Positive
polarity

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
entertain

41

42

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Positive
polarity

Appreciation: reaction
Force:
raise
Appreciation: reaction
-

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Affect: desire

67

1

i

Ploy

Everyone agree with me Champ is the
presenter?

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

Force:
raise

2

i

Champ

Noooooo

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree

Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
disclaim

3

i

Ploy

__yeah

Minor

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm

Force:
lower

Heterogloss:
entertain

4

i

Deaw

__yeah

Minor

Positive
polarity

5

i

Yam

__yeah

Minor

Positive
polarity

1

i

Champ

...จะเอาประเด็นตามนี เลยหรือว่ายังไงเนีย หรือจะให้ เหลือ
ประเด็นเดียว

PolarInterrogative:full

43
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

(Will you include these points or just
only one point?)
2

3

i

Ploy

no no

Minor

ii

Ploy

Only one point is enough

Declarative: full

i

Champ

แต่สองประเด็นนี แยกกันไม่ได้ เลยนะ

Declarative: full

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:enhance

Minor

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation:
valuation +

Force:
lower
Heterogloss:
disclaim

(But these point can’t be separated)
4

i

Deaw

ไม่ไม่

Force:
lower

Heterogloss:
disclaim

No no..
ii

Deaw

เราแยกได้

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Heterogloss:
entertain

We can separate it
5

i

Ploy

It can

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

6

i

Pat

เอาแต่จ้างงานไม่เอากู้ยืมมาไง

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Minor

Open: Attend

(Include only employment excluding
the borrowing)
44
1

i

Yam

Here……

Heterogloss:
entertain
Force:
lower

Heterogloss:
entertain

68

2

i

Ploy

Do you want to cut this one?

PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

2

ii

Ploy

Ok?

Minor

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

3

i

Deaw

I will do.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

Heterogloss:
entertain

ii

Deaw

I will cut this out.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

1

i

Pat

Do you have the code?

PolarInterrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact

2

i

Ploy

No

Minor

ii

Ploy

We can ask from the teacher.

Declarative: full

iii

Ploy

She got the code.

Declarative: full

iv

Ploy

Actually, You can download many
things from the web.

Declarative: full

iv

Ploy

Kridsadeega.com and siamlaw.com

Minor

i

Champ

I can’t translate all…

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:fact

ii

Champ

How to say ….in English?

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

i

Pat

Is he wrong?

ii

Pat

err why?

i

Champ

Is this wrong?

ii

Champ

Why?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip
PolarInterrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
PolarInterrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip

4

i

Ploy

I think ok.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve

1

i

Champ

The pig’s name is moon nee.

Declarative: full

45

Negation

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain
Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

46
1

2

3

48

i

Deaw

Yes

Minor

3

i

Yam

We can cut of this one

Declarative: full

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Appreciation: reaction
+

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

47
2

Affect: dissatisfaction

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

69

PolarInterrogative:full
Declarative:ellip
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

1

i

Ploy

is it glue or glaw?

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact

2
3

i
ii
i

Deaw
Deaw
Pat

Glue glue
Glaw is Thai [laugh]
This picture what color?

1

i

Ploy

I think the position should be the right
side

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Appreciation:valuation
+

ii

Ploy

because this is not enough

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

Appreciation: reaction
+

2

i

Deaw

Ok.

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
+

3

i

Pat

He should have a a a something

Declarative: full

ii

Pat

That can tell he is

Declarative: full

i

Ploy

I think we can put the picture that show
link.

Declarative: full

iii

Ploy

I have in my handy drive

Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

49

4

5

i

Pat

Just the arrow I think is enough just for
today

1

i

Deaw

You present Champ…

Imperative

2

i

Champ

No no

Minor

ii

Champ

I am busy

Declarative: full

i

Ploy

No

Minor

ii

Ploy

we will help you

Declarative: full

iii

Ploy

Only for today I think

Declarative: full

i

Pat

we will help you too.

Declarative: full

Positive
polarity

Heterogloss:
entertain
Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
entertain

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

50

3

4
51

Negation

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:non-comply
Affect: dissatisfaction

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

70

1

Yam

Wed wed we present Wednesday.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

i

Ploy

but I think the teacher wants us to
present this day first.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

ii

Ploy

but if we really present on 21 August

Declarative: full

iii

Ploy

we can practice.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

Heterogloss:
entertain

iv

Ploy

Teacher will help.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
entertain

1

i

Champ

I think this is too long……

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Appreciation: reaction
-

Force:
raise

2

i

Deaw

It is too long

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Appreciation: reaction
-

Force:
raise

3

i

Ploy

so I will cut.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:enhance

1

i
ii
iii
iv

Champ
Champ
Champ
Champ

I check now..
Debtor is the person in debt
And creditor is the person
who lends the money

Declarative: full
Declarative: full
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

2

i

Deaw

Ok.

Minor

1

i

Champ

2

i

Deaw

Do we need the "S" for the Indiana
Jone?
Why don’t use A B C?

PolarInterrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:full
Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

2

i

Affect: desire
Force:
raise

Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
disclaim

52
Heterogloss:
entertain

Heterogloss:
entertain

53

Positive
polarity

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge

Appreciation: reaction
+

54

3

4

Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

i

Ploy

but I think the name is not important
and

ii

Ploy

we will forget it

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

iii

Ploy

so A B C is better

Imperative

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

i

Champ

Kor kor ko (Thai alphabets)

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

Appreciation: reaction
-

Heterogloss:
entertain
Heterogloss:
entertain

Appreciation: reaction
+

Heterogloss:
disclaim

71

5

i

Yam

Not international.

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict

1

i

Pat

Use A B C

Imperative

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

Heterogloss:
disclaim

55

i

Champ

A B C?

PolarInterrogative:ellip

ii

Champ

Ok..ABC

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

iii

Champ

Then, we finish

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

i

Champ

you know?

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Monitor

ii

Champ

I wanna see the new movie Pid Term
Yai.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: desire

2

i

Yam

It is good

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

3

i

Champ

I don’t know

Declarative: full

ii

Champ

but I just want to see.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

iii

Champ

because the Seawrite awarder is the
writer

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance

1

i

Deaw

Oh, I work today!

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

2

i

Ploy

I am free every day every night.

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Affect: happy

3

i

Yam

I’m free free free

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

Affect: happy

1

i

Pat

I think finish

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Heterogloss:
entertain

2

i

Deaw

yeah..we should finish now

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree

Heterogloss:
entertain

ii

Deaw

Today im…

Declarative:ellip

3

i

Ploy

What?

Wh-Interrogative:ellip

Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check

4

i

Deaw

I just want to say.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

2

Appreciation: reaction
+

56
1

Negation

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Affect: desire

57
Force:
raise
Force:
raise

58

Incomplete
clause

Sus:Con:Monitor

Affect: desire

Force:
lower

Heterogloss:
disclaim

72

ii

Deaw

I am….lazy…..to go to work

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Affect: unhappy

5

i

Yam

money money

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

1

i

Ploy

How is it?

Wh-Interrogative:full

Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion

2

i

Yam

It’s beautiful beautiful

Declarative: full

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer

Appreciation: reaction
+

ii

Yam

It’s nice.

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Appreciation: reaction
+

1

i
ii
iii

Deaw
Deaw
Deaw

B is the debtor
A is the creditor
and C is the employee of B.

Declarative: full
Declarative: full
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:extend

2

i

Ploy

We should present now.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

Heterogloss:
entertain

ii

Ploy

The teacher said we present today

Declarative: full

Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate

Heterogloss:
attribute

1
2
3
4

i
i
i
i

Deaw
Champ
Deaw
Ploy

Champ helps me.
Help what?
Help me explain ……
I want to watch this video.

Imperative
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative:ellip
Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion

1

i

Yam

Do we have to answer?

2

i

Ploy

420 and 423

PolarInterrogative:full
Minor

3

i

Deaw

I think in commercial code…

Declarative: full

4

i

Ploy

The wrongful act…..(look up in the
code)

Declarative:ellip

Sus:Con:Append:elaborate

1

i

Champ

I will rehearse now.

Declarative: full

Open:Initiate:offer: g&s

2

i

Ploy

__ok

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge

3

i

Yam

__see

Minor

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge

Force:
raise

59
Force:
raise

60

61

Affect: desire

62
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Incomplete
clause

Heterogloss:
disclaim

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate

63
Heterogloss:
entertain
Appreciation: reaction
+

73

Appendix B: Synoptic view of linguistic choices in activity one
to five
Activity 1
Activity 1
No. of Start Turn
No. of Clause
No. of Move

Ploy
59
92
82

Champ
39
59
52

Deaw
42
53
50

Pat
36
56
50

Yam
24
39
36

Total
200
299
270

Mood
Polar-Interrogative:full
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip
Imperative
Imperative:ellip
Minor
Positive polarity
Negation
Paralinguistic expression
Incomplete clause
Non-finite 'íng'clause
Non-finite 'ed'clause
Non-finite infinitive clause
Total

Ploy
7
1
13
8
40
6
4
0
13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
92

Champ
4
4
5
3
29
5
1
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
58

Deaw
2
2
3
3
19
1
3
0
19
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
52

Pat
2
6
2
1
24
4
2
0
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
56

Yam
2
1
6
0
18
2
4
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
39

Total
17
14
29
15
130
18
14
0
60
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
297

Mood (Voice)
Positive polarity
Negation
Incomplete clause
Total

Ploy
6
9
0
15

Champ
3
3
2
8

Deaw
6
3
4
13

Pat
2
5
0
7

Yam
4
4
0
8

Total
21
24
6
51

Speech Function
Open
Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:offer: g&s
Open:Initiate:give:info:fact
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Total

Ploy
1
3
5
12
1
8
1
0
2
33

Champ
1
1
0
4
3
3
0
0
1
13

Deaw
0
3
0
5
0
2
0
0
0
10

Pat
1
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
5

Yam
1
4
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
10

Total
4
13
7
25
5
13
1
0
3
71

Speech Function
Sus:Con
Sus:Con:Monitor

Ploy
0

Champ
0

Deaw
0

Pat
0

Yam
0

Total
0

74
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:extend
Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Sus:Con:Append:extend
Sus:Con:Append:enhance
Total

13
0
3
0
0
1
17

7
0
3
1
1
0
12

5
0
0
3
0
0
8

6
1
2
1
0
0
10

8
0
0
1
0
0
9

39
1
8
6
1
1
56

Speech Function
Sus:Rea:Res
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:enhance:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:engage
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:disengage
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:non-comply
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disavow
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Total

Ploy
8
0
1
1
0
0
0
3
5
0
4
0
0
0
1
0
2
25

Champ
5
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
9
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
21

Deaw
1
0
0
1
1
0
2
6
8
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
23

Pat
2
1
0
0
3
1
0
3
8
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
2
23

Yam
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
8
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
14

Total
17
2
1
2
4
1
3
15
38
0
9
0
0
1
5
0
8
106

Speech Function
Sus:Rea:Rej
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:confirm
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:probe
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:detach
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:rebound
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:counter
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:unresolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:refute
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:rechallenge
Total

Ploy
2
1
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

Champ
2
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

Deaw
3
0
0
0
4
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
9

Pat
2
2
2
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
12

Yam
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

Total
10
3
7
0
9
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
38

75
ATTITUDE
Appreciation: reaction Appreciation: reaction +
Appreciation: valuation Appreciation: valuation +
Affect: unhappy
Affect: happy
Affect: desire
Affect: desire Affect: insecurity
Affect: security
Affect: dissatisfaction
Affect: satisfaction
Judgement: social sanctionJudgement: social sanction+
Judgement: social esteemJudgement: social esteem+
Total

Ploy
3
4
0
0
5
10
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
25

Champ
0
1
0
2
0
7
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
11

Deaw
0
0
0
3
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

Pat
1
2
0
3
3
5
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
17

Yam
3
1
0
2
1
4
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12

Total
7
8
0
10
9
31
3
1
0
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
73

GRADUATION
Force: lower
Force: raise
Total

Ploy
1
8
9

Champ
0
1
1

Deaw
2
1
3

Pat
0
2
2

Yam
1
2
3

Total
4
14
18

ENGAGEMENT
Heterogloss: disclaim
Heterogloss: proclaim
Heterogloss: entertain
Heterogloss: attribute
Monogloss
Total

Ploy
8
1
4
1
79
93

Champ
3
1
7
0
48
59

Deaw
4
0
2
0
47
53

Pat
7
1
1
0
47
56

Yam
4
0
2
0
33
39

All
0
0
0
0
8
8

76
Activity 2
Activity 2
No. of Start Turn
No. of Clause
No. of Move

Ploy
14
26
25

Champ
25
36
36

Deaw
19
27
27

Pat
21
36
36

Yam
16
33
32

Total
95
158
156

Mood
Polar-Interrogative:full
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip
Imperative
Imperative:ellip
Minor
Positive polarity
Negation
Paralinguistic expression
Incomplete clause
Non-finite 'íng'clause
Non-finite 'ed'clause
Non-finite infinitive clause
Total

Ploy
0
0
2
3
11
3
3
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
26

Champ
0
0
2
0
14
9
4
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
36

Deaw
2
2
0
4
8
5
3
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
27

Pat
0
2
0
2
16
5
3
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
36

Yam
0
3
1
2
11
7
4
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
33

Total
2
7
5
11
60
29
17
0
27
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
158

Mood (Voice)
Positive polarity
Negation
Incomplete clause
Total

Ploy
2
0
0
2

Champ
5
1
0
6

Deaw
2
1
0
3

Pat
1
6
0
7

Yam
2
0
0
2

Total
12
8
0
20

Speech Function
Open
Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:offer: g&s
Open:Initiate:give:info:fact
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Total

Ploy
1
7
1
2
0
3
0
0
1
15

Champ
1
4
0
2
0
0
0
0
4
11

Deaw
0
4
0
2
0
4
1
0
0
11

Pat
1
5
0
1
0
2
0
0
2
11

Yam
1
11
0
2
0
2
0
0
1
17

Total
4
31
1
9
0
11
1
0
8
65

Speech Function
Sus:Con
Sus:Con:Monitor
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:extend
Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Sus:Con:Append:extend

Ploy
0
3
0
0
0
0

Champ
0
7
0
0
1
0

Deaw
0
4
1
0
0
0

Pat
0
9
1
0
0
0

Yam
0
4
0
0
0
0

Total
0
27
2
0
1
0

77
Sus:Con:Append:enhance
Total

0
3

0
8

0
5

0
10

0
4

0
30

Speech Function
Sus:Rea:Res
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:enhance:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:engage
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:disengage
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:non-comply
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disavow
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Total

Ploy
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

Champ
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
3
6
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
16

Deaw
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

Pat
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
12

Yam
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
8

Total
14
0
0
0
0
1
3
10
9
2
2
1
1
0
1
0
3
47

Speech Function
Sus:Rea:Rej
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:confirm
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:probe
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:detach
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:rebound
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:counter
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:unresolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:refute
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:rechallenge
Total

Ploy
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Champ
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Deaw
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

Pat
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

Yam
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

Total
5
2
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12

ATTITUDE
Appreciation: reaction Appreciation: reaction +
Appreciation: valuation Appreciation: valuation +
Affect: unhappy
Affect: happy
Affect: desire
Affect: desire Affect: insecurity
Affect: security
Affect: dissatisfaction
Affect: satisfaction
Judgement: social sanctionJudgement: social sanction+

Ploy
3
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Champ
3
0
0
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Deaw
2
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Pat
3
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Yam
3
0
0
1
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
14
0
0
6
2
7
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

78
Judgement: social esteemJudgement: social esteem+
Total

0
0
6

0
0
7

0
0
6

0
2
9

1
1
9

1
3
37

GRADUATION
Force: lower
Force: raise
Total

Ploy
3
0
3

Champ
2
4
6

Deaw
0
5
5

Pat
0
4
6

Yam
0
0
0

Total
5
13
20

ENGAGEMENT
Heterogloss: disclaim
Heterogloss: proclaim
Heterogloss: entertain
Heterogloss: attribute
Monogloss
Total

Ploy
0
0
2
0
24
26

Champ
1
0
4
0
31
36

Deaw
2
0
3
0
22
27

Pat
6
0
4
0
26
36

Yam
0
0
4
0
29
33

All
0
0
0
0
1
1

Activity 3
Activity 3
No. of Start Turn
No. of Clause
No. of Move

Ploy
28
41
41

Champ
42
57
57

Deaw
36
56
56

Pat
36
49
49

Yam
44
66
66

Total
186
269
269

Mood
Polar-Interrogative:full
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip
Imperative
Imperative:ellip
Minor
Positive polarity
Negation
Paralinguistic expression
Incomplete clause
Non-finite 'íng'clause
Non-finite 'ed'clause
Non-finite infinitive clause
Total

Ploy
1
2
2
4
20
0
3
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
41

Champ
3
2
1
1
27
6
6
0
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
57

Deaw
4
3
1
6
21
4
7
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
56

Pat
1
2
2
5
14
4
10
0
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
49

Yam
5
2
2
5
24
9
5
0
14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
66

Total
14
11
8
21
106
23
31
0
55
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
269

Mood (Voice)
Positive polarity
Negation
Incomplete clause
Total

Ploy
4
2
1
7

Champ
7
5
0
12

Deaw
8
2
0
10

Pat
6
2
0
8

Yam
9
2
0
11

Total
34
13
1
48

Speech Function
Open
Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact

Ploy
1
4
0

Champ
2
5
0

Deaw
2
7
0

Pat
1
8
0

Yam
0
7
0

Total
6
31
0

79
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:offer: g&s
Open:Initiate:give:info:fact
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Total

5
0
3
0
0
2
15

3
0
2
1
0
2
15

8
0
7
6
0
1
31

7
0
3
2
0
2
23

8
0
4
0
0
1
20

31
0
19
9
0
8
104

Speech Function
Sus:Con
Sus:Con:Monitor
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:extend
Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Sus:Con:Append:extend
Sus:Con:Append:enhance
Total

Ploy
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
8

Champ
0
12
2
2
0
0
0
16

Deaw
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
5

Pat
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
9

Yam
0
14
0
0
0
0
0
14

Total
0
48
2
2
0
0
0
52

Speech Function
Sus:Rea:Res
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:enhance:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:engage
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:disengage
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:non-comply
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disavow
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Total

Ploy
6
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
15

Champ
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
24

Deaw
7
0
1
0
1
0
2
6
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
20

Pat
4
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
16

Yam
12
0
0
0
0
1
3
6
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
30

Total
37
0
1
0
1
3
7
21
18
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
14
105

Speech Function
Sus:Rea:Rej
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:confirm
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:probe
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:detach
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:rebound
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:counter
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:unresolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:refute
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:rechallenge

Ploy
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Champ
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Deaw
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Pat
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Yam
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
4
0
1
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Total

2

2

1

1

2

8

ATTITUDE
Appreciation: reaction Appreciation: reaction +
Appreciation: valuation Appreciation: valuation +
Affect: unhappy
Affect: happy
Affect: desire
Affect: desire Affect: insecurity
Affect: security
Affect: dissatisfaction
Affect: satisfaction
Judgement: social sanctionJudgement: social sanction+
Judgement: social esteemJudgement: social esteem+
Total

Ploy
0
6
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
12

Champ
1
11
0
1
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
19

Deaw
1
5
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
9

Pat
0
11
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
14

Yam
0
11
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
16

Total
2
44
1
4
0
5
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
4
7
70

GRADUATION
Force: lower
Force: raise
Total

Ploy
1
5
6

Champ
1
4
5

Deaw
2
0
2

Pat
0
0
0

Yam
1
6
7

Total
5
15
20

ENGAGEMENT
Heterogloss: disclaim
Heterogloss: proclaim
Heterogloss: entertain
Heterogloss: attribute
Monogloss
Total

Ploy
2
0
3
0
36
41

Champ
9
1
3
1
43
57

Deaw
2
0
11
1
42
56

Pat
2
1
2
0
44
49

Yam
6
3
6
0
51
66

Total
21
5
25
2
216
269

81
Activity 4
Activity 4
No. of Start Turn
No. of Clause
No. of Move

Ploy
28
45
44

Champ
43
75
69

Deaw
21
40
40

Pat
35
65
64

Yam
25
41
41

Total
152
266
258

Mood
Polar-Interrogative:full
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip
Imperative
Imperative:ellip
Minor
Positive polarity
Negation
Paralinguistic expression
Incomplete clause
Non-finite 'íng'clause
Non-finite 'ed'clause
Non-finite infinitive clause
Total

Ploy
0
1
1
1
25
3
8
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
45

Champ
4
1
1
7
39
2
12
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
75

Deaw
1
1
1
1
20
2
6
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
40

Pat
0
0
4
3
35
4
11
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
65

Yam
2
0
1
3
19
4
8
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
41

Total
7
3
8
15
138
15
45
0
35
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
266

Mood (Voice)
Positive polarity
Negation
Incomplete clause
Total

Ploy
5
5
2
12

Champ
5
2
0
7

Deaw
7
0
0
7

Pat
8
2
0
10

Yam
4
4
0
8

Total
29
13
2
44

Speech Function
Open
Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion
Open:Initiate:offer: g&s
Open:Initiate:give:info:fact
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Total

Ploy
1
9
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
12

Champ
3
11
0
5
0
5
3
0
4
31

Deaw
0
8
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
12

Pat
0
11
0
6
0
0
2
0
1
20

Yam
1
5
0
4
0
1
1
0
2
14

Total
5
44
1
17
0
8
7
0
7
89

Speech Function
Sus:Con
Sus:Con:Monitor
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:extend
Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Sus:Con:Append:extend
Sus:Con:Append:enhance
Total

Ploy
0
12
0
1
0
0
0
13

Champ
0
17
0
1
0
0
0
18

Deaw
0
13
0
0
0
0
0
13

Pat
0
16
1
2
0
0
0
19

Yam
0
11
0
1
0
0
0
12

Total
0
69
1
5
0
0
0
75

82
Speech Function
Sus:Rea:Res
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:enhance:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:engage
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:disengage
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:non-comply
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disavow
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Total

Ploy
6
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
17

Champ
6
2
0
0
0
0
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
17

Deaw
3
0
0
0
2
0
3
5
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15

Pat
8
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
2
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
2
23

Yam
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
4
12

Total
27
3
0
0
2
0
7
17
8
1
3
0
2
2
0
0
12
84

Speech Function
Sus:Rea:Rej
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:confirm
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:probe
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:detach
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:rebound
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:counter
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:unresolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:refute
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:rechallenge
Total

Ploy
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

Champ
2
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

Deaw
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Pat
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

Yam
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

Total
5
0
2
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12

ATTITUDE
Appreciation: reaction Appreciation: reaction +
Appreciation: valuation Appreciation: valuation +
Affect: unhappy
Affect: happy
Affect: desire
Affect: desire Affect: insecurity
Affect: security
Affect: dissatisfaction
Affect: satisfaction
Judgement: social sanctionJudgement: social sanction+
Judgement: social esteemJudgement: social esteem+

Ploy
0
4
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Champ
3
6
0
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2

Deaw
2
6
0
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Pat
0
6
2
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Yam
3
5
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
0

Total
8
27
3
10
4
3
4
2
2
0
1
0
0
0
4
5

83
Total

14

16

15

15

13

73

GRADUATION
Force: lower
Force: raise
Total

Ploy
0
3
3

Champ
0
2
2

Deaw
0
3
3

Pat
0
3
3

Yam
0
2
2

Total
0
13
13

ENGAGEMENT
Heterogloss: disclaim
Heterogloss: proclaim
Heterogloss: entertain
Heterogloss: attribute
Monogloss
Total

Ploy
7
0
8
0
30
45

Champ
9
0
14
0
54
77

Deaw
0
0
5
0
35
40

Pat
4
1
13
0
47
65

Yam
8
0
3
0
31
42

Total
28
1
43
0
197
269

Activity 5
Activity 5
No. of Start Turn
No. of Clause
No. of Move

Ploy
68
115
102

Champ
43
66
63

Deaw
56
75
74

Pat
39
48
45

Yam
32
39
39

Total
238
343
323

Mood
Polar-Interrogative:full
Polar-Interrogative:ellip
Wh-Interrogative:full
Wh-Interrogative:ellip
Declarative: full
Declarative:ellip
Imperative
Imperative:ellip
Minor
Positive polarity
Negation
Paralinguistic expression
Incomplete clause
Non-finite 'íng'clause
Non-finite 'ed'clause
Non-finite infinitive clause
Total

Ploy
3
0
4
2
63
15
10
0
18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
115

Champ
4
1
1
5
31
7
2
0
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
66

Deaw
2
2
3
6
29
8
4
0
21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
75

Pat
5
1
0
2
21
8
3
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
48

Yam
1
1
1
1
15
6
4
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
39

Total
15
5
9
16
159
44
23
0
72
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
343

Mood (Voice)
Positive polarity
Negation
Incomplete clause
Total

Ploy
6
5
3
14

Champ
2
4
0
6

Deaw
7
4
2
13

Pat
1
1
0
2

Yam
2
0
0
2

Total
18
14
5
37

Ploy
1
8
0
5
1
5

Champ
0
1
0
2
0
2

Deaw
1
3
1
5
0
4

Pat
0
3
0
1
1
1

Yam
2
4
1
0
1
1

Total
4
19
2
13
3
13

Speech Function
Open
Open: Attend
Open:Initiate:demand:g&s
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:fact
Open:Initiate:demand:info:open:opinion
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:fact
Open:Initiate:demand:info:closed:opinion

84
Open:Initiate:offer: g&s
Open:Initiate:give:info:fact
Open:Initiate:give:info:opinion
Total

0
0
8
28

2
1
5
13

3
1
4
22

2
0
3
11

2
0
2
13

9
2
22
87

Speech Function
Sus:Con
Sus:Con:Monitor
Sus:Con:Prolong:elaborate
Sus:Con:Prolong:extend
Sus:Con:Prolong:enhance
Sus:Con:Append:elaborate
Sus:Con:Append:extend
Sus:Con:Append:enhance
Total

Ploy
3
17
2
6
6
1
1
36

Champ
2
12
3
3
0
0
0
20

Deaw
1
10
1
1
3
0
0
16

Pat
0
5
1
0
0
0
0
6

Yam
0
3
0
0
2
0
0
5

Total
6
47
7
10
11
1
1
83

Speech Function
Sus:Rea:Res
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:elaborate:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:extend:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:develop:enhance:
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:engage
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:register
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:accept
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:comply
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:agree
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:answer
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:acknowledge
Sus:Rea:Res:Support:reply:affirm
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:disengage
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disagree
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:non-comply
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply: withhold
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:disavow
Sus:Rea:Res:Confront:reply:contradict
Total

Ploy
5
0
1
0
2
2
1
6
5
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
7
33

Champ
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
7
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
5
20

Deaw
4
0
0
2
3
0
2
9
2
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
28

Pat
6
1
0
0
1
0
0
5
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
6
21

Yam
6
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
3
16

Total
23
1
2
2
7
2
3
24
16
5
0
0
6
2
2
0
23
118

Speech Function
Sus:Rea:Rej
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:check
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:confirm
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:clarify
Sus:Rea:Rej:Support:track:probe
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:resolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:repair
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:detach
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:rebound
Sus:Rea:Rej:Confront:challenge:counter
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:unresolve
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:refute
Sus:Rea:Rej:Respond:rechallenge
Total

Ploy
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

Champ
6
0
1
0
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
12

Deaw
5
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

Pat
3
0
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
7

Yam
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

Total
17
0
4
0
6
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
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ATTITUDE
Appreciation: reaction Appreciation: reaction +
Appreciation: valuation Appreciation: valuation +
Affect: unhappy
Affect: happy
Affect: desire
Affect: desire Affect: insecurity
Affect: security
Affect: dissatisfaction
Affect: satisfaction
Judgement: social sanctionJudgement: social sanction+
Judgement: social esteemJudgement: social esteem+
Total

Ploy
4
15
0
3
0
1
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
30

Champ
3
3
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
10

Deaw
3
7
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14

Pat
2
6
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
13

Yam
1
6
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

Total
13
37
0
4
3
2
11
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
75

GRADUATION
Force: lower
Force: raise
Total

Ploy
1
16
17

Champ
0
3
3

Deaw
4
3
7

Pat
2
3
5

Yam
0
5
5

Total
7
30
37

ENGAGEMENT
Heterogloss: disclaim
Heterogloss: proclaim
Heterogloss: entertain
Heterogloss: attribute
Monogloss
Total

Ploy
9
2
35
0
69
115

Champ
6
0
5
0
55
66

Deaw
7
2
5
0
61
75

Pat
4
0
12
0
32
48

Yam
3
0
4
0
32
39

All
0
0
0
0
2
2

T
0
0
0
0
1
1

Total
29
4
61
0
252
346
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Appendix C: Linguistic analytical frameworks: MOOD and
SPPECH FUNCTION and APPRAISAL
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MOOD

Descriptions

Realization statement

Full Declarative

- A type of sentence where the Subject precedes the Finite

I am hungry

Elliptical Declarative

- A type of declarative where the Subject and the Finite are omitted.
However, both parts can be known by the interlocutors

What are you doing?
- Cutting papers. (The
Subject (I) and the Finite (am)
are omitted

Wh-Interrogative

- Wh questions words are used to point out the information required.
Moreover, the Finite precedes the Subject.

Where will you go?

Polar-Interrogative

- The Finite precedes the Subject requiring the interlocutors to provide
yes/no answers.
- Elliptical questions

- Are you OK?
- Do you like this one?
- Red?

Imperative

- Beginning with a Finite, but without the Subject because the subject
(You, we) can be inferred.

- Write down the name!
- Let’s start

- A brief and formulaic clause, not due to ellipsis as its full form cannot
be predicted (which may be different from an English native speaker
context)

Well, Oh, Uh, Um, Songs,
Food, Ken

- Clauses contain a negative morpheme (either n’t or not)

- He doesn’t like it.

Minor**

Negation
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- No + the Subject
- Negative polarity

- No money.
- No.

Incomplete clause

- Dependent clause

If you like easy one…

Paralinguistic expression
Filler

- Minor accompanied by body language, gestures

- Hand waving
- Pointing

Positive polarity

Declaratives with positive polarity

Yes, Umm, OK

Adapted MOOD classes Eggins and Slade (2004) ** remark represent different MOOD coding from the original
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Opening network for data analysis adapted from Eggins & Slade (2004)
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Continuing network for data analysis adapted from Eggins & Slade (2004)
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Responding network for data analysis adapted from Eggins & Slade (2004)
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Rejoinder network for data analysis adapted from Eggins & Slade (2004)
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SPEECH FUNCTION

Discourse purpose

Congruent MOOD

Realization statement

Opening Moves
Open: Attend

Seeking attention from others

Minors, Formulaic

Er!

Open: Initiate: demand: g&s

Demand goods or services

Imperative (inclusive and
exclusive)

Please tell me again.

Open: Initiate: demand: info: open: fact

Demand information with factual
information

Wh-interrogatives

What will be the (law) case?

Demand information with opinion
information

Wh-interrogatives

Why you fold it?

Open: Initiate: demand: info: closed: fact

Demand information with factual
information

Polar interrogatives

Do you have the code?

Open: Initiate: demand: info: closed:
opinion

Demand information with opinion
information

Polar interrogatives

Do you like this one?

Open: Initiate: offer: g&s

Give goods or services voluntarily

Interrogatives or
declaratives

So I will cut the picture.

Open: Initiate: give: info: fact

Give information voluntarily

Declaratives, no Appraisal

I don’t have my talking Dic
(Shorts from Dictionary)

Open: Initiate: demand: info: open:
opinion
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Open: Initiate: give: info: opinion

Give attitudinal information

Declarative and appraising
lexis

I think wrongful act is easier
than the criminal

Continuing Moves

Sus: Con: Monitor

Sus: Con: Prolong: elaborate

Sus: Con: Prolong: extend

Sus: Con: Prolong: enhance

Check that audience is still
engaged

Elliptical major clause or
minor with interrogative
information

Offer additional information to
clarify, exemplify or restate

Full declaratives, linked
e.g. example, I mean, like

Offer additional or contrasting
information

Offer additional information to
qualify previous move by giving
details of time, place, cause,
conditions etc

You know?

Ploy: In my opinion..we should
Ploy: We should do the
wrongful act and support the
children, children, children…

Ploy: Actually, you can
Full declarative, linked e.g.
download many things from the
and, but, except, on the
web.
other hand
Ploy: …Kridsadeega.com and
siamlaw.com

Full declaratives, linked
e.g. then, so, because

Ploy: Maybe we use the midterm
exam for this.
Ploy: Ok?
Ploy: Since we remember and
everybody understand it
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Sus: Con: Append: elaborate

Sus: Con: Append: extend

Sus: Con: Append: enhance

Offer additional information to
previous move after intervention
by another speaker to clarify,
exemplify or restate

Full declaratives, elliptical
declaratives

Offer additional information to
previous move after intervention
by another speaker

Full declaratives, elliptical
declaratives

Offer additional information to
previous move after intervention
by another speaker

Full declaratives, elliptical
declaratives

Ploy: as a wrongful act…
Champ: minor
Ploy: the parents must be to
responsibility to the minor uh,
uh, his child.

Ploy Maybe ride the bicycle
Champ Is it my story?
Ploy And clash a dog

Ploy: but the criminal have
many points
Pat: I agree
Deaw: Ok …
Deaw: wrongful act
Ploy: If we choose the
criminal law, (ii) we think of
who, strict ability and
relationship between act and
the prevent and protect…and..
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Responding Moves

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: develop:
elaborate

To provide additional information
for factual information from
previous initiator to clarify,
exemplify or restate

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: develop: extend

To offer additional or contrasting
information for factual
information

To qualify previous move for
factual information by giving
Sus: Rea: Res: Support: develop: enhance details of time, place, cause,
conditions etc.

Sus:Rea:Res:Support:engage

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: register

Full declaratives, linked
e.g. example, I mean, like

Deaw: It’s arr understand and…
Pat: and care
Deaw: and very kind……….
Yam: and handsome is very
important... .

Pat: but in this magazine…no
Full declarative, linked e.g.
garden
and, but, except, on the
Deaw: No garden just forest.
other hand

Full declaratives, linked
e.g. then, so, because

To show engagement in
interaction by responding to
salutation

Full declaratives, elliptical
declaratives

To show attention to speakers,
show willingness to participate in
discussion

Repetition of speakers’
words; paralinguistic
expressions e.g. Uh, huh,
exclamations, minor

N/A in this study

N/A in this study

Champ: Ohh
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To accept offered goods or
services

Non-verbal expression,
expression of thanking,
positive polarity

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: comply

To carry out demand for goods or
services

Non-verbal; expression of
undertaking, positive

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: agree

To indicate support of information
given

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: accept

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: answer

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply:
acknowledge

Sus: Rea: Res: Support: reply: affirm

To provide information demanded

Ploy: so I will cut the picture.
Deaw: Oh, this picture.

Deaw: Spell please
Ploy: I guess it is d-e-b-t-o-r

Positive polarity, O.K,
Umm, yes.

Yam: Be the right man
Ploy: I agree so Handsome
man be the right man and
wrong man to be not
handsome this one.

To provide answers for
open-ended questions; no
opinion; no APPRAISAL

Deaw: Champ...what his name?
Champ: Max

To indicate knowledge of
information given

Expression of knowing,
positive polarity

Champ: And creditor is the
person who lends the money.
Deaw: I see

To provide positive response to
close-ended questions

Yes; positive polarity

Champ: Really?
Yam: Hmm
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Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: disengage

To quit conversation

Stop, Enough,

Yam Hey
Yam นอกเรือง
(Off topic)

Pat: Do you want to play games
first?
Yam: No

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: reply: disagree

To show disagreement with prior
idea

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: reply: noncomply

To indicate inability to comply
with prior command

Non-verbal expression,
negation>

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: reply: withhold

To indicate inability to provide
demanded information

Negative elliptical
declarative

Champ: I don’t know.

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: reply: disavow

To show disconnection

Negation

N/A in this study

Sus: Rea: Res: Confront: reply:
contradict

To negate prior information, to
override and propose new idea

No, negation, declaratives
e.g. I don’t think so

Negation with new ideas

Deaw: You present Champ…
Champ: No, no. (ii) I am busy

Pat: 425 is about employer and
employee
Ploy: No, no.
Ploy: I mean child and
parents.
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Rejoinder Moves

Sus: Rea: Rej: Support: track: check

Sus: Rea: Rej: Support: track: confirm

Sus: Rea: Rej: Support: track: clarify

Sus: Rea: Rej: Support: track: probe

Sus: Rea: Rej: Respond: resolve

Sus: Rea: Rej: Respond: repair

To elicit repetition of a misheard
element or move

To verify information heard

To get additional information
needed to understand prior move
To volunteer further
details/implications for
confirmation

To indicate ability to provide
clarification

To correct others’ utterance

Elliptical polar e.g. Cat?,
Dinner?

Wh-interrogative, whelement from prior move
e.g. Where? What? When?
Interrogative, wh / new
element
Tagged declarative

Ellipsis, Mood adjunct of
polarity, modality

Elliptical declarative

Ploy: I think it’s criminal law
about murder.
Pat: About murder?

Yam: Teacher’s words.
Champ: What?

Ploy: Oh, you want me cut this
(Point) or this? (Point)

N/A in this study

Yam: Who?
Champ: Mr. Webber in
Chalet’s web

Ploy: Children
Champ: Minor in law code call
minors.
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Sus: Rea: Rej: Confront: challenge:
detach

Silence, paralinguistic
expression, Stop!, Enough!

Yam: I’m free. free.
Pat: I think finish

To question relevance, legitimacy,
veracity of prior move

Wh-interrogative, ellipsis

N/A in this study

Sus: Rea: Rej: Confront: challenge:
counter

To dismiss address’s right to
his/her position

Negation of understanding/ N/A in this study
rightness

Sus: Rea: Rej: Respond: unresolved

To indicate inability to provide
clarification

Sus: Rea: Rej: Respond: refute

To contradict import of a
challenge

Sus: Rea: Rej: Confront: challenge:
rebound

To terminate interaction

Ellipsis, Mood adjunct of
polarity, modality

N/A in this study

Elliptical declarative,
negation

N/A in this study

Elliptical interrogative

N/A in this study

Sus: Rea: Rej: Respond: rechallenge
To offer alternative position

SPEECH FUNCTION analysis framework adapted from Eggins and Slade (2004)
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happiness / unhappiness (e.g. sad, love, anger)
(I can’t stand…;her despair; hostile feelings; I like..)

Expressing feelings
& emotions
(‘Affect’)

Attitude

Judging people’s
behavior
(‘Judgement’)

satisfaction / dissatisfaction (e.g. curiosity, respect)
(she approves; I’m not sure; she felt restless)

security / insecurity (e.g. anxiety, fear, confidence, trust)
(I’m scared; he feels fine; are you okay?)

Who/what is being
Evaluated?

social esteem (e.g. admiration, criticism of behaviour )

Who is doing the
evaluation?
(author? other?)

(weird; special; wise; clever; brave; unrealiable)

ethics, morality, legality (e.g. truthfulness; propriety)
(he never lies; she’s very devious; they are criminals)

aesthetic values (e.g. complexity, balance, composition)
Evaluating the
qualities of things
(‘Appreciation’)

Positive or
negative?
Directly stated or
indirectly implied

(simple, detailed, precise, extravagant, harmonious)

social value (e.g. worth, usefulness)
(challenging, profound, deep, original, shallow)

reaction (e.g. impact, quality)
(fascinating, exciting, boring, appealing, lovely, pretty)

Attitude framework network reproduced from Derewianka workshop adapted from (Martin, 2000; Martin & Rose, 2003; Martin & White,
2005)
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intensification
(make stronger or
weaker)

quality
(slightly sad; ecstatic; woeful)
process
(like>love>adore)

force
(raise or lower)
quantification
(quantity, amount,
extent)
ADJUSTING

number
(a few; many; multitude)
(tiny>small>big>huge>gigantic)
extent
(nearby, recent, wide-spread)

(Graduation)

thing

Includes
comparatives and
superlatives
(bad, worse, worst;
big, bigger, biggest)

Can use an adverb
of degree
(very small)
or a graded content
word
(dislike>hate>loathe)
or a metaphor
(ice cold)

authenticity
(a true incentive; a real lady)
specificity
(kind of pretty; exactly; nearly)

focus
(sharpen or soften)
process

try to find; fail to achieve

Graduation framework network reproduced from Derewianka workshop adapted from (Martin, 2000; Martin & Rose, 2003; Martin &
White, 2005)
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deny
disclaim
counter
affirm
concur

contract

concede
proclaim

heterogloss

pronounce

endorse
entertain

expand
acknowledge
attribute
distance

monogloss

The engagement system adapted from Martin & White (2005, p. 134)
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Appendix D: The continuum of the tasks

The continuum from focus on form to focus on meaning reproduced from
Littlewoood (2004a, p. 322)
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Appendix E: Interview questions
Importance of English/motivations
1. How important is it for you to learn English?
2. What do you think your English level is like? What about your speaking skills?
3. Do you think that English is significant to your future careers? How?
4. What can motivate you to talk more during this language course?
Group activity
5. Do you like learning together with classmates in this course?
6. What do you think about group work tasks?
7. Can other peers motivate you to talk more even though you may not feel like
talking?
Situational factors (Group work)
8. In what situation do you feel most comfortable (willing) to communicate in
pairs/small group/a whole class? Why?
9. Do you like the task?
10. How useful for your learning do you think the tasks are? Why? Why not?
11. Do you feel happy to work in a group?
12. Among the five tasks, which one is your favorite? Do you engage more in that
task?
Topic
13. Do you like the topic of your study today?
14. How competent do you think you are to discuss in the topic?
15. During the process of completing the task, do you think background knowledge
about the topic or L2 competency is more important?
Interlocutors
16. Do you like all of your group members?
17. Are there any members you would like to talk to in particular? Why?
18. Are there any members you don’t like to talk to /work with in particular? Why?
In general, what do you think affects your speaking in small group work?
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Appendix F: Consent form and Information sheet
Participant Consent Form
Research project title: A social-cultural study of EFL learners’ willingness to
communicate
Researcher : Wannaprapha Suksawas
I have been given information about the research project titled: A social-cultural study
of EFL learners’ willingness to communicate from Wannaprapha Suksawas who is
conducting the research as a part of a Doctor of Education degree supervised by Dr.
Honglin Chen and Dr. Pauline Jones (University of Wollongong, Australia)
I understand that, if I consent to participate in the project, during small group interaction
I will be observed, video and audio recorded to record my interactions with my group
members. I also understand that I will be required to participate in group interviews
after participating in selected small group activities.

I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary. I am free to refuse to
participate and I am free to withdraw from the research at any time. My refusal to
participate or withdrawal of consent will not affect my study. I also understand that the
identity of all participants will be kept, and that no participant will be identifiable.
By signing below I am indicating my consent to participate in the research conducted by
Wannaprapha Suksawas as it has been described to me. The data collected will be used
for Wannaprapha Suksawas’s thesis and may be in her further research.

Name:
Signature:
Date:
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Participation Information Sheet
Introduce Myself
Hi, my name is Wannaprapha Suksawas. I have been teaching English for a couple of
years. As a teacher, I have tried many ways to encourage my student to participate in
my class especially English speaking class. As a result, I decided to continue my study
and do the doctoral degree in order to find answers and solution to my questions
regarding EFL learners’ participation in English speaking class.

Introduce project
The title of my project is “A social-cultural study of EFL learners’ willingness to
communicate”. The purpose of this study is to examine how Thai university students
interact while accomplishing class tasks while working in a group. The study is to take
place over the course of one semester. By examining how the students interact and
collaborate while working on typical classroom activities, it is anticipated that evidence
of each learners’ Willingness to Communicate (WTC) will be revealed, as well as the
factors that affect their willingness to engage in the tasks. As a result, the mediational
potential of classroom tasks in stimulating conversation and supporting discussion
among learners and EFL dialogic interactions may be better understood.

This present study will examine the spoken discourses of learners during their
classroom interaction during small group activities. It is anticipated that the interactions
by the learners in a natural classroom setting will reveal factors that contribute to
learners’ sociocultural construct of Willingness to Communicate and highlight on
dialogic interactions of learners-learners interaction. Furthermore, group interviews will
be conducted in order to provide insightful information relating to the learners’
perceptions of the tasks and the learning contexts, as well as the relationship between
interlocutors. This study contributes to an understanding of the role played by
participation in second language teaching and learning through the exploration of
linguistic resources and factors that may contribute to the generation of L2 Willingness
to Communicate in EFL classroom interaction.
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What the participants are required to do:

I would like to ask you to help me by participating in the research. Your interaction in
five small group activities and opinions from interviews (in Thai) will help me
understand better about learners’ interaction and the situational factors that can affect
the interaction.

Your participation in the research is very important. On one hand, documenting your
interaction during the group interaction and your opinions on tasks is significant. It will
be very helpful for me to inform the nature of Thai learners’ interaction and some useful
information regarding the use of small group task in an English class in Thailand. On
the other hand, this research will be helpful for you. By participating in the group
interview, you may realize the significance of Willingness to Communicate in English
language learning.

All the information will be confidential and anonymously used in my research.
Although you are required to write down your name on the questionnaires, the
motivation graph and the diaries, you will not be identified and your personal
results will remain confidential when the research is published.

For further information, please contact the researcher:
Wannaprapha Suksawas
(055) 962035
Ws579@uow.edu.au
For any complaint, please contact the research ethics coordinator:
Dr. Honglin Chen
Faculty of Education
University of Wollongong
(61 2) 4221 3941
honglin@uow.edu.au

Summary of Thesis Revisions
Thesis title: A Sociocultural Study of EFL Learners‟ Willingness to Communicate
Student Name: Wannaprapha Suksawas
Student No.: 3082295
Supervisors‟ Names: Dr. Honglin Chen and Dr. Pauline Jones
Examiner's
name
Professor John
Bitchener
Dr. Howard
Nicholas

Requested Changes
The referencing corrections

How addressed
I have revised the reference list and have sent it to be
edited by a professional editor.

To make all the referencing, stylistic Page numbers as indicated were added to references as
and typographical corrections identified suggested.
in both the examiner‟s report and the
hard copy of the thesis
To provide a clearer and explicit
statement of the actual purpose and
contribution of the thesis

Page number
P. 220 - 247

P. 220 - 247

(I have added a section which provides examples of how P.9
the two theories can be combined so that researchers
conducting future study may benefit from the earlier
version of my work.)

Moreover, in terms of its contribution to teaching and
learning theories, this study is an attempt to combine

learning theory (see section 3.2) with linguistics theory
(see section 3.3) in order to provide an alternative
description of factors relating to Willingness to
Communicate. As a result, researchers in the EFL
context, especially in Thailand, may have a clearer
picture of how learning theory and linguistic theory can
be applied in an investigation of classroom interaction.
In addition to providing an explanation of contextual
factors and EFL learners‟ linguistic enactment of their
Willingness to Communicate, this study also highlights
the effects of communicative tasks as contextual factors
which have been designed to maximize learning
potential in the communicative language classroom. In
terms of the contribution to the field of SLA, although
some empirical studies describe learner engagement in
according to psychological factors, the present study
contributes to the understanding of learner engagement
by investigating it from a sociocultural perspective. In
using this alternative approach this study aims to
contribute to the theory of EFL learning as well as to

language teaching in the EFL context.
To provide a more explicit and
operationalised definition of WTC and
a stronger link between the data
analysis and the proposed theoretical
framework (see Recommendation on
p.1 of the examiner report); provide
clarifying statements and information
requested by the examiner in the
Detailed Comments

The previous definition of Willingness to Communicate P. 65 - 66
emphasized the initiation stage of the talk (see definition
from MacIntyre et al., 2001, p.369) and the subsequent
talk by the individual (see definition from Kang, 2005,
p. 291 on p. 33 of this study). In this study, reciprocal
communication and the group interaction behaviour are
also considered as significant features of social
communication as discussed in Chapter One (see section
1.3).

The

theoretical

and

analytical

frameworks

proposed in this study drawn from the learning theory
(Sociocultural theory) and linguistic theories (Systemic
Functional Linguistics) are developed to capture the
social and dynamic nature of WTC. The operationalised
definition of Willingness to Communicate of the current
study is drawn from the previous versions. Basing on
the

sociocultural

theory

and

linguistic

theory,

Willingness to Communicate defined in this study is a
group behaviour which is responsive to the nature of the
interaction taking place between the interlocutors.

Page 3 of the examiner report
a. Revise the last two sentences of
the second paragraph to make
the meaning clear (p. 16 of the
thesis);

A review of the existing literature on the discourse P. 16
features reveals the general belief that they function as a
tool to mediate L2 language learning, and, as a result,
they may contribute to language development. Talk
types of this nature can be regarded as the kind of help
or support linked to the notion of mediation available in
social interaction. In turn, the discourse features inform
the researcher that the talk learners may use to motivate
contributions

from

each

other

influences

their

Willingness to Communicate during small group
interactions. Therefore, these talk features will be
investigated in the current study as informed by
previous studies.
b. To clarify the purpose of Table
1 (p. 19);

Definitions of „task‟ in relation to classroom interaction
– from the narrow perspective through to the broad
perspective – are evident in previous studies.

P. 18

Researchers employing a task-based approach in their
studies have defined their „task‟ differently by focusing
on the particular dimensions of the task. Table 1
provides a summary of tasks relevant to, and reflective
of, the tasks in this study were previously defined.
Moreover, the definition‟s relation to the current study is
explained as follows:
Researchers who support sociocultural theory claim that P.20
c. To clarify the distinction
between „negative feedback‟
and social interaction.

social interaction is significant to L2 development. As a
result, the use of task employed in the classroom is
considered to be a factor that can influence learners‟
second language learning.
In particular, researchers who support Interaction
Hypothesis theory claim that negotiation may facilitate
L2 learning by way of negative feedback that learners
provide to each other. Such feedback focuses on form
such as explicit corrections or hint for more accurate
production.

d. To clarify the distinction
between the situational and

The model consists of six layers, and within the layers P. 24

enduring influences.

are certain variables expected to produce a „situational
influence‟ on Willingness to Communicate, and certain
other variables expected to cause „enduring influence‟
on Willingness to Communicate. The situational
influence can be described as transient and dependent on
the specific context in which a person functions at a
given time; whereas enduring influence can be defined
as „the long-term properties of the environment or a
person that would apply to almost any situation‟
(Macintyre

e. To clarify what you mean by
„dynamic and mutual‟

et

al.,

1998,

p.546)

(This is the literature review chapter where I have tried p.33
to

identify

the

gaps

in

previous

research).

Kang‟s definition of Willingness to Communicate
brought to light the fluctuating and situational nature of
the construct. This study is significant as it introduced a
primary approach to the investigation of Willingness to
Communicate by employing qualitative methodology.
Furthermore, on the basis of the new definition and

research design, current researchers have adopted a
more qualitative approach in their examination of
Willingness to Communicate and have also given
greater emphasis to the examination of the situational
factors investigated earlier. Furthermore, the current
study will not only investigate the learners as individual,
it will also explore the dynamic roles (interchanging
roles) of the learners as active participants in the
interaction and their mutual communication while
interacting with each other.
Page 4 of the examiner report
a. To change the sentence to “how
WTC is manifested in the …’

By drawing on multiple theories from different P.38
disciplines to elucidate a deeper understanding of how
learners manifest their willingness to contribute to group
tasks and how their Willingness to Communicate gets
shaped

by

the

complex

of

variables,

a

new

conceptualization of Willingness to Communicate
becomes possible.
b. 47. Modify the claim to reflect
(I have changed this to accept the existence of studies P. 47
the examiner’s
that focus on both cognitive and sociocultural
recommendation.
From While second language learning

studies have focused primarily on
„cognitive and information processing
issues‟ (Ho, 2006, p. 33), several
researchers claim that such research
fails to take the sociocultural
dimensions
of
language
into
consideration (Hasan, 1999; SchinkeLlano, 1995; Thorne, 2000).

dimensions)

While studies on second language learning have focused
on cognitive and information processing issues (Ho,
2006, p.33), several researchers also have considered the
sociocultural dimension of language (e.g., Hasan, 1999;
Schinke-Llano, 1995; Thorne, 2000).

c. To use primary reference for
Derewianka.

Derewianka, B. (2001). Pedagogocal grammars: Their
role in English language teaching. In A. Burns & C.

P. 50
The citation has been
changed

Coffin (Eds.), Analysing English in a global context: a
reader. London: Routledge.
d. To define functions and
metafunctions

„Language is functional in the sense that it has evolved P. 51
alongside its eco-social environment‟ (Matthiessen,
Teruya & Lam, 2010, p. 101). The function of language
is often defined as „the use of language‟ (Matthiessen,
Teruya, & Lam, 2010, p. 101). In general, Halliday
(1967, 1968) identifies the generalized functions of
language that have evolved to serve the meaning making
process and which are evident in the language

organization reflecting the intrinsic use of language.
Therefore, „the term “metafunction” is adopted to
suggest that function is an integral component within
SFL theory‟ Halliday refers to his functions of language
as metafunctions. He proposes three general functions:
the ideational, the interpersonal and the textual.
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 31).
e. To provide more explicit and
tighter conclusion. If this has
been stated elsewhere in the
thesis, provide evidence (page
numbers etc)
From The present chapter has
presented
the
theoretical
foundations upon which this
research is based in order to
address the research questions
stated in Chapter One. Drawing
on the dialogic relationship
between SFL and sociocultural
theory, this study endeavours to
investigate the social nature of
classroom group work and how
learners
enact
their
contributions within their talk.
As such, the current study is

(This is the conclusion of the framework chapter)
This chapter has presented the theoretical foundations
upon which this research is based in order to address the
research questions stated in Chapter One. It discussed
Willingness to Communicate and its contributing
factors, social interaction in L2 learning, and the notion
of semiotic space in SFL. By investigating learners‟
Willingness to Communicate, the researcher is able to
apply SFL to explore the possible meanings made by the
social interactants within their socio-cultural context.
Moreover, the framework offers a comprehensive set of
tools (see section 4.5 for analytical framework) to

P. 54

positioned
within
a
sociocultural
context
and
focuses on how language is
employed to make meaning, and
in order to reveal how
Willingness to Communicate is
enacted. Finally, the benefits of
drawing on theories adopting
from different perspectives are
that
they
offer
another
perspective on Willingness to
Communicate in the language
learning context.

account for language and this allows the researcher to
map the EFL learners‟ language choices together in
order to shed light on their linguistic behaviour.
Drawing on the dialogic relationship between SFL and
sociocultural theory, this study endeavours to investigate
the social nature of classroom group work and how
learners enact their contributions within their talk. As
such, the current study is positioned within a
sociocultural context and focuses on how language is
employed to make meaning, and in order to reveal how
Willingness to Communicate is enacted. Finally, the
benefits of drawing on theories adopted from different
perspectives are that they offer an additional perspective
on Willingness to Communicate in the language
learning context.

f. To change the word ‘paradigm
to approach

A qualitative research approach that combines language P. 55
and social context is needed to provide relevant and
meaningful results.

g. To state the purpose of your
case study

…..Because the current study is an interpretive and P.57

inductive form of research, it is best conducted by way
of a case study. This approach will enable the researcher
to conduct and in-depth exploration of the learners‟
interaction, to identify important patterns in their
behaviour, and to document data over a designated
period of time. In relation to this study, a case study
approach permits an in-depth linguistic analysis while
simultaneously allowing other units of analysis (Busch,
2006; Stake, 2000)
h. To modify the statement about
the spread of activities
From
The
number
and
scheduling of the observations
were discussed with the teacher
and it was agreed that the
students were to be observed
during the beginning, middle
and last stages of the course.
i. To provide more explicit
statement about the number of
participants in this study.

The number and scheduling of the observations were P.58
discussed with the teacher and it was agreed that the
students were to be observed at two intervals throughout
the course.

Following the initial recruitment phase of the study in P.65
which the students were informed of its nature and
purpose, the majority of the students in the class agreed
to participate. However, because only one group

comprising five learners was to be selected for
inclusion, to ensure that each student had an equal
chance of being selected, the final group was chosen on
a first-come first-served basis.
j.

Why ‘fault’ utterances were not
coded?

Moreover, although the EFL learners‟ interactional P. 62-63
production in L2 was not always grammatically correct,
the present study did not code all incorrect utterances
because they were deemed to be more representative of
their actual interaction in an EFL context. The focus of
the current study was not on grammatical accuracy, but
on negotiated meaning. Moreover, such incorrect
utterances were not coded in the study because they
outnumbered

the

grammatical

utterances.

What

concerned the researcher was that if the points of
grammar in the sentence were taken into account, the
analytical framework would be affected and the data
analysis would be primarily about the grammatical
accuracy rather than the meaning being made by the
learners.

k. To define genres and sub genres
and how they are
operationalized in the analysis

p. 68

(This is for the consistency of the named coded in the
study)
The focus of this study is on Oral Genre and its
subgenres which are coded according to the talk
functions identified in the long participant interactions
during each activity.

l. To argue you think this is an
appropriate division in the
summary sheet.

The table 3 was not in line with the argument on page

p. 66

77. I have made the change already.

The eight stages are divided according to the scope of
analysis in relation to the broadest element (the context
of culture) to the smallest unit (lexical choices). Such
division is regarded as appropriate to the study because
following the stages of analysis in this way not only
allows the information obtained to be related to the next
stage, it also enables the researcher to progressively
work towards the smaller unit analysis.
Page 5 of the examiner report
a. To clarify the Methodology to
say how the coding decisions
were made.

The data coding schemes in the current study have been P.61
adopted from previous studies in the field for the

reliability and validity.

The coding system for

transcription described in Eggins and Slade (1997,
2004) was adapted for transcribing
FUNCTIONS,

and

APPRAISAL.

MOOD, SPEECH

However, because of the

comprehensive nature of the

APPRAISAL

analysis

(especially Engagement), the present study has adopted
the more in-depth analytical framework for

APPRAISAL

analysis developed in the work of Martin and White
(2005, p. 117).
b. To acknowledge the Design
element of Activity 1.

(I have altered Table 12 (p. 94) to include the off-topic P.85
talk in Activity 1 into the structure as suggested by the
examiner.)

Activity 1 was designed by the teacher to be a Question
and Answer activity. However, from the analysis of the
generic structure based on the sub-genre stages
(extended talk according to social purpose), the generic
structure of Activity One demonstrates that the
obligatory stages were evident not only during the
asking and answering of the questions, but also during

the off-topic talk. Therefore, this demonstrates that there
was a time when the learners talked off topic.
d. To revise the discussion of Table
13 to present more tentative
conclusions.

The data from the MOOD analysis reveals the number
of utterances produced by each participant (see section
6.2.1). At this stage, it can be tentatively concluded that

From As mentioned earlier in the
above summary, the study can provide
reasons

why

learners

the one who produced the most utterances was the
dominant participant during the talk.

interact

differently across the tasks. The major The above summary identified the possible reasons why
factors found include the control of the learners interact differently across the tasks. The
task and the tasks‟ characteristics (or potentially influential factors include the requirements
task requirements mentioned earlier) of the task and its characteristics as these elements may
which
directly
affect
learners‟ affect the learners‟ preference and attitude. These
preference and attitude. These factors factors are discussed in more detail in the following
are discussed in more detail in the
sections.
following sections.

Page 6 of the examiner report
a. To add one sentence at the end
of example clarifying its link to
WTC

The aforementioned factors found in the learners‟ p. 98
utterances can be linked back to the contributing factors

found earlier in the studies of Willingness to
Communicate. This is particularly evident in the
pyramid model where both situational and enduring
factors are identified as having an influence on a
person‟s eagerness to talk.
b. To modify conclusions to soften
the claims made in the
Conclusion.

Analysis of sociocultural theory contributes to an P.113-114
understanding of the contextual factors affecting the
learners‟ participation. Below is a summary of the major
contextual factors which may influence the learners‟
Willingness to Communicate during their small group
interaction in the classroom.

First, different types of tasks provide different levels of
mediation, which, in turn, may impact on the level of
learner participation. In the tasks where knowledge of
grammar,

discipline

knowledge,

and

specific

information are required, learners tend to assist each
other more than in the tasks which demand only
brainstorming

or

exchanging

completion (Tulung, 2008).

opinions

for

their

Secondly, it may be suggested that the findings from
this study confirm the findings from Wu (2009) that
mutual assistance occurs in various forms in social
interactions whereby more capable peers may assist less
capable peers, and, on occasion, where less capable
peers assist their more capable counterparts. Learners
who are more capable in terms of language proficiency
may assist others in terms of English use while other
learners play assisting roles in different situations,
including times when information concerning tourist
destinations, celebrities, or law-related matters was
needed.

Thirdly, learners may interact with the mediating tools
differently. Some might engage more when they are
mediated by social mediations, while others might
participate more when they are instrumentally mediated.
In the tasks where artwork is required or semiotic tools
are needed, some learners engaged with the discussion

and the process of completing the artwork more than
others. This may be the result of role distribution,
personal interest or the ability to accomplish the
artwork. For instance, in activities 2, 3and 5, Deaw and
Yam engaged more when the talk was of colouring,
drawing, writing and decorating rather than of other
topics. Future study may further examine whether
physical

mediations

directly

affect

learners‟

participation during tasks.

Lastly, learners may negotiate for shared understanding
regarding the completion of the tasks. They perform
collaborative behaviours which might suggest the ability
to engage with one another throughout the process of the
activity, to assist each other, and to be open to peers‟
ideas and contributions. It may be anticipated that the
greater the shared understanding of the learners, the
more they tend to engage in the task, leading to a higher
level of Willingness to Communicate (Kahn, 2008;
Pawa, 2007).

In conclusion, the central argument of this study is that
mediation

aspects

available

in

the

tasks

(both

psychological and physical tools) and the task design
(communicative

dimension)

may

be

significant

contextual factors of influence over the learner
participation. This is only a partial overview of
participation, however; in terms of the influence of the
task design, the findings regarding the contextual factors
influencing the learners‟ contributions to the tasks may
be complemented and validated by linguistic evidence
as shown in the next chapter.
c. To review as follows;
 Modify tables to provide sub-totals
and grant totals;
 Add a short paragraph to provide a
clearer explanation of how
particular MOOD and grammar
choices are dominant;
 Include in the summary sheet that
consideration of the gender issue
would add to understanding of
WTC but it is beyond the scope of



I have added the sub total row to the table 14 – 

P. 118 – 138

Table 19.


As shown in the Table 14, the various uses of 
MOOD were evident from Activity 1 to Activity 5.
As discussed in Chapter 5, the task design may
affect the learners‟ utterances as they employed
different grammatical choices to achieve different

P. 121



your study. So this will not be
addressed.
Last point on p. 6: State the
purpose of the study is to contribute
to understanding how WTC is
manifested linguistically. It is
appropriate to use the
communicative behaviour of
individuals as a measure of WTC.

functions during their talk. For example, the learners
tended to use more interrogatives (complete
sentence) in Activity 1 to ask grammatically correct
questions, whereas they used more Minors when
they asked questions to each other as they attempted
to complete the task. This may show that when
learners are less conscious of trying to produce
grammatically correct sentences their MOOD
choices may differ because, rather than focusing on
the forms of language, they are focusing on their
language functions.




P.139



P. 140

Although the consideration of gender would add to
our understanding of WTC, it is beyond the scope of
this study and will not be addressed.



Because the primary purpose of this study is to
contribute to the understanding of how WTC is
manifested linguistically, it is argued that it is
appropriate to examine their linguistic behaviour as
a measure of WTC.

Page 7 of the examiner report
a. Second point on p. 7: Note in
the summary sheet that this has
been addressed earlier.

The explicit link between the findings of the study and
the theory of language underpinning the study, as well
as the link between these elements and the notion of
Willingness to Communicate, have been addressed in
Chapters 5 and 6)

b. Revise the statement to make explicit However, this study aims to examine the learners‟
the contributions of your thesis in light
discourse at a clause level and at a semantic level so that
of the examiner’s comments
the functions of their talk can be better understood.
Although the grammatical choices of the individual
learners were examined in the above section, the
interaction between the participants should also be
included in the investigation of their linguistic behaviour
and the factors that may affect their Willingness to
Communicate. As a result, the current study examines
the MOOD and SPEECH FUNCTION of the learners‟
utterances as the results pertaining to these elements
complement each other and provide an in-depth
explanation of the learners‟ interaction during the study.
A more thorough discussion of this complementary
relationship is provided in the SPEECH FUNCTION

P. 142

analysis.
Page 8 of the examiner report
a. To correct the grammatical
error pointed out by the
examiner.
b. To modify Table 25 to be
consistent?? (Just leave the
table as it is if it is not a
reasonable request)

It is the view of this study that a single learning activity P. 159
does not provide an adequate insight into a learner‟s
contribution specifically, and the Willingness to
Communicate construct in general.
I have fixed Table 25 in terms of the number and titles P. 163
of the table, but I have not included the details of the
individual learners as this table is the summary that
provides overall information of the learners‟ use of
appraisal. The detailed information was provided in
Tables 26 - 30

c. To include references to
support the coding of
‘entertain’ to ‘I think’ and
make the assignment is
consistent

The coding of the Heterogloss: entertain, was adopted P. 180
from the work of Coffin (2000) and Nakamura (2009).
As a result, „entertain‟ was coded as representing
propositions as grounded in their own contingent and
individual subjective.

d. To clarify what you mean by
‘supportive interaction’ and
make links to your data to
support your claims.

In this particular study supportive interaction or peer P. 198
assistance through talk is considered a mediational tool
with a range of functions: facilitating the communicative

exchange while negotiating for mutual understanding;
providing additional information;

correcting each

other‟s talk; and building on each other‟s proposed ideas
(as co-construction of ideas) as shown earlier in the
learners‟ utterances. These collaborative talk features
are an important form of social support which learners
provide to each other to stimulate or maintain their
participation.
e. To make links to your data
where appropriate to support
your claims.

To support and clarify Table 32 on pp. 203-204, I have P. 203 - 204
linked the discussion to the data found from p. 205
onwards. However, because it is the discussion chapter,
the data were embedded into the discussion.

f. To add one short paragraph to
explain how responses are evidence
of WTC

The responding moves that learners produced revealed P. 204
their Willingness to Communicate during the tasks. This
is evident in the way that the responding moves were
produced to develop each other‟s talk (prolonging the
conversation), or to reply to the opening moves by
showing their agreement or disagreement. As the
evidence in Chapter 6 (see section 6.2.2) demonstrates,

some of the responding moves produced were quite
subjective as learners responded to the talk that they
agreed or disagreed with.

